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ABSTRACT
The Triptych o f Daoist Deities o f Heaven, Earth and Water and the Making of Visual
Culture in the Southern Song Period (1127-1279)
Shih-shan Susan Huang
Yale University
2002
This interdisciplinary study of three Daoist paintings depicting the pantheon of the
Three Officials (sanguan) in the Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston proposes a new way of
viewing and thinking about Chinese religious paintings. By addressing issues of imagemaking, imperial patronage, regionalism, and religious practice, this study shows how
these Daoist images shed light on painting practices and ritual performances in twelfthand thirteenth-century China.
The various chapters o f this dissertation propose a sequence for studying the
Boston triptych: from the opening stage of its production to when it was finished and used
in a ritual context. The quality o f the Boston triptych links the three paintings to a small
body o f extant works previously attributed to earlier painters or simply treated as
anonymous works. Together, they belong to the little-studied Southern Song imperial
collection and workshop production. Stylistic analysis o f the Boston triptych and
comparison with figure, landscape, bird-and-flower paintings, and Buddhist prints from
the metropolitan Hangzhou region and the provincial Ningbo region suggests that it can
be dated to the late twelfth to early thirteenth century.
The Boston triptych is a powerful visual statement that documents the intricate
intersection o f image-making and religious practice. Its encyclopedic array of the deities
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of Heaven, Earth, and Water (tianguan, diguan, shuiguan), spirits, and a human ghost
suggests that it was a set o f efficacious images (ling xiang) used in a Daoist mortuary
ritual huangluzhai, similar to a Buddhist shuilu hui.

Both the Daoist canon and

ethnographic sources have shown that paintings like the Boston triptych were hung
alongside other painted deities in Daoist rituals, the common repertoire o f which included
sending petitions to the gods, summoning them to a ritual, warding off evil spirits, and
exorcising human souls.

The Boston triptych should be considered in such a

performative setting. Its positioning in ritual and its style signify the efficacious presence
of the mobile cosmic powers summoned by the Daoist practitioners to restore the
universe to a natural order governed by the Dao.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the field o f Chinese art has experienced a clamorous transformation. More
and more leading voices focus their attention on non-classical styles and periods of
supposed decline.

They shift away from masterpieces and major artists to

undistinguished artifacts, some of which even lack attribution.1 Meanwhile, art historians
interested in material culture and theory promote the examination of visual products
within a broader cultural, socio-political, and economic landscape.

They attempt to

decipher the cultural meanings attributed to visual products.2

1 James Cahill, The Compelling Image: Nature and Style in Seventeenth-Century Chinese
Painting (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1982); Richard Barnhart, “ The ‘Wild and
Heterodox School’ of Ming Painting,” in Susan Bush and Christian Murck eds., Theories o f the
Arts in China (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983), pp. 365-396; Richard Barnhart,
Painters o f the Great Ming: The Imperial Court and the Zhe School (Dallas: Dallas Museum of
Art, 1993).
2 James Cahill, The Painter’s Practice: How Artists Lived and Worked in Traditional China
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1994); Wu Hung, The Double Screen: Medium and
Representation in Chinese Painting (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996); Craig
Clunas, Pictures and Visuality in Early Modem China (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1997); Lothar Ledderose, Ten Thousand Things: Module and Mass Production in Chinese Art
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000); Jan Stuart and Evelyn S. Rawski, Worshiping the
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Yet, within this revisionist current, formalism is not extinct. Updated analyses of
style sparkling with cultural and historical insights have demonstrated confidence in the
close and creative reading o f images.3 All these strands o f thinking reflect a common
discontent with the very idea o f a single coherent Chinese art tradition. They reflect a
growing ambition to produce new studies that challenge traditional modes o f thinking.
Responding to the tendencies and concerns addressed above, this dissertation focuses
on the triptych o f Daoist Deities o f Heaven, Earth, and Water in the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston (Tian di shui sanguan tu

produced in the Southern Song

period (1127*1279) (figs. 1.1; 1.2; 1.3).4 This dissertation poses essential questions for
the study o f any religious visual product like the Boston set: What was the process of
image-making?

Who commissioned those images? What was the response of the

intended audience? What sort of meaning and function did such paintings exert in their
own historical context?

Ancestors: Chinese Commemorative Portraits (Washington D. C.: The Freer Gallery of Art and
the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, 2001).
3 Wen Fong, Beyond Representation: Chinese Painting and Calligraphy #*-14lh Century
(New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1994); Shih Shou-ch’ien 5 \f it, Fengge yu shibian:
Zhongguo huihuashi lunji
:
[Style and Dynastic Change: Essays
o f Chinese Painting History] (Taipei: Yunchen wenhua shiye gufen youxian gongsi, 1996); Sekai
bijutsu daizenshu Toyo hen [New History o f World Art], vols. 1-8 (Tokyo: Kodansha, 19972000); Richard Barnhart et al., Three Thousand Years o f Chinese Painting (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1998); Toda Teisuke, Nihon bijutsu no mikata: Chugoku tono hikaku ni yoru
(Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten, 1997), or Toda Teisuke
Riben meishu zhi guancha: yu
zhongguo zhi bijiao B ^
:
trans. by Lin Xiuwei
(Taipei:
Lin Xiuwei, 2000).
4 This study will call these the Boston set or the Boston triptych or refer to individual
paintings as the Heaven, Earth, and Water scrolls respectively.

2
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If more high-quality religious paintings produced in the Song dynasty (960-1279) had
survived, art historians would doubtless have studied them closely. Yet, the Boston
triptych is a unique case. Stylistically, the paintings reveal a high standard of artistic
expression that marks them as masterpieces of Song painting. Designed as a set, the
triptych represents the three realms of the Daoist deities o f Heaven, Barth, and Water in a
symmetrically organized space, with Heaven in the center, Earth on the right, and Water
on the left.

It features an encyclopedic array o f gods, demons, goblins, and ghosts

crowding the three scrolls: the scroll o f Heaven illuminates the visualization of
encountering the Official of Heaven in the void (fig. 1.1); the scroll of Earth features the
patrol o f the Official o f Earth in the earthly domain (fig. 1.2); the scroll of Water stages a
dynamic exorcism parade on a monumental seascape (fig. 1.3).

In sum, the triptych

reveals a thematic program, while presenting an uncanny group o f pictorial elements that
are associated with the painting practice and ritual performance of the time.
Several factors have made the three scrolls o f the Boston set an important subject o f
study within the larger discipline of Chinese art history. In light o f history of style, the
Boston set documents the significant transformation and perpetuation of a much earlier,
archaic, and almost-lost pictorial tradition of religious and figural representation during
the Southern Song period (1127-1279).

This profound tradition was rooted in the

monumental painting practice closely tied to public space and liturgical service, which
built on the professional practice of the Shu i§ region (today’s Sichuan E9j I[) during the
late ninth and tenth centuries. In addition, the exquisite quality o f the Boston set attests

3
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to the first-rate craftsmanship patronized by the Song court during the late twelfth and
early thirteenth centuries. It provides surprising insight into the little-studied imperial
patronage and workshop manufacture of religious paintings in the Song (960-1279).
Equally significant, from the perspective of the history o f the Daoist image, is the
Boston set’s status as an informative visual document. First, the Boston set is one of the
earliest surviving Daoist pictorial representations. Because many such images were used
in Daoist rituals and discarded afterwards, they were rarely appreciated or collected as
works o f art.

Second, the Boston set marks a major change in the visual

conceptualization o f the supernatural world.

The Boston set vividly illustrates the

complicated mechanism o f migration and exchange of certain styles, meanings, and
functions among different existing types o f images. Many of its pictorial representations,
such as the dynamic actions o f supernatural powers, the summoning o f gods in heaven,
the inspection o f demonic spirits on earth, and the deliverance and exorcism o f the dead
in the watery realm, draw on Daoist ideology and ritual performance o f the twelfth and
thirteenth centimes.3

Stylistic Diagnosis: Rocks, Trees, and Water
The three scrolls o f Daoist Deities o f Heaven, Earth, and Water have intrigued
viewers as much as they have puzzled them. In recorded painting history, the Boston set
belongs to the fixed category o f “Buddhist and Daoist painting” (daoshi renwu hua

4
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jI $

| A $ 3 S ) which is subsumed within the broader category o f “figure painting.”6 The

three scrolls bear neither signature nor date.7
In the first place, to view such anonymous, undated, yet somehow exciting and “high”
art is to feel embarrassed and suspicious: art historians are intuitively uncomfortable with
the uncertain dating. This is even before they react to the much more unfamiliar Daoist
subject matter.

Curiously, most researchers date this triptych on the basis of the

landscape elements - rocks, trees, and water in particular - instead of on the figural
motifs that constitute the major subject of the three scrolls.
Those who recognize the landscape idioms of trees and rocks in the Earth scroll (fig.
1.2) as the legacy o f the Northern Song Li-Guo tradition associate the Boston paintings
with either the early Southern Song (1125-1150),8 or the late-Song-and-early-Yuan
period (1275-1300).9 Still other analyses are based on the handsomely executed seascape

5 For a detailed discussion of the Boston paintings and the Daoist beliefs and rituals of the
Song, see Chapters Five and Six.
6 For more discussion of the classification and terminology of the pictorial subject matters in
the early Chinese literature of painting criticism, see Lothar Ledderose, “Subject Matter in Early
Chinese Painting Criticism,” Oriental Art 19 (1973), pp. 69-73.
7 An earlier attribution of Wu Daozi was formerly reported by the museum, see Wu Tung,
Talesfrom the Land ofDragons, pp. 63-65.
8 Wu Tung dates the Boston set to the first half of the twelfth century, see Wu Tung, “Daoist
Deity of Heaven, Daoist Deity of Earth, Daoist Deity of Water,” in Tales from the Land o f
Dragons, pp. 149-151. Successive publications that follow Wu’s dating include Stephen Little,
“Taoist Official of Heaven, Taoist Official of Earth, Taoist Official of Water,” in Taoism and the
Arts o f China, pp. 233-236; Ide Seinosuke, “ NansG no doshaku kaiga,” in Sekai bijutsu
daizenshu Toyo hen [New History o f World Art], vol. 6, Southern Song and Jin, pp. 124,372.
9 These two historical time slots (early Southern Song and the late-Song-and-early-Yuan)
correspond to the time when the practice of the Li-Guo landscape was flourishing and revived.
5
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crowding the Water scroll (fig. 1.3). Those who see a gradually recessed horizon line in
the distance o f the depicted seascape date the painting to the Southern Song period.10
Those who are sensitive to the decorative and graphic articulation o f the wave patterns
prefer a later date and locate the painting in the late thirteenth or fourteenth century.11
If we all agree that the viewing experience of a picture somehow reflects the
“furniture and dispositions” o f the viewer,12 we must acknowledge that most trained art
historians are more sensitive to landscape elements than to any other elements. Still, in
the case o f the Boston set, these rocks and trees are not the major pictorial program. They

Different from the early Southern Song dating as expressed by scholars mentioned in note 7,
Marsha Weidner relates the “decorative treatment” of die landscape elements in the Boston set to
the northern heritage of Li-Guo landscape tradition popular in the Jin and Yuan periods, and
dates the paintings to a contemporary of the early Yuan court painter He Cheng in the late
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries. See Marsha Weidner, “ Ho Ch’eng and Early Yuan
Dynasty Painting in Northern China,” Archives o f Asian Art, no. 38 (1986), p. 17. Osvald Siren
uses the Boston set as an example of Daoist representation contemporary to the Yuan-dynasty
Buddhist painters Lu Xinzhong and Yan Hui; see Osvald Siren, Chinese Painting: Leading
Masters and Principles (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1958), vol. 4, The Yuan and
Early Ming Masters, “ Religious Painting: Some Lohan Paintings and Yen Hui’s Circle,” p. 15.
Still some other scholars date the Boston paintings to the period between the Song and the
Yuan. James Cahill dates the Boston paintings to “Southern Song or Yuan” without further
explanation, see James Cahill, An Index o f Early Chinese Painters and Paintings: T'ang, Sung,
and Yuan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), p. 228. Suzuki Kei cites the Boston
set as a representative case of the Southern Song religious paintings, see Suzuki Kei, Chugoku
kaigashi chu no ichi (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan, 1984), pp. 200-201. Richard Barnhart
selects the Earth scroll as a representative piece of the Daoist pictorial representation in the Song
period (960-1279), see Richard Barnhart, “ Buddhist and Daoist Images,” in Richard Barnhart et
al., Three Thousand Years o f Chinese Painting (New Haven: Yale University, 1998), p. 106.
10 Wu Tung, Talesfrom the Land o f Dragons, p. 150.
11 Robert Maeda, “ The ‘Water’ Theme in Chinese Painting,” Artibus Asiae, vol. 33, no. 4
(1971), p. 260.
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play a minor role in the overall figuration (in the background settings of two o f the
scrolls). They could well have been executed by a hand different from that used to paint
the figures.
Why do scholars focus on landscape motifs even in a pictorial representation of a
figural subject? Partially because our checklist for measuring Song and Yuan pictures is
still taking shape. This checklist, which uses a series o f selected “prime objects” (datable
works) in chronological order, is largely based on a theory of structural analysis
established and promoted by Wen Fong since the 1970s.13 The theory assumes that,
because variations of styles are mutually related within a given time frame, an
evolutionary scheme for styles can be established.

Moreover, pictorial evidence that

determines the judgment of style is largely dependent on the structural configuration of
the visible brushwork.14

12 Here I borrow Baxandall’s witty metaphor in his oft-cited study of the Renaissance
viewers’ mind set. See Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 48.
13 For model studies on the “period style" in phases of Chinese painting history, see Wen
Fong, “Toward a Structural Analysis of Chinese Landscape Painting,” Art Journal 28, no. 4
(Summer, 1969), pp. 388-397; and Images o f the Mind: Selections from the Edward L. Elliott
Family and John B. Elliott Collections o f Chinese Calligraphy and Painting at the Art Museum,
Princeton University (Princeton: Art Museum, 1984).
14 For studies of Chinese brushwork, see Wen Fong, “Toward a Structural Analysis of
Chinese Landscape Painting,” pp. 388-397; Images o f the Mind: Selections from the Edward L.
Elliott Family and John B. Elliott Collections o f Chinese Calligraphy and Painting at the Art
Museum, Princeton University, and Shen C. Y. Fu and Marilyn Wong Fu, Studies o f
Connoissettrship: Chinese Paintings from the Arthur M. Sadder Collection in New York and
Princeton (Princeton: Princeton University, 1973).
7
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While the principles proposed by this theory are in many cases helpful in dating
landscape painting,15 they are less applicable to anonymous religious pictures such as the
Boston set. In fact, they overlook a crucial component relevant to the gigantic body of
professional pictorial productions of figural representations. Although these professional
products are synchronous with the selected prime objects, they were fabricated and
transmitted in very different ways, and the resulting stylistic features are very different.
To illustrate this point, let us examine briefly the details of the Boston set. The
numerous figures crowding the three pictures were done by drawing on a series of ready
made types and models.

The facial designs o f the crowded pantheon can be roughly

divided into the following groups: the kingly figures (figs. 1.4; 1.5), the round-faced
young soldiers (figs. 1.6; 1.7), the female attendants (figs. 1.8; 1.9; 1.10), the officials
shown in profile or frontally (figs. 1.11; 1.12;1.13).
The elegant delineation of tree trunks and foliage on the upper part of the Earth scroll
(fig. 1.14) is of a better quality than the execution o f similar motifs in the foreground (fig.
1.15). Such a discrepancy suggests that more than two artists were in charge of the
landscape elements. Certain visual traits also reveal the intricate process of picturemaking. The ink line demarcating the middle ground for the main group around the Earth
Official appears sketchy and unfinished (fig. 1.16).

One may assume that this line,

together with other hidden drawing contours underlining other pictorial objects,

15 For a classic study, see Wen Fong, Summer Mountains: The Timeless Landscape (New
York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1975).
8
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represents part o f the preliminary sketch of the composition. It was drawn at the very
beginning stage o f this project, perhaps before the figures were added.
Unlike such sketch lines, some brushstrokes were added later. For example, some of
the shrubs on top of the rocks in the foreground overlap the figures (figs. 1.17; 1.18); they
are superimposed onto the lower bodies of the figures and thus may be regarded as extra
strokes added after the figures were drawn.16 In the detail, we see a young attendant’s left
hand missing at the juncture of his left sleeve and the object he holds (fig. 1.18). This
awkward conjuncture suggests that the two pictorial elements (the object held by this
young attendant and his left sleeve) might have been painted by different hands.
The prime object method of dating fails to acknowledge the process of workshop
practice that determined the final quality of any finished pictorial product like the Boston
set.17 The nature o f workshop practice required the makers’ collaboration. It inevitably
de-individualized personal style, concealed the detectable brushwork, and finally led to a
representational result that might often be characterized as decorative, schematized, and
flat.18 If we continue to gaze at the Boston paintings without considering the complicated

16 For more delicate examinations of the brushwork executions and use of models in the
Boston set, see Chapter Five.
17 For model studies of professional paintings from the perspective of workshop practice, see
Lothar Ledderose, “A King of Hell,” in Chugoku kaigashi ronshu.Suzuki Kei sensei kanreki
kinen (Tokyo: Yoshikawa kobunkan, 1981), pp. 31-42; Richard Barnhart, UA Recent Freer
Acquisition and the Question of Workshop Practices,” Ars Orientalis 28 (1998), pp. 77-84.
18 Similar opinion is expressed by Craig Clunas, Pictures and Visuality in Early Modem
China, pp. IS, 18,20,22.
9
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process o f manufacture, and conduct our evaluation of the trees, rocks, and water solely
by using the standard connoisseur’s tool kit, the Boston set will remain a puzzle.

Daoist Links
What if we view the Boston set as a Daoist representation and interrogate its content
and meaning? Claiming that this is an unusual Daoist configuration of the Song, some
scholars take an interdisciplinary perspective which emphasizes the religious history of
the specific depicted pantheon, the ‘Three Officials” or “sanguan.” 19 By linking the
paintings to the history o f the abstruse “sanguan H U ” pantheon, which, according to the
Daoist theology, is comprised o f hundreds of underlings in the respective bureaus of the
three major deities supervising the realms of Heaven, Earth, and Water, past scholarship
traces the development o f religious history in order to establish a Daoist background for
the depicted images.

Metaphor o f the Daoist Mountain
From an art-historical perspective, Daoist painting should not be studied as a mere
footnote to history, but as a unique tradition in its own right.20 What do we mean by

19 Stephen Little, Taoism and the Arts o f China, pp. 233-234.
20 See Norman Bryson’s oft-cited statement that “works of art have always engendered
rather than merely reflected political, social, and cultural meanings,” in Norman Bryson,
“Introduction,” in Visual Culture: Images and Interpretations (Hanover: Wesleyan University
Press, 1994), p. xv.

10
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Daoism! Numerous historians and religious experts working on the Song and Yuan
dynasties have conclusively shown that during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries,
Daoism borrowed much from Buddhism, Confucianism, and popular religion, just as
these traditions also borrowed from Daoism.
This overall situation can best be portrayed by using a metaphor first proposed by
Erik Zurcher, in which he characterized Buddhism and Daoism o f the Six Dynasties
(fourth to sixth centuries) as two major pyramid-shaped peaks sharing a common
mountain base:
At the lower level the bodies o f the pyramid merged into a much less
differentiated lay religion, and at the very base both systems largely
dissolved into an indistinct mass o f popular beliefs and practices.21
If we follow Ziircher’s insight to “Daoist art,” we realize that visual materials can come
from the peak o f Daoism as well as from the mass underneath.
In theory, we should be able to categorize various visual elements according to their
position on the Daoist mountain. Yet, in practice, these visual compartments constantly
migrate from place to place and are readily integrated with one another. Any attempt to
differentiate the “high” and the “low” of Daoist visual elements may be doomed. The
Boston set is a good example: the subject itself is very orthodox and classical, while the

21 Erik ZQrcher, “Buddhist Influence on Early Taoism: A Survey of Scriptural Evidence,”
T’oungPao, vol. 66, no. 1-3 (1980), p. 146. This metaphor is elaborated by Chinese historians to
observe the convergence of Buddhism, Daoism, and Confucianism in the Tang and Song China;
see Peter N. Gregory and Patricia Buckley Ebrey, “ The Religious and Historical Landscape,” in
Religion and Society in T ’ang and Sung China (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1993), pp.
1-44, especially pp. 11-18.
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articulation of this subject includes many other sources that are easily identified as
popular or “low.”22
We must recognize the unusual capability and fluidity of Daoist art to absorb and
synthesize visual elements, styles, and forms from a wide spectrum of cultural heritage in
a constantly changing context.

A conceit proposed by Susan Naquin is to envision

Daoism as an old man traveling all along the way with a large bag on his back. Along the
journey, he keeps collecting, adding, and recycling different items in his bag, thus
creating the substantial new content and spirit of Daoism.23

Text, Image, and Historical Setting
Scholars approaching “Daoist art” often draw their models from the more established
discipline of Buddhist art and iconography.

Its traditional practitioners see

iconographical identification as the most pressing scholarly concern. By asking who the
depicted deities were, many researchers focus on the mechanical task of linking visual
images o f deities with those described in texts.
The discipline o f Buddhist art, however, is itself undergoing a transformation. More
and more scholars from interdisciplinary fields question the suitability of routinely

22 Chapter Seven will discuss this issue in detail.
23 Susan Naquin’s comments at the Symposium “Taoism and the Arts of China,” Chicago,
December 3,2000.
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linking textual sources with images.24 For example, T. Griffith Foulk has studied the
original setting and religious meaning o f Buddhist images and has argued that people who
produced and used a particular image were not necessarily informed and motivated by the
literature consulted by the modem scholar.25
In studying religious textual materials we should remember John Lagerwey’s point
that “a Daoist liturgical text is not a Daoist ritual.”26 Following Lagerwey’s argument,
the gap between texts and performances in the case of Daoist ritual is even greater than
that between a theatrical script and a Chinese opera.

These materials “would be

incomprehensible - and hence useless - if we couldn’t compare [them] with their living
counterparts.”27
Parallel to the complex relationship between religious texts and real performances,
religious images, too, are not produced as immutable types but involve variations and
inventions. Furthermore, artists cannot work without models, or what Gombrich calls

24 Several recent studies examining Buddhist art and culture reflect the interdisciplinary
trends of the field; see Marsha Weidner ed., Latter Days o f the Law: Images o f Chinese
Buddhism, 850-1850 (Laurence: Spencer Museum of Art, 1994); Cultural Intersections in Later
Chinese Buddhism (Honolulu: Hawaii University Press, 2001).
25 T. Griffith Foulk, “Religious Functions of Buddhist Art in China,” in Marsha Weidner
ed., Cultural Intersections in Later Chinese Buddhism, pp. 13-29, especially p. 27.
26 John Lagerwey, “Taoist Ritual: An Integral Part of Elite Culture,” paper presented at the
Conference on the Rituals and Scriptures of Chinese Popular Culture, Bodega Bay, California,
Jan. 2-9,1990. See also Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China (Honolulu:
University of Hawai’i Press, 2001), p. 16.
27 John Lagerwey, ‘Taoist Ritual: An Integral Part of Elite Culture,” quoted in Edward
Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, p. 16.
13
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schemata.2* This is especially true when we deal with religious art works of the Song
and Yuan periods, an era o f religious competition and negotiation.

The Daoist

iconography o f the Song and Yuan was a set of negotiable principles and fluctuating
boundaries. Like the religion itself, Daoist art “quotes” a great deal from other pictorial
conventions with given meanings. By digesting and editing these stock formulas into an
organic configuration, it soon becomes another form of convention ready for others’
quotation.

Historical Prejudice, Fear, and Loss of Memory
To embark on a thorough investigation of the Boston set presents practical
difficulties. Classical records and theories of Chinese art say little about this kind of
painting. The Boston set lies outside the canon for several reasons: it falls into the postTang religious art that is traditionally regarded as inferior to the pre-Tang religious art; its
authorship is anonymous; and it is made within a complicated and mechanical system by
professional hands.
A decisive and influential comment made by the late eleventh-century art historian
Guo Ruoxu

provides the historical foundation o f this prejudiced judgment.

his comments on the painting practice o f his day in comparison to the past, he said:
If one is speaking o f Buddhist and Daoist subjects, secular figures,
gentlemen, or cattle and horses, then the modem [painters] do not come

28 E. H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion (Oxford: Phaidon Press, 1959).
14
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In

up to the ancient [painters]. If one is speaking of landscapes, woods and
rocks, flowers and bamboo, or birds and fishes, then the ancient [painters]
do not come up to the modem [painters].29
Guo Ruoxu continued by recording a checklist of early masters representative of the
classical canon of religious and figure painting.30
Very often, our art history textbooks cite this comment in order to stress the
emergence of landscape painting and other new pictorial trends in the Song. Ironically,
Guo’s view also creates a biased picture for modem readers: post-Tang religious and
figure painting is not only inferior to the pre-Tang pictorial representations of the same
subject but also less impressive than the landscape painting of the Song.31
Indeed, the late eleventh century is often seen as a turning point in recorded painting
history.

Mural practice, which had long been an essential practice o f religious art,

became relatively unattractive to critics, and mural artists were relegated to the category

29 Alexander Soper trans., Kuo Jo-hsu’s Experiences in Painting (T ’u-hua chien-wen chih):
An Eleventh Century History o f Chinese Painting Together with the Chinese Text in Facsimile
(Washington: American Council of Learned Societies, 1951), pp. 121-122. For the original text,
see Guo Ruoxu
Tuhua jianwen zhi
juan 1, “Lun gujin youlie
in Lu Fusheng
ed., Zhongguo shuhua quanshu
(Shanghai: Shanghai
shuhua chubanshe, 1993), vol. 1, p. 470.
30 His list of great figure painters of the past includes Gu Kaizhi, Lu Tanwei, Zhang
Sengyou, Yan Liben, Wu Daozi, Zhang Xuan, and Zhou Fang, and so on. See Guo Ruoxu,
Tuhuajianwen zhi, juan 1, p. 470.
31 For a critical response to the traditional evaluation of post-Tang religious art as “images
of decline,” as opposed to the growth and florescence of religious art in the pre-Tang period, see
Marsha Weidner, “Introduction,” in Latter Days o f the Law, pp. 37-41.
15
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of “craftsmen.”32 As noted by Guo Ruoxu’s contemporary Mi Fu

(1051-1107), the

paintings made by masters o f the Shu region (today’s Sichuan) during the late ninth and
tenth centuries, though a production center of earlier religious and narrative
representations, no longer circulated in the art market.33 Because genuine Shu paintings
were rare, collectors and dealers of his times failed to recognize the authentic Shu styles.
Very often, devotional images o f star deities painted by the Shu masters of the Five
Dynasties were mistakenly attributed to renowned Tang-dynasty painters such as Yan
Liben

or Wang Wei 3E$i.34

In a similar vein, random pieces of mural fragments labeled with the names of earlier
renowned masters from Shu and evaluated as “archaic” (gu l±f) works of art were
collected and traded among private collectors at this time.35 Recorded as collected items,

32 Richard Barnhart, “Survivals, Revivals, and the Classical Tradition of Chinese Figure
Painting,” in Proceedings o f the International Symposium on Chinese Painting (Taipei: National
Palace Museum, 1970), p. 148.
33 For Mi Fu’s praise of the Buddhist and narrative paintings, especially the narrative
tradition inherited by the artists of Shu, see Mi Fu
Hua Shi
in Zhongguo shuhua
quanshu, vol. 1, pp. 981,988. Also see Richard Barnhart, “Survivals, Revivals, and the Classical
Tradition of Chinese Figure Painting,” p. 157.
34 Mi Fu, Hua Shi, p. 989.
35 For example, a mural fragment of the Sixteen Lohans by Lu Lengjia
a mural
fragment of Guanyin by Zhang Nanben
a mural fragment of astral deities by Sun Zhiwei
and another Buddhist mural fragment by Fan Qong
were owned by private
collectors. See Deng Zhuang
Hua Ji MM, juan 8, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p.
720.
16
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their original context became blurry, while emphasis was given to the authentic
authorship o f these collected items.36
As confessed by Guo Ruoxu, collectors o f his time (ca. 1080) were not completely
comfortable collecting religious paintings. One major reason was that collectors feared
they might be accused of lacking respect for the Buddhist and Daoist paintings, which
were viewed more as “sacred images” (sheng xiang HHO than as art works for sheer
pleasure.37
In the final section o f the same treatise, Guo Ruoxu reluctantly writes about pictures
made by Daoist practitioners that invoke magical power. These practitioners claimed to
be able to paint a mural image of flower that could immediately attract a swarm o f bees,
or to imbue their brushes with colors in the water to invoke a pair of dragons in the mist
These bewildering images, classified by Guo Ruoxu
as “magical painting” (shu hua

as opposed to “artistic painting” (yi hua H £ ) ,

were but “magic performance and sheer eccentricity” (fangshu guaidan
Tending to evoke a more dramatic and direct response, they did not stimulate intellectual

36 As scholarship of the material culture studies also acknowledges, the process of collecting
is one of decontextualizing objects from their original associations. The criteria of what is
“desirable” in a collection changes over time in response to the cultural milieu of the collectors.
For a recent theoretical discussion of collection behavior, see Marjorie Akin, “Passionate
Possession: The Formation of Private Collections,” in W. David Kingery ed., Learning from
Things: Method and Theory o f Material Culture Studies (Washington D. C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1996), pp. 102-128; especially pp. 120,122.
37 Guo Ruoxu, Tuhuajianwen zhi, “Lun shoucang shengxiang

juan 1, p. 469.
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and cultivated forms o f response.38 They were not only improper, but also fearful to gaze
upon, and were thus omitted from Guo’s painting record.39

Locating Religious Painting
Perhaps due to their functional and powerful features, these sacred images or magic
paintings did not seem to be the favored collectible items for dilettantes.40 Where did
they circulate? The state and wealthy religious institutions patronized, consumed, and
fabricated these “un-collectible” items.
Throughout the Song dynasty (960-1279), the government was one of the most
powerful agencies collecting and commissioning religious paintings. By the early twelfth
century, the court o f Emperor Huizong

had accumulated more than one thousand

individual Daoist and Buddhist paintings 41 As recent scholarship reveals, even Emperor

38 For certain kinds of religious images produced in western culture that were also regarded
as improper to write about, see David Freedberg, The Power o f Images: Studies in the History
and Theory o f Response (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1989), pp. xx-xxii; 271-279.
For the inappropriate images (of secular subjects) that elite writers of the late-Ming period feared
to write about, see Craig Clunas, “Fears of the Image,” in Pictures and Visuality in Early Modem
China, pp. 149-171.
39 Guo Ruoxu, Tuhuajianwen zhi, juan 6, "Shu hua iir S ,” p. 495.
40 Judging from the standard of the art market in the Song, religious paintings did not seem
to be as profitable as paintings of the bird-and-flower or landscape subjects. Li Huarui
“Songdai hua shichang chutan
in Qi Xia
ed., Songshi yanjiu luncong
(Hebei: Heibei daxue chuban she, 1993), p. 184.
41 hi addition to 1179 hanging scrolls listed under the category of the “Daoist and Buddhist”
subjects, there are other pieces of religious paintings listed in the categories such as “Figure,”
“Dragon and Fish,” “Palace and Building,” and “Landscape.” See Xuanhe huapu
in
Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, pp. 60-131.
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Huizong himself painted Daoist iconic paintings (shenxiang

for the Daoist order of

Mt. Maoshan ^j_Lj as a token of his religious patronage and devotion.42
After the dynastic change and the move of the capital from Kaifeng to Hangzhou, the
Song government lost much of its collection, although Emperor Gaozong’s

court

tried to recover the lost works by buying them at border markets.43 By the end of the
thirteenth century, the early religious paintings recorded in the Southern Song imperial
inventory Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua j i

(or Record o f

Painting Inventory from the Collection o f the Zhongxing Pavilion) numbered only four
hundred.44

42 For the original texts, see Liu Dabin
Maoshan zhi
juan 3-4, CT 304,
Daozangj§M (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 1988), vol. 5, pp. 561-572. The numbering system
of the Daoist Canon in this dissertation is based on the serial number of the text as indicated in
Kristofer Schipper’s Concordance du Tao-tsang (CT), reprinted in Li Diankui
&5H ed., K.
M. Schipper, Zhengtong daozang mulu suoyin IEBcjSM@$&3^3l(Taipei: Yiwen yinshugyuan,
1977).
For the secondary sources on Emperor Huizong’s patronage of Daoism and Daoist art, see
Yang Huarong
“Song Huizong yu daojiao
Shijie zongjiao yanjiu
no. 3 (1985), pp. 70-79, especially p. 71; Xiao Baifang H B ^r, “Xuanhe huapu
yanjiu: Song Huizong yucang huamu de shixue jingshen, daojiao beijing, yu huihua meixue
Master Thesis,
Taiwan: Guoli Chenggong daxue, 1992, p. 3-3; Caroline Gyss-Vermande, “Lettres de Song
Huizong Au Maitre du Maoshan Liu Hunkang, ou le Patronage Imperial Comme Pratique de
Devotion,” Bibliotheque de I'Institut des Hautes Etudes Chinoises vol. 30 (1995), pp. 239-253,
especially p. 249; Patricia Ebrey, “Taoism and Art at the Court of Song Huizong,” in Stephen
Little et al., Taoism and the Arts o f China, pp. 95-111, especially p. 99.
43 Zhou Mi
Shaoxing yuju shuhua shi
in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 132.

(or Siling shuhua ji

44 See Yang Wangxiu
(preface 1199), Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua ji
in Huashi congshu S S t lltS (Taipei: Wenshizhe chubanshe, 1974), vol.
3, p. 1606. For more detailed discussion, see Chapter Two.
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The majority o f religious paintings in the Song imperial collection were Buddhist and
Daoist icon images (xiang |£0 painted by religious specialists active in the Shu region in
the ninth to early eleventh centuries.45 While these paintings were documented as
collector’s items, they also had a religious and political role. As many o f them were sets
(composed o f various numbers o f scrolls),46 it is likely that they were originally designed
to be displayed in a ritual enclosure or on altar screens in formats imitating the
monumental scale o f murals or screens 47 As mentioned above, the “archaic mode” (gu
yang ■£“# ) reflected in the pre-Song paintings were rarely seen in the art market. Their
artistic value, however, must have been highly esteemed in the court. Court painters must
have been assigned to make new versions of copies based on old pictorial models 48

45 See especially Xuanhe huapu, juan 2, 3,4.
46 Other religious scrolls that were documented individually might also have been displayed
with other scrolls of images to form a complete pantheon series on any liturgical occasion. For
example, the numerous scrolls of astral deities were usually documented as individual scrolls.
They may, according to different occasion, have constituted a variety of pantheon pictures in
changing context and demand. In Chapter Six, I will include these pictures in my discussion of
Daoist ritual and its use of images in the Song court.
47 The earliest popularity of portable religious paintings in a set format can be traced back to
the Shu region in the late ninth century. Many mural painters working for governmental temple
projects in Sichuan at this time also sold portable sets of religious images in their family studios;
see Huang Xiufu
[, Yizhou minghua lu
in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 1,
pp. 188-201. As Suzuki Kei first mentioned, the ninth-century religious specialist Zhang Nanben
painted more than one hundred and twenty “pieces” (zheng i^ ) of popular pantheon in numerous
temples in Chengdu, Sichuan. Since these paintings were later “copied” and “replaced” by
forgeries, Suzuki Kai suggested that these paintings might not be murals, but a set of silk
paintings hung or pasted on walls. See Suzuki Kei
Zhongguo huihua ski
translated by Wei Meiyue
(Taipei: Guoli gugong bowu yuan, 1987), p. 121.
48 Chapter Three will discuss these issues in detail.
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Outside the court, temples and the priests and lay audience active within the large
religious community formed another major group o f patrons for religious paintings in the
Southern Song.49 Buddhist and Daoist temples that showed a close affiliation with state
power sometimes received generous gifts from imperial patrons and thus had their own
collections of paintings.50 For example, the late-eleventh century Chan master Juelian
from a Buddhist Chan monastery in Kaifeng once donated an early Daoist scroll of
the Water Deity attributed to Yan Liben ( Yan Liben hua shuiguan

to the

government.51 One Buddhist Monastery in Hangzhou exhibited the temple collection of

49 For discussion of temples as art markets in the Tang and Song period, see Michael
Sullivan: “Some Notes on the Social History of Chinese Art,” in Proceedings o f the International
Conference on Sinology, Section o f History o f Art (Taipei: Academia Sinica, 1980), pp. 165-170.
50 For the Xiangguo si I I S # in Kaifeng in the Northern Song period and the Kaiyuan si
037 t #
Shaoxing in the Southern Song period, see Michael Sullivan: “ Some Notes on the
Social History of Chinese Art,” pp. 166-167. Also, see Shiba Yoshinobu, Commerce and Society
in Sung China, translated by Mark Elvin (Michigan: Center for Chinese Studies, The University
of Michigan, 1970), pp. 159-160.
See Liu Daochun SPJiSBI, Shengchao minghua pin M lfr& ifinn, in Zhongguo shuhua
quanshu, vol. 1, pp. 448-449. A set of Wang Qihan’s sixteen lohans were recorded in the late
twelfth century Southern Song imperial painting inventory. See Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing
guange chucang tuhua ji. Another Southern Song case of religious paintings being traded in the
pawnshop, this time three scrolls of Daoist devotional images, is recorded by Hong Mai. See
Hong Mai $rjS» Yijian zhi sanbu
cited from Yongle dadian
juan 18224,
in Li Huarue, “ Songdai hua shichang chutan,” p. 182.
51 This painting was once viewed by Su Shi and his father Su Xun, and was recorded by Su
Xun in Su Shi SM& Dongpuo xuji Mil&iBM, juan 1; see Chen Gaohua SfciWW, Sui tang huajia
shi liao Bf/lfSlStSbfSf- (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 1987), pp. 51-52. The poem is also
included in Sun Shaoyuan
ed., Shenghua j i
(1187), in Zhongguo shuhua
quanshu, vol. 2, p. 374.
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works o f art during the annual feast of the Nirvana Assembly (fo niepan sheng hui

Some religious paintings also entered temple collections via temple pawnshops. A
good example is a set o f scrolls on the Buddhist subject of sixteen lohans painted by the
Five-Dynasties religious specialist Wang Qihan

After this set o f lohan scrolls

was first removed from a Buddhist temple in Jingning, it was pawned by a merchant in
the pawnshop o f the Buddhist monastery Xiangguo si ^ § 1 0 # in Kaifeng in the mid
eleventh century. Discovered by the Song government, these lohan scrolls were finally
acquired by the Song imperial collection and then transmitted to the Southern Song
court.53
Religious paintings circulating in such a religious environment were viewed using a
different standard from that of art collectors. The circulation and popularity o f a certain
type o f image relied greatly on its power of efficacy, or “ling yan ® H .”54 The court
painter Sima Kou WJMxI noted as the top artist in the Xuanhe HCfCI academy in the early

52 See Changming si
Monastery in Wu Zimu
Mengliang lu
juan 1,
p. 14S. A set of sixteen lohans by Guan Xiu f t# : from the temple collection of the Changmingsi
Monastery was recorded in an eighteenth-century source. See Li E JX3I. Dongcheng zazhi
juan shang; see Suzuki Kei, Zhongguo huihua shi, translated by Wei Meiyue, p. 119.
53 See Liu Daochun, Shengchao minghua pin, pp. 448-449. A set of Wang Qihan’s sixteen
lohans were recorded in the late twelfth century Southern Song imperial painting inventory. See
Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua ji. Another Southern Song case of religious
paintings being traded in the pawnshop, this time three scrolls of Daoist devotional images, is
recorded by Hong Mai. See Hong Mai g&S, Yijian zhi sanbu
cited from Yongle
dadian
juan 18224, in Li Huarui, “Songdai hua shichang chutan,” p. 182.
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twelfth century (1119-1125) was particularly good at depicting the Daoist deity Zhenwu’s
HjK torso amid the clouds and mist. Scholar officials who worshipped Sima Kou’s
Zhenwu paintings were all awed by the “efficacy and response” (ling ying f f i l ) of the
images.55
Members o f the religious community were even trained to make paintings for
liturgical purposes. Many Daoist priests at Mt. Longhu

during the Song and Yuan

periods were noted for painting dragon pictures used in rain-inducing rituals.56 In the
same vein, many copies o f Guan Xiu’s ff'tfc Lohan (or Luohan

MM)

scrolls famous for

the eccentric figural representation were preserved and consumed by local temples in

54 For the importance of “ling yan” in the development and expansion of popular religion in
the Southern Song, see Valerie Hansen, Changing Gods in Medieval China 1127-1279
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990).
55 Deng Zhuang, Hua ji, juan 6, “ Sima Kou n].l§x£,” p. 716.
56 For example, the Southern Song Daoist master Ouyang Chuweng
and his son
Xueyou | | & were both noted for their dragon painting. In the Yuan dynasty, the thirty eighth
Celestial Master (Tianshi ^ g p ) in Mt. Longhu, Zhang Yucai 31^1# and his successor, the
thirty ninth Celestial Master Zhang Sicheng
were both specialists of dragon painting.
See Xia Wenyan
Tuhui baojian
juan 4, p. 877; juan 5, p. 889; Lou Jinyuan
ed., Longhu shan zhi
juan 6, “shijia \
“juan 13, “yiwen 63C,” “ Zhang
Taiyuan tianshi hua jianglong tu
in Zhongguo daoguan zhi congkan
Longhu shanzhi
(Jiangsu: Jiangsu guji chuban she, 2000), vol. I, pp.
187-191; vol. 2, pp. 653-654. For extant paintings reflecting this Daoist tradition, see Chen
Rong’s BUC# Nine Dragons (dated 1124) in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, published in Wu
Tung, Tales from the Land o f Dragons, fig. 92, pp. 92-93; Zhang Yucai’s Beneficent Rain in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, published in Wen Fong, Beyond Representation, pis.
81a-b, pp. 362-363. For a scholarly discussion of this topic, see Shih Shou-chien
“Shenhuan bianhua: you Fujian huajia Chen Zihe kan mingdai daojiao shuimohua zhi fazhan
Meishushi yanjiu jikan no. 2
(1995), pp. 47-74.
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various regions during the Song period because of their ability to bring rain.57 One of
Guan Xiu’s lohan sets was enshrined in the Gaihua si fN-Ht# monastery in Southern
Song Hangzhou, and was commented on by the Japanese monk Shunj5 as the “image of
efficacy” (ling xiang # fH ).58
All these records suggest an unexplored field of religious art patronage that regards
“functional efficacy” as the major criteria for collecting painted images. It is best
epitomized in the comment by Yang Weizhen

a famous literatus as well as

Daoist artist in the fourteenth century, who wrote a remarkable preface to Xia Wenyan’s
WSCM book o f art criticism, Tuhui baojian

In this statement o f art criticism,

Yang Weizhen judges the worth of a painting by “qiyun shengdong la J l-feSft.” The
difficult-to-translate term is the classic aesthetic criterion that defines successful art as
that which conveys a sense of life and movement through spirit consonance.59
For example, a painted cat on a wall repels rats; a bodhisattva crossing
the sea quells the wind; a Daoist icon o f the Zhenwu deity responds to the
inquiries o f those who worship it; and a portrait of an individual can

57 See Guo Ruoxu, Tuhuajianwen zhi, juan 2, “Guan Xiu,” p. 476.
58 Guan Xiu’s lohan scrolls were later brought back to Japan by Monk Shunjo as a gift from
the nun of the monastery, who was bom of an imperial clan of the Song. See Kobayashi
TaichirO, Zengetsu daishi no shogai to geijutsu (Tokyo: Sogensha, 1947), pp. S28-S70.
59 “Qiyun shendong” refers to the classical aesthetic criteria first proposed by Xie He i t #
of the Six Dynasties in his famous text “Six Laws” (Liu fa
Different versions of English
translations are proposed by art historians depending on which text one reads and on how one
imagines their usage. For a comparative summary of different translations, see Robert L. Thorp
and Richard Ellis Vinograd, Chinese Art and Culture ( New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 2001),
p. 177.
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capture the portrayed figure’s true spirit.60
Yang Weizhen’s notion of the efficacious power of religious painting,
however, stands outside the mainstream o f Chinese art historical discourse.

Confusion and Loss o f Memory

Starting in late thirteenth century religious painters and artisans gradually fell from
the canon o f painting records. Even the high-quality Southern Song Academy paintings
in general have created confusion for critics then and now: they are so similar that the
attribution of authorship becomes ambiguous and difficult.
fourteenth-century art historian Tang Hou’s MIM

A good example is the

comment about the lack of

recognizable personal styles of the Southern Song academy painters. Except for Li Tang
he said, all the other academicians were so much alike that he could hardly tell
them apart.61
A similar note about the Southern Song court painting practice is expressed by a
much later art historian Li E jK H o f the Qing dynasty in his Nansong yuanhua lu
(A Record o f Southern Song Court Painting).

Lamenting the difficult

attribution o f authorship, Li E compares the paintings made by the Southern Song court

? j see Yang
Weizhen’s preface to Xia Wenyan, Tuhui baojian, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 847.
61 Tang Hou WiSi, Hua Jian

in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 902.
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artisans to the contemporaneous liturgical scrolls used in the Water-Land Assembly
Ritual; both were usually anonymous.62
Tang Hou and Li E both deliver profound messages about the painting of the
Southern Song dynasty. The Southern Song marked a turning point at which the written
recorded history of painting contracts sharply. Just when professional artists increased
production massively, critics wrote much less. Accompanying technological advances,
the rise o f a national market, and the growing awareness o f local culture and regionalism,
the professional painting enterprise in the Song dynasty was far more complicated than
we can imagine. Professional painters (working for emperors or for their private clients)
who were associated with family studios or professional guilds promoted and transmitted
the latest trends in painting. Artisans and carvers also played an important role in the
process o f pictorial transmission. Thanks to the woodblock print technique, new in the
ninth century, high-quality paintings by famous masters were extensively copied by
craftsmen in woodblock print versions.

They were then reformatted into more

consumable formats o f visual products such as fans, posters, or illustrated religious
brochures.63

62 Li E JR?§, Nansongyuanhua lu

juan I, p. 1606.

63 Two interesting examples referring to a similar transformation process from masterpieces
to mass-produced prints exists in the Northern Song court. The first example recorded in Tuhua
jianwen zhi states that the emperor Renzong himself painted an image of the Buddhist
bodhisattvas Longshu (longshu pusa). He then ordered the Painters-in-attendance (daozhao)
working at the court to copy and have it made into duplicable prints.
; in Guo Ruoxu, Tuhua jianwen zhi, juan 3, p.
476.
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For example, a Tang-dynasty copy of Gu Kaizhi’s
Benevolent Women (Lienu

handscroll of Wise and

was made into a woodblock print version, which was in

turn reformatted into a fan painting.64 A printed scroll of Buddhist narratives printed by
the Jia Family sutra printing shop (Jiashi jingshu dian

in Hangzhou

displayed its borrowing o f some of the latest contemporary academy paintings by famous
artists like Liu Songnian 8!tfi2^.65 Painters working for this mass industry rarely signed
their own names. Only when necessary would the studio’s name and address appear on
the product as an advertisement o f their business.

The second example recounts that the emperor Renzong order the renowned court painter
Gao Kerning to conduct a huge project consisting of ten scrolls of narrative depictions
documenting one hundred historical events of the Song government. The paintings were then
made into woodblock print versions, which were widely distributed to the officers at court.

rm * *

•

xm -m

.. .

hi Jiang Shaoyu
Songchao shishi leiyuan
(Shanghai: Shanghai guji chuban she, 1981), juan SO, “Hua sanchao shengji
659.

p.

64 Mi Fu, Hua Shi, p. 978. Besides, Mi Fu’s contemporary, Su Dongpo SU fife recorded
that the tenth-century water specialist Pu Yongsheng’s
water painting was made into
printed poster (“yinban shuizhi ErPft§7fcjj&”). See Su Dongpuo, Jingjin dongpo wenji shilue
juan 60, “Shu Pu Yongshen hua hou
in Su Bai ?g 0 , Tang
Songshiqi de diaoban yinshua
$ 0 SIRSEPJSU (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 1999), p. 77.
An extant handscroll of Wise and Benevolent Women attributed to Gu Kaizhi is now in the
Palace Museum, Beijing. It is dated by Michael Sullivan to the Southern Song period; see
Michael Sullivan, “Notes on Early Chinese Screen Painting,” Artibus Asiae 32 (196S), p. 241;
Wu Hung, The Double Screen, p. 167.
65 For detailed discussion of this Buddhist woodblock print made in Hangzhou, see Chapter
Four.
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Had not a small portion o f such pictorial products been transported to Japan, we
would have totally lost sight o f this practice.66 Luckily, an impressive body of Song and
Yuan religious paintings made in the Zhejiang ffltL province near the seaports Hangzhou
and Ningbo

are now preserved in Japanese temples.67 These paintings include

Buddhist scrolls in various set formats and portraits o f priests and patriarchs, many of
them made by professional painters whose names were never recorded in Chinese
sources. A typical example is a group of studio masters from Ningbo, Zhejiang, who
share the same last name Lu fH and who are listed in the fifteenth-century Japanese
painting inventory completed by the court connoisseur Noami.68 The vast majority of
such art works gradually dropped from the historical record, making it very difficult to
reconstruct the context of the Boston triptych.

66 For classic studies of Song and Yuan Chinese paintings transported to Japan, see
Wakimoto Sokuro, “Zakkashitsu no kanzo inki ni tsuite,” Bijutsu kenkyu 22 (1933), pp. 9-18;
“Niwashi Zen’ami to SOgen gajiku ni saisuru ‘Zen’a’ kanzO inki ni tsuite,” Bijutsu kenkyu 26
(1934), pp. 18-31; “Ashikaga Yoshimitsu to SOgenga,” Bijutsu kenkyu 38 (Feb., 1935), pp. l-l 1.
Tani Shin’ichi, “Hakusai shinaga no seishitsu to kakau: Chusei ni okeru shinaga no kansho no
issetsu,” Bijustu kenkyu 46 (Oct., 1935), pp. 1-7. Yonezawa Yoshiho
“ Riben qinglai
de song yuan minghua 0
[Masterpieces of Chinese Paintings of the Song
and Yuan Periods Transported to Japan] translated by Lin Hongzuo
Gugong jikan
vol. 13, no. 4 (Summer, 1979), pp. 55-66; vol. 14, no. 1 (Autumn, 1979), pp. 59-76.
67 For an excellent recent study of the Chinese Song and Yuan religious paintings collected
in Japan, see Ide Seinosuke, Nihon no SOgen butsuga, Nihon no bitsuju, no. 418 (March, 2001).
68 They are Lu Xinzhong Hflf®,, Lu Zhongyuan
Lu Wang Sanlang
— see
Murai Yasuhiko, Kundaikan sbchdki, Okazarisho (Tokyo: Sekaibunkasha, 1983), vol. 1, p. 76.
For a documentation of the Song and Yuan paintings exported from China to Japan, with detailed
readings of the names of painters and workshop addresses on the inscriptions, see Watanabe
Hajime, “Kanki no aru SO no butsuga,” Bijutsu kenkyu, no. 45 (September, 1935), pp. 14-23.
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Mapping the Study
This dissertation presents a case study of the Daoist Deities o f Heaven, Earth and
Water and aims to go further to address a much broader issue: the formulation o f Daoist
art and its role in the making o f the visual culture of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
Inquiry into the Boston triptych can thus be perceived as playing with a Rubik’s Cube. If
the relative compartments introduced in this study are correctly interrelated, the study of
the Boston triptych may offer insightful clues to solve other, bigger puzzles of Chinese art
history.
The following study can be further divided into two parts. Part One (Chapters Two
to Four) is devoted to documenting the collection and production o f religious images in a
diverse cultural milieu. Chapter Two reconstructs the collection and perpetuation of
earlier religious paintings in the Southern Song court, and demonstrates how this
collecting of old religious pictures led to the making o f new ones. Chapter Three focuses
on the making o f religious pictures in the environment o f imperial temples and
government bureaus, using extant case studies to illustrate further imperial workshop
practices o f the time. Shifting away from the court to the popular sphere, Chapter Four
contrasts the diverse professional practices of religious picture-making in two major
artistic centers, the capital Hangzhou and the nearby seaport and pilgrimage site of
Ningpo, Zhejiang.
Part Two focuses on the context, both artistic and religious, o f the Boston triptych.
With limited written sources directly related to the studied images, no absolute, definitive
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dating o f the Boston set is possible, but Chapter Five weaves a tighter visual network so
that we can probe the making o f the Boston set more deeply.
While a close comparison of style may give us a better sense o f the art historical
context o f the Boston triptych, we must still ask: On what basis do we call these images
“Daoist?” How are they related to Daoist belief and practice? To approach these thorny
questions, we need to seek help from interdisciplinary studies on religion and history in
order to restore the Boston set to its original context.
In response to these interdisciplinary concerns, Chapter Six begins with a historical
review o f the Daoist belief, and practices related to the painted subject of the Boston
triptych: the Three Officials. This study offers a historical survey of the worship, ritual
practice, and festivals associated with the Three Officials.

In addition, this study

juxtaposes the ritual literature of the Daoist canon with the miscellaneous writings of
Song literati to link the Three Officials to Daoist mortuary rituals popular in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries. These historical sources are further combined with twentiethcentury data retrieved from numerous ethnographical studies in Taiwan and China in
order to reconstruct a plausible Southern Song ritual context and to position Daoist
images like the Boston set in such a liturgical space.
Chapter Seven interprets the meaning and function o f the Boston triptych by
examining closely how its pictorial motifs were assembled and articulated and what these
images appear to do.

By using visual materials as primary evidence, this study

establishes an active relationship between the choice o f style and the function of the
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images in a ritual context. At the conclusion o f the chapter, we will place the Boston
triptych in an imagined Southern Song imperial ritual, and discuss how such images may
have functioned and exerted power.
All in all, many questions posed in this study are still open to interpretation. This
study takes very seriously the insight o f the senior Japanese art historian Toda Teisuke
presented in a recent book on the interactions between Japanese and Chinese painting:
To reconstruct the history o f art on the basis of non-existing objects
might be risky and challenging. However, if one regards something
not extant as something that never existed, it is obviously a mistake!
Art history constructed on the assumption o f such a mistake may
appear evidential. Yet, it is, after all, an illusion.69
Once we bring the objects back to their own original cultural and historical context, and
integrate the study o f style with other cultural readings of the investigated objects, art
historians can provide multi-dimentional interpretations and analyses of art and visual
culture, and contribute to the interdisciplinary discourse o f cultural studies.

69 For the original text, see Toda Teisuke, Nihon bijutsu no mikata: Chugoku to no hikaku ni
yoru, pp.79-80.
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PART ONE: COLLECTING AND MAKING RELIGIOUS PICTURES IN THE
SOUTHERN SONG PERIOD (1127-1279)

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

2. THE COLLECTING OF RELIGIOUS AND FIGURAL PAINTINGS IN THE
SOUTHERN SONG COURT

In his early study o f the cultural and political function of imperial art collection in
China, Lothar Ledderose creatively compares the early imperial collection behavior to the
Daoist concept o f “lingbao

89.” literally translated

as “efficacious treasures.” 1 The

analogy goes as follows:
The object in the palace collections o f antiquity such as the tripods and
the charts and registers belong to the category o f lingbao. Lingbao are
treasures {bad) .. .these treasures are a tally of a contract that Heaven
concludes with the ruler.. .these treasures are preserved in the palace like
the vital force in a human body. 2
Developed from this ancient tradition, a group of pictures (/«) and religious and didactic
paintings (hua) recorded in the Tang and Song official painting records were sometimes

1 Lothar Ledderose, “Some Observations on the Imperial Art Collection in China,”
Transactions o f the Oriental Ceramic Society (1978-1979), pp. 33-46.
2 Ibid., p. 34.
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listed under the category o f “esoteric painting and treasured pictures” (mihua zhentu
H).3 This fascinating category of imagery includes drawings and pictures of stars,
immortals and deities, auspicious objects, imperial rituals, historical stories, and so on.4
If we extend Ledderose’s analogy, the little-known story o f the collecting and
making of religious and figural paintings in the Southern Song court must have been
charged with special meaning and function. When Emperor Gaozong started his reign, he
endeavored to retrieve early art works in order to re-establish the political legitimacy of
the Song; many o f these works were of religious and figural subjects and were identified
as lost items o f Emperor Huizong’s previous collection. How were these early images
preserved in ilic Southern Song court? Where were these collected items arranged in the
imperial space? What was the subject matter, scope, and artistic heritage of this imperial
collection? This chapter will answer these questions.

Zhou Mi’s Tour to the Storage House in the Imperial Library

3 See Zhang Yanyuan, Lidai minghua ji, juan 3, “Shu gu zhi mihua zhentu
in Lu Fusheng ed., Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. I, pp. 136-137. Guo
Ruoxu, Tuhua jianwen zhi, juan 1, “Xu Tuhua mingyi
in Lu Fusheng ed.,
Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. I, p. 467.
4 Ibid..
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Located in the Tianjing fang

near the Bureau of Rites ( Taichang si

fig. 2.1: 4B),5 the Secret Pavilion (Mige *g|H!) in the Imperial Library (Mishusheng
f£SF^=i> tig- 2.1: 4B) was the custodian of the government collection since the early
Southern Song.6 From time to time, the emperors o f the Song summoned their officers
here to view the collections o f paintings, calligraphy, books, and antique vessels.7 The
physical appearance of the imperial storage house and the preserved treasure is best
described by the wealthy scholar Zhou Mi M$S j who visited the storage house in person
in 1275 and had the opportunity to actually examine a small portion of the collection.^

5 For the Qing-dynasty (1867) reprint of the map of Southern Song Hangzhou, see Patricia
Ebrey, “Portrait Sculptures in Imperial Ancestral Rites in Song China," T ’oung Pao 83 (1997), p.
75.
6 The “Mige
which belonged to the Mishusheng $& §#, or the Imperial Library, has
replaced the previous Chongwen yuan
as the new custodian of the government collection
since 1082. It was under the jurisdiction of the Shangshu sheng
the Council of State.
For a more detailed discussion, see Wai-kam Ho et al., Eight Dynasties o f Chinese Painting: The
Collections o f the Nelson Gallery-Atkins Museum, Kansas City, and the Cleveland Museum o f
Art (Cleveland: The Cleveland Museum of Art, 1980), p.17.
7 For example, Emperor Gaozong and Emperor Xiaozong both visited the Imperial Library in
1133 and 1178 respectively with their officers to view the imperial collection. See Song huiyao
jigao, Chongru 6: 2 and Chongru 7:4. The imperial edits written by the Southern Song emperors
were also stored in the Imperial Library, seeXianchun lin ’an zhi, juan 7, pp. 1-5.
8 The event was recorded by Zhou Mi in two different texts: Zhou Mi
Qidong yeyu
WMWM, juan 14, “Guange guan hua tU S H # ,” PP-1-2; Yunyan guoyan lu M M M W ik, juan
xia, “Song Mishusheng suocang
in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 154.
For English translation, see Robert van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the
Connoisseur (Rome: Is. M. E. O., 1958), pp. 201-202; Ankeney Weitz, “Collecting and
Connoisseurship in Early Yuan China: Zhou Mi’s Yunyan guoyan lun (PhD. diss., University of
Kansas City, 1994), vol. 2, pp. 432-436.
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Juxtaposed with the collected edicts of earlier dynasties (Huiyao # H ) and paintings
and calligraphic pieces by past emperors (yu shuhua HPUHS). masterpieces of paintings
and calligraphy from the ancient times to the present were stored separately in fifty huge
red lacquer chests (zhuqi juxia ^ £ £ M E )- All the works of art were stored in folded
scrolls. They were remounted with different colors o f precious silk showing patterns of
phoenixes and magpies (luanque ling IRbU^) and ivory rollers (xiang zho
item had the seal o f the Council of State (Shangshu Sheng

1). Each

) impressed on both the

front and reverse side.^ Each chest (xia E ) was numbered with an individual character
from the classic text o f the Thousand-character Essay (Qianzi wen

as a registry

marking, the equivalent of a card catalog number in today’s libraries. 10
During his one day visit, Zhou Mi viewed four chests o f early paintings, numbered as
“Qiu fX ," “Shou Ift,” “Dong

and “Cang M ” 11 There were about one hundred and

sixty scrolls in these four chests alone. It was then 127S, one year before the Mongol
conquest o f south China and the fall o f the Southern Song dynasty.

9 Zhou Mi, Qidongyeyu, juan 14, p. 2.
10 This is recorded in Zhou Mi, Shaoxing shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyu, juan 6, p. 8.
11 According to the sequential order of these four characters as they appear in the original
text, the characters o f “qiu,” “shou,” “dong,” “cang” constitute the 21st, 22nd, 23"1, and 24*
characters, which might in turn suggest the sequence of the chests among the entire collection;
see R. H. van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, pp. 200-205, especially
p. 201.
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Among the one hundred and sixty pieces, Zhou Mi’s highest praise -- as
“exceedingly exquisite and archaic” (Jue gaogu
Tang-dynasty copy of Gu Gaizhi’s

c*f) - went to two figure scrolls: a

Washing the Sutra (Xijing tu

scroll o f Confucius Mourning Yuqiuzi (Gongzi ku Yuqiuzi

and a
) hy Dong Yuan

m m . 12 Other figure paintings that particularly caught his eye included the image o f the
monk Zhigong g&fi- by Sun Zhiwei
Fusheng

(act. early eleventh century), a portrait of

by Zhan Ziqian JgrPli: (Sui dynasty), and an anonymous scroll of female

deities (tian nit ^^C).13 None of these paintings are still extant.

The Art of Collecting: Registering and Handling
A fortuitously preserved incomplete imperial manual about mounting paintings,
Shaoxing yufu shuhua shi

(Imperial Manual o f Calligraphy and

Painting o f the Shaoxing Reign), was transmitted by Zhou Mi in his anthology Qidong
yeyu M

As Robert van Gulik has suggested, the text may partially preserve the

incomplete instructions, written on placards, which Zhou Mi had a chance to copy during

j See Zhou
Mi, Qidongyeyu, juan 14, p. 2.
13 Zhou Mi, Qidongyeyu, yuan 14, p. 2.
14 Zhou Mi, Shaoxing yufu shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyu, juan 6, pp. 1-10. The majority of this
manual has been translated and discussed in Robert van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed
by the Connoisseur, pp. 203-210.
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his visit to the Imperial Library in 1275.15 The manual lists detailed mounting devices
designed by Gaozong’s court connoisseurs, and provides a precious glimpse of the
material culture of that time.

Registry
Once acquired by the court, early paintings soon went through a meticulously
systematic handling process.16 Each item was registered, remounted, repaired, and then
labeled with the imperial title and impressed with seals. In order to claim the political
legitimacy o f the Southern Song dynasty, all the perceptible labels and colophons
previously attached by Emperor Huizong accompanying the paintings were taken off and
replaced with standard mounting styles sanctioned by Gaozong. Zhou Mi in fact accused
the group o f officers supervising the newly-acquired art collection o f their mistake of
discarding all the appreciation remarks added to the items in the collection by former
people. He also criticized their lack of shrewd vision o f painting. I?

The paintings were first sent to the conservator Wei Maoshi

who numbered

them with the characters o f the Thousand-character Essay (da qianzi wen hao

15 Robert van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, p. 203.
16
’ ER3MH8 ’
0 j See Zhou Mi, Shaoxing yufu
shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyu, juan 6, p. lb. Robert van Gulik, ibid., p. 203.
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Before being remounted, the paintings were then impressed with the
supervising seal(s) {ding yan yinji /eEHEPIE).^
Although not specified in Shaoxing yufu shuhua shi, it is likely that the so-called
“inspecting seal(s)” refer to the seals used by the Imperial Library (Mishusheng
and the Council o f State {Shangshusheng

which governed the Imperial Library.
Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua j i

According to Yang Wangxiu’s

{Record o f Painting Collected in the Zhongxing Pavilion o f the
Song Dynasty) the Imperial Library impressed the Seal o f the Council o f the State
{Shangshusheng yin IpJilr^EP) on each item in the storage house. An additional seal of
the Imperial Library {Mishusheng yin
each

ite m .

was impressed on the reverse side of

*9 Based on this text, the “Shangshusheng” seal impressed on each painting

seen by Zhou Mi in the imperial storage house in 1275 might have referred to the
inspecting seals impressed by the Imperial Library in 1210.

See Zhou Mi, Shaoxing yufu

17 r Anan T O ’
shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyu, juan 6, p. lb.

18 Zhou Mi, Shaoxing yufu shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyu, juan 6, p. 8.

19

rzmmm • fH * * # c\mu 3

Jj l »
j See Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua ji, in
Meishu congshu (Taipei: Yiwen yinshuguan, 1963), vol. 4, no. 5, p. 219. These two official seals
have been briefly mentioned in Wai-kam Ho’s discussion of Ju Ran’s Buddhist Retreat by
Stream and Mountain, Cleveland Museum; see Wai-kam Ho et al., Fight Dynasties o f Chinese
Painting, no. 11, p. 17.
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Zhou Mi intuits that some devotional images previously from the Southern Song
collection also bore the governmental seals. For example, two scrolls o f guardian images
(shanshen # # ) and one small scroll depicting the Medicine Buddha attributed to Wu
Daozi

and viewed by Zhou Mi at a private collector’s in 1291 and 1292,

Hangzhou, had the seals of both Shangshu sheng

and Mishusheng

A

few surviving paintings bearing spurious seals and calligraphic markings have been
suggested by past scholarship to reflect the registry practices of the Song court (9601279)21

20 Zhou Mi, Zhiyatang zachao
170.

in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, pp. 168,

21 Two refined landscape paintings dating to the tenth to early eleventh centuries, Ju Ran’s
Buddhist Retreat by Stream and Mountain in the Cleveland Museum and Li Cheng’s £
A Solitary Temple amid Clearing Peaks in the Nelson-Atkins Museum: both bear a large square
seal on top of the scroll that reads “Shangshusheng yin
These seals were identified
by Wai-kam Ho as the official markings of the Northern Song impressed during 1083 and 1126.
See Wai-kam Ho et al., Eight Dynasties o f Chinese Painting, p. 16.
A unique seal of “Mishusheng yin i&§iS'EP” appears at the end of the handscroll of Five
Stars and Twenty-eight Lodgings (Wuxing ershiba su 2LH—”hA?S) in Osaka Municipal
Museum attributed to Zhang Sengyou. Without comparative material, it is almost impossible to
verify its authenticity. For a plate, see Osaka shiritsu, nihon shogei in, and Shanhai hakubutsukan
eds., Osaka shiritsu bijutsukan zO Shanhai hakubutsukan zo Chugoku shoga meihin zuroku
(Osaka: Chugoku shoga meihinten jikkCTiinkai, 1994), fig. 4, pp. 18-19.
In addition to the government seals, a selective group of about seven extant scrolls of Song
and pre-Song paintings bearing the “yang H ” character registration inscription were suggested
by Richard Barnhart to have originated from the registry system of the Thousand-character
Essay used by the Southern Song government. The seven paintings are: Gu Kaizhi
"Admonitions o f the Instructress, British Museum; Wang Wei ZEiNt, Fu Sheng Transmitting the
Classic Texts, Osaka Municipal Museum; Ruan Gao (5caft, Female Immortals in the Jade Fields,
Palace Museum, Beijing; Zhao Chang f i l l , Butterflies and Flowers, Palace Museum, Beijing;
Emperor Huizong
Rowing Home on a Snowy River, Palace Museum, Beijing; Xie Yuan
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Mounting
After being registered, the paintings were then submitted to the mounting master
Zhuang Zonggu

who remounted the items with the newly established imperial

formulas.22 Various mounting formats were applied in order to differentiate the value
and classification o f the collected items. Paintings o f the Six Dynasties were mounted
with different brocade and style from the works of the Tang and Five Dynasties periods;
those in hanging scroll format were treated differently from those with a handscroll
format. Paintings of better quality were mounted in a way that was different from works
of lesser quality or copies. Some individual mounters were mentioned in the manual.
Besides Zhuang Zonggu, an unidentified mounter named Yao Ming fc&BB was
responsible for works o f Wen Tong

and Su Shi

named Chen Zichang MrF'M was in charge of Fan Long’s

while another mounter
handscrolls.23

Hfjn, Peach Blossoms, present collection unknown; Fan Kuan
Fishing in an Autumn
River, Freer Gallery, Washington D. C.. See Richard Barnhart, “Fishing in an Autumn River, a
Handscroll in the Freer Gallery of Art (Back to the Problem of Li Tang?),” Ars Orientalis, vol.
25 (1995), pp. 92-94; for a list of the seven paintings, see especially p. 93.
22 Zhou Mi, Shaoxing yufu shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyou, juan 6, p. 8. As commented upon
by Zhou Mi, the mounter in the Southern Song court is called “zhuang jie
which is
equivalent to the term of “beijian WE” popular in the Yuan dynasty. See Zhou Mi, Shaoxing
yufu shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyu, juan 6, p. 10a. For an introduction to the Chinese history of artmounting, see Du Zixiong
et al. eds., Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyi jishi
(Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993).
23 Robert van Gulik, p. 209. Paintings by certain individual artists of the Song, such as Su
Shi $£$£, Wen Tong 3t|Sj, Mi Fu jfciW, and the twelfth century monk painter Fan Long
were singled out in Zhou Mi’s recording. They were said to receive special mounting treatments,
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Making Copies
Fragile works that could barely be remounted were reproduced as copies so that they
could be preserved and perpetuated.^4 According to Zhou Mi’s Shaoxing yufu shuhua
shi, the process o f reproducing might be reconstructed as follows: based on the original
work, the court copiers Liu Niangzi

and Ma Xingzu M f ® in the studio (shu

fa n g trf§ ) first sketched a tracing copy (teng hua

and had it approved by the court.

The copy was then sent to the mounter Zhuang Zonggu

who was in charge

of texture handling. He modified the color of the silk, and sometimes hammered and
damaged the surface o f the silk in order to create an archaic effect. The final step was to
duplicate the collection seals and to have them impressed on the copy based on their
positions on the original painting.25

suggesting their exceptional value deemed by Emperor Gaozong’s court. See Zhou Mi, Shaoxing
yufu shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyu, juan 6, pp. 6-7.
24

se e z h o u M i,

Shaoxing yufu shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyou, juan 6, p. 9a.
25
See Zhou Mi,
Shaoxing yufu shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyou, juan 6, p. 9a. Liu Liangzi
was mentioned by
Zhou Mi as the collector of a peony painting by Huang Quan
on which his two seals
which read “ Feng hua tang yin ^SljjrEP” and “Rui wen
were impressed; see Zhou Mi,
Zhiyantang zachao, p. 169. Ma Xingzu UPtffi, the grandfather of Ma Yuan
was a
professional painter (hua shou
in Gaozong’s reign; he was also referred to as Gaozong’s
imperial connoisseur. See Zuang Su, Huaji buyi, juan xia, p. 915. Elsewhere he was mentioned
as a court painter who held the post of “painter-in-attendance” (daizhao frftH); see Xia Wenyan,
Tuhui baojian, juan 4, p. 879.
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Although it is almost impossible to verify this complicated process o f copy-making,
two extant versions o f Goddess o f the Luo River (Luoshen tu juan

associated

with the style o f the Six Dynasties master Gu Kaizhi, now in the Liaoning Provincial
Museum (fig. 2.2) and the Freer Gallery (fig. 2.3) respectively, may be considered
products fabricated and sponsored by the Southern Song court. The Liaoning version, as
indicated by Pao-chen Chen, may be a mid-twelfth century tracing copy of an earlier work
by an anonymous artist working for Gaozong’s court.26 ft is thus likely that the makers
o f the Liaoning scroll were members from the community of Liu Liangzi, Ma Xingzu,
and Zhuang Zonggu. The Freer version of The Goddess o f the Lo River is dated by Paochen Chen to the thirteenth century, perhaps by “a court painter in Hangzhou.”27 It is
thus very possibly another example produced out of similar imperial system.
Stylistically, the sense o f restraint and regularity evident in the thin and selective
iron-wire drapery lines in the Freer scroll is comparable to the figural style in a Southern

26 According to Pao-chen Chen, the Liaoning version is a mid-twelfth century tracing copy
made by the Southern Song court based on a “Sui-dynasty official version.” ft is a faithful “mid
twelfth century tracing copy” made by “an anonymous artist serving at the painting academy
patronized by Emperor Song Kaozong.” See Pao-chen Chen, “The Goddess of the Lo River: A
Study of Early Chinese Narrative Handscrolls” (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1987), pp.
191,242.
27 Thomas Lawton dated the this painting to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, partly based
on “the style of the small hanging scroll in the boat near the end of the composition.” See
Thomas Lawton, Chinese Figure Painting (Washington, D. C.: Smithsonian Institution, Freer
Gallery of Art, 1973), p. 25. Pao-chen Chen further linked this “one-cornered composition” of
the miniature landscape scroll in the Freer version to the Southern Song court style of Ma Yuan
and Xia Gui, and suggested that the Freer version was probably “a thirteenth-century copy by a
court painter in Hangzhou.” See Pao-chen Chen, ibid., p. 283.
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Song court painting Duke Wen o f Jin Recovering His State (Jinwengong fuguo juan
in the Metropolitan Museum (fig. 2.4) attributed to Li Tang ^ 0 . 2 8
Even the delicate shading along the drapery folds, and the mild color combination of light
orange, light blue, and light green are common to both works. The Metropolitan
handscroll has long been promoted by a number of scholars as by Li Tang or closely
associated with his style, as well as a representative theme reflecting Emperor Gaozong’s
propaganda of dynastic revival.29 Regardless of its highly disciplined brushwork style,
its repetitive, impersonal, and sometimes abstract and ambiguous configuration o f the
drapery folds suggest that this work, too, like the Freer scroll o f the Goddess o f the Luo
River, is a copy from the hand o f a skillful court copier.

Imperial Documentation
After the collected items were transformed into the Southern Song imperial
mounting, a variety o f seal-markings designed to document the imperial treasures were
applied to the surface o f the art works as a final touch. Zhou M i’s notes in Shaoxingyuju
shuhua shi do not comprise a complete catalogue. He shows an obvious preoccupation in

2®For the plates, see Wen Fong, Beyond Representation, plates. 26a-h, pp. 196-206.
29 Wen Fong dates the Metropolitan handscroll to the early 1140s; see Wen Fong, ibid., pp.
202,207. Richard Barnhart in his recent publication includes the Metropolitan handscroll in a list
of works whose styles are associated with Li Tang; see Richard Barnhart, “Fishing in an Autumn
River, a Handscroll in the Freer Gallery of Art (Back to the Problem of Li Tang?),” p. 91.
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the collection of calligraphic pieces, with particular attention to the works of Mi Fu
and his contemporaries.30

30 As recorded in Zhou Mi’s manual, collection of calligraphic works can be classified into
six different groups of documentation systems. Among the six groups, four types were especially
designed for the works of Mi Fu and the literati scholars of his time. As scholars noticed, due to
Mi Youren’s post in Gaozong’s court as a connoisseur, his father Mi Fu’s calligraphic works
received special treatment. The emphasis on Mi Fu’s works in Zhou Mi’s manual may be read
from such a historical perspective. See Peter Sturman, “ Gejin xiaodao de Mi Youren — Lun qi
dui fuqin Mi Fu shuji de souji ji Mi Fu shuji dui Gaozong chaoting de yingxiang
m m m —
translated by
Lan-ying Tseng
Gugong xueshu jikan
vol. 9, no.4 (Summer, 1992), pp.
89-115.
The six types of documentation systems designed for Gaozong’s collection of calligraphic
items are as follows. The first type refers to the genuine early calligraphic works (Han to Tang).
Each piece bears Gaozong’s inscriptions (yuti SHU) of the title, with a seal of “Yufu tushu
® IffB IT ’ impressed on the juncture of the “tanjuan
after the “yinshou” section of the
work. On both the top and the bottom of the juncture of the “yinshou § Ilf ”, the seals of “shao
xing m m r were impressed. The second type refers to the copyworks of the earlier calligraphy
transcribed by Mi Fu
They were impressed with the seals of “Neifu tushu
and
“Neidian shuji
on both ends of the “yinshou” section. Sometimes a colophon would
occur at the juncture of the scroll, with a seal of “Yufu tuji
At the end of the scroll a
pair of seals of “shaoxing ijgjST were impressed. A supervising inscription (shending ti S / I f l )
by Mi Youren
was added after the “tanjuan.” The third type, which is a combination of
the seals of “ruisi dongge #,113^181” and “neifu tuji
was applied to the genuine
writings of poems and letters by Mi Fu, Su Shi
Huang Tingjian HM M , Xue Shaopeng
and Cai Xiang H H . The fourth type, which refers especially to Mi Fu’s miscellaneous
prose writings and letters, combines the seals of “neifu shu yin
and “shaoxing $3H.”
Every ten pieces of calligraphy were mounted together onto a handscroll, on which Mi Youren
added his inscription at the end of the scroll after his inspection. The fifth type refers to the
tracing copies of genuine calligraphic works of less excellent quality. These contemporary
copies were made by the court copier Zhao Shiyuan
and were impressed with a seal of
“Jixia qingshang
in the “yinshou” section, a seal of “neifu shuji
at the
juncture of the “yinshou” and the scroll, and finally the “shaoxing I g f l” seal at the end of the
scroll. The sixth type, which is deliberately applied for the contemporary calligraphic works
produced under Gaozong’s reign, contains the small square “Xishi” seal impressed at the bottom
of the front juncture, and the small “shaoxing” seals at the end of the scroll. See Zhou Mi,
Shaoxing yufu shuhua shi, in Qidongyeyou, juan 6, pp. 2-4. An English translation is available
in Robert H. van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, pp. 206-208.
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Luckily, there are several extant calligraphic works that reflect the formulas
discussed by Zhou Mi, although not every detail of the rules matches perfectly with the
extant works. The extant version of Mi Fu’s Four Pieces o f Cursive Scripts (Caosku
sitian

mounted as a handscroll, now in Osaka Municipal Museum, preserves

four o f the nine pieces originally mounted in Gaozong’s collections^ The extant scroll
bears four seals o f “neifu shuyin |* |0 itf:P ” on the top of each juncture of paper (figs.
2.5; 2.6). The seal of “Jixia qingshang

was also present in this scroll (fig. 2.7).

An inspecting inscription (s/tending ti #/£UID by Mi Youren TfcSCl is still attached to
the end o f today’s assembled scroll (fig. 2.8)S^ Two extant calligraphic scrolls by Huang
Tingjian I f M M bear the similar documentation style as Mi Fu’s works. His handscroll
of cursive scripts entitled Cursive Scripts on Lian P o ’s Biography (Caoshu Lian Po
zhuan

in the Metropolitan Museum (previously from Crawford Collection)

stands as the most complete version of Gaozong’s imperial documentation markings. On
each juncture of paper throughout the scroll, there are consistently a seal o f “neifu shuyin
impressed on the top and a pair o f the “shaoxing |§ # |” (1131-1162) seals in
seal-script style at the bottom (fig. 1 .9 )}^

31 The Ming-dynasty Tingyun guan fatie
engraved the nine pieces. See Nakata
Yujiro, Beifutsu (Tokyo: Nigensha, 1982), Zuhan hen, pp. 203-204.
32 For the plates, see Osaka shiritsu, nihon shogei in, and Shanhai hakubutsukan eds., Osaka
shiritsu bijutsukan zo Shanhai hakubutsukan zff Chugoku shoga meihin zuroku, fig. 12, pp. 36-43.
33 For the plates, see Wen Fong, Beyond Representation, pis. 18a, b, c, pp. 146-149. Another
masterpiece by Huang Tingjian, Wei sheng Zhang Datong shu boke dazi yijuan
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Interestingly, unlike the multiple documentation formulas evidenced in the collection
of calligraphic pieces, all the paintings from Gaozong’s collection as recorded in Zhou
Mi’s Shaoxing yuju shuhua shi shared the same pattern of seal documentation, although
they were otherwise differentiated by various mounting styles. A standard format used
not only for the early collected pieces but also for the contemporary Southern Song works
features a “qiangua” diagram seal on the top and a “Xishi

seal at the bottom - at

the beginning juncture of the handscroll, and a “shaoxing” seal at the e n d . 3 4
In the art market o f the late-thirteenth century Hangzhou, some early religious
paintings previously owned by the Southern Song court were ranked highly due to their
precious markings of imperial documentation.

While some carried Gaozong’s

inscriptions on the title labels,3S the others, including a Japanese narrative painting

bears “neifu shuyin |*ij£F§EP” on each juncture of the pieces of
paper, and the “shaoxing” seals at the end. See Fu Shen
Yuandai huangshi shuhua
shoucang shilue
(Taipei: Guoli gugong bowu yuan, 1981), p. 5.
34
’ T ffl# ttE P * '& m m n £P j See Zhou Mi, Shaoxing yufu shuhua
shi, in Qidongyeyou, juan 6, p. 7a.
EP •
ffl
^EP j See Zhou Mi, Yunyan guoyan lu, juan shang,
p. 156; also, in Zhiyatangzachao:
* ®§S±fflS2§NIIEP • S T M # ! * * •
^ T M I S E P j See Zhou Mi„ Zhiyatang zachao, p. 159. This documentation format
corresponds to the first of the two handscrolls of Li Tang’s
Duke Wen o f Jin Restoring his
State (Jin wengongjuguo juan
viewed by Zhou Mi in 1265. According to Zhou
Mi, the handscroll had Gaozong’s inscription title, the diagram seal of “qiangua f g ih ” and a
small “Xishi
seal; see Zhou Mi, Zhiyatang zachao, p. 167.
35 A scroll of Wu Daozi’s Heavenly King Crossing the Sea (Guohai tianwang
i). a
scroll of Wang Wei’siE lt Lohan Crossing the Water (Dushui lohan StKUDD, and a scroll of
Zhang Nanben’s
Kanshu tu Hfritfll, all carried Gaozong’s inscriptions on the title labels.
See Zhou Mi, Zhiyatang zachao
pp. 145, 147, 159, 160. Wu Daozi’s Guohai
tianwang
was registered as Guohai qima tianwang
in Yunyan guoyan
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illustrating the classic Chinese text Shanhai jing (Tang Riben Dahuang xijing tu
had Gaozong’s inscription titles and the seal markings o f “qiangua
and “shaoxing | g f t ”36
While none o f these paintings mentioned above survives now, Wang Wei’s Fu
Sheng Instructing the Text (Fu Sheng shoujing

attributed to Wang Wei in

the Osaka Museum is likely to be one of the few extant early paintings that still bears
potential documentation markings associated with the Southern Song court.37

The

inscription at the beginning of the handscroll, which reads “Wang Wei xie fusheng
shoujing tu

was written in Gaozong’s calligraphic style (fig. 2.10).

A “qiangua

diagram seal was impressed onto the inscription. The scroll also bears

a pair of “shaoxing” seals at the end.3** However, the so-called “Xishi

seal that

lu H s e e Zhou Mi, Yunyan guoyan lu, juan shang, p. 147. Wang Wei’s Duhai luohan
is entitled Dushui seng iS7kft in Yunyan guoyan lu; see Zhou Mi, Yunyan guoyan lu, juan
shang, p. 145. Lu Tanwei’s
Descent o f Efficacious Manjusri (Mangling Wenshu
has Gaozong’s inscription at the end; see Zhou Mi, Yunyan guoyan lu, juan shang, p.
139.
36 The title of the Japanese illustration, Tahuang xingjing, refers to the sixteenth section of
the Shanhai jing. See Ankeney Weitz, “Collecting and Connoisseurship in Early Yuan China:
Zhou Mi’s Yunyan guoyan lu,” p. 428; Zhou Mi, Yunyan guoyan lu, juan shang, p. 154.
37 Richard Barnhart, “Fishing in an Autumn River, a Handscroll in the Freer Gallery of Art
(Back to the Problem of Li Tang?),” p. 93.
3** For a plate, see Osaka shiritsu, nihon shogei in, and Shanhai hakubutsukan eds., Osaka
shiritsu bijutsukan zo Shanhai hakubutsukan zO Chugoku shoga meihin zuroku, fig. 3, p. 16.
A Southern Song handscroll entitled Transformation o f Laozi by Wang Liyong
who
served as the secretary of the Imperial Library in Gaozong’s reign (in 1134), also bears the
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Zhou Mi recorded to be impressed on the bottom of the front juncture o f the scroll does
not appear anywhere on the extant work.

Mapping the Imperial Collection: Quantity, Subject Matters, and Artistic Heritage

Unlike Emperor Huizong’s (r. 1100-1125) art collection which is richly documented
in Xuanhe huapu and is well known to modem audiences, we know little about the art
collection of the Southern Song court. It is true that at this period the pictorial art
produced by the academy saw an epoch-breaking development, and new styles
overwhelmingly replaced past traditions.

Nevertheless, religious images or narrative

configurations often require mimetic practice from the past, and the best sources of such
pictorial models lie in the early religious paintings transmitted to the present.
Accordingly, our vision o f the imperial art of the Southern Song will be incomplete if we
overlook this small slice o f visual culture of the past, which was carefully transmitted at
the court, and lurks quietly in the historical records. We are still in a preliminary stage of
trying to sketch the nature of this imperial collecting behavior. What was the scope of
this collecting? And what paintings were collected? As recorded in the twelfth-century
Record o f the Southern Song Imperial Library (Nansong guange lu

by the

time of 1166, the number o f paintings in Gaozong’s court collection reached nine

“qiangua” seal and the “shaoxing
seal. For more information, see See Sherman Lee’s
study of this painting in Eight Dynasties o f Chinese Painting, no. 18, pp. 31-33.
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hundred items.39 By 1199, another one hundred eighty seven paintings had been added
to the collection, so that it exceeded one thousand pieces in total.^O Examining the
written sources from the Song and Yuan periods will allow us to understand what kind of
religious paintings might have been collected by the Southern Song court.

It will also

give us a glimpse o f what pictures bearing subject matter similar to that o f the Boston
triptych circulated during the Southern Song dynasty.

Imperial Painting Inventory
An official inventory Painting Inventory o f the Zhongxing Library (Zhongxing
guange chucang t

u

h

u

a

edited around 1199 is the only surviving

section o f official inventory o f the Southern Song that details the amount and contents of
early paintings registered in the imperial collection in the late twelfth century. Paintings
registered in the inventory were inspected by the court connoisseur Yang Wangxiu
in 1199. hi 1210, each collected item from the inventory was further impressed

39 Note that this number excludes 467 scrolls of imperial portraits (yurong ®1§). The
painting collection includes fourteen scrolls and one album from the hands of Emperor Huizong,
173 scrolls of figures, 201 scrolls of demons and deities (guishen &f$), US scrolls of animals
(ichu shou HrHD, 144 scrolls of landscapes and rocks (.shanshui keshi |i|7jc3H5). 250 scrolls of
flowers, bamboo, and birds (huazhu lingmao
8!^), 11 scrolls of architecture painting
(yvumu g?fc); see Chen Kui
Nansong guange lu
juan 3, “chucang UtijK,” in
Chen Kui et al. eds., Nansong guange lu, xulu
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju,
1998), p. 24.
40 Nansong guange xulu, juan 3, “chucang,” in Chen Kui et al. eds., Nansong guange lu,
xulu, p. 179.
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with a documentation seal of the “Mishusheng” (Imperial Library) on the reverse side of
the item.^l
According to this record, the number of works in the inventory totaled one thousand
and ninety nine scrolls and two albums. They are further divided into twelve subjects as
shown in the following Table 1.

Paintings of Known Anonymous
Authorship
Paintings from the

Total

amount

(scrolls)

Paintings

14 +1 album

14 +1 album

hand o f Huizong
Paintings
with
Huizong’s labels
Confucius
and
Mencius
(Xuansheng
UrS?
Yasheng 3HSD
♦Buddhist & Daoist
Images

31 +1 album

31+1 album

3

2

5

113

40

♦143

(Fodao

xiang $£& $& )
♦Ancient Sages

46

61

♦107

41 Yang Wangxiu served as the “Shu jian HFIe” during the reigns of Emperor Guanzong
(1190-1194) and Ningzong (1195-1224). For the inventory, see Yang Wangxiu ed., Song
Zhongxing guanke chucang tuhua ji, in Meishu congshu, pp. 203-219. The same inventory was
recorded in the anonymous Nansong guange xulu. For the text, see Chen Kui et al. eds.,
Nansong guange lu xulu, pp. 179-188.
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38

12

*50

139

21

*160

10

5

15

181

15

196

Birds and Flowers

311

7

318

Animals

117

14

131

♦Demons

and

Deities
♦Figures
Miscellaneous
Landscapes

and

Rocks

Insects and Fish
Total

19

19

1037

162

1099+2 albums

TABLE 1
Paintings o f figural subjects constitute 444 pieces in total, and outnumber the 318
bird-and-flower scrolls and the 196 landscape-and-rock scrolls.42 These figural paintings
were subdivided into the following subjects: 143 “Buddhist and Daoist images” (fodao
xiang

107 “Ancient Sages” (g io ia n ^ K ). 50 “Demons and Deities” (guishen
and 139 “Figures” (renwuXW,I).

The painting inventory reveals a colorful repertoire o f traditional Daoist and Buddhist
subjects. Most notably, paintings bearing the title of the Three Officials (or Sanguan

42 For detailed items of each subject, see Yang Wangxiu, Song Zhongxing guange chucang
tuhuaji.
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HUO were listed among all the other Daoist pictures of astral deities and immortals.43
Very likely, these Sanguan pictures may depict the same subject matter as the kind we see
in the Boston triptych.
On the Buddhist side, the most popular subjects included Arhats (lohan

in set

format, iconic images o f Guanyin f f i* , ‘Thousand-armed Great Mercy” (Da B eiX ffi),
and “Peacock King” (Kongque mingwang JL
In addition to the group of Buddhist and Daoist paintings, the inventory describes
another interesting category mingling popular demons and deities from religious
anecdotes which features the Sichuan deity Erlang Zl£!!$ quelling the demons in the
mountain and the mother of the ghosts (Gui zimu
Notably, most o f the religious paintings listed in the 1199 imperial inventory were
paintings with identifiable authorship. While the names attached to the paintings might
sometimes belong to those people who made long-lost copies, their presence as a whole

43 Other Daoist pictures that were also listed in this inventory include Three Pure Ones
(iSanqing HtH), The Pilgrimage Procession to the One (Chaoyuan f07£), Eight Immortals (Ba
xian Af[i[), and numerous planet and star deities (yao 1% and jting ![)• The astral deities were
portrayed as a group, such as “Nine Stars” (Jiuyao j\M ), “Thirty One Stars” (Sanshi yi yao
H-f— ®), or individually, such as “Jin xing & M ” “Huo xing X M ,” “Taiyang xing £ fi§ li,”
“Taiyin xing XM M .," “Mu x in g ^ jt,” ‘T u xing ± JL ,” “Shui xing tKIL and so on.
44 The painting entitled Erlang Deity (Erlang —f[S) is by Qiu WenbofnJtfit, and the
painting entitlted Mother o f Ghosts (Gui zimu
is by Ho Yi
both of whom were
Sichuan painters active in the tenth century. See Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange chucang
tuhuaji, p. 209; or Chen Kui and anonymous, Nansong guange lu xulu, p. 183.
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forms the most up-to-date list o f classical pictorial heritage perceived by and accessible to
the Southern Song court.
Modem readers all notice immediately the presence of a large group of FiveDynasties paintings executed by painters active in the Shu region (today’s Sichuan
province) in the late ninth and tenth centuries. These painters include Sun Wei
Zhang Suqing

Sun Zhiwei

Fan Qiong WSL, Lu Lengjia iSHKfill, Guan

Xiu f j f t s Zhang Yuan ‘f ik jt, Hou Yi jU S , Qiu Wenbo

all of whom enjoyed

great fame in Emperor Huizong’s painting collection.4^ Most o f their works were hard to
find in the art markets o f the time, and were thus relatively unfamiliar to the collectors
outside the court.
Equally important is the inventory’s listing of several important Northern Song court
painters noted for their virtuoso capacity in large-scale religious projects. A single scroll
o f the Official o f Water (Shuiguan 7jcH), which consituted a partial iconic repertoire of
the Three Officials, was attributed to the famous court painter Wu Zongyuan S ^ T C .46
Wu’s best-known mural projects included the monumental construction of Emperor
Zhengzong’s (998-1022) Daoist temple Yuqing chaoying gong

and the

45 For detailed titles in the Southern Song inventory, see Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange
chucan tuhua ji, pp. 206-207; or Chen Kui et al. eds., Nansong guange lu xulu, pp. 181-182.
Most of these painters’ painting activities in the Shu region were recorded in detail in Huang
Xiufii, Yizhou minghua lu.
46 Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange chucan tuhua ji, p. 206; or Chen Kui et al. eds.,
Nansong guange lu xulu, p. 181.
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oversized imagery o f the Great One (Taiyi

) on the mural of the Sansheng gong

H ! ? ! ? temple.47 Another Northern Song court painter Wang Guan

was ranked by

the eleventh century art critic Liu Daochun as the best painter and one of the major
successors o f Wu Daozi in the early Northern Song. In addition, Li Boshi
Gonglin

Wu Dongqing

and Wu Yuanyu

(Li

who were important

figure painters closely associated with the Northern Song government, contributed
another twenty scrolls of religious images to the Southern Song collection.4**
Some anonymous paintings were registered in the inventory with an additional note
that reads “in the style o f a certain master.”4^ They were probably copies o f originals.
Two scrolls o f Buddhist paintings of the Peacock King, one in the style of Wu Daozi (Xue
Wu Daozi Gongque mingwangyi

—) and the other in the style of Li

Gonglin (Xue Li Gonglin Gongque mingwang y i
the category o f anonymous Buddhist and Daoist im ages.^0

—)» were listed in
A set o f twelve scrolls

47 Liu Daochun, Shengchao minghua pin (1057), in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 1, p.
448.
48 Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange chucan tuhua ji, p. 207; or Chen Kui and anonymous,
Nansong guange lu xulu, p. 182.
49 Richard Barnhart noted two landscape paintings recorded in this Southern Song imperial
inventory that were “in the style of Gao Kerning” (xue Kao Kerning shanshui
See Richard Barnhart, “Streams and Hills under Fresh Snow Attributed to Kao K’o-ming,” in A.
Murck and Wen Fong eds., Words and Images: Chinese Poetry, Calligraphy and Painting (New
York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1991), p. 244.
50 Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua ji, p. 207; or Chen Kui et al. eds.,
Nansong guange lu xulu, p. 182.
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entitled Deities o f the Twenty-four zhi were in fact copies after Sun Zhiwei’s
original (Mo Sun Zhiwei Qunxian Ershi si zhi

+ fflV p)-^

Imperial Awards: Jia Sidao's Collection
Other sources allow us to supplement the 1199 inventory. Yuesheng suocang shuhua
bielu

E f f s a t a n incomplete list of fifty eight paintings owned by the “last

minister” o f the Song, Jia Sidao

(1213-1275), active in the later half of the

thirteenth century, reveals a small portion o f the imperial collection entering his private
collection as gifts from the imperial house.52
Interestingly, in this private painting catalogue, we also see a number of Buddhist and
Daoist paintings differing from the specific items listed in the 1199 inventory but sharing
the same artistic heritage. Five scrolls were attributed to Sichuan painters Sun Wei WJSL,
Zhan Nanben

Fan Qiong

Guan Xiu f t # : , and Zhang Yuan W jt, active in

the ninth and tenth centuries. Two works of Daoist images were produced from the
Northern Song court milieu: Pilgrimage Procession o f Immortals (Chaoyuan xianzang
f l x f t f i f t l l i ) by the eleventh century court painter Wu Zongyuan

and Image o f

51 Ibid..
52 For details, see Yuesheng suoccng shuhua bielu
in Zhongguo shuhua
quanshu, vol. 2, p. 727. For a critical re-evaluation of Jia Sidao’s political service as the “last
minister” of the Southern Song, see Herbert Franke, “Chia Ssu-tao (1213-1275): A 'Bad Last
Minister’?” in Arthur F. Wright and Denis Twitchett eds., Confitcian Personalities (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1962), pp. 217-234.
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the Nanhua Perfect Being (Nanhua zhenren xiang p$jlpl|£AliO by the Daoist priest Li
Derou

who served at Huizong’s court in the early twelfth century.53

Two

contemporary products from the Southern Song academy joined this pictorial pageant,
and they are Liang Kai’s *?=#§ illustration o f the Lotus Sutra {Lianjing bianxiang
and Li Song’s

Submarine Palace o f the Dragon King (Longgong haizan

8 E K S S ) .54
Confiscation List: Wang Yun's Catalogue o f Painting and Calligraphy
Still another source, Catalogue o f Painting and Calligraphy (Shuhua mulu iME@$£)
compiled by the fourteenth century Wang Yun 3:131, recorded eighty-one paintings
viewed by the author at the Yuan court in Dadu AUft (Beijing) in 1278. These paintings
represent a small portion o f the former Southern Song court collection which had been
confiscated and transported from Hangzhou in 1276.55 A list of religious and figural
paintings documented in Wang Yun’s text constitute another portion of the imperial
collection previously preserved in the Southern Song court. They include Gu Kaizhi’s

53 Yuesheng suocang shuhua bielu, p. 727. Xuanhe huapu listed twenty six scrolls of Daoist
devotional images by Li Derou, see Xuanhe huapu, juan 4, p. 75.
54 Yuesheng suocang shuhua bielu, p. 727.
55 All the lacquer boxes of painting and calligraphy installed in the Secret Pavilion might
have been confiscated and brought to the newly-settled Yuan capital Dadu (today’s Beijing) by
the officer Jiao Youzhi M S ® dispatched by Emperor Shizu
of the Yuan government
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Illustration o f the Goddess o f the Luo River (Hua Luoshen ju
IHlifcfc Emperors o f the Past ( diwang

Yan Liben’s

), Laozi’s Going out o f the Pass (.Laozi

chuguan tu ^-fuBBJillll), and Sutra Illustration o f Laozi Ascending to the West {Laozi
xingsheng jin g

guardian; Zhang Xuan’s 5 E S Spring

Wu Daozi’s

Outing o f Lady o f Guoguo (Guoguo fitren yeyou tu

Emperor

Huizong’s copy o f Zhang Xuan’s Imperial Riders; Li Gonglin’s White Lotus Society
{Lianshe tu MfcfcH); a set o f Song imperial portraits of emperors and empresses, and
three scrolls o f documentary pictures on the Song imperial retinue for the rite to the
Heaven (Song jiaotian yizhang tu

the royal costumes {Guanmian tu

^f& IB), and the imperial chariots {Cheluo tu $

H ) .^

In particular, Yan Liben’s

Emperors in the Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston (fig. 2.11), which still bears impressive
Southern Song inscriptions dating from 1134 to 1185,58 and a group o f Song imperial

See Yuan Shi 7Cjfe, “Shizu benji,” juan 47, p. 106; also see Fu Shen, Yuandai huangshi shuhua
shoucang shilue, p. 4.
See Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua ji, p. 209; or Chen Kui et al. eds.,
Nansong guange lu xulu, p. 183.
Pao-chen Chen suggested that this Luoshen scroll mentioned by Wang Yun (and other
writers, such as the mid-fourteenth century Tang Hou and later fifteenth century Du Mu) is likely
to be the Liaoning version. See Pao-chen Chen, “The Goddess of the Lo River A Study of Early
Chinese Narrative Handscrolls,” p. 92.
57 Wang Yun, Shuhua mulu, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, pp. 956-9S7; Fu Shen,
Yuandai huangshi shuhua shoucang shilue, pp. 87-95.
58 The early Southern Song scholar official Wu Yue wrote colophons on both this Yan Liben
handscroll and the Fusheng scroll attributed to Wang Wei in Osaka Municipal Museum, proving
that these two paintings were available to the Southern Song audience in die capital Hangzhou.
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portraits now in the collection of the National Palace Museum in Taipei (fig. 2.12), were
among the few works that are extant today.59

For a beautiful reproduction of the inscriptions, see Wu Tung, Tales from the Land o f Dragons,
p. 46.
59 The illustration shown here is the portrait of Northern Song Empress Zhenzong. Note that
she bears a particular purple make-up on the face, which may be identical to the so-called “zi
shamu
make-up device described by Wang Yun. For Wang Yun’s comment on this
special make-up feature which he saw in the portrait of Empress Zhenzong, see Wang Yun,
Shuhua mulu, p. 957.
For the historiography of these Song imperial portraits formerly stored in the Qing-dynasty
Nanxundian, see Li Lincan 3PW & , “Gugong bowuyuan de tuxiang hua
Gugongjikan, vol. 5, no. 1 (Autumn 1970), pp. 51-61, especially pp. 53-54; Jiang
Fucong
“Guoli gugong bowuyuan cang qing nanxundian tuxiang kao HiiC&'irM
i
f
f
Gugongjikan, vol. 8, no. 4 (Summer 1974), pp. 1-16.
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3. THE MAKING OF RELIGIOUS AND FIGURAL PICTURES IN THE
SOUTHERN SONG COURT

At the same time that the palace collected art, the government commissioned many
images charged with political and religious meanings for imperial halls, government
offices, and temples. These images constitute an important portion o f visual culture
within the physical environment o f the imperial court.

What were these functional

images? How were they viewed and displayed in the physical setting o f the imperial
court? Who made them, and how?
These questions soon lead us to a body of “underclass” visual products: the
anonymous pictures made by a group o f artists and artisans working together for the
imperial workshop.1 I suggest that we rise above our preoccupation with a certain

1 Brief comments on the notion of imperial workshop practice of the Southern Song court
have been made by several scholars. For die notion of the workshop practice by Ma Yuan and
his family members, see Richard B arnhart, “The Southern Song Painting Academy,” in Richard
Barnhart et al., Three Thousand Years o f Chinese Painting, p. 130. James Cahill called attention
to the manufacture of large-scale anonymous functional paintings commissioned by the Southern
Song court, see James Cahill, “The Southern Sung Academy: Figures, History Painting, Genre
Painting,” in Wen Fong et al., Possessing the Past, pp. 173-180, especially pp. 174, 177. hi her
study of the court painter Ma Hezhi, Julia Murray discusses different versions of the Mao Shi
illustrations from the perspective of the imperial workshop practice; see Julia Murray, Ma Hezhi
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master’s individual style and instead pay attention to the artistic collaboration, sharing,
and labor division in a workshop context in the imperial space. How were the features of
these pictures produced by the imperial workshop system? Based on these questions, this
chapter is subdivided into two sections.

The first section uses literary sources to

reconstruct the visual culture of the imperial court, aiming to reveal the diverse and
prevalent presence o f religious and figural pictures viewed in such a physical imperial
environment. The second part examines a small group o f extant paintings paying special
attention to their stylistic association with the Southern Song imperial painting practice.

Historical Records of Religious and Figural Image-making in the Imperial Built
Environment
Images o f Emperors, Officers, and Confucian Models
On the eighteenth day o f the third month in 1190, under the reign o f Emperor
Guangzong

the national Bureau o f Rites (Taichang si

in charge of the

regulation o f state rituals ordered selective artisans (hua gong S i ) to work on me mural
portraits o f dynastic heroes in the imperial ancestor temple Jingling Gong j j^ 8 H (see
fig. 2 .1 :1A) in glorification o f the recent installation o f the statue o f Emperor Gaozong,
who had died three years earlier.2

and the Illustration o f the Book o f Odes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), “A
Workshop for Illustrating the Book of Odes,” pp. 140-147.
2 Xu Song

ed., Song huiyaojigao bubian

juan 246, pp. 35-36.
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Three months earlier, the emperor’s newly-furbished painted clay statue (shen yu
i${JiJ) had been installed in the temple, juxtaposed with other ancestral icons.3 Except for
Gaozong’s face, all other parts o f the statue, including the costume, color, size, and
posture were modeled after Emperor Huizong’s statue, which had been made and
installed in the same temple around 1139.4 The sculptors of Gaozong’s statue were
instructed to follow strictly the formal and iconographic instructions. The clay figure was
dressed in a scarf cap (pu tou £!!!)> a pale yellow robe chased with red, wide sleeves
bordered in gold against inner sleeves in white, a plain jade belt and red shoes with black
pointed bottoms.5 The hands were concealed in cloth, and the figure was seated on a
chair.6 Judging from the literary description, the general visual configuration o f the
sculptural statue resembled the image o f Gaozong fashioned in a painting, now in the
National Palace Museum, Taipei (fig. 3.1).7

3 The statue was installed three months earlier in 1189. See Xu Song ed., Song huiyao jigao,
li: 13-16.
4 Xu Song

ed., Song huiyao jigao

Ii:13-14; li:13-I7.

5 See Song huiyao jigao, li: 13-14, li: 13-17. My translation of the original is slightly
different from that of Patricia Ebrey. See Patricia Ebrey, “Portrait Sculptures in Imperial
Ancestral Rites in Song China,” p. 78.
6 While the descriptions in Song huiyao did not specify the seated posture of the emperor’s
icon in Jingning gong, Yue Ke -grip! in Kuitan lu
mentioned that the figure was seated on
a chair. See Patricia Ebrey, “Portrait Sculptures in Imperial Ancestral Rites in Song China,” p.
78, footnote 12S.
7 For a plate, see Zhao Wenqi S K I S ed., Dasong huangdi huanghou xiang ji
(Taipei: Qinhetang, 1971), p. 62. Several historical records point out that
the painted portraits of the Song emperors and empresses were exhibited in Tianzhang ge, while
62
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Once Emperor Gaozong’s icon had joined the imperial ancestral lineage,
representatives o f his civil and military officers were also selected to be painted on the
walls along the temple corridors to accompany the images o f selective officers of the
Northern Song dynasty already exhibited.8 Four national civil and military officers who
fought for Emperor Gaozong throughout the period of dynastic revival were selected to
enter this historical gallery: Lii Yihao SfilTgr, Zhao Ding

Han Shizhong

and Zhang Jun
Some problems arose, for the walls along the corridors were by now already crowded
with sixteen official portraits of the past, and no space was available to accommodate any
new images. To compensate for this inadequacy, the court ordered the artisans to reinstall

portraits statues cast of gold or made of painted clay were installed in other imperial shrines. See
Wu Zimu, Mengliang lu, juan 8, pp. 195-196; Hu Jing
Nanxundian tuxiang kao
in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 11, p. 767. In addition, 467 scrolls of
imperial portraits were stored in the storage house (mige) in the Imperial Library (Mishusheng)
before 1166; see Chen Kui, Nansong guange lu, juan 3, “chucang,” p. 24.
For a recent art historical study of the Song imperial portraits, see Wen Fong, “Song Imperial
Portraits,” in Possessing the Past, pp. 141-145. For an explanation of the notion of the imperial
imaging of Song emperors as sage-kings, see Cheng-hua Wang, “Material Culture and
Emperorship: The Shaping of Imperial Roles at the Court of Xuanzong (r. 1426-35)” (Ph.D.
diss., Yale University, 1998), pp. 185-191.
8 The pictorial programme of Emepror Renzong’s seventy two officers depicted on the
murals in Xiaoyan dian, Jingling gong, in Kaifeng, might serve as a Northern Song prototype of
this pictorial convention; see Guo Ruoxu, Tuhua jianwen zhi, juan 6, “Xiaoyan dian # R J &»” p.
493.
9 Xu Song ed., Song huiyao jigao bubian, juan 246, p. 35; Song huiyao, li 11-9.
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a portion o f murals from the west wall to the east walls and to add the four new figures on
the west w all.10
To depict Emperor Gaozong’s meritorious officers, the Bureau o f Rites (Taichang si
see fig. 2.1: 4B) offered the artisans sample portraits as drawing models, adding
that some other sample portraits of good officers were also accessible in the Imperial
Library (Mishusheng

see fig. 2.1: 4B).U These sample portraits, which had

been solicited from the family members of past officers, were thought to have captured
the closest likeness o f the figures.12
The Song official digest, however, critiqued the images of the Northern Song
meritorious officers previously drawn on the walls o f Jingling Palace because they did not
look like the sample portraits collected from the families o f these officers to the state.
Accordingly, the artisans summoned to paint Gaozong’s officers were urged to follow
strictly the sample portraits given by the court, which even in the future, in case o f any
mural damage or refurbishing, could also be used as models for consultation.13

10 Ibid., pp. 35b-36a.
11 Ibid..
12 This echoes the tradition in the Northern Song: when the court prepared the portraits of
Emperor Renzong’s officers in the Xiaoyan dian murals, the state solicited portrait samples from
the sons and grandsons of those past officers. The record also reflected that, by the Northern
Song period, ancestor portraits were commonly kept by the official families. See Guo Ruoxu,
Tuhuajianwen zhi, juan 6, p. 493.

13 risn •

•rnimti°mmmmm •mrnrn •

• j Xu Song ed., Song huiyao jigao bubian, juan 246, p. 36a.
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The extant scroll o f the Four Generals o f Dynastic Revival (Zhongxing sijiang
4jJgl[7g}j§) attributed to Liu Songnian

(fig. 3*2) may show the result of such

instructions.14 The figures are not really individual “portraits,” but iconic types derived
from a classic pictorial convention comparable to this earlier scroll Eight Noble Officials
(Ba kaogong xiang

which may in turn represent an even earlier convention

once preserved by the Song court (fig. 3J ) . 15
The installation of the new statue and the addition of mural images in the imperial
ancestral temple Jingling Gong jp tR la in 1190 is not a random case. More imperial icons
o f successive emperors were gradually installed in the ritual halls, and new images of
officers were added to the corridor walls from time to time.16 It is important to note that
image-makers working for the imperial temple followed strict rules and models. The

14 According to the inscriptions, the four generals are Liu Guangshi §!Bfc1j£, Han Shizhong
Zhang Jun
and Yue Fei SJft. The painting is more likely to be a later copy based
on Liu Songnian’s prototype. For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu quanji: huihua bian, vol. 4, fig.
56, pp. 82-83. Both Zhenji rilu chuji
and Shiqu suibi
record a
painting entitled Zhongxing sijiang by Liu Songnian; see Zhang Anzhi W&c'ta, “Liu Songnian ji
qi huihua zuopin
in Gugong bowu yuan yuankan
no.
2 (1980), footnote 10, pp. 83, 85.
15 The painting is attributed to a Tang-dynasty painter Chen Hung
(active 713-after
756). According to Wen Chia’s
colophon of 1579, this scroll was originally impressed
with Huizong’s seals of “xuanhe W(U" and “zhenghe
at both junctures of the mounting.
For detailed discussion of the physical condition of the painting, see Sherman Lee and Wai-kam
Ho, “The Eight Noble Officials,” in Eight Dynasties o f Chinese Painting, pp. 6-8.
16 For example, in 1202, twelve years after the adjustment of the mural images of the
dynastic officers, another project was undertaken on the same spot to enlarge the western wall
toward the north in order to add one more officer’s portrait See Song huiyaojigao, li 11-10.
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notion o f labor collaboration among mural painters, and the political intention of imagemaking, are also essential elements that underline such an imperial commission.
Just imagine how many more images of this kind were manufactured under similar
supervision and distributed to other comers o f the imperial realm. By the late thirteenth
century, many government offices in Hangzhou were covered with pictorial images. A
repertoire of twenty-five portraits of Southern Song meritorious officers comparable to
the official images on the murals of the Jingning gong were displayed in the Chamber of
Magnificent Honor and High Virtue (Chaoxun chongde ge

in the Bureau of

Rites (Taichang si A S # , see fig. 2.1: 4B).17 And there were many other pictures of
Confucian subjects recorded to be on display in the Directorate of Education (Guozi jian
see fig. 2.1: 2B) and National University (Taixue

see fig. 2.1: 2B).*8

17 r c
j The source did not specify on what material (mural or portable scroll) the
images were painted; see Wu Zimu, Mengliang lu„ juan 9, p. 202.
18 Surrounding the interior of the central chamber (tang 1j£) in the Department of National
University (Guozi jian IS-pla) was the mural of Illustration o f the Three Rites (Sanli tu
HMffl)- See Wu Zimu !=!*&, Mengliang lu
juan 9, p. 203. Two versions of
Illustrations o f the Three Rites was listed under the category of the Mysterious Painting and
Treasured Picture in Zhang Yanyuan’s WiMM. Lidai minghuaj i
In particular, one
of which consisted of twelve handscrolls under the imperial supervision of the Sui-dynasty court;
see Zhang Yanyuan, Lidai minghua ji, juan 3, “Shu gu zhi mihua zhentu $1
EB,” in
Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 1, p. 137.
In the reception hall of the Department of National University, there were murals featuring
Picture o f the Lu State (Luguo tu &|Hi|j). Although we do not have extant paintings bearing the
same title, its content may be similar to the convention of the images of Confucius and his
seventy-two disciples first depicted in the ritual hall of the Lu State. A set of images depicting
Confucius and his seventy-two disciples were showcased in the Hall of Great Accomplishment
(Dacheng dian A$cJ&) in the State University( Tai xue A#£), which was right next to the
66
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Depictions o f Astral Divinities
In addition to the political icons and Confucian models that were propagandized in
the government offices and imperial halls, other figural images of religious and ritual
themes crowded the imperial temples. Earlier in the mid-twelfth century, a monumental
Daoist Temple o f the Great One (Taiyi Gong

see fig. 2.1: 2A) in the vicinity of

the Jingling gong Temple was built during the reign of Emperor Gaozong. Inside the
temple complex, sculptural statues of cosmological divinities were enshrined in the main
hall. The secondary halls patronized by successive emperors of the Southern Song
enshrined cosmological divinities of the South Pole (Nanji

and the North Pole

(Beidou 4t-4-)-19 Along the corridors, an orchestration o f one hundred and ninety five
spirits and deities were painted on the walls.20
The iconographies o f the painted pantheon were actually based on the earlier pictorial
programme depicted in an imperial temple in Kaifeng patronized by Emperor Huizong.
They included the Three Kings (Sanhuang £ 1 ) , the Five Emperors {Wudi 5 . ^ ) , deities

Department of the National University displaying the Picture o f the Lu State. See Wu Zimu,
Mengliang lu, juan 9, 203; juan IS, “Xuexiao,” p. 2S4; and Julia Murray, “The Hangzhou
Portraits o f Confucius and Seventy-two Disciples (Sheng xian tu): Art in the Service of Politics,”
Art Bulletin 74 (1992), pp. 7-18.
10 Qian Yueyou, Chunxian tin ’an zhi, juan 13, pp. 2a, 2b.
20 The ten sculptural statues enshrined in the Taiyi gong temple represent the deities of the
following stars: Wufii £ f i . Junji 3^31, Taiyou
Xiaoyou
Tianyi ^ —, Diyi ife—,
Sishen
Chenji
Minji
Zhifu
see Songshi, zhi 56, li 6, p. 2509. Xian chun
lin 'an zhi, juan 13, p. 1.
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of the sun, the moon, and the stars, divinities of mountains and rivers, and the cosmic
divinities o f “Noble Deities o f the Nine Chambers” (Jiugong guishen A lIjS If#)-21
A modem audience might glimpse these lost colorful configurations o f cosmological
powers in some o f the extant pictures of cosmological deities associated with the Tang
and Song imperial cult. The first example (fig. 3.4), a Japanese Buddhist drawing entitled
The North Pole Mandala o f the Tang Version dating to 1143, was believed to be a
Japanese copy o f a much earlier Chinese prototype traceable to the Tang dynasty in the
ninth cenutry 22 The star deities are depicted as male and female courtly figures in
official garments, each holding a tablet, or as fierce guardians wielding martial weapons.
They flank the Buddha, marching diagonally in a procession. On top of the picture, the
twenty-eight astral deities dressed in official robes descend on mushroom-like clouds
from different directions.

21 Xian chun lin ’an zhi, juan 13, p. 1. For the iconographical programme of the Taiyi Gong in
Kaifeng under the reign of Emperor Huizong, see Song shi, zhi 56, li 6, p. 2509; Sakaide
Yoshinobu, “Hokuso ni okeru Jushin taichi to Kugu kijin,” in Chugoku hodai senpS: gijutsu to
jujutsu noshuhen (Tokyo: Kenbun shuppansha, 1991), pp. 184-209.
22 This drawing is now in the collection of the Tokyo Fine Art Institute. It is believed to be a
Japanese copy made in 1143 based on a Chinese model associated with the legend of the Tangdynasty Emperor Wenzong’s visualizing the divinities of the North Pole in the Tenace of Seven
Stars of Mt. Zhongnan (Zhongnan shan
lil t l L S ) in 839 CE. For a plate, see [Catalogue of
Tokyo Fine Art Institute], no. 11; Ono Genmyo, “Tomatsu Godai ChoSo jidai bukkyQ ga 6,”
Kofcka 528 (1934), p. 31. As seen from the detail, small characters inscribed on different areas of
the configuration function as codes indicating specific colors of the garments, the belts, and the
hallows and Gres surrounding the figures. There are also inscriptions that instruct the painter to
color the stars all in gold (Xingjie jin HLHf#), or five figures all in white beige color (Wuquse
jie bairouse ye E fS fiH f 6
suggesting that this is a professional drawing sample or
“fen-ben” copied from a Chinese prototype. See Taguchi Ei’ichi, “Hokuto mandara zuzo,” in
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Another drawing sample presenting the personified images o f the set of Nine Planets (
Jiuyao

originally preserved in Toji (fig. 3.5), is also a Southern Song

contemporaneous product sketched by a Japanese draftsman.23 Made before the 1160s,
these images were said to be copies of the painted images closely based on the astral
paintings commissioned by the Northern Song court in Kaifeng. According to Japanese
scholarship, these astral images were further associated with the images viewed by the
Japanese monk Jojun
(Yaojin ting

in an imperial rain-making ritual held in the Yaojin Pavilion
in the Northern Song court in 1073. There he viewed a series of

paintings featuring “Nine Planets and Seven Stars” (Jiuyao qixing ABfl-t; M) displayed in
the ritual space.24
These aforementioned Japanese sketches were associated with the pictorial
configurations o f the imperial court in the Tang and Song China. They serve as precious
artifacts reflecting the kind o f production process and formal representation o f the astral
pantheon configured in the imperial temple Taiyi Gong.

Tokyo geijutsu daigaku zohin zuroku [Tokyo Art Institute catalogue) (Tokyo: Tokyo geijutsu
daigaku, 1976-1980), no. 11, p. 289.
23 As reflected from the copies originally preserved in Toji, these astral figures were copied
by Heian artist(s) in a vertical format one after the other. For the plates, see Kokuho juyd
bunkazai taizen (Tokyo: Mainichi shinbunsha, 1997), Kaiga jokan, fig. 408, p. 205; Ono
GenmyO, ‘Tomatsu Godai ChoSo jidai bukkyo ga 6,” pp. 33-35; Nakano GenzO, “S6 shOrai zuzo
no denpa,” Kokka 1026 (1979), p. 29.
24 Ono Genmyo, ‘Tomatsu Godai ChoSo jidai bukkyo ga 2,” Kokka 517, pp. 235-238. For
the record of the images in the Yaojin Pavilion, see p. 238. Also, see Nakano GenzO, “SO shOrai
zuzo no denpa,” pp. 16-37, especially pp. 29,31,32.
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Ritual Documentary
Some pictures detailing ritual ceremonies and offerings were actually made into wall
paintings decorating the temples. They might have functioned as a handy visual reference
to remind the practitioners of what is proper for a ritual observation.
One such image was found in an imperial temple in Hangzhou, Palace o f the Flying
Dragon (Longxiang gong W LffiB), located in the center of the capital near the residence
of the empresses (for a map, see fig. 2.1: 4C). Built during the reign o f Emperor Lizong
in 1177, the temple had a ritual hall (jiao dian SU8t) in which to observe the annual
imperial offerings to cosmological divinities.25
A detailed articulation o f the liturgy, including the exact style and color o f ritual
costumes, the visualization o f the musical dance, and the set-up of the offering objects,
were painted on the interior walls of the Soul-resting Hall (Lingxiu dian M 'ftlx ).26 Its
pictorial theme might vaguely recall the kind o f documentary paintings featuring the
detailed layout of an imperial retinue for a national ritual occasion in a processional
format, such as that seen in the handscroll entitled The Emperor's Honor Guards and

25 The major votive divinities of this temple include the Emperor of Life (Gansheng di
the South Pole (Nandou
and the Eleven Stars (Shiyiyao + —® ). See Wu Zimu,
Mengliang lu, juan 8, p. 199; Qian Yueyou, Xianchun lin 'an zhi, juan 13, pp. 7-8.
26 Wu Zimu, Mengliang lu, juan 8, p. 200; Qian Yueyou, Xianchun lin ’an zhi, juan 13, pp. 78.
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Jade Chariots in Procession (Lubu yuluo tu

in the Liaoning Provincial

Museum (fig. 3.6).27

Signature Works
Historical records that recount the physicality o f the religious and didactic images in a
functional space rarely mention the names o f the painters involved in their production. In
exception, Su Hanchen MWL& and Xiao Zhao jjfBg, both renowned painters working
for the court and active in the twelfth century, were recorded as being in charge o f mural
projects in several imperial temple buildings.28 They cooperated in the mural project for
the imperial temple Palace o f Efficacy (Xianying guan SEJBW) outside the city wall and
near the West Lake dedicated to the deified County Magistrate Cui o f Cizhou fi&j'H (Ciu
fujun H Uffll).29

27 According to several Qing-dynasty colophons attached to the handscroll, the painting may
refer to the imperial ritual procession in the Southern Song period. For the plates, see Zhongguo
meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 4, fig. 133, pp. 176-177.
Another extant example that visualizes the physical display of a Daoist ritual is found in a
narrative episode depicted on the western wall of the Chunyang dian $£§!££ Hall in the
fourteenth century Daoist Palace Yongle Gong
in Shanxi. For a plate, see Yongle gong
bihua
(Beijing: Zhongguo weiwen chuban she, 1981), fig. 91.
28 Xiao Zhao painted murals in the temple of Xi Taiyi gong
—‘gf and the Palace of
Efficacy (Xianying guan) in Hangzhou; Su Hanchen painted murals in the Palace of Efficacy
(Xianying guan) and the Temple of Five Sages (Wusheng miao 7T3g|8). See Zhou Mi, Wulin
jiushi, juan 5, in Dongjing menghua lu wai sizhong, pp. 409,422,424.
29 Zhou Mi, Wulinjiushi, juan 5, p. 409.
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These two painters were in charge o f different subjects, Xiao Zhao the landscapes,
and Su Hanchen the figures.30 The murals represent the sweeping parade of soldiers and
horsemen embellished with weapons and military flags — possibly a narrative scene
referring to Gaozong’s battle with the Jin army prior to his encounter with the deity Cui
Fujun in Cizhou.31
We can glimpse the scenario depicted in the Palace of Efficacy from the extant
narrative handscroll Zhongxing ruiying tu

attributed to Xiao Zhao in the

Tianjin City Art Museum (fig. 3.7). This is a series of illustrations commissioned by the
early Southern Song court to consecrate Gaozong’s role as an orthodox successor who
received the Mandate of Heaven after the dynastic revival.32 Another handscroll
Welcoming the Imperial Carriages in the Shanghai Museum bearing very fine quality, has
been identified as a documentary painting commemorating the event of Empress
Xianren’s (Xianren huanghou
Song from the Jin domain

Gaozong’s mother) returning to the Southern
(Yingluan tu SES?®) (fig.3.8). The painting has been

30 While Zhou Mi did specify that Xiao Zhao took charge of the landscapes, he did not
explain what pictorial content Su Hanchen may have made: r SSSSJI...
j See Zhou Mi, Wulin jiushi, juan 5, p. 409. However, it is reasonable to assume
that Su Hanchen was in charge of the pictorial with more figural elements, since he was
renowned for his religious images and paintings of children.
31

*
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•
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see

l uo

Yao&$fc’s text on the temple stele composed in 1210, in Qian Yueyou, Xianchun lin 'an zhi, juan
13, p. 17a. The gazetteer did not specify the maker of the murals.
32 The illustration selected here is the twelfth scroll from the set. For a plate, see Zhongguo
meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 4, Songdai huihua, fig. 8, pp. 8*9.
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associated with Cao Xun’s

commission in the 1160s, and may be based on an

imperial sample used to make other narrative subjects previously discussed.33

Imperial Workshop Practice: Some Religious and Figural Themes
As noticed by the Qing-dynasty art historian Li E, the Southern Song court painters
were required to submit a draft (gao $5) before they finalized any painting assignment.34
Such painting drafts (hua gao l l f i l or fen ben

as remarked upon by Tang Hou in

the fourteenth century, were so excellent in their quality that even their sketchy features
evoked a sense of spontaneity and naturalness.35 These admiring comments about the
excellence of the Song imperial drafts make one wonder how the imperial drafts would
have been transferred to and reflected in the finished products.36 Are there any extant
paintings that can visually demonstrate to us this imperial operation? If yes, how?

33 For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 4, Songdai huihua, fig. 18, pp.
22-23. For a contextual study of the Shanghai handscroll and Xiao Zhao’s handscroll in Tianjin,
see Julia Murray, ‘T s’ao Hsun and Two Southern Sung History Scrolls,” Ars Orientalis, vol. IS
(198S), pp. 1-29. Also, see Julia Murray, “A Southern Sung Painting Regained Its Memory:
Welcoming the Imperial Carriage (Ying-luan t ’u) and Its Colophon,” Journal o f the Sung-Yuan
Studies 22 (1990-92), pp. 109-124.

34
- &9cMm •
- mmoi* • a m • w t «iuk ■n w m
j Quoted from Zhu Shouyong, Huafa dacheng, in Li E, Nansongyuanhua lu, juan 1, p. 1606.
• j Tang

35
huajian, “za lun ££!&,” p. 902.

Hou,

•

Gujin

36 For an interesting study of the use of same motifs in the Southern Song academy painting,
with a focus on the landscape and birds-and-flowers as subjects, see Fujita Shinya, “NansC
intaiga no ddzuyd sakuhin ni tsuite,” Yamato bunka, no. 86 (September, 1991), pp. 10-20.
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If we extend the notion o f a painting draft or pictorial sample in this imperial context,
it is very likely that those early religious images which were once in the Southern Song
court collection also exerted a certain degree of influence on contemporary art-making.
They certainly formed a rich repertoire for artists and artisans employed by the court to
make copies or creative works.
Fortunately, there are still several interesting paintings that will help us to address to
these issues. As we will see, these paintings are either contemporary imperial products
that bear an obvious visual trait o f the workshop practice of the time, or copies made on
the basis o f some other earlier pictorial repertoire preserved at court.

Still some others

may have been genuine old paintings that were once kept in the Song court. As random
and scarce as they seem, these precious visual materials deserve a more thorough
examination in the context o f imperial visual culture. They form a precious body of
visual materials about the previously unknown world o f picture-making, copying, and
collecting of religious and figural subjects in the Southern Song court, which may include
paintings like the Boston triptych.

Imperial Lohans
Among the selective few datable religious paintings produced by the Southern Song
court, Liu Songnian’s three scrolls o f Lohans in the Taipei National Palace Museum
(figs. 3.9; 3.10; 3.11; hereafter also referred to as the first, second, and third Taipei
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scrolls) stand as a monument attesting to contemporary trends and superb craftsmanship
at the turn o f the thirteenth century.37

Each scroll bears a calligraphic inscription that

reads “Kaixi tingmao Liu Songnian

J ’5P8!If2^F,” indicating that the paintings were

made in 1207. A collection seal of “Neifii shuhua

which may be a Southern

Song court seal used during Emperor Ningzong’s reign, is impressed on the top left
comer o f each scroll.38 Another important collection seal by the Yuan-dynasty Princess
Sengge (or Dachang gongzhu

which reads “Huangjie tushu JtL&fciMF,” is

impressed on the top left comer of the first scroll, and the top right comer of the second
and third scrolls 39
A group o f only three now, these lohan paintings probably belonged to a set of sixteen
or eighteen lohans in their original format. Toda Teisuke draws attention to certain
features o f workshop practice evident in the detailed executions o f the three scrolls.
Responding to Liu’s historical association with his professional studio in the Qingbomen

37 For the most complete plates, including many clear details, see Liu Songnian Hua louhan
(Taipei: National Palace Museum, 1987). For plates published in color, see Gugong shuhua tulu,
vol. 2, p. 105; Wen Fong et al., Possessing the Past, plates 93-94, pp. 212-213; Zhongguo meishu
quanji, huihua bian, Songdai huihua, vol. 4, fig. 54, p. 79.
38 The seal of “Neifii shuhua
or “Calligraphy and Painting of the Inner Court,” is
speculated to be a collection seal of Emperor Ningzong; see Liu Songnian Hua louhan
(Taipei: National Palace Museum, 1987), p. 64.
3^ Liu Songnian Hua louhan, p. 64.
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(or Anmen Biff’*!) district in Hangzhou, Toda further suggests these lohan scrolls
reflect the collaboration of Liu Songnian and his studio assistant (s).40
Indeed, the use of figural types is most evident in the facial design of the lohan
images. The first (fig.3.12) and the second (fig.3.13) lohans derive from the same
pictorial type; they are comparable to the convention used in the lohan image from
Seiryo-ji temple, Kyoto (fig.3.14; 3.15), a set o f sixteen lohans generally accepted as an
archaic version of lohan imagery made in the Northern Song 41 In the third Taipei scroll,
the seated lohan who holds a staff in profile (fig. 3.16) resembles the figural type in the
Beijing album entitled Six Patriarchs (Liu zunzhen xiang /\#^!H=&), attributed to the
Tang-dynasty painter Lu Lengjia jSHSHStl (fig.3.17). Both of them may have been made

40 Toda Teisuke, “Ryu Shonen no shOhen,” pp. 337-366; for the discussion of die three
lohan scrolls in Taipei, see especially pp. 341-346. Liu Songnian was known as “Master Liu
from An Men” (Liu An Men fffP^J) possibly because he also ran a professional studio in the
district of An Men Bgf^J or (Qingbomen $r$tf,t!) district in Hangzhou; see Xia Wenyan, Tuhui
baojian, juan 4, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 878; Zhuang Su, Huaji buyi, juan xia, in
Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 916.
41 Toda Teisuke, “Ryu Shbnen no shOhen,” pp. 343, 345. For an in-depth study of the
Seiryo-ji lohans, see Miyazaki Noriko, “Den Chonen shorai juroku rakanzu kb,” in Suzuki Kei
Sensei Kanreki kinenkai ed., Chugoku kaigashi ronshu: Suzuki Kei sensei kanreki kinen, pp. 153195; Suzuki Kei, Zhongguo huihua shi, shang, translated by Wei Meiyue 8 t H ^ (Taipei:
Gugong bowu yuan, 1987), pp. 261-264. For the notion of the ugly and grotesque images of the
Seiry5-ji lohans, and their relation to other Chinese representations of ghosts, spirits, and
monsters, see Kohara Hironobu, “Buta, oni, borei: Chugoku kaiga igaishi,” Nihon bijutsu kUgei,
no. 409 (Oct., 1972), pp. 52-62, especially pp. 58,59,61.
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from the same cartoon or draft existing in the earlier tradition. The Lu Lengjia album will
be discussed later in this chapter.42
In spite of the single motifs that link Liu Songnian’s lohans to the archaic tradition,
Liu Songnian’s lohan scrolls nevertheless indicate the latest trend and innovative style
fashioned in the court.

Suddenly, the bony, grotesque ascetics isolated in the rustic

grottos, such as the ones in the Seiryo-ji lohan pictures, are our,43 and the prestigious
priests comforted in the royal gardens are in. Profiting from the imperial repertoire, the
religious images are appropriated in different comers of the palatial gardens as are other
images o f court ladies and children populated in Su Hanchen’s iH fH E paintings (fig.

3.18)44
Compared to Su Hanchen’s decorative treatment, the decors in these lohan scrolls are
even more delicate and complex. The multi-layered decorative patterns in white, gold,
and ink embellished on the surface of the garments create a rainbow-like visual effect.

42 For a plate, see Zhongguo lidai huihua: Gugong bowuyuan canghua ji
$ : t&llaWfflffcWMM (Beijing: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1978), vol. 1, pp. 58-69. Similar
observation has been stated in Shih Shou-chien 5 r f H , “Guzhuan riben zhi nansong renwuhua
de huashi yiyi - jianlun yuandai de yixie xiangguan wenti
i SSl —
iiifllHI PrUH.” [The Art Historical Significance of the Southern Song
Figure Paintings Transported to Japan] Meishushiyanjiu jikan
, vol. 5 (1998),
p. 166.
43 This painting is the first scroll of the Sixteen Lohans in Seiry5-ji. For a plate, see
Miyazaki Noriko, “Den Chonen shSrai jOroku rakanzu kO,” fig. I (unnumbered page).
44 The painting entitled Winter Play is listed as an anonymous painting. It is now generally
accepted as Su Hanchen’s work, perhaps originally from a set of four seasons paintings. For a
plate, see Gugong shuhua tulu, vol. 3, p. 101; James Cahill, “The Imperial Painting Academy,” in
Wen Fong et al., Possessing the Past, plate 81, p. 175.
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The decors on the garments are so naturally arranged that they are sometimes fused amid
the drapery folds in order to follow the subtle turns o f the lohan’s body (fig.3.19).
The notion of materiality is pronounced without reservation in the furniture design in
the third scroll, staging a seated lohan against a beautiful screen in a garden terrace. The
seamless circles on the surface of the screen executed in boneless ink wash (fig.3.20)
reveal the wooden texture in tedious detail. The stool (fig.3.21), braided by myriad tiny
strokes o f vines, suggests a sense of durability and solidity. While all these details testify
to the visual interest in scrutinizing the materiality and textuality of things, two miniature
“paintings within a painting” (“hua zhong hua

mounted on the screen panels

reflect another poetic characteristic of the courtly taste (figs.3.22; 3.23).45

Dancers with Theatrical Masks and the School o fSu Hanchen
Comparable to Liu Songnian’s imperial style lohan images, an unsigned painting
known as Grand Exorcism (Danuo tu

in the Palace Museum, Beijing is an

42 On the vertical screen, there is a romantic sketch of a pair of waterfowls landing gently
along the shore: one stands amid the water, and the other perches on tiptoe above the weeds. For
detailed plates, see Liu Songnian Hua louhan, pp. 46-51. These miniature paintings recall the socalled “intimate scenery” (xiao jing /Jyffc) originating from the river scenes by Zhao Shilei
m i f f and Liang Shimin iUSjiExJ in the late-eieventh-and-early-twelfrh-century Song court.
See, for example, Zhao Shilei’s Small Scene on the Xiang River and Liang Shimin’s Fine Snow
on Reedy Sandbanks, both in the Palace Museum, Beijing. They are published and discussed in
James Cahill, The Lyric Journey: Poetic Painting in China and Japan (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1996), figs. 1.3, 1.4; pp. 11-12. For a discussion of the “intimate scenery” or
“xiao jing” in the Song, see Po-ting Lin, “The Relationship Between Intimate Scenery and Shoaland-Waterfowl Paintings in the Sung Dynasty,” in Arts o f the Sung and Yuan (New York: The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996), pp. 87-107.
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imperial style painting (fig. 3.24)46 Set against an empty background, the picture is
crowded with twelve senior figures dressed in eccentric costumes, wearing grotesque
make-up, striking musical instruments, and dancing exhilaratingly. Although it is still not
clear whether or not the depicted subject might be charged with any ritual significance,
the painting likely corresponds to some ancient customs practiced by farmers during the
New Year festival. The figures in the picture may perform a theatrical dance in order to
ward off misfortune and celebrate the beginning of a new cycle.47
The painting is colored in a light tonality and is embellished with gold pigments.48
The fluently drawn drapery folds, full of angular and rhythmical turns and stops, are
comparable to Liu Songnian’s Lohans. More importantly, the painting shares a keen
visual interest in depicting the minute details of materiality. In the upper right comer of
the picture, an old village woman marks the rhythm with a musical instrument made of
two pieces o f wood (fig. 3.25).

The painstaking articulation of the wooden texture

recalls Liu Songnian’s rendering o f the wooden screen in the third Taipei scroll (fig.
3.21). The vine-braided caps (fig. 3.25) worn by several senior male figures are also
similar to Liu Songnian’s vine stool in the same scroll (fig. 3.21).

46 For a plate, see Hui-shu Lee
ed., Zhonghua wuqiannian wenwu jikan
(Taipei: Zhonghua wuqiannian wenwu jikan bianji weiyuan hui, 1985),
Songhua bian, vol. 3, fig. 10, pp. 42-43.
47 For a discussion of the pictorial subject of the Beijing scroll, see “Danuo tu mingshi bian
Wenwu -$M , no. 33 (1982), pp. 70-74.
48 The following discussion is mainly based on my personal observation of the original
painting in Beijing in 1995.
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The display of painterly images on the textile surfaces o f the theatrical costumes is
encyclopedic and exquisite. The visual gimmick o f creating a miniature picture within a
picture is reminiscent of the miniature screen paintings mounted on Liu Songnian’s third
lohan scroll. For example, the costume of the elder figure standing on the lower right
comer o f the picture plane features miniature pictures of turtles swimming amid the water
(fig. 3.26). Equally eye-catching is the tiny scene of weeds and lotus leaves along the
shore rendered in monochrome ink style on the costume of the figure with a rainbow-like
feathered cap (fig. 3.27). These comparisons make it possible to consider the anonymous
Grand Exorcism as a Southern Song court product datable to the contemporary time of
Liu Songnian’s lohan scrolls in the early-thirteenth century.
An interesting painting The Five Auspices ( Wurui tu S ^ fiB ) attributed to Su
Hanchen, in the National Palace Museum, Taipei (fig. 3.28) reflects a similar stylistic
tradition and typology as Grand Exorcism. Attributed to Su Hanchen, the painting
features five children wearing masks and make-up, playing a theatrical dance in a Su
Hanchen-style garden. The design of grotesque masks and caps resembles the style o f the
Beijing scroll.

Even the angular, “nail-headed” stroke echos the strokes used in Grand

Exorcism.49 Nevertheless, in The Five Auspices, the ink lines indicating the drapery folds
and the garments’ decorative pattern underneath are so flatly juxtaposed that they dismiss

49 The so-called “nail-headed” linear device (dingtou shuwei miao
refers to a
stroke that begins with a thick point and ends with a thin line. See Wang Keyu tEHEE,
Shanhuwang
“Gujin miaofa
f&fe” in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 5, p. 1238.
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any pictorial concern suggesting a natural body underneath the cloth, as shown in Grand
Exorcism. All these features suggest that the Five Auspices may actually be a copy
executed much later, around the fifteenth or sixteenth centuries.
Still, what makes the Five Auspices intriguing to us is its implication of a popular
stylistic school associated with Su Hanchen, which began as early as the thirteenth
century court. Indeed, historical records show that family members o f Su Hanchen were
actually active in the Song court during the thirteenth century. Both his son Su Zhuo
and his grandson Su Jian H M were specialists in religious figural subjects and
served in the academy during the Longxing

(1163-1164) and Qingyuan

(1195-1200) reigns.50 A rich repertoire recorded in a later source suggests that Su Jian
might in fact be a specialist in Daoist icon paintings.51 In addition to Su Hanchen’s
son and grandson, a “painter-in-attendance” (daizhao |# i§ ) named Chen Zongxun
l|, who served in the academy during the Zhaoding |§5i[ reign (1228-1233), was
also said to follow Su’s figural style.52 Su Hanchen’s son-in-law, Xu Ke & M , though

50 r iH?£gL...
0 J Xia Wenyen, Tuhui baojian, juan
4, p. 878. r HWjiP •
0 j Cited from Xu Tuhui baojian, in Li E, Nansong
yuanhua lu, juan 2, p. 1637. r $ l l ! ’ W
‘ Z rF ’
’ 9£7Cfa3fff8 0 j Xia Wenyen,
Tuhui baojian, juan 4, p. 880.
5 1
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A * M i l l s ° j See Li E, Nansong

’ XMKA& - • X «& A & “ •
yuanhua lu, juan 5, p. 1712.

52 r^ i l • tfcA •
fg » j Xia Wenyan, Tuhui baojian, juan 4, p. 880.
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not an academician, was a professional figural painter following Su Hanchen’s style.53
The Grand Exorcism and The Five Auspices may represent two products from such a
family workshop tradition.

Breaking the Balustrade and Refusing the Seat
Two historical paintings Breaking the Balustrade (fig. 3.29) and Refusing the Seat
(fig. 3.30) from the collection of the National Palace Museum, Taipei indicate an intimate
relationship both in style and in subject matter.54 As Shih Shou-chien explicitly argues,
both paintings highlight episodes from the historical stories o f a rightful officer scolding a
ruler; they are didactic paintings (guijian hua £ H £ S ) patronized by the Southern Song
court.55
In both pictures, the narrative is set in a garden terrace.

The architectonic

composition o f Breaking the Balustrade may have developed out of an earlier courtly
tradition, such as the composition used in Eight Gentlemen on a Spring Outing (Bada

53
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Su, Huaji buyi, p. 916. A similar biography is recorded in Xia Wenyan, Tuhui baojian, juan 4, p.
879.
54 For the plates, see Gugongshuhua tulu, vol. 3, pp. 82,83.
55 For an in-depth study of the didactic themes of the two paintings, see Shih Shou-chien
“Nansong de liangzhong guijian hua M^1KIMSKS3e#,”[Two Types of Didactic
Painting in the Southern Song] in Fengge yu shibian
(Taipei: Yunchen wenhua,
1996), pp. 89-129; especially pp. 122-128.
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chunyou

attributed to the tenth century prince Zhao Yan

(fig. 3.31).56

In Refusing the Seat, the geometric configuration of the square terrace, the big tree trunk
stretching at one side o f the picture plane, and the vertical rock formula set against the
kingly group are all familiar components from Liu Songnian’s Lohans in Taipei (figs.
3.11; 3.9).57 Many garden motifs, such as the rocks and assorted plants in both Breaking
the Balustrade (figs. 3.32; 3.33) and Refusing the Seat (figs. 3.34; 3.35) recall the styles
of Liu Songnian (figs. 3.36; 3.37; 3.38) active in the early 1200s. To date, the two
didactic paintings can be associated with the time of Liu Songnian, around the early
thirteenth century.58
What makes the analysis o f these two paintings visually challenging is to examine
how in each case, through a series of detailed comparisons o f their pictorial motifs and
brushwork executions, the makers composed their paintings by adopting established
motifs and edited them with stylistic adjustment and modification.59 A good example

56 For a discussion of Zhao Yan’s painting, and a group of horse paintings associated with
his school, see Richard Barnhart, “A Recent Freer Acquisition and the Question of Workshop
Practices,” Ars Orientalis, vol. 28 (1998), pp. 79-84.
57 Similar comparison is stated in Shih Shou-chien, “Nansong de liangzhong guijian hua,” p.
122.

58 Shih Shou-chien compares the two Taipei scrolls to the style of Liu Songnian and dates
the paintings to the early thirteenth century; see Shih Shou-chien, ibid., p. 122.
59 For the following discussion, I benefit from Professor Richard Barnhart’s study of the
professional workshop practice, which focuses on several horse-and-groom paintings associated
with an unknown Ming dynasty painter Hu Cong
see Richard Barnhart, “A Recent Freer
Acquisition and the Question of Workshop Practices,” pp. 79-84. Although scholars of Chinese
painting gradually pay attention to the significant role of workshop practice in the making of
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vividly revealing the signs o f copying and use of models is found in the group o f figures
interlocked with one another standing along the balustrade in Breaking the Balustrade
(fig. 3.39).
Most notably, the two guardians taking the officer into custody are awkwardly drawn.
At the first look, it is hard to distinguish how many figures the painter intends to
represent. A careful reading o f their hands, aims, and shoes, confirm that there are three
figures in total. The presence of the guard standing behind is most difficult to perceive.
Blocked by the other two figures, he is shown only with his two hands resting on the
shoulders o f the officer, his single shoe appearing at the bottom of the officer’s long
sleeve. His face is linked arbitrarily to the rear head and right arm o f the other guard due
to the lack of any distinct contour lines or spatial conjuncture set between the two guards.
Because o f this unclear spatial demarcation between the two guards, the three figures are
flatly attached to one another.
Based on our past experience in the study of Chinese copies, we are familiar with the
fact that a copy often misinterpreted, distorted, or totally ignored the spatial relationship
between figures previously applied to the intergral motifs (or conjunctions).
Consequently, it is difficult to convey to viewers the pictorial logic previously charged to
the original motifs, whether or not such a pictorial logic is primitive or sophisticated to
our modem eyes. In the case o f Breaking the Balustrade, the painter who drew this

traditional Chinese painting, the study of workshop practice still awaits more scholarly
participation.
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particular group o f guardians and officer probably copied it from a cartoon sample or an
old painting.60

As a normal consequence o f image-transplantation, the painter

unconsciously blurred the conjunction of the two guardian figures (their heads, in
particular), and caused a visual confusion of these group figures.
Although Breaking the Balustrade is much larger than Rejusing the Seat in scale,61
both pictures apply a similar compositional principle to arrange the figures. The group of
kingly ruler and his attendants is seated at the left side, interacting with an officer from
the lower diagonal direction. On the left side of the picture plane, martial figures are
placed in order to form a balanced triangular pictorial structure.
The two paintings share many pictorial motifs and designs as well. The female
attendants in both pictures are made from the same pictorial types (figs. 3.40; 3.41); even
the highlights o f their white powder are configured in the same fashion. In addition, the
bowing figures standing at the center of the both paintings (figs. 3.42; 3.43) are clearly
made from the same model. The two figures also exemplify a common practice of
workshop masters: new faces are regularly manufactured from stock types.

Modified

60 An early painting attributed to the Tang-dynasty painter Wu Daozi
depicting this
historical subject of the Han dynasty officer Zhu Yun breaking the balustrade (Zhu Yun zhe kan
tu 3cH@f{£[[II) is recorded in an eleventh century painting text Tuhua jianwen zhi. See Guo
Ruoxu, Tuhua jianwen zhi, juan 1, “xu tuhua tningyi
P- 467. It is very likely that
the Southern Song imperial product of the Breaking the Balustrade was based on an earlier
painting available to the Song court artists.
61 Breaking the Balustrade measures 173.9 x 101.8 cm, and is composed of two pieces of
silk; Rejusing the Seat measures 146.8 x 77.3 cm. See Gugongshuhua tulu, vol. 3, pp. 82,84.
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with varied fashions o f costumes and caps, the two figures ultimately look distinct from
each other.
Interestingly, the two bowing figures are comparable not only in terms of their figural
design, but also in the detailed execution o f brushwork. Take, for instance, the rendering
of the festoons and the lower drapery folds as concrete evidence. The festoons hung at
the back of the robes of both figures are drawn in almost the same manner. On close
inspection, we notice that the way of rendering the knot of the first festoon in Breaking
the Balustrade is actually similar to the knot of the second festoon in Refusing the Seat,
while the second festoon in Breaking the Balustrade compares closely to the first festoon
in Refusing the Seat. The comparison of the drapery folds at the lower part of the
garments in both figures provides further compelling proof of their identical authorship.
In both cases, the drapery folds are noted for the distinctive, trembling brushstrokes
forming zigzags at the bottom borders o f the skirts.
While all these stylistic similarities argue strongly that the bowing figures in both
paintings are drawn by the same artist, the brushwork in the remaining parts of the two
paintings suggest that different hands are involved in painting other figures. In general,
the brushwork in Breaking the Balustrade, especially in the group figures including the
king and the figures surrounding him, can be characterized as thin, angular, hard, and
sharp. The triangular hook (fig. 3.44) resulting in the pause and turn o f brushstroke at the
end o f each line forms a signature trademark. The brushwork o f the so-called “nail
headed” stroke results in a deliberate pause at the beginning or the juncture o f lines. The
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general effect recalls the style of the academician Li Song
Knick-knack Peddler (Huolang tu

as seen in his handscroll

dated to 1211 in the Palace Museum, Beijing

(fig. 3.45).62 Unlike Breaking the Balustrade, the brushstrokes in Rejusing the Seat are
smoother and more fluent, imbued with moisture. Compared to the stiff and angular
linearity o f the kingly figure’s costume in Breaking the Balustrade (fig. 3.44), the ruler’s
garments in Refusing the Seat (fig. 3.46) are enriched with smooth and fluent strokes,
though the interest in the hook-iike brushwork is common in both pictures.

Greeting the Emperor in the Village
In addition to the previously mentioned two historical paintings, another large
painting in the Shanghai Museum, known as Greeting the Emperor in the Village
(IWangxian yingjia tu H K jfflU BI) (fig. 3.47), merits further examination in respect to
the notion of workshop practice. The Shanghai painting has caught the attention of a
number of scholars, and has been generally accepted as a refined product of the Southern
Song academy around the time of Liu Songnian and Li Song.63

62 The painting is entitled Knick-knack Peddler (or Huolang tu $tIPBi). For a plate, see
Zhongguo meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 4, Liangsong huihua, xia, fig. 59, pp. 86-87.
63 The painting measures 195.1 x 109.5 cm. It is slightly larger than Breaking the
Balustrade, which measures 173.9 x 101. 8 cm. For the plates, see Zhongguo meishu quanj,
huihua bian, vol. 4, Songdai huihua, fig. 19, pp. 24-25. For past scholarship on this painting see
Li Lincan, “ Songren wangxian yingjia tu
in Li Lincan, Zhongguo minghua
yanjiu
(Taipei: Yiwen yinshuguan, 1973), vol. 1, pp. 103-106. Also, see Ellen
Laing, “Li Sung and Some Aspects of Southern Sung Figure Painting,” Artibus Asiae, vol. 37,
nos. 1-2 (1975), pp. 5-38.
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Regardless o f the ambiguous nature of the subject matter o f the scene, as raised by Li
Lincan,64 the pictorial representation is a monumental display o f modest villagers paying
homage to the imperial troops. Composed of two vertical pieces o f silk, the painting
measures 195.1 x 109. 5cm, and stands as one of the largest surviving paintings produced
by the Southern Song court.65 The painting might have been displayed in a large hall in
one of the imperial bureaus as a political eulogy to a benevolent government.
In composition, the figures are staged in a landscape setting, with a towering pine tree
stretching vertically at the right side, and shrubs and rocks framing the foreground. The
landscape composition compares to Refusing the Seat and several works associated with
Liu Songnian.66

64 According to the traditional interpretation of this painting, which was given by Prince
Yongxing in the Qing dynasty, the painting refers to a Tang-dynasty episode of Emperor Suzong
welcoming the retired Emperor Xuanzong’s return from Shu after the An Lushan rebellion in 763
CE. Li Lincan re-identifies the narrative subject with the story of Emperor Gaozu in the Han
dynasty and his father Sire Liu (Liu Taigong
who transplanted the hometown of Sire
Liu to the proximity of the capital with its original villagers. See Li Lincan, “ Songren wangxian
yingjia tu,” pp. 103-106.
65 Li Lincan, in his important study on the Song paintings in the collection of National
Palace Museum in Taipei, lists several large size academy paintings commissioned by the
Southern Song court. Among the Southern Song court works he cites, Su Hanchen’s Children at
Play and Winter Play are composed of two pieces of silk; Ma Lin’s Listening to the Wind under
the Pine Tree and the five scrolls of Ancient Sages are all composed of a single large piece of
silk. See Li Lincan, “Su Dongpo shi ban Cui Bai shuangxi tu: lun songhua kuojuan xiajuan
wenti
[SU Dongpo’s poem and Cui Bai’s
painting of the two images: on the problem of wide and narrow silk of the Song painting]
Gugongxueshujikan, vol. 2, no. 1 (1984), pp. 1-7.
66 See, for example, Liu Songnian’s Lohan in Gugong shuhua tulu, vol. 2, p. 103; and his
Drunken Monk in Gugong shuhua tulu, vol. 2, p. 109.
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In terms o f figural representation, the painting showcases an impressive repertoire of
more than sixty-five figures, ranging from the types of imperial rulers, guardians, and
officers, to genre figures such as senior villagers, females, and children, all with varied
gestures.

The juxtaposition of village people and imperial procession finds its

predecessor in the twelfth century court product Welcoming the Imperial Carriage (fig.
3.8). The figural type o f the imperial guardian holding a martial stand and carrying a
tiger-skinned bag around the waist (fig. 3.48), recalls the figural motifs in a very fine
thirteen-century academy painting Wenji's Return to Han associated with Chen Juzhong
who was active in court during Emperor Ningzong’s reign (1195-1224) (fig.
3,49).67 The facial design o f the figure holding a fan and standing besides the emperor
in the Shanghai scroll is nearly identical to the imperial officer standing behind the
horsemen and looking directly at the viewer in Chen Juzhong’s painting. In the middle
ground, the village women and the energetic children clinging to the adults (figs. 3.50;
3.51) are reminiscent o f Li Song’s

favorite genre types in the handscroll Knick-

67 According to Tuhui baojian (preface dated 1365), Chen Juzhong served as a “painter-inattendance” in Ningzong’s academy between 1201 and 1204. See Xia Wenyan, Tuhui baojian,
juan 4, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 879. For a plate, see Gugong shuhua tulu, vol. 2,
p. 213; for a recent study of this painting, see Xu Wenqin
“ Fengge, shidai yu yiyi nansong wenji guihan tu de yenjiu SM&'
[Style,
Time, and Concept - A Study of Wen-chi’s Return to the Han of the Southern Song Dynasty] in
International Colloquium on Chinese Art History (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 1991), Part
1, pp. 169-194; for an English abstract of the article, see pp. 165-168. Xu Wenqin dates Wenji’s
Return to the Han during the reigns of Emperor Ningzong and Lizong, between 1207 to 1231,
and suggests that it is more likely to the reign of Emperor Lizong. While Xu Wenqin bases her
argument mainly on the historical sources which are not directly related to this painting, I
propose to regard this painting as an early thirteen-century academy product that closely reflects
Chen Juzhong’s style.
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knack Peddler mentioned in the foregoing part (figs. 3.52; 3.53).68 Even the motif of a
barking dog in both paintings derives from a common type.
Li Lincan briefly proposes Li Song as a possible candidate for the authorship of
Greeting the Emperor in the Village. He also adds an alternative observation offered by
C. C. Wang, who attributes the painting to Liu Songnian.69 While we find that the pine
tree and the landscape composition may reflect more o f Liu Songnian’s style, the genre
people in their rustic appearances look much closer to Li Song’s style. A temporary
hypothesis, then, is to divide the process of picture-making into two steps: depictions of
the landscape elements and depictions of the figures; both of which could easily be
executed by different painters.
Based on Li Lincan’s suggestion, Ellen Laing eloquently proves how the agitated,
kinetic brushwork style in Greeting the Emperor in Village exemplifies the early thirteencentury courtly adaptation o f Li Song’s style.70 However, when commenting on the
coloring treatment o f the figures, Laing targets on the “strong hues in opaque pigments”
on some figures o f the Shanghai scroll, suggesting that various qualities are present in the
painting.71

68 Ellen Johnston Laing, “Li Sung and Some Aspects of Southern Sung Figure Painting,”
Artibus Asiae vol. 37, nos. 1-2 (1975), pp. 15-16.
69 Li Lincan, “Songren wangxian yingjia tu," p. 105.
70 Ellen Johnston Laing, “Li Sung and Some Aspects of Southern Sung Figure Painting,” pp.
15-16.
71 Ibid., p. 16.
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Indeed, a closer examination of the detailed execution of the figures reveals that
different hands may have been involved in painting the figures in different areas o f the
scroll. Due to the lack o f detailed publication of the painting, the following groupings do
not seek a definite answer, but rather, attempt to make sense of the complexities o f labor
division in the process of workshop practice.

The brushwork styles o f the figural

representation can be roughly classified into the following groups:
1) Group A: This brushwork style is most evident in the four senior figures dressed
in dark official robes, flanking the red-robed and yellow-robed imperial figures (fig.
3.54).72 The brushwork can be characterized as intense, heavy, thick, “nail-headed,”
angular. In particular, clusters o f lines so busily interlock along the sleeves that they
suggest little of the physical body underneath the cloth. The painter indicates a personal
habit o f using three separate and repetitive strokes to demarcate the outline o f a drapery
fold. A distinctive kind o f trembling linear configuration o f zigzags very similar to the
style observed in both Breaking the Balustrade and Refusing the Seat (figs. 3.42; 3.43) is
found in the figure standing behind the red-robed figure (fig. 3.55).
2) Group B: Behind the first row, the torsos o f the soldiers and imperial attendants

72 In my opinion, this brushwork style should be distinguished from the style of the two
imperial figures, especially the red-robed figure, whose drapery folds are more succinct and
fluent.
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are drawn with an “iron-wire” linear technique (fig. 3.56). While some part o f the silk
has been retouched, the overall style is less impressive and might have been executed by
the hands of an apprentice or assistant.
3)

Group C: The village figures appearing in the middle ground and forming the

central focus o f the entire painting exemplify another skillful type of brushwork style
comparable to Li Song’s style (figs. 3.57). The drapery patterns are short, sharp and
succinct; they are asymmetrically disposed and intensely clustered at a particular comer
of the sleeves or waist part.
Based on the foregoing discussion, one may well imagine that, on one day, the court
craftsmen could be summoned to renovate the mural in an imperial temple. On another
day, they were assigned to fabricate a large painting for a newly-furnished reception hall,
or to duplicate hundreds of fan paintings for New Year’s gifts. Ironically, the nature
underlining such painting practice does not intend to reveal the maker’s personal style.
On the contrary, the superb craftsmanship of the imperial art practitioners lies in the
concealment of their individuality.73

Archaic Repertoire of the Southern Song Court
The transmission, perpetuation, and re-interpretation o f archaic styles in the Southern
Song evidenced in the preservation, copying, and revision of early paintings in the

73 For a detailed comparison of the visual materials discussed in this chapter with the Boston
set, see Chapter Five.
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imperial collection constitutes a significant segment of visual culture in the Southern
Song court. This body of visual material claiming a close linkage to the past conventions
and schemes, in turn adds a concrete set of data to the complexity o f image-making in the
Southern Song period.

Transmission and Preservation: Ruan Gao's Female Immortals in Elysium
As we team from the historical sources, a considerable number o f religious paintings
stored in the Southern Song imperial treasury were Five-dynasties renditions of legendary
deities and immortals. A very fine painting attributed to Ruan Gao entitled Female
Immortals in Elysium (or Langyuan nuxian tu

in the Palace Museum,

Beijing (fig. 3.58), which displays the female fairies in a wondrous realm along the
borders o f waters, lands, and clouds, is a rare example of the kind o f Five Dynasties
paintings preserved by the Southern Song c o u r t . ? 4
The documentation attached to the painting reveals important clues about how this
painting circulated during the Song and Yuan periods. The earliest extant colophon
attached to it is from the hand of the fourteenth-century scholar Shang Ting ®f5i written
in 1334. Shang viewed it in the imperially-patronized Daoist temple Chongzhen wanshou

74 This painting is in the Palace Museum, Beijing. For the plates, see Zhongguo lidai
huihua: Gugong bowu yuan canghuaj i , vol. 1.
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gong

c*3 in the capital Dadu

Shang Ting’s colophon was followed by
of the Upper Purity (or Shangqing ±rPf)

another contemporary scholar Deng Yu

Daoism, suggesting that this painting circulated in a Daoist community closely tied to the
imperial sponsorship after the Southern Song. 76 Shang Ting attributed the painting to the
Five Dynasties painter Ruan Gao

whose official post was associated with a certain

ritual bureau (rushi Taichang A tfc A S ) in the government. More intriguingly, Shang
Ting claimed that this painting had been in Emperor Huizong’s court collection (Xuanhe
neifu ! tf n F 3 0 ) in the early twelfth century. 77 in responding to this, the Qing-dynasty
collector Gao Shiqi iUjdrnf, in his colophon, reassured that the painting was still in the
original Northern Song imperial mounting style before he remounted it. 78

75 For Shang Ting’s colophon attached to Ruan Gao’s painting, see Zhongguo lidai huihua:
Gugong bowu yuan canghua ji, vol. 1, catalogue entry, p. 14. The Daoist temple Chongzhen
wangshou gong once held an imperial-sponsored Retreat of Golden Register (Jinlu) led by the
Daoist priest Wu Quanjie
in 1324, indicating that this temple was under imperial
StM, no. 19, “Zhoutian dajiao
patronage. See Qianyan tang jinshi wen bawei
toulong jian ji
in Daojiao shi ziliao
pp. 348-349. For Shang
Ting’s colophon attached to Ruan Gao’s painting, see Zhongguo lidai huihua: Gugong bowu
yuan canghuaji, vol. 1, catalogue entry, p. 14.
76 According to Deng Yu’s inscription, he viewed the painting in a Daoist cloister called
“shenyue fangzhang I f §S£^f3tT.” Deng Yu’s inscription is not dated. See Zhongguo lidai huihua:
Gugong bowu yuan canghuaji, vol. I, catalogue entry, p. 14.
77
See Shang Ting’s colophon published in
Zhongguo lidai huihua: Gugong bowu yuan canghuaji, vol. 1, catalogue entry, p. 14.

78

rmzmr
•
•s m h s ■mrnrnm■ mm * w n & a s t ■a
For the complete colophon of Gao Shiqi, see Zhongguo lidai huihua: Gugong bowu

yuan canghuaji, vol. 1, catalogue entry, p. 14.
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As briefly mentioned above, the Ruan Gao handscroll is one of the few extant works
still bearing the registry marking derived from the Qianziwen

system possibly

related to the Southern Song court (fig. 3.59)79 The painting is thus likely to have been
transmitted to the Southern Song court from Huizong’s collection during the twelfth
century, and later passed onto the Daoist temple Chongzhen wanshou gong
sponsored by the Yuan court in the fourteenth century.
Stylistically, the painting itself stands as one o f the most impressive early paintings in
Chinese art history. Heavy pigments in white and gold are still visible in various parts:
the faces, the borders o f the rocks, the waves. The overall visual effect evokes an archaic
atmosphere o f the so-called “blue and green” or “gold and green” landscape popular in
the Tang dynasty, while the fabrication of rocks, trees, and waters attests to a more
sophisticated technical revolution in the following epoch (fig. 3.60)70

The figural

configuration (fig. 3.61), characterized by the gossamer lines floating gently and
intensively on the draperies recalls the style of Cao Zhongda W faiit. whose drapery lines

79 Richard Barnhart, “Fishing in an Autumn River, A Handscroll in the Freer Gallery of Art
(Back to the Problem of Li Tang?),” p. 93.
80 Xie Zhiliu compares this painting to Zhai Ziqian’s fl-fES Spring Outing (You chun tu
]g$B i) in the Palace Museum, Beijing, and relates the sculptural and inlaid style of the rocks to
the Tang-dynasty blue and green landscape style of Li Zhaodao
and Li Sixun
See Xie Zhiliu
“ Wudai Ruan Gao nuxian tu duhou ji
JljIS, ” in
Wenwujinghua, vol. 2 (1963). Based on Xie Zhiliu’s opinions, Suzuki Kei compared the newlyemerged stylistic elements seen in Ruan Gao’s painting to the earlier Tang prototypes and drew
special attention to its Five-Dynasties characteristics. See Wei Meiyue trans., Suzuki Kei,
Zhongguo huihua shi shang, pp. 147-148.
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were noted for their parallel and wrinkled effect that “looked as though they had just
come out o f the water” (Caayi chushui
The compositional design exposes a whimsical imagination o f the supernatural world
in medieval China. The female fairies flocking in several groups are engaged in rather
romantic activities. On the wondrous land implanted with bamboo, pine trees, and a
precious phoenix in ivory cream at the center o f the picture plane, there is a lovely
gathering of literature, music, and painting. On the left, a female deity seated alone is
playing a musical instrument. At the center, the red-robed figure holding a brush and a
piece o f paper is perhaps writing or painting something. To the right, a fairy unfolding a
handscroll is immersed in reading. Beneath the towering pine trees, beside the eroded
stone table, a fairy is covering the tea cups with a piece of semi-transparent orange cloth
as light as a feather. Up in the air and far above the restless waters, more fairies are
coming to join the gathering. They fly on a dragon, a crane, or simply clouds, descending
from the sky, or crossing the foggy seas. Indeed this is a dreamlike haven where only
fairies reside.
Most tellingly, the panoramic layout of the handsome seascape exemplifies the
sophisticated achievement o f depicting water imagery during the Five Dynasties. The
vibrant, coiling waves and counter-coiling waves are forcefully articulated by the wiry
and parallel lines and formalized patterns, creating an engraved effect. The pictorial
penchant for the vast water spans evokes the poetic qualities o f the professional painters
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active in this period, in particular the painter from the Shu region Sun Wei
water imagery was paired with Zhang Nanben’s

whose

fire. 81

As Toda Teisuke provocatively demonstrated, a type of Esoteric Buddhist
iconography popular in Japan during the Heian period (794-1185) may have reflected the
power o f this visual tradition derived from Shu China in the Five Dynasties (fig. 3.62).&2
The iconography known as Immobile Bright King and Two Child Attendants features a
guardian king “mingwang

seated on a rock and surrounded by a circle of flames

amid the waters (fig. 3.63).83 This preoccupation with the pictorial representation o f fire
and water likely echoes the artistic trends promoted by painters of the late ninth and tenth
centuries China like Sun Wei

Zhang Nanben, or even their contemporary, Ruan

Gao, as revealed in the Beijng handscroll.

Preservation: Peacock King (Gongque mingwang JIM M IE ) in Ninna-ji (U fO #
Indeed water, fire, and clouds are perhaps the most entrancing elements portrayed in
the religious images o f the Five Dynasties. Another important extant painting that serves

81 Huang Xiuiu, Yizhou minghua lu, “Zhang Nanben,” in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 1,
p. 191.
82 Toda Teisuke, Nihon bijutsu no mikata: Chugoku tono hikaku ni yoru, pp. 13-14; or Toda
Teisuke, “ ‘Shui’ yu ‘huo’ dc bianxian r 7k j f l r X
‘ j
[Representations of ‘Water’
and ‘Fire’] in Riben meishu zhi guancha: yu zhongguo zhi bijiao, trans. by Lin Xiuwei, pp. 4-5.
83 The example shown here is in from the Ruridera collection. For a plate, see Kokuho juyo
bunkazai taizen, Kaigajokan, fig. 228, p. 127.
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as an index to this lost tradition is the Song painting entitled The Peacock King (or
Gongque mingwang) exported to Japan in medieval times and now kept by the Ninna-ji
temple in Kyoto (fig. 3 .64 ).84
The painting features a magnificent visualization of the Peacock King on a swirling
sea o f clouds.

The compassionate and severe “Bright King” holds mysterious ritual

paraphernalia in his multiple arms, sitting firmly on a lotus seat carried by a peacock,
whose long neck is stretched in an elegant S-shape fashion, facing frontally on another
lotus seat.
The painting demonstrates a shrewd visual interest in realistic observation of objects,
evidenced in the firmly stressed muscles around the peacock’s chest and the steadilystretched legs grounded on the lotus. The harmonious interplay of calm colors and the
fluent ink lines create an unusually stable visual effect. Luxurious materiality is evident
not only in the gossamer delineation of lotus patterns floating all over the lotus petals, but
also in the golden modeling of the peacock’s feathers. All these telling characteristics

84 For detailed plates, see Ninnaji taikan (Kyoto: HOzbkan, 1990), pi. 28, pp. 31-34.
According to past Japanese scholarship, the Ninna-ji painting was transported to Japan from
China during medieval times, and was associated with the Japanese imperial figure Kakuho
hoshin’no (1091-1153), who was a fervent patron of Esoteric Buddhism in Mt. Koya. See
Watanabe Hajime, “Kujyaku myOSzo ni tsuite,” [On Pictures Representing the Image of Kujakumyoo] Bijutsu kenkyU, no. 53 (May, 1936), pp. 1-9; Yoshimura Toshiko, “Tokyo kokuritsu
hakubutsukan hokan Kujyaku myO o gazo shiron,’’[Iconography as Tradition and Aesthetic
Transformation: A Study of the Kujyaka-myOd Painting in the Tokyo National Museum
Collection] Bijutsushi, vol. 46, no. 1 (Oct., 1996), pp. 9-11. For the religious background of
Ninna-ji temple and its ritual activities associated with the imperial sponsorship in the twelfth
century, see Abe Yasuro and Yamazaki Makoto eds., Shukaku hOshin ’no to Nin 'na-ji goryu no
bunkengakuteki kenkyU (Tokyo: Benseisha, 1998).
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point to a Northern Song imperial product dating from the late eleventh to early twelfth
century.8^
Although a product o f Huizong’s court, the Ninna-ji scroll preserves some elements
of an archaic style (guyang ]51fl) traceable to earlier traditions. For example, the way of
visualizing the supernatural power on a large band of swirling clouds recalls another type
of Buddhist picture featuring a bodhisattva leading a devotee on a sea o f clouds, as seen
in some late-ninth to early tenth centuries liturgical banners from the library cave in
Dunhuang (fig. 3.65).86
In addition, the elegance o f the figures and decorative modes in the Ninna-ji scroll
also reveal influences from the earlier Shu style, as shown in the Seiryo-ji woodblock
print now in Kyoto, Japan dating to 984 CE. The print was based on a painterly work
made by the early Northern Song court painter Gao Wenjin

who inherited the

85 No particular stylistic study offers a specific dating for the Ninna-ji painting. Watanabe
Hajime’s early study of the Ninna-ji painting relates the painting to Huizong’s academy; see
Watanabe Hajime, “Kujyaku myWzo nitsuite,” Bijutsu kenkyu S3 (May, 1936). Toda Teisuke
dates the painting to the early twelfth century, and compares it with other Buddhist paintings
made during the late Heian period in Japan; see Toda Teisuke, Nihon bijutsu no mikata:
Chugoku tono hikaku ni yoru, pp. SS-S6, 64, 146-147; or Riben meishu zhi guancha: yu
zhongguo zhi bijiao, trans. by Lin Xiuwei, pp. 24,25,28,68. Ide Seinosuke dates the painting to
the later half of the eleventh century, see Sekai bijutsu daizenshu Toyo hen [New History o f
World Art], vol. 5, illustration entry no. 17, p. 351.
86 For a plate, see Roderick Whitfield and Anne Farrer, Caves o f the Thousand Buddhas:
Chinese Artfrom the Silk Route (New York: George Braziller, Inc., 1990), fig. 14, p. 41.
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professional style from the Shu region (fig. 3.66).®^ In the Seiryo-ji woodblock print, the
tightly parallel drapery folds of the main icon Maitreya, and the meticulously-woven
decorations seen in details of the seat complex framing the icon succinctly epitomize the
kind o f professional refinement and sophistication associated with the Five Dynasties Shu
tradition. We witness a similar style reflected in a 1134 engraving modeled after a mural
attributed to the tenth-century Shu painter Shi Ke H fS . originally from the Hui-en si
S / H # monastery in Dazu

Sichuan (fig. 3 .67).88

In spite o f the fact that the Ninna-ji scroll is considered by most modem scholars to
have been transported to Japan during the twelfth century, it is very possible that similar
versions o f the Peacock King were also transmitted to the Southern Song court.
According to the 1199 inventory, the Southern Song court owned several scrolls bearing

87 The woodblock print was printed in Yuezhou ISlNI, Zhejiang in 984 CE. It was said to be
brought back to Japan by the monk Chohan and thereafter installed inside the Shakyamuni statue
in Seiryo-ji temple in Kyoto since 985 CE. For a plate, see Nara kokuritsu hakubutsukan ed.,
Higashi ajia no hotoke tachi [Special Exhibition: Buddhist Images of East Asia] (Nara: Nara
National Museum, 1996), fig. 133, p. 125. For an early English publication on the historiography
and associated treasures inside the Buddhist statue at Seiryo-ji, see Gregory Henderson and Leon
Hurvitz, “The Buddha of Seiryo-ji: New Finds and New Theory,” Artibus Asiae, vol. 19 (1956),
pp. 5-55, especially pp. 29-30. Richard Barnhart in his discussion of the Ninna-ji scroll also
briefly associates die picture to the Shu tradition transmitted to the early Northern Song court;
see Richard Barnhart et al., Three Thousand Years o f Chinese Painting, p. 106. For a stylistic
analysis of the Seiryo-ji woodblock print, see Richard Barnhart, “Li Kung-lin’s Hsiao Ching t'u,
Dlustrations of the Classic o f Filial Piety” (PhD. diss., Princeton University, 1967), pp. 20-23.
88 For an in-depth study of this engraving, see Judy Ho, “The Perpetuation of an Ancient
Model,” Archives o f Asian Art 41 (1988), pp. 33-46.
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the same iconography o f the Peacock King.89

Consequently, the earlier Shu-style

preserved in the Ninna-ji scroll may have been shared by these lost paintings once stored
by the Southern Song court.

Re-interpretation and Revision: One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin
(Qianshou qianyan guanyin
W.) in the Taipei National Palace Museum
As we have seen, the Southern Song court not only collected archaic images but also
employed professional painters to produce new paintings by drawing upon conventions
from earlier models available in court. An anonymous painting entitled One-thousand
armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin (Qianshou qianyan guanyin

in

the Taipei National Palace Museum (fig. 3.68) maybe considered one such example.90
The painting features the Buddhist icon one-thousand-armed Guanyin supported by a
group of guardians. The Guanyin figure emerges from a lotus seat at the center of a
seascape. Beside the main icon, various groups of deities lining up symmetrically are
shown marching across the sea and descending from the sky.

89 Among them, one is attributed to Wang Wei, another is an anonymous scroll “in the style
of Wu Daozi” {xue Wudaozi
and still another is said to imitate Li Gonglin’s style
(xue Li Gonglin
See Yang Wangxiu, Song Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua ji, pp.
205,207.
90 For detailed plates, see Wen Fong et al., Possessing the Past, plate 92, pp. 200, 209;
Ogawa Hiromitsu and Ide Seinosuki eds., Kokyu hakubutsuin (Tokyo: NHK Publishing Co.,
1998), vol. 2, NansZ kaiga, fig. 27, pp. 64-65.
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The popularity of the imagery of the multi-armed Guanyin in the Song period reflects
the wide expansion of the Guanyin cult.91 A moving anecdote recorded by the thirteenth
century Buddhist monk Zhi Pan recounts how the future emperor Gaozong and his troops
were blessed by a Guanyin painting enshrined in a certain temple in Hangzhou. In order
to save Gaozong from a fire, the Guanyin painting was said to “have shone and uttered
water to the ground.”92
It is intriguing to consider the possibility of perceiving the Taipei scroll within such a
political and imperial context. Stylistically, the painting is comparable to several figural
paintings commissioned by the Southern Song court. The intense and angular linear
articulation mostly evidenced in the drapery folds o f the guardians carrying the lotus (fig.
3.69) are similar to the angular linearity as seen in some academy products, such as Li
Song’s

fan painting Knickknack Peddler (Shidan yingxi rfi|&§5iJt), dated to 1210

(fig. 3.70).93 The eloquent delineation o f the counter-coiling waves at right below the
Guanyin icon (fig. 3.71) recalls Ma Yuan’s M s l virtuoso project of Twelve Scenes o f
Water dated to the early thirteenth century.

In particular, the leaves featuring the

91 For the most updated and in-depth study on the ritual practice and domestication of the
Thousand-armed and thousand-eyed Guanyin in the Song period, see ChQn-fang YG, Kuan-yin:
The Chinese Transformation o f Avalokitesvara (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001),
pp. 263-291. The Taipei scroll is referred to by the author as an example of the “Daibei”
iconography in the Song, see pp. 289-299.
92 Zhi Pan
Fozu dongji
(Preface dated 1269), jun 48, in Xun Zanjing
(Taipei: Xin wenfeng chubanshe, 1976), vol. 131, p. 607
93 For a plate, see Wen Fong et al., Possessing the Past, plate 84, p. 181.
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“Layered Waves and Piled Billows” (Cengbo dianlang

(fig. 3.72) and

“Undercurrents o f the Yellow River” (Huanghe niliu ftMMflfc) (fig- 3.73) reveal a very
similar style to that o f the anonymous Guanyin scroll in Taipei.^4 The Guanyin scroll
appears to be a contemporary product of these academy paintings made in the early
thirteenth century.95
Some other stylistic features of the Taipei Guanyin reflect the early pictorial models
preserved in the Southern Song court. The monumental scale o f a panoramic seascape
recalls our visual experience in Ruan Gao’s Female Fairies (fig. 3.58). The face of the
Guanyin image (fig. 3.74) is reminiscent of the facial features o f the Peacock King in the
Ninna-ji scroll (fig. 3.75) and even the detailed execution o f the lotus seat reveals a
telling similarity in both scrolls (figs. 3.76; 3.77). 96
According to Yang Wangxiu’s 1199 inventory Zhongxing guange chucan tuhua ji, a
number o f early versions o f the One-thousand-armed Guanyin known as “Dabei

94 For the complete set of plates, see Ogawa Hiromitsu and Ide Seinosuke eds., Kokyu
hakubutsuin, vol. 2, Nanso kaiga, fig. 17, pp. 42-45. For more discussion of the painting, see
Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaigashi chU no ichi, pp. 138-140; Hui-shu Lee, “ The Domain of Empress
Yang (1162-1233): Art, Gender and Politics at the Southern Song Court” (Ph.D. diss., Yale
University, 1994), pp. 271-285.
95 Ide Seinosuke also suggests the Taipei scroll is likely to be a Southern Song academy
painting, although he dates the painting to the early Southern Song period (mid-twelfth century);
see Ide Seinosuke, in Sekai bijutsu daizenshu, Tdyd hen, vol. 6, no. 62, p. 374.
96 Ide Seinosuke also pointed out the similarity of the facial design in the Ninna-ji scroll and
the Taipei scroll. See Ide Seinosuke, Nihon no sogen butsuga, p. 28.
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were collected by the Southern Song court. 97 The Taipei scroll One-thousand-armed
Guanyin can thus be perceived as a Southern Song court production closely based on the
earlier paintings collected by the court.

The Six Patriarchs Attributed to Lu Lengjia SStHt&ll-' Another Southern Song Court
Production o f the Archaic Style (Guyang
A well-known painting known as Six Patriarchs (or Liuzunzhe xiang
attributed to Lu Lengjia, now in the collection of the Palace Museum, Beijing (fig. 3.78),
is likely to be another example o f the Southern Song court revision of an earlier w o r k .9 8
Transmitted in an album format consisting of six leaves, the painting bears a spurious
signature that reads “Lu Lengjia jin

and an authentic seal of the Yuan-dynasty

Princess Sengge ( Dachang gongzhu

which reads “Huangjie tushu

on each leaf. 99
Unlike Liu Songnian’s lohan paintings, which implant many contemporary landscape
elements into the pictorial setting, as we discussed earlier in this chapter, the Beijing
album stages the noble monks in an empty background, which reflects an ancient pictorial

97 These paintings, all entitled “Dabei
are attributed to Yan Liben
Wu Daozi
Wang Yi
and Hou Yi §|§g; see Yang Wangxiu, Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua
ji, pp. 205-207, or Chen Kui et al. eds., Nansong guange lu xulu, p. 181-182.
98 Each leaf measures 30 x 53 cm. While the present work is now mounted as an album, it is
likely that the painting was originally a handscroll and later reformatted into an album. For the
plates, see Zhongguo lidai huihua: Gugong bowu yuan canghuaji, vol. 1, pp. 58-69.
99 Fu Shen, Yuandai huangshi shuhua shoucang shilue, pp. 20,148.
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space appropriated from an earlier tradition. 100 Furthermore, certain pictorial schemes
noted for their archaic characters are stylistically comparable to the images preserved in
two sets o f twelfth-century Japanese Buddhist illustrations copied from Chinese
prototypes.
The first example, a paper drawing known as the Six Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma
Sect (Chanzong liuzu xiang

preserved in the Kozan-ji ritil-Lj# temple,

Kyoto (fig. 3.79), is a copy made after a Northern Song original dating to 10S4 and
associated with imperial

s p o n s o r s h i p . 101

The elderly monk holding a staff in the second

leaf of the Beijing album (fig. 3.80) resembles the “First Patriarch” (Diyi zu H —flj§)
depicted in the Kozanji drawing (fig. 3.81). Even the materiality and design o f the
bamboo chair and table in the third and fourth (figs. 3.82; 3.83) episodes in the Kozanji
drawing are similar to the bamboo chair and foot stand in the first leaf o f the Beijing
album (fig. 3 .84 ). 102

100 Shih Shou-chien compares the use of empty background and stylistic design in the
fourteenth century mural image in cave no. 95, Dunhuang, and points out certain archaic features
associated with the Shu tradition as reflected in both the Beijing album and the Dunhuang mural.
See Shih Shou-chien, “Guzhuan riben zhi nansong renwuhua de huashi yiyi - jianlun yuandai de
yixie xiangguan wenti,” p. 166.
101 The inscription reads as follows: r
—ft ffl— 0 19)15X1*3t*3f#^ii l*3#fl f"!
j For a plate, see DaizGkyZ, zuzO, vol. 10, “liuzu xiang
” Ono
GemmyS, “TQmatsu Godai ChoSo jidai bukkyo ga 8,” [Buddhist Painting in the Late Tang, the
Five Dynasties, and the Song Periods VET), Kokka 524 (July 1934), pp. 186-187. Jan Fontein
and Money L. Hickman, Zen Painting and Calligraphy (Boston: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
1970), no. 1, pp. 2-5. Shih Shou-chien, ibid., p. 159.
102 Shih Shou-chien, ibid..
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The second example, Illustrations o f the Transmission o f Law and Orthodox Heritage
o f the Patriarchs (Zhuanfa zhengzong dingsu tu, or Denpo shoju teiso zu
A ^ I E ^ S B l l l l ) (fig- 3.85), contains a series o f illustrations comparable to the
compositional scheme of the Beijing album. Highlighting the Buddhist transmission
between a master and disciples, the typical composition scheme of this Japanese
illustrative series sets an elder monk on a chair facing a disciple who kneels on a carpet.
Its similarity with the first leaf of the Beijing album (fig. 3.84) suggests that they both
derive from an older convention. Made in 1154 in Japan, this copywork is based on a
Northern Song original from the Lingyin si f i E l # temple in Hangzhou, dating to 1062.
According to the documentary inscriptions copied at the end of the illustrations, the
original illustrations were made by the monk Qisong

from the Lingyin si Temple,

Hangzhou and were sponsored by the Northern Song Emperor Renzong
The Beijing album of The Six Patriarchs bears a spurious signature on each leaf that
reads “Lu Lengjia jin

suggesting a stylistic relation to the style o f Lu Lengjia,

a Tang painter active in the Shu region during the mid-eighth century known for his lohan
paintings.104 By the time of the thirteenth century, Lu Lengjia’s lohan style became one
o f the paradigms in this genre; its “archaic” characteristic was admired by the

103 For the plates, see DaizbkyD, ZuZtS, vol. 10, “Chuanfa zhengzong dingzu tu

104 For the historical account of Lu Lengjia’s painting career in Sichuan, see Huang Xiufu,
Yizhou minghuaji, juan shang, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 1, p. 190.
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connoisseurs o f the late thirteenth century.

In particular, the Southern Song art critic

Zhao Xigu |§ # h § once identified a lohan painting by Lu Lengjia by pointing out its
application o f a distinct “iron-wire” linear technique (tiexian miao fftiHMiSi), a particular
linear execution characterized by its sharp and even

b r u s h w o r k .^ 6

interestingly, the

Beijing album is noted for its “iron-wire” linear manner, considered an authentic
trademark o f Lu Lengjia. Such a style departs drastically from the so-called Wu Daozi
convention, noted for the variation and swiftness of its thick and thin lines, as seen in the
early-eleventh century painted guardians on a wooden box (Si tianwang muhan caihua
excavated from the Ruiguan Pagoda (Ruiguansi ta
Suzhou

in

(fig. 3 .86 ). 107 On the contrary, it is actually common to the lohan images

by another Shu master Guan Xiu f t # ; (fig. 3 .87 ),108 suggesting that this may refer to a
significant professional tradition deeply rooted in the Shu region.

105 In 1291, Zhou Mi
once viewed a scroll of Lu Lengja’s lohan painting entitled
Lohan Crossing the Sea (Luohan duhat) from Si Deyong’s
collection, which he
commented as “archaic” or “gu ^f.” See Zhou Mi, Yunyan guoyan lu, in Zhongguo shuhua
quanshu i f
vol. 2, p. 144; Zhou Mi, Zhiyatang zachao
in Zhongguo
shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 169.
106

rmmmm

i see

•

zhao

Xigu, Dongtian qinglu ji, in Chen Gaohua, Sui tang huajia shilaio (Beijing: Wenwu chuban she,
?), “Lu Lengjia,” p. 228; for an English translation, see Richard Barnhart, “Survivals, Revivals,
and the Classical Tradition of Chinese Figure Painting,” p. 152.
107 for the plates, see Zhongguo meishu quanshu huihua bian, vol. 2, Sui tang wudai
huihua, fig. 80, pp. 172-179.
108 For the plates, see Higashi ajia no hotoke tachi [Special Exhibition: Buddhist Images o f
East Asia], fig. 159, pp. 156-157.
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Indeed, the Beijing album of The Six Patriarchs may in fact reveal the archaic style of
the Shu tradition in the eyes of the Southern Song viewers. On the fifth and sixth leaves
(figs. 3.88; 3.89), the wet and seamless rock formations recall the so-called “boneless
device” (mogu & # ) favored by the painters in the tenth century and reflected in the Shu
artist Huang Jucai’s

Pheasant and Small Birds by a Jujube Shrub (Shanshu jique

once collected by Emperor Huizong and later transmitted to the Southern
Song court (fig. 3.9 0 ).^9

\ sensuous interest in capturing the material aspect of a

carpet, evidenced in the hairy rendering of the carpet’s borders in the fifth scene (fig.
3.91), is similar to a later copywork attributed to the late-ninth century Shu painter Sun
Wei

(fig- 3.92).1W Their similarity suggests that this, too, may be traced back to an

archaic tradition once keenly shared by the artists practicing in the Shu region, including
Lu Lengjia and Sun Wei. 111

109 The painting bears Huizong’s documentation seal of “ Ruisi dongge
and
Lizong’s M M (1225-1264) collection seal of “Qixi dianbao
The horizontal labeling
of the painting’s title represents a standard format of the so-called “Xuanhe zhuang
mounting fashioned in Huizong’s court. For a plate, see Gugong shuhua tulu, vol. 1, p. 171. For
a detailed discussion of the Xuanhe zhuan mounting, see Richard Barnhart, “Wang Shen and
Late Northern Sung Landscape Painting,” in Ajia ni okeru sansui hyogen ni tsuite, Kokusai koryu
bijutsishi kenkyukai, no. 2 (1983), pp. 61-64.
110 For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu quanji huihua bian, vol. 2, Sui tang wudai huihua, fig.
31, pp. 80-83.
111 Based on my personal observation of the painting in the Shanghai Museum in 1997,1
believe that Lofty Scholars (Gaoyi tu rfm%BD is a later copywork that is closely based on a Tang
or Five Dynasties model. For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu quanji huihua bian, vol. 2, fig. 31,
pp. 80-83. The framing design of the carpet in the Shanghai handscroll is comparable to the
design seen in the 1134 rubbing of Shi Ke’s
painting from Hui-en si & & # , Dazu jzSL,
Sichuan, further suggesting that this stylistic feature is associated with the archaic style from the
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In the previous pages, I mentioned the Song imperial association with the Chinese
prototypes o f two Japanese Buddhist drawings, The Six Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma
Sect and Illustrations o f the Transmission o f Law and Orthodox Heritage o f the
Patriarchs. Because these two drawings show a close stylistic similarity to the Beijing
album, it suggests that the Beijing album may also have been linked to the visual tradition
o f the Song court.
Indeed, some figural motifs o f the Beijing album are comparable to the pictorial
models transmitted in the Song imperial tradition. The attendant figure in the third leaf
(fig. 3.93) resembles the attendant figure in Emperor Huizong’s Listening to the Qin
(Tingqin tu H i^ B I) (fig. 3 .9 4 ). ^ 2 The male attendant dressed in black and holding a
banner in the fourth leaf (fig. 3.95) compares to the figural type in Night Party o f Han
Xizhai (Han Xizhai yeyan tu

(fig- 3.96), another masterpiece that is very

likely to be an imperial product o f Huizong’s court.

The style o f the foreign attendant

in the fifth leaf (fig. 3.97) resembles the attendant in Liu Songnian’s

1207 lohan

Shu tradition. For a plate of the 1134 rubbing, see Judy Ho, “The Perpetuation of an Ancient
Model,” fig. 1, p. 32. In a personal correspondence dated March, 2002, Professor Richard
Barnhart relates the type of trees in the Sun Wei handscroll in Shanghai to a number of Tang
imperial tomb paintings, and a screen panel depicting a lady under a tree in Shoso-in, Japan.
112 This painting is in the Palace Museum, Beijing. For a plate, see Zhongguo lidai huihua:
Gugong bowu yuan canghua ji, vol. 2.
113 For a plate, see Zhongguo lidai huihua: Gugong bowu yuan canhuaji, vol. 1, p. 88.
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scroll (fig. 3.98). 114 The delicate rendition of two devotee figures dressed in official
garments (figs. 3.99; 3.100) are comparable to the figure style in Chen Juzhong’s
Wenji Returning to the Han State (fig. 3.101), a contemporary imperial product dating
around Liu Songnian’s time. 115
In addition to the aforementioned connection to the Southern Song court paintings,
the sophisticated furniture designs made of precious bamboo (fig. 3.102) and wood (fig.
3.103) and imbued with luxurious embroidery (fig. 3.104) and delicate patterns, recall the
general fervor in representing material culture in the religious representations during the
late twelfth and first half of thirteenth centuries. These artistic idioms are common to
some dated works o f the late twlefih century, such as the Buddhist images produced by
the Ningpo studio masters Lin Tinggui

and Zhou Jichang

from 1178 to

1188 (fig. 3.105),116 or the long Buddhist scroll dating to the 1180s by Zhang Shengwen
jjlffilHS., who worked for the Dali

Kingdom (figs. 3.106; 107). 1^ The refined

furniture designs are also comparable to an undated monochrome handscroll associated

114 Here I refer to the second scroll of the three lohan paintings by Liu Songnian in the
National Palace Museum, Taipei. For a plate, see Gugong shuhua tulu, vol. 2, p. 10S.
115 for a plate, see Ogawa Hiromitsu and Ide Seinosuke eds., Kokyu hakubutsuin, vol. 2,
NanstJ kaiga, fig. 12, pp. 32-33.
116 For a plate, see Wu Tung, Tales from the Land o f Dragons: 1000 Years o f Chinese
Painting, fig. 40, p. 76. I will discuss this set of paintings in detail in Chapter Four.
117 For detailed plates, see Helen B. Chapin, A Long Roll o f Buddhist Images (Ascona:
Artibus Asiae, 1971), pi. 19.
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with the Southern Song monk painter Fan Long

(fig. 3.108) illustrating noble

monks seated in a highly fiimihsed setting.118
To sum up, the Beijing album represents a fusion o f the archaic and the contemporary
styles available in the Southern Song period. It is datable to the late twelfth century, or
soon afterwards, and is very likely to have been made by a court copier after an old model
available in the court collection and associated with the name of Lu Lengjia.

*

*

*

It is a central proposition of this study that the circulation o f early paintings in the
Southern Song period shaped the then contemporary productions of new religious
paintings. Like the temple projects and large paintings made for the imperial buildings,
the copying and revision of early models took place within the collaborative workshop
network sponsored by the court. They belong to the large community of anonymous
paintings; the identity of their makers has been concealed throughout history.

118 The painting is in the Freer Gallery and is published in Thomas Lawton, Chinese Figure
Painting (Washington D. C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1973), fig. 20, pp. 98-101. In dating the
painting, I agree with Toda Teisuke’s opinion and see it as a product of the first half of the
thirteenth century. As Toda Teisuke convincingly points out, the cut-off composition as it
appears in the forest scene of the Freer handscroll compares closely to the handscroll of Eight
Noble Monks (Ba gaoseng Ai§if&) in the Shanghai Museum, attributed to Liang Kai
Because in both pictures, the renditions of the pine trees are similar to Liu Songnian’s Drunken
Monk (Zuiseng tu tfcfttH) in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, which can in turn be dated to
1210, it is likely that the Freer handscroll is a product of the approximate time, in the early
thirteenth century. For detailed analysis, see Toda Teisuke, “RyO Shonen no shuhen,” pp. 337366; especially pp. 3SO-3S1.
Ill
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During the Southern Song period, there appears to be a significant discrepancy
between the paintings o f the religious and figural themes and landscape paintings. Unlike
the newly-formulated landscape style in this period, which did not have such a strong
pictorial tradition to follow, the manufactures of religious and figural subjects often
required more reliance on the past representations o f landscape.

This difference of

stylistic heritage between these two genres o f painting urges us to formulate a new set of
criteria specifically useful for our inquiry of religious and figural paintings in the
Southern Song.

Only by being aware of the complexity involved in the practice of

painting can we be equipped to analyze anonymous pictures such as the Boston set with
fresh minds and constructive eyes.
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4. REGIONAL DIVERSITY OF RELIGIOUS PICTORIAL PRODUCTS IN
HANGZHOU AND NINGBO, 1127-1279

In the later half o f the Southern Song, the imperial house played a leading role in
directing contemporary trends o f image-making in the capital area. By the time of the late
twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, Hangzhou was a city packed with aristocratic
families, powerful officials, and commercial agencies, which has led many Chinese
historians to claim that it was the largest city in the thirteenth century world.1 As many
Southern Song writers observed the expansion of consumption during their time, they all
agreed that “powerful and titled families are firmly attached to the custom, and all those
commoners who have a little money try to have ornaments made o f it.”2 According to the
Southern Song writer Wang Mai, his Hangzhou fellow citizens were engaged in a
luxurious pursuit o f dolce vita, a life style characterized by material luxury and leisure

1 Based on the Southern Song gazetteer Xianchun Lin'an zhi, a census of 186,330
households (hu) before 1273 and a total population of about one million in the Hangzhou urban
area made historians think Hangzhou the largest city in the world. See also Sfiren Edgren,
“Southern Song Printing at Hangzhou,” The Museum o f Far Eastern Antiquities 61 (1989), p. 21.
2 Shiba Yoshinobu, Commerce and Society in Sung China, translated by Mark Elvin
(Michigan: Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 1970), p. 204.
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enjoyment, the product, no doubt, of the city’s cultural and geographical proximity to the
imperial court. As Wang Mai vividly recalled, “adornments which make their appearance
in the Rear Palace in the morning will have become the fashion among the commoners by
evening.”3 This aristocratic life style, as eloquently suggested by James Cahill and other
art historians, is vividly reflected in the proliferation o f court painting styles.

In

particular, the vast extant materials of the multiple productions o f certain popular
pictorial motifs reflect the wide circulation of reproductions that were soon copied and
transmitted outside the court after the court artists produced their first versions.4
Parallel to this popular reception of imperial style as reflected in the productions of
landscape and bird-and-flower paintings in miniature format, a body o f religious artifacts
that appear to be products associated with Hangzhou and its surrounding area also show
different levels of court influence.

In particular, the prosperous printing industry of

religious materials, which expanded the circulation of visual images, may have played a
significant role in transferring the metropolitan aesthetic to other provincial areas, and
deserves more thorough examination. The unusually rich pictorial idioms assembled in
these religious illustrations also form a body of primary visual resources helpful for our
stylistic inquiry o f the Boston triptych.

3 Ibid..
4 Janies Cahill, The Lyric Journey: Poetic Painting in China and Japan, pp. 40-47.
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Outside the capital, Hangzhou, the artistic and commercial center Ningbo $&£,
situated along the coast area of Zhejiang province (fig. 4.1), gathered skillful studio
masters fabricating religious paintings for temples and private clients. In particular, the
religious paintings produced in Ningbo dating to the Southern Song period are especially
informative for our inquiry into unattributed paintings such as the Boston set. The
specific dates of execution and names of painters and patrons inscribed on many Ningbo
paintings make them important primary visual data.5 Their huge quantity provides a
comprehensive repertoire detailing the diverse and flexible features o f religious picturemaking at this period.

Painting Activities in the Capital Hangzhou
Patriarch Portraiture, Imperial Model, and the Practice o f a Monk Painter
An impressive body o f visual materials featuring the portrait images o f Chan
Buddhist priests and patriarchs testifies to the imperial expansion of visual culture in the
religious sphere. Fortuitously there is a surviving example: the refined portrait painting
of the monk Wuzhun

(1178-1249), which has been preserved in the Tofukuji

Temple, Kyoto since the thirteenth century (fig. 4.2, hereafter also referred to as

5 For a model study drawing greatly upon the dated Ningbo paintings in comparison to other
problematic paintings, especially in dating the styles of landscapes, see Wen Fong, Beyond
Representation, pp. 269,272,287,344,345,348,361,366,386.
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the Tofiikuji scroll or portrait).6 According to Wuzhun’s self-encomium dated 1238, this
portrait was painted as a farewell gift for the founder o f the Tofiikuji Temple, Monk
En’ni, who stayed in the Wanshousi H H # Monastery in Hangzhou’s suburb mountain
Jingshan @(if, where Wuzhun served as the thirty-fourth Abbot at that time.7
Dressed in luxurious ceremonial vestments with a circular insignia in gold on his
chest and a dark ritual staff held in his left hand, the aged master sits frontally on a chair
covered with a piece o f brocade imbedded with elegant floral decorations rendered in
green tonality. The physiognomic likeness articulated by a complex mixture of ink lines
and shading represents the best portraiture produced in China during this period.8
As Shih Shou-chien observes, the realistic details, such as the sunken, almond-shaped
eyes, the thin and tightly-closed lips, the wrinkled cheeks, and the pointed chin, all depart
from the universal and idealistic formula often used to represent a Buddhist patriarch in
earlier times. The individual compressions vividly convey the physical traits as well as
the personality o f this well-respected monk-teacher. Most significantly, the painting

6 For a plate, see Ide Seinosuke, Nihon no SOgen butsuga, pi. 6.
7 For a close reading of the inscription, see Shih Shou-chien, “Guzhuan riben zhi nansong
renwuhua de huashi yiyi - jianlun yuandai de yixie xiangguan wenti,” p. 157.
8 For a broader discussion of portraiture and physiognomy, see Mette Siggstedt, “ Forms of
Fate: An Investigation of the Relationship Between Formal Portraiture, Especially Ancestral
Portraits, and Physiognomy (Xiangshu) in China,” in Zhongguo yishu wenwu taolunhui (Taipei:
Gugong bowuyuan, 1991), vol. 2, pp. 127-128. For a stylistic discussion of this portrait, see Shih
Shou-chien, “Guzhuan riben zhi nansong renwuhua de huashi yiyi,” pp. 158-159.
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indicates a stylistic borrowing from the Southern Song imperial portraiture convention.9
For example, the luxurious materiality o f the brocade and the costumes, the stylish design
o f furniture, and the frontal iconic posture of the figure recall similar elements in the
portrait painting o f Empress Yang in the National Palace Museum, Taipei (fig. 4.3), an
extant example of the thirteenth-century imperial portraiture commissioned by the
court.10 How and why was the imperial style transmitted to the portrait of a Chan monk
in the Hangzhou monastery? This inquiry can be pursued in two directions, both from the
perspective o f the maker and from the perspective of the commissioner who is portrayed,
Wuzhun.
Although no direct source is available to indicate the authorship of the Tofukuji
portrait, most scholars assume that it was painted by a monk painter (hua seng $ f it)
serving the religious community in Hangzhou.11 While little has been recorded about the
painting practice operating within the Buddhist institutions, both visual and literary
sources hint that a considerable number o f Buddhist monks in the Song period were also

9 Shih Shou-chien, “Guzhuan riben zhi nansong renwuhua de huashi yiyi,” p. 156.
10 For an introduction to the Song imperial portraiture, see Wen Fong, “Sung Imperial
Portraits,” in Wen Fong and James Watt, Possessing the Past: Treasures from the National
Palace Museum, Taipei,pp. 141-145.
11 Shih Shou-chien, “Guzhuan riben zhi nansong renwuhua de huashi yiyi,” p. 156. The term
monk painter, or “hua seng $f& ,” is used frequently in the Song records to refer to a monk who
specializes in painting in the religious community. For example, Guo Ruoxu recounts a “hua
seng” who discovered an imperial patronized Buddhist painting commissioned by Dowager
Zhangxiang, or Emperor Zhengzong’s consort. See Guo Ruoxu, Tuhua jianwen zhi, juan 6, “
Cishi xiang
in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 1, p. 492.
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noted for their mastery in painting; many of them were affiliated with temples near the
West Lake.12 For example, the abbot of the Miaoxingsi

Temple in Hangzhou,

Yumingtuo Sijing OSIP'S,*§1# (1068-1137), was noted for his mastery o f devotional
pictures. An archaic painting o f Amitabha attributed to him is now preserved in the
Konrenji jIzM t F Temple, Kyoto (fig. 4.4).13 Earlier in the Northern Song court, two
monk painters were commissioned by the court to make imperial portraits for emperors.14
Their peculiar ability o f “transmitting and transcribing [the human physiognomy]” (chuan
xie & M ) raises the notion o f a possible tradition of the practice of portrait painting
transmitted exclusively within religious institutions.15
A pre-Song portrait image of the patriarch Bukong ^ 3 ? (fig. 4.5) commissioned by
the Buddhist monk-teacher Huiguo

as a farewell present to the Japanese monk

Kuhai < i i r e v e a l s the sophisticated achievement of portrait-making sponsored by the

12 See Xia Wenyan, Tuhua baojian, juan 4, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 877.
13 Ide Seinosuke, Nihon no sougen buisuga, pp. 32-33.
14 The monk Yuan Ei 7CH was a portrait painter serving Emperor Taizong (976-997); see
Guo Ruoxu, Tuhua jianwen zhi, juan 3, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 1, p. 481. A smallsize portrait sample of Emperor Taizong by Yuan Ei previously preserved in the Tianzhang ge
at the Song court later circulated in the late Southern Song Hangzhou after the fall of the
Southern Song; see Zhou Mi, Guoyan yunyan lu, p. 142. Another monk painter Weizhen
serving Emperors Renzong (1023-1063) and Yingzong (1064-1067) in the Northern Song, was
popular among high officials and aristocratic families for his excellence in portrait painting; see
Guo Ruoxu, Tuhua jianwen zhi, juan 3, p. 481; and Hu Jing, Nanxundian tuxiang kao, in
Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 11, pp. 765,766.
15 Richard Barnhart calls attention to the existence of some monk painters specializing in
portraiture employed by the Northern Song court. See Richard Barnhart et al., Three Thousand
Years o f Chinese Painting, p. 111.
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Buddhist churches.16 Seen in this way, the portrait of Wuzhun in the Tofiikuji Temple is
thus a visual product derived from this portrait tradition in the Buddhist community,
which in the Northern Song period, was already integrated with the imperial practice due
to the monk painters’ active participation in portrait-making at court.
In 1233, just five years before this portrait was made, Wuzhun was summoned to the
court by Emperor Lizong M M to discourse on Chan Buddhism. There he was bestowed
an honorable title Buddha-Minor Chan Master (Fojian chanshi

in addition to

golden ecclesiastical vestments suitable for only a prestigious national priest, as well as
many brocades, gold and silver.*? During this visit to the Song court, as we leant from
Hui-shu Lee, Wuzhun also participated in a memorial dedicated to Empress Yang, the
figure shown in the Taipei portrait mentioned above.

16 More then ten painters serving for Monk Huiguo, including the renowned painter Li Zhen
were referred to as “Gongyang danqing
or “Painters in Service of Buddhism,”
suggesting that they were patronized by the Buddhist institutes. See the explanation by Wang
Long
in Zhongguo meishu quanji huihua bian, vol. 2, Suitang wudai huihua, no. 24, “
Bukong jingang xiang
in the catalogue entry section, p. 14.
17 Jingshan zhi
juan 2, in Du Jiexiang ed., Zhongguo fosi shi zhi huikan
(Taipei: Zongqing tushu chuban gongsi, 1994), vol. 31, pp. 181,18S, 186.
18 Interestingly, the three extant scrolls of Chan Priests by Ma Yuan in Tokyo National
Museum and Tenryu-ji respectively, appear to be imperial products commissioned by Empress
Yang. For more discussion, see Hui-shu Lee, “The Domain of Empress Yang (1162-1233): Art,
Gender and Politics at the Southern Song Court” (Phi), diss., Yale University, 1994), p. 242.
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Wuzhun’s inscription on the Tofiikuji scroll makes it explicit that he was fully aware
that his own portrait would be t-ansported to Japan.19 The choice of an official style in
the shaping of his own image, therefore, reflects Wuzhun’s self-identification as a
national priest. The ceremonial overtone o f the image conveys the authoritative power of
the depicted figure, Wuzhun, as well as of the owner o f the portrait, En’ni.20

Illustrated Prints: Local Vernacular vs. Court Style
Even before the establishment of the Southern Song capital, Hangzhou had already
become a major printing center both for secular books and for religious texts and pictures.
This mass-produced tradition can be traced back to as early as the tenth century, when the
area was governed by the ruling house o f the Wuyue jUM Kingdom, especially the fifth
ruler Qian Hongshu

(r. 946-978) whose generous sponsorship o f Buddhist culture

made its nation a “Land o f Buddhism (Foguo ffcliS).” A medieval printed image of a

19 Shih Shou-chien, “Guzhuan riben zhi nansong renwuhua de huashi yiyi - jianlun yuandai
de yixie xiangguan wcnti,” p. 157.
20 Another interesting case study by Ogawa Hiromitsu indicates that a pair of Chan patriarch
portrait paintings made in the Hangzhou area during the Southern Song period were transported
to Japan by another Japanese monk in the early thirteenth century. These two portrait paintings
were acquired by the founder of the Sen’nyu-ji temple, Monk Shunjo, during his travels to the
Hangzhou and Ningpoo area in the early thirteenth century. The two paintings bear Lou Yao’s
&§& colophons dating to 1210. Using the two patriarch portraits as painted models, Shunjo had
his own portrait made by a Chinese painter named Zhou Zhitan
who worked in Japan at
the time. The three portraits thus formed a set enshrined in Sen’nyu-ji afterwards. See Ogawa
Hiromitsu, “Sen’nyu-ji Z5 ShunjO rittsushi, Nanzan daishi, Daichi rittsushi zo (sanpuku): TOyo
kaiga ni okeru renpuku hyogen no mondai I,” in Yamane Yuzo sennsei koki kinenkai ed., Nihon
kaigashi no kenkyu (Tokyo: Yoshikawa kSbunkan, 1989), pp. 69-108.
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Buddhist icon bearing the title of The Manifestation o f Guanyin {Ogen kan'non)
previously preserved in the Kozanji, Kyoto, and now in the Tokyo Daitokyu Kinen
Bunko, is identified by Uchida Kei’ichi as a twelfth-century Japanese copy of a tenthcentury Chinese prototype originally patronized by the Wuyue ruler Qian Hongshu (fig.
4.6).21

Featuring the multi-armed and multi-faced Guanyin, the icon reflected the

Buddhist practice in the West Lake (or Xihu @$1) area in the mid-tenth century.22
Furthermore, its stylistic features are comparable to a number of Song prints made in the
Hangzhou region, including the famous print of Maitreya made after Gao Wenjin’s
Btj& H painting deposited in the Buddha statue of the Seiryo-ji Temple (fig. 4.7) 23
During the Northern Song period, the woodblock printers of Hangzhou attained such
a reputation that the local bookshops printed books both for the central government and

21 This print is now in the collection of the Tokyo Daitokyu kinen bunko. At the bottom
column of the print, the inscriptions end with a sentence which reads “Printed by Great General
under the Heaven King of Wuyue Qian - Shu,” or “Tianxia dayuanshuai Wuyue guowang Qian [
] Shu yinzao
indicating that this was originally an imperial
commission associated with the Wuyue King Qian Hongshu. For more details, see Uchida
Kei’ichi, “Sd shbrai hanga to mikkyo ZUZ5: Ogen kan’nonzu Seiry5-ji shakazo nonyO hanga o
chushin ni,” [Prints Imported from Song China and Iconographic Drawings of Esoteric Buddhism
— Mainly on “Image of Ogen Kannon” (Avaloiketsvara and Its Various Manifestations) and the
Prints Installed in the Statue of Shaka (sakyamuni) of Seiryo-ji Temple], Bukkyo geijutsu [Ars
Buddhica], no. 254 (January 2001), pp. 36-59; especially pp. 40-43.
22 A printed version of the illustrated miniature dharani-sutra (Tuoluonijing PSHjBli) also
commissioned by Qian Hongshu was found in the Thunder Peak Pagoda (Leifeng ta lifte r ) , a
Buddhist pagoda near West Lake commissioned by Consort Huang (Huangfe
of the
Wuyue Kingdom. See Uchida Kei’ichi, ibid., p. 43; Sdren Edgren, “Southern Song Printing at
Hangzhou,” p. 18.
23 Uchida Kei’ichi, ibid..
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for international patrons such as the Korean government.24 Most significantly, five
editions o f the Buddhist scripture Lotus Sutra (or Miaofa lianhua jin g
elaborately illustrated frontispieces attached to each volume (juan
a Buddhist pagoda in Shandong [_Ljjf[ province in 1968 25

were discovered in

The sutras were printed by

private publishers in Hangzhou, such as the Qian Family (Qianjia
Yan Family (Yanjia

with

(fig. 4.8) and the

(fig. 4.9) in the mid-eleventh century.26

Coming from such a long-lasting local tradition, the Southern Song printing at
Hangzhou saw even further advances after the establishment o f the Lin’an capital. As
indicated from Soren Edgren’s reconstructed map featuring the Southern Song printing
business at Hangzhou (fig. 4.10), most sutra publishers (jing pu £MM) were located in the
area o f the Zhongan qiao

Bridge, near the Directorate of Education (Guozijian

HI'PinQ and National University ( Taixue ^C ^). The Zhongan Bridge area, as Edgren
observed, was the so-called North Market (Bei wazi ^tJlrP) or Lower Market (Xia wazi

24 Sdren Edgren, “Southern Song Printing at Hangzhou,” The Museum o f Far Eastern
Antiquities, no. 61 (Stockholm, 1989), p. 17. For more information about the Korean
governmental commission of the prints in Hangzhou, see Ming-sun Poon, “Books and Printing in
Sung China” (Ph. D. diss., University of Chicago, 1979), pp. 47-50.
25 Cui Wei H 8 t, “ Shandong sheng xinxian songta chutu beisong foujing
[Northern Song Sutras Excavated from a Song Pagoda in Xin County,
Shandong],” Wenwu
no. 12 (1982), pp. 39-42.
26 The illustrations selected here are from the 1060 edition by the Qian Family Publisher and
the 1068 edition by the Yan Family. For more information and illustrations, see Cui Wei, ibid.,
pp. 39-42.
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h

~ “a hub o f commercial activity where Imperial Street crossed the major canal

intersection.” 27

Illustrated Prints o f the Lotus Sutra
A group o f extant editions o f the Lotus Sutra has been identified by past scholarship
as products from Hangzhou.28 The blockcarvers involved in these projects were itinerant
craftsmen active in Hangzhou and Ningbo area and they usually worked as a team.29
Regardless o f the identities o f the different blockcarvers involved in these diverse
editions, the sutra illustrations as a whole demonstrated a high-level sharing of repertoire
and reflected a certain kind o f cooperation among publishers and artisans (figs. 4.11;
4.12)30

27 Sdren Edgren, “Southern Song Printing at Hangzhou,” fig. 1, pp. 4,36.
28 For example, the Lotus Sutra Print in the Rikkyoku-an Temple, Kyoto, bears the name of
the blockcarver Chen Gao SlrSj, whose name also appeared in several other Song books
published in Hangzhou around the mid-twelfth century. The stylistic similarity between the
Rikkyoku-an edition and another edition carved by Qin Meng fH]£ and Bian Ren jf ttl in the
National Palace Museum, Taipei leads Miya Tsugio to conclude that the Taipei edition, too, was
a Hangzhou product of around 1160. For a representative study on this subject, see Miya Tsugio,
“SO-gen hampon ni miru Hokkekyb-e,” [Frontispieces in Song and Yuan Printed Lotus Sutra (pt.
I)] Bijutsu Kenkyu, no. 325 (September 1983), pp. 25-36, especially pp. 28-32.
29 Sdren Edgren included a list of the blockcarvers in his study; he also discussed the role of
blockcarvers in Southern Song printing; see Sdren Edgren, “Southern Song Printing at
Hangzhou,” pp. 46-54; 135-168.
3° The two illustrations selected here both represent the episode of the seventh juan of the
Lotus Sutra. For the plates, see the Kyoto version carved by Chen Zhong
in Higashi ajia
no hotoke tachi, fig. 201, p. 205; and the Taipei version carved by Wang Yi
in Miaofa
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The most exuberant among these extant versions -- the edition bearing the name of
the blockcarver Wang Yi iEUt in the National Palace Museum, Taipei - includes many
painterly images which mirror the artistic trends of the Southern Song court (fig. 4.13)31
For example, a figure lying on a couch surrounded by screen paintings of bamboo images
(fig. 4.14) vaguely evokes the pictorial motif often seen in the Southern Song academy
paintings, such as the scene from the Odes o f the State o f Pin in the Metropolitan
Museum (fig. 4.15).32 The gimmick of creating a painting within a painting is applied
without reservation in articulating the theme of icon-making (zaoxiang jUdl). In a fully
furnished studio setting, a painter waves his brush to finish an iconic painting, which is in
turn, hung against a screen painting bearing images o f rocks and shrubs (figs. 4.16; 4.17).

lianhua jing tutu
[A Special Exhibition o f Illustrations o f the Lotus Sutra]
(Taipei: Guoli gugong buowuyuan, 1995), fig. 7, p. 19.
31 Although bearing no direct source, the Wang Yi edition is closely related to the other
editions of Lotus Sutra prints identified as Hangzhou products. It is plausible to regard it as
another example of the mid-twelfth century Hangzhou print. The seventh frontispiece of this
edition bears the carver’s colophon which reads “Inscribed by Wang Yi from Guzhen” (Guzhen
Wang Yi bi $$)t:£&^E”)- For the plates, see Miaofa lianhua jing tulu, pp. 19-23; Ge Wanzhang
“Miaofalianhuajing chahua
Gugong wenwu yuekan
vol. 12, no. 10 (Jan. 1995), fig. 10, p. 51.
32 The example is a detail of the handscroll entitled Odes o f the State o f Pin: the Seventh
Month in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. For a plate, see Wen Fong, Beyond Representation,
fig. 30a, p. 222.
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A highly-accomplished illustrated print as this requires a refined drawing as the
pictorial model for carving.33 Although no extant painting can be directly linked to
Wang Yi’s illustrations, historical sources suggest that academy painters serving the
Southern Song court were sometimes asked to paint illustrations based on religious
scriptures. Liang Kai

for example, once painted Illustrations o f the Lotus Sutra (or

Lianjing bianxiang

which was later transmitted to the late-Southem Song

minister Jia Sidao Wfl&UH.34
A unique painting reflecting this imperial practice o f religious illustrations is the
famous handscroll previously known as Illustrations o f the Classic o f the Yellow Court
(or Huangting jin g H H IM ) in the Wan-go Weng collection (fig. 4.18).35 Bearing a neat
signature that reads “[Your] Official Liang Kai” (or “Chen Liang Kai

at the end

o f the scroll, the painting was executed in minute baimiao S I S monochrome ink-contour
drawing style. Its iconography is recently re-identified by Lin Sheng-chih as a series of
well-organized illustrative representations based on Scripture on Salvation (or Duren jing

33 The Seiryo-ji woodblock print of Maitreya, which was carved after a pictorial sample
designed by the court painter Gao Wenjin
provides an earlier example attesting to this
painting-print transformation.
34 Yuesheng suocang shuhua bielu, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, p. 727.
35 I am grateful for Mr. Wan-go Weng for showing this painting to our seminar fellows led
by Professor Richard Barnhart in winter 1996. For a plate, see Stephen Little, Taoism and the
Arts o f China, fig. 37, p. 178.
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S A M ) a Daoist text highly promoted by several Song emperors.36 According to Huishu Lee, an imperial-commissioned handscroll depicting forty-two illustrated episodes of
this Daoist scripture (Duren jing) had Empress Yang’s (1162-1233) signature dating to
1210.37

The Liang Kai scroll shares certain representational features with Wang Yi’s
illustrated print. It serves as a good painterly example reflecting the close relationship
between imperial painting and local illustrated printing at Southern Song Hangzhou.
Similar to the motif of icon-making in Wang Yi’s illustrations, the Liang Kai scroll bears
a narrative scene o f a painter sketching an icon painting and a sculptor carving a Daoist
statue (fig. 4.19). In addition, the architectural formula, especially the circular decorative
motifs framing the borders o f the roof are almost identical in both works (fig. 4.14).
Most tellingly, many pictorial idioms used to render the hell terrain (fig. 4.20), including
the zigzag layout o f the walls, the burning boiler, indicate a common convention from
which these pictures were formulated (figs. 4.21).

36 The painting was recently studied by Lin Sheng-chih with a particular concentration on its
Daoist iconography; see Sheng-chih Lin, “The Iconography of Daoist salvation from Hell: ReIdentifying the Classic o f Yellow Court (Huangting Jing) Handscroll Attributed to Liang Kai,”
paper presented at the 53rd Annual Meeting of the Association of Asian Studies, San Diego,
March 11,2000. Also, see Stephen Little, ibid., pp. 178-179.
37 This painting was recorded in the eighteenth-century imperial inventory Shiqu baoji
chubian
See Zhang Zhao et al., Shiqu baoji chubian (Taipei: Guoli gugong
bowuyuan, 1971), jaun 16, p. 175; Hui-shu Lee, “The Domain of Empress Yang (1162-1233):
Art, Gender and Politics at the Southern Song Court” (Ph.D. diss., Yale Universsity, 1994), p.
226, note 48.
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Wenshu zhinan tuzan ■ x sm m a k
If Wang Yi’s Illustrations o f Lotus Sutra reflects the intention o f artistic merger of
Hangzhou’s local tradition and imperial trends, so does the Illustrations o f Wenshu‘s
Guidance with Textual Explanations by Monk Foguo (Foguo chanshi wenshu zhinan
tuzan

mmmcmmwrny This illustrative scroll richly arrays the fifty-three visits

of Child Shancai (Shancai tongzi wushisan can
with Chan Master Foguo’s

which were paired

(or Monk Weibai fgl£0 explications in verse (fig.

4.22).38 The preface was composed by Zhang Shangying

(1043-1121), a high

official and lay Buddhist who served as the Lin’an magistrate (Junshou I$tF ) in 1109.39
A colophon printed after the preface listed the name and address of the publisher. It
reads: “Printed by the sutra bookshop of the residence of Jia Official, located in the east
side o f South Street at Zhongan Bridge in Lin’an county (Lin 'an fu zhongan qiao nanjie
dong kaijing shupu Jia Guanren zhai yinzao

A

38 The most well-known extant copy is in the collection of the Otani University Library in
Kyoto. For a brief introduction to this work, see Sdren Edgren, “Southern Song Printing at
Hangzhou,” p. 34; Higashi ajia no hotoke tachi [Special Exhibition: Buddhist Images of East
Asia], pp. 229, 263, 264; Kobayashi Hiromitsu, Chugoku no hanga - TOdai kara Shindai madai
[Chinese Woodblock Illustrations from the Tang through the Qing Dynasties] (Tokyo:
Toshinto, 1995), pp. 20-21; Su Bai, Tang song shidai de diaoban yinshua, pp. 88, 154.
Xuzangfing reprinted the images in its anthology, although the carving style is inferior to the
original version as seen in the Otani University version. See Wenshu zhinan tuzan, in Xuzanjing.
39 For biography of Zhang Shanying, see Songren zhuanji ziliao zuoyin, pp. 2402-2405;
Song Shi 351/2 xia; Chunxian Lin ’an zhi, juan 46, p. 18. For a recent study of Zhang Shangying,
see Miriam Levering, “Dahui Zonggao and Zhang Shangying: The importance of a Scholar in the
Education of a Song Chan Master,” Journal o f Sung-Yuan Studies 30 (2000), pp. 115-139.
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^ E P ia ).”40 Produced by one o f the leading sutra-printing shops in the market area (fig.

4.10),41 the Jia Official’s religious illustrations correspond to the influx of new visual
thinking and increased wealth resulted in the metropolitan transformation o f Hangzhou
during the Southern Song.
An increasing interest in garden design and interior furniture catering to the
aristocratic taste is reflected in this Jia Official’s print. As shown in several episodes
(figs. 4.23; 4.24; 4.25; 4.26), these gardens are all implanted with exquisite lake rocks
and botanical plants, with square tiles or balustrades surrounding the zigzag borders.
These pictorial idioms are directly borrowed from the contemporary imperial fashion
evident in narrative paintings such as the early-thirteenth century workshop products
Breaking the Balustrade (fig. 4.27) and Refusing the Seat (fig. 4.28), which I discuss in
detail in Chapter Three.

A subgroup motif showcasing screen paintings in a garden

setting vividly reflects the practice o f painting o f the time (figs. 4.29; 4.30; 4.31). The
tripartite screen imbued with painterly images of weeds and water fowls (fig. 4.30) is
reminiscent of Liu Songnian’s screen painting in Lohan in Taipei (fig. 4.32). Dated 1207,
Liu Songnian’s Lohan seems to serve as a direct model for the last illustration o f the
series featuring the image o f Monk Weibai seated in front o f a calligraphic screen (fig.

4.31).

40 Higashi ajia no hotoke tachi [Special Exhibition: Buddhist Images of East Asia], fig. 137,
p. 129.
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Professional Workshops in Ningbo

Buddhist Culture and Marine Commerce o f Ningbo during the Song Period
Noted for its proliferation o f religious paintings for more than two hundred years, the
workshop practice in Ningbo occupies a significant chapter in the history of Chinese
painting during the Song and Yuan periods. Surrounded by the popular pilgrimage sites
of Tiantai

Buddhism, such as Mt. Taibai

and Mt. Ayuwang RW 3i» the

Ningbo locale had been a prosperous religious center o f Chan Buddhism since the
Northern Song dynasty.
Many Buddhist temples received imperial patronage and retained a strong connection
with the Song court throughout the dynasty. The senior monk Weibai

for instance,

whose image appeared in the Buddhist woodblock illustrations printed by the residence of
Jia Official in Hangzhou, as we discussed in the foregoing part (fig. 4.31), was the abbot
o f the Tiantong Monastery (or Tiantong si

located in the east suburb o f the

Ningbo city. Not only awarded a ceremonial robe in gold and purple from Emperor
Shenzong

his compilation o f Buddhist texts Xu Jingde chuandeng lu
( Transmission o f Lamps) also showcased a preface composed by Emperor

41 It is marked as “bookseller D” in Sdren Edgren’s map; see Sdren Edgren, “Southern Song
Printing at Hangzhou,” fig. 1, p. 4.
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Huizong jfea?.42 The imperial house became even more closely affiliated with the
Buddhist institutes in Ningbo after the capital moved to Hangzhou in the Southern Song.
Emperor Xiaozong

for example, composed poems to discuss Buddhist philosophy

with the Chan monk Fozhao Deguang

who resided in Mt. Ayuwang.43

Besides its religious network, the prospering business o f marine commerce also made
Ningbo an international seaport open to foreign people and cultures. Taking advantage of
the busy marine commerce between Japan and China, Buddhist monks from Japan took
the commercial boats to visit Chinese temples and studied with renowned masters. A
kind o f non-official, cross-cultural interaction initiated by numerous members o f this

42 Zhongguo fosi zhi: Zhejiang Yinxian Tiantong si zhi yi
• 8fflEiftiS6A i#
“Foguo Weibai chanshi
juan 3, pp. 186-187; “Yuzhi
juan 4, pp.
304-305. Another Chan monk Huailian
who was awarded an imperial title by Emperor
Renzong C th , also presided oover a Chan monastery in Ningbo during his late years. Monk
Huailian resided in the Guangli Monastery (Guangli chanyuan
in Mt. Ayuwang. A
special pavilion Chenkui ge SSBB was dedicated to him. See Su Shi, “Chenkui ge ji,” in
Zhongguo fosi zhi: Zhejiang Yinxian Ayuwang shan zhi yi, vol. 11, juan 4, pp. 222-225. For an
extant rubbing of Su Shi’s text, see Nishikawa Yasushi and Kanda Ki’ichiro eds., Shoseki meihin
sdkan (Tokyo: Nigensha, 1972), vol. 171.
43 See the entries entitled “Wen Shijia fo rushan xiudao
and “Wen
Baizhang zaican Mazu yinyuan
in Zhongguo fosi zhi: Zhejiang Yinxian
Ayuwang shan zhi yi, vol. 11, juan 4, p. 220; “Fozhao deguang chanshi
in
Zhongguo fosi zhi: Zhejiang Yinxian Ayuwang shan zhi er, vol. 12, juan 9, p. 468. For more
documentation of the imperial patronage of the Buddhist temples in Ningbo, see Huang Shihshan
“Cong Yongle gong bihua tan yuandai jinnan zhiye huafang de bihua zhizuo
Master Thesis, Graduate Institute of Art
History, National Taiwan University, 1995, pp. 92-93.
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religious community thus played a major role in transmitting art and ideas between China
and Japan during this period.44
As reflected in Song literature, thousands of foreign sails from Korea, Japan, Persia,
India, and Arab crowded the shores o f Ningbo 45

While China exported its ceramics,

Buddhist scriptures, textiles and embroidery from this seaport, imported goods such as
exotic textiles, incense, jewelry from the Middle East, refined woods from Japan, and
objects o f daily utility from Korea all landed there first46 Inside the city, traces of the
houses o f the foreign community were found near the district of the Cheqiao Street (or
Cheqiao jie

not far from the Foreign Affairs Office (or Shibowu rf?!6^).47

44 Earlier in the Sui and Tang period, the cultural exchange was marked by the official
delegation members called “ryugakusei“ (students going aboard for study) or “kentoshi”
(delegations to the Tang-dynasty China) sent by the Japanese governments. Dining the Song and
Yuan period, these official channels were replaced by the marine commerce between the two
countries, which in turn afforded Japanese monks travel to China. See Chen Gaohua, Songyuan
shiqi de haiwai maoyi, p. 243; for more historical records on Sino-Japanese interactions in the
Song and Yuan, see Huang Shih-shan, “Cong Yongle gong bihua tan yuandai jinnan zhiye
huafang de bihua zhizuo, pp. 94-95.
42 See Chen Gaohua, Songyuan shiqi de haiwai maoyi, pp. 6 7 ,110.
46 Yuan Yuanlong jD n flt and Hong Keyao
“Ningbo gang kaolue
Haijiaoshi yanjiu
no. 3 (1981), p. 80; Lin Ying # 5 1 , “Mingzhou shi bo shilue
Haijiaoshi yanjiu, no. 3 (1981), pp. 85-93; Chen Gaohua
Song yuan
shiqi de haiwai maoyi
(Tianjin: Tianjin renmin chuban she, 1981), p.
112; Chen Gaohua, “Yuan dai de haiwai maoyi
in Yuanshi yanjiu lungao
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1991), pp. 107-108.
47 Ebine Toshio, “NingpC butsuga no kokyo,” Kokka 1097 (June, 1986), pp. 60-65.
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There, a certain Persian Lane (or Posi xiang

where Persian merchants used to

gather survived throughout the fourteenth century.48
The blooming business o f religious painting practice in Ningpo during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries was blessed with such a commercial and religious environment.
Many extant products dating to this period and bearing addresses and names of certain
local workshops and studio masters from Ningbo are fortunately preserved in Japan
today.

They designate a small group of artists whose names were recorded in the

fifteenth century Japanese painting catalogue Kundaikan sochoki and reveal a significant
facet of popular painting practice in the southern coastal China in the Song and Yuan
periods 49 What kind o f local activities of that time reveal the professional practices of
painting in Ningbo? Based on the extant visual materials, was there a collective feature
useful for defining a Ningbo style? If yes, what was the role of this local style in relation
to the broader visual culture o f the Southern Song? Considering the leading role of the
imperial trend exerting its influence beyond the capital, how did the Ningpo artistic
community respond to it?

The Daitoku-ji Set o f One-hundred Scrolls o f Five Hundred Lohans

48 Yuan Yuanlong and Hong Keyao, “ Ningpo gang kaolue,” p. 88.
49 See Chapter One, p. 28, footnote 66.
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The set o f paintings Five Hundred Lohans (Wubai lohan

hereafter referred

to as the Daitogu-ji set), transported to Japan as early as the thirteenth century and later
located in the Daitoku-ji

in Kyoto, serves as a tantalizing kaleidoscope that

guides modem viewers to the visual world of popular art-making in late-twelfth century
Ningbo.50 Originally dedicated to a local temple Hui’an yuan Sj&Em in Ningbo, the
Daitoku-ji set contained one hundred scrolls, and was painted in a span o f ten years by at
least two leading masters Lin Tinggui # H £ i and Zhou Jichang

Under the

supervision of the monk Yishao ||$ § , this vast painting project was financed with
donations solicited from villagers and devotees in neighborhood communities.51
Rarely in the history of Chinese painting do we find such a huge group of scrolls
dating to the same period o f time and produced by the same group of makers. Past
scholarship has focused on selective examples from the Daitoku-ji set and drew particular

50 In this dissertation, the one hundred scrolls are discussed with their serial numbers as
recorded in Suzuki Kei, comp., Chugoku kaiga sOgS zuroku [Comprehensive Illustrated Catalog
of Chinese Paintings] (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1983), vol. 4, pp. 14-22. Of the one
hundred scrolls that constituted the original set transported to Japan in the thirteenth century and
later transferred to Daitoku-ji, Kyoto, six scrolls (nos. 21, 22,24, 27, 28, 63) were reported lost
and replaced by copies made by the seventeenth century Japanese painter Kano Tokuo.
According to Wen Fong, there are another two previously unnoticed scrolls identified by him as
Muromachi copies (nos. 74,98). Ten scrolls are now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, two
are in the Freer Gallery, and all the other eighty scrolls and eight Japanese copies are preserved
in the Daitoku-ji temple collection, the Kyoto National Museum, and the Nara National Museum
respectively. For more detailed information, see Wen Fong, Beyond Representation, note 21, pp.
375-376; Ide Seinosuke, Nihon no sOgen butsuga, p. 66.
51 For a classic study of the Daitoku-ji set paintings, see Wen Fong, The Lohans and a
Bridge to Heaven (Washington: Freer Gallery of Art, 1958); Beyond Representation, pp. 343345.
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attention to identifying individual brushwork represented by the two painters-in-chief, Lin
Tinggui

and Zhou Jichang

whose signatures were found on many

scrolls.52 However, the sophistication of the pictorial diversities made possible only
through a skillful and experienced interplay of available repertoire, has yet to be explored.
Such paintings merit further examination not only in terms o f their rich articulation o f the
religious images and pictorial idioms in a popular context, but also with respect to a
broader notion of mass production and workshop practice during the Southern Song
period.

Painting and Liturgy
A number o f paintings featuring sacred monks descending to a feast mirror the
liturgical context in which these lohan paintings were originally viewed and used. Either
landing on a temple (fig. 4.33),53 or coming to a domestic terrain (fig. 4.34),54 the holy
monks shown in the paintings are welcomed with offerings, paintings, and statues of

52 See the study by Wen Fong, whose comparisons of the brushwork details (especially on
the landscape part) eloquently distinguish the brushwork of Lin Tinggui from that of Zhou
Jichang. For details, see Wen Fong, A Bridge to Heaven, especially pp. 6-9. Besides his early
study on the Freer pictures published in 19S8, a more up-to-date discussion of another ten more
scrolls, although not in a systematic manner, is published in a recent book. See Wen Fong,
Beyond Representation, figs. 115,116,119,144,145,146,147,149,154,155,160, pp. 269, 272,
287, 344, 345,348, 361, 366, 386. hi terms of iconography and subject matter, Ide Seinosuke in
his recent publication also gives a brief note to several particular scrolls of the set; see Ide
Seinosuke, Nihon no sogen butsuga, figs. 76-83, pp. 66-70.
53 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaiga sDgb zuroku, vol. 4, JT10-001,44/100, p. 17.
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religious icons that evoke the faith. The Datitoku-ji paintings thus document the newlyemerged lay-centered liturgical practices sponsored by the high officials, or the so-called
shidaiju

in Southern Song society. Some scrolls even highlight bureaucrats

commissioning a feasting for lohans in the setting of a judgment court (fig. 4.35).55
The aforementioned liturgical overtone reflects a popular ritual practice of that time
broadly known as the Water-Land Assembly or Shuilu fah ui

Such an

assembly summoned the supernatural powers of the universe to the ritual space prepared
on human soil so that they could participate in rites of salvation.56 A scroll showing the
lohans descending to hell to rescue the suffering souls amid a sea of flames and
mountains of blades (fig. 4.36) vividly depicts this ritual practice.57 It was followed by a

54 The painting is in the Daitoku-ji collection; see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT 10-001, 51/100, p.
18; Wen Fong, Beyond Representation, figs. 145-146, pp. 344-345.
55 This painting is in the Kyoto National Museum. For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT 10001,100/100, p. 22.
56 For a survey of the Water-Land assembly ritual in pre-modem China, see Makita Tairyo,
“Suirikue shOkO,” TOhZ>shDkyO 12 (July 1957), pp. 14-33. For a recent study of the Water-Land
assembly ritual in English, see Daniel B. Stevenson, “Text, Image, and Transformation in the
History of the Shuilu fahui, the Buddhist Rite for Deliverance of Creatures of Water and Land,”
in Marsha Weidner ed., Cultural Intersections in Later Chinese Buddhism (Honolulu: University
of Hawaii Press, 2001), pp. 30-70.
57 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT 10-001, 38/100, p. 17. Its gruesome visuality is
comparable to many images of hell circulating at this time, as is the symbolic presence of a lotus
pond in the boiling caldron as a trademark of the Buddhist salvation. For example, see the
illustrated Lotus Sutra, Wenshu zhinan tuzan, the bai-miao scroll of Taoist Salvation o f Hell
attributed to Liang Kai, as discussed in the foregoing section. Also, see the well-known massproductions of Ten Kings o f Hells by the Ningbo professional workshops; Lothar Ledderose, Ten
Thousand Things: Module and Mass Production in Chinese Art, fig. 7.3, p. 164; Wen Fong,
Beyond Representation, plate 74d, p. 338.
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series o f rites to clean, dress, and feed the ghosts, and finally to send them away for
salvation.38 A scroll in response to the ghost-feeding ritual illustrates the compassionate
action o f lohans bestowing alms from the sky to feed the hungry souls creeping on the
wild soil (fig. 4.37).59 Another scroll showing a group of monks preparing incense and
offerings for an altar represents the last stage of the ritual, as a female soul dressed in
clean, fine robes was ready to be sent off to her proper destination (fig. 4.38).60 Later in
our discussion o f the religious meaning o f the Boston triptych, we will encounter a
different version o f a female soul on the top portion o f the Boston scroll of the Official o f
Water (fig. 1.3).61

58 Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, pp. 172-173.
59 jh e illustration shown here is in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and it is known as
Lohans Bestowing Alms on Suffering Human Beings. For a plate, see Wu Tung, Tales from the
Land o f Dragons, fig. 36, pp. 70-71.
60 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaiga sogo zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001, 86/100, p. 21.
For other Song and Yuan paintings that are associated with the Water-Land assembly
ritual, see Ide Seinosuke, Nihon no SOgen butsuga, pp. 60-66; Takasu Jun, “Shin Chion’in bon
Rokudoe no shudai ni tsuite: suirikuga to shiteno kanbsei,” Mikkyo zuzd 18 (Feb. 1999), pp. 6985.
61 See my discussion in Chapter Seven.
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Artists' Repertoire I: Compositional Scheme
A majority of paintings o f the Daitolcu-ji set celebrate lohans’ magical powers, or the
so-called “shen tong li

Dramatic representations, such as raising a bulky

stone with a single hand (fig. 4.39), 63 or taming flying dragons with bare hands (fig.
4.40),64 represent the vibrant imagination inspired by the lohan cult. In constructing a
dramatic narration as such, two interacting groups of images are often juxtaposed to
create a dramatic effect. A good example is the famous Freer scroll referring to a local
legend o f lohans’ transformation in the actual site Stone Bridge (or Shiqiao Hfi§) near
Mt. Tiantai

(fig. 4.41).65

In the foreground, three lohans standing below the

waterfall watch attentively a miniature old monk on the bridge in his state of

62 Shih Shou-chien, “Guchuan riben zhi nansong renwu hua de huashi yiyi,” p. 164.
According to Li Yu-min, the traditional images of lohans can be divided into the following three
forms: a noble monk (gaoseng xing
a meditator (or xiuxing xing ffM ), and a sacred
performer of magic (shentong xing fl$y§M). See Lee Yu-min
“Zhushi hufa luohan
Gugong wenwu yuekan, no. 91 (October, 1990), pp. 4-19; “Shentong miaobian
luohan hua
Gugong wenwu yuekan, no. 92 (November, 1990), pp. 74-93.
Unlike the earlier conventions of lohan images, the Daitoku-ji set celebrates the theatrical actions
of lohans in a much more dynamic fashion. For visual examples bearing the earlier conventions
of lohan images, see Guan Xiu’s lohan paintings in the Imperial Household, Tokyo, and the set
of Sixteen Lohans in Seiryo-ji temple, Kyoto. For plates, see Higashi ajia no hotoke tachi
[Special Exhibition: Buddhist Images of East Asia] figs. 159-160, pp. 156-159.
63 This painting is now in the Kyoto National Museum. For a plate, see Suzuki Kei,
Chugoku kaiga iog<Szuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,96/100, p. 21.
64 This painting is now in the Kyoto National Museum. For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT
10-001,85/100, p. 21.
65 For a plate, see The Freer Gallery o f Art, vol. 1, China (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1981), p. 160.
Wen Fong identifies this scroll as the woik by Zhou Jichang; see Wen Fong, The Lohans and a
Bridge to Heaven, p. 22.
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transfiguration. Far away on the upper right of the picture plane, two lohans are borne
upon the clouds, witnessing the same miracle from above. The compositional scheme
demonstrates a well thought-out plot that integrates the majority of pictorial elements into
a dramatically focused scenario.
The use of multiple groups of figures to create a dynamic interactive plot in a
landscape setting became a popular compositional device in the Southern Song religious
paintings. In the next chapter, we will see similar arrangements of figures in the Boston
triptych.
While the above-mentioned paintings emphasize the lohans’ activities in wild nature,
many others show lohans in a more intimate, domestic, or interior ssettings. Notably, a
variety o f interior stage-like designs are favored by the painters of the Daitoku-ji set. An
eye-catching scheme is characterized by a furnished architectural interior surrounded by a
grotto enclosure rendered in such a manner to echo theatrical curtains framing a stage
(figs. 4.42; 4.43).66 Still another popular scheme adopted by the artists was to arrange
the lohans leaning against balustrades, which are set horizontally and frontally on the
picture plane to function as effective stage props (figs. 4.44; 4.4S).67

66 These two scrolls are now in the Daitoku-ji collection and Nara National Museum
respectively. For the plates, see Suzuki Kei, ChUgoku kaiga sDgD zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,
1/100, p. 14; JT 10-001,62/100, p. 19.
67 These two scrolls are now in the Kyoto National Museum (JT 10-001, 89/100) and the
Daitoku-ji collection (JT 10-001,46/100) respectively. For the plates, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., pp.
17,18,21.
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The tendency to domesticate and secularize the visual dimensions o f lohan paintings,
evident in the artists’ enthusiasm for illustrating monks’ ordinary lives reflects a religious
ideology associated with the growing lay Buddhism at the Southern Song.68 It may also
cater to the monks o f the monastery Hui’an yuan, who represented the recipients of the
paintings. Two scrolls composed of the same pictorial scheme depict the activities of
lohans in a garden terrace setting (figs. 4.46; 4.47). The demeanor o f the lohans in the
pictures is more that o f ordinary monks engaged in sewing, shaving, and cleaning, than
that of supernatural beings capable of magical performance.69

A rtists' Repertoire 11: Face Type and Portrait Convention
In addition to the compositional schemes mentioned above, duplicable facial types are
indispensable devices for painters to mass-produce five hundred faces o f the lohan
images. These ready-made formulas,70 which may be understood as theatrical masks that

68 As Ide Seinosuke points out, the keen interest in depicting the lives of the group in a
monastery may correspond to the detailed documentation of monastic practices and Buddhist
ideology as conceived in Zhi Pan's huge compilation Fozu tongfi compiled in the thirteenth
century; see Ide Seinosuke, Nihon no SOgen butsuga, p. 65. Also, see Barend ter Haar, The
White Lotus Teaching in Chinese Religious History (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1992).
69 See Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT 10-001,79/100, p. 20; JT 10-001,89/100, p. 21.
70 For an introductory article on the use of models in the Ningbo Buddhist paintings, see
KunigO Hideaki, “ChiOgoku butsuga no mon’yb to kDbff,” in Sekai no mon'yo (Tokyo:
Shogakkan, 1991), vol. 3, CHbgoku no mon 'yd, pp. 216-219.
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reveal the roles o f actors performing on stage, represent the universal types o f lohans.71
Generally speaking, the majority of the Daitoku-ji images bear one of three distinctive
facial types.
The first type (fig. 4.48), which may well represent the trademark face of the Daitokuji set, is an elegant face of a young monk. It is further defined by a set of idioms, such as
the contour drawing o f a three-quarters profile and an olive-shaped head protruding
backwards, and distinctive long, thin eyes and eyebrows.
The second type (fig. 4.49), which depicts a frontal face that looks downward, is
realized by compressing the eyes, nose, and mouth far below the forehead. Such facial
design observed from a bird’s-eye-view requires sophisticated technique and can be
regarded as a showpiece of the painters’ skills.
The third type (fig. 4.50), another form of transfiguration observed from an opposite
direction o f the second type, shows the faces looking upwards.

In many cases, the

grotesque face is twisted into a horizontal profile; the deliberate dark compression of the
face also suggests that it is inspired by the exotic appearance of a foreign monk,
especially one o f Arabian or Persian origin.
Besides drawing upon the standard types in making lohans’ faces, artists o f the
Daitoku-ji set also used the portrait convention as an alternative device to juxtapose

711 am thinking of Hans Belting’s analogy of the use of figure types to the theatrical masks
in his discussion of western icon painting before the Renaissance and Reformation periods; see
Hans Belting, Likeness and Presence, p. 132.
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distinctive figures among the universal types. As Toda Teisuke eloquently points out, the
juxtaposition o f idealism and realism in the Daitoku-ji lohans highlights the lohans’
intriguing nature as half-sacred (bansheng ^ H ) and half secular (bansu *£f&).72 A
portrait image of an elder monk in the Kyoto scroll (figs. 4.51; 4.52), as he demonstrated,
is comparable to a lohan image in the same scroll (fig. 4.53).

It suggests that the artist

composed a lohan’s face by idealizing the facial features of a portrait image.73
More examples supporting Toda’s statement are found in the Daitoku-ji set. Most
interestingly, two particular faces o f lohans appearing in two Daitoki-ji scrolls (figs. 4.58;
4.61) were modeled after the portrait images of the painters appearing in the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston (fig. 4.62; 4.63). The figure holding a sketch in the Boston scroll (figs.
4.56), which may represent a portrait of one of the two leading painters, is in fact
transformed into an image o f an aged lohan (fig. 4.57) standing beside a waterfall (fig.
4.58)74 In the same vein, the portrait o f the elder painter with a brush in his hand (fig.
4.59) is remodeled into an image o f an aged lohan standing in front o f a cave in another
scroll (figs. 4.60; 4.61).?5

72 In particular, Toda Teisuke draws attention to the juxtaposition of the sacred and secular
characteristics in the imaging of lohans; see Toda Teisuke, “Jinbutsuga ni okeru sei to zoku:
ShnkyOsei to shOzffsei,” in Tokyo kokuritsu bunkazai kenkyOjo ed., Higashi Ajia bijutsu niokeru
"hito no katachi" [Human Figure in the Visual Arts of East Asia] (Tokyo: Tokyo kokuritsu
bunkazai kenkyujo, 1994), pp. 47-48.
73 Ibid..
74 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaiga sdgo zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001, 72/100, p. 19.
75 Fora plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT 10-001,94/100, p. 21.
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Equally intriguing is the identical presence of a young monk in two scrolls (figs. 4.51;
4.62). He may well be identified as Monk Yishao, whose name was inscribed in many
scrolls of the Daitoku-ji set. In one scroll, he stands besides a senior monk and a group of
lay devotees (fig. 4.51; 4.54). He holds a manual with inscriptions that reads “Kan
Making the Five Hundred Lohans” (Kan zao wubai da a luohan
(fig. 4.54). While it is difficult to ascertain what the beginning character “Kan
means, it is possible that it refers to the monastic position of Monk Yishao, who was
mentioned on many Daitoku-ji paintings as “Administrator Monk Yishao” (Kanseng
Yishao ftfH iilS )-76 An image o f slightly older Yishao appears on the scroll in the
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston (figs. 4.55; 4.63). There he stands side by side with the
two painters holding a brush and a sketch respectively. In both cases, the meticulous
renderings of several facial elements such as eyes, cheeks, lips, beards, and the chin
suggest that these images represent individual portraits.

Ningbo Popular Style and the Mocking o f Classical Tradition
Based on the repertoire available to the Ningbo masters, the artists manufacturing the
Daitoku-ji set were able to transform models from classical traditions.

An excellent

76 Wu Tung identifies the monk in the Boston scroll as Abbot Yishao, although no specific
evidence is offered. See Wu Tung, Tales from the Land o f Dragons, p. 165; Ide Seinosuke,
Nihon no sogen butsu kal p. 68. A different opinion expressed by both Wen Fong and Toda
Teisuke identifies the elder monk in the Kyoto scroll as the portrait image of Abbot Yishao. See
Toda Teisuke, “Jinbutsuga ni okeru sei to zoku: Shukyosei to sHOzOsei,” pp. 46-48; Wen Fong,
Beyond Representation, p. 345.
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example is a painting imbued with elegant trees of plum flowers and bamboo in a comerview composition (fig. 4.64)77 Its romantic overtone reminds us of the courtly style
exemplified in the twelfth century academy painter Su Hanchen’s
(fig. 4.65).78

Winter Play

However, a mocking statement is added to the picture, as a group o f

demons and servants stretching and ironing the cloth in the foreground (fig. 4.66)
suggests the artists’ deliberate revision o f the classical iconography o f court ladies ironing
the cloth reflected in Emperor Huizong’s court copy o f Zhang Xuan’s Court Ladies
Preparing Newly Woven Silk ( or Daolian tu HIM ® ) in the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston (fig. 4.67).79
This kind o f playful revision of a classical theme is found in another scroll, this time a
humorous variation on the theme of a scholar cleaning his ear (figs. 4.68; 4.69; 4.70).80
To the best o f our knowledge, earlier representations elaborating this subject matter can
be epitomized by a series o f scholarly images, including the painting in the Nanjing
University collection entitled Picking One's Ear (or Wa er tu fiJjJfB) (fig- 4.71).81

77 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT 10-001,60/100, p. 18.
78 This painting is also analyzed in Chapter Three. For a plate, see Gugong shuhua tulu, vol.
3, p. 101.
79 For a complete plate of the handscroll, see Wu Tung, Tales from the Land o f Dragons, fig.
14, pp. 56-57.
80 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT 10-001,11/100, p. 14.
81 This painting, known as Collating Books (Kanshu tu
or Picking One's Ear ( Wa
er tu J25BB ), is now preserved in Nanjing University. For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu
quanji, Huihua bian, vol. 2, Suitang wudai huihua, fig. 60, pp. 118-119. The painting is also
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According to Peter Stunnan’s interpretation, the scholar figure picking his ear in the
picture actually conveys a sarcastic symbolic meaning. He is probably cleaning his ear in
order to purify himself from complicated mundane worries.82
Did the monks depicted in the Daitoku-ji scroll also imply this sarcastic meaning?
Even if they did, they were rendered in such a cheerful way that its representation in turn
mocked the earlier prototype as shown in the Nanjing handscroll. Equipped with short
stools and scholarly desks like the ones in the Nanjing scroll, the lohans in the Daitoku-ji
scroll make funny faces while busily cleaning their ears. In the foreground, a nervous
monk leans his head aside and opens both his eyes and mouth widely as an attendant
picks his ear for him (fig. 4.69).
What we witness here is a bold challenge to the classical conventions transmitted in
the system o f court painting practice. The style promoted by the Ningbo workshop was
never a direct copy o f anything, but an innovative translation from the elegant elite taste
to straightforward and dramatic idioms - elements defining its kitsch aesthetics.

published in Wu Hung, The Double Screen: Medium and Representation in Chinese Painting
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996), figs. 76, 114, pp. 108, 146. The painting is
traditionally attributed to the tenth century Southern Tang court painter Wang Qihan
and
is recently re-attributed by Peter Sturman to be a Northern Song product associated with the
scholarly community of Wang Shen 3Ei£. See Peter Sturman, “In the Realm of Naturalness:
Problems of Self-Imaging by the Northern Sung Literati,” in Maxwell Hearn and Judith Smith
eds., Arts o f the Sung and Yuan (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1996), pp. 165185, especially pp. 173-177.
82 Peter Sturman, ibid., pp. 173-177.
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The popular taste o f Ningbo becomes obvious when it comes to the notion of
coloring. Like the court painter Liu Songnian’s

lohan pictures, the lohan images

in the Ningbo paintings are also coated with extravagant garments made of rainbow-like
textile.83

However, unlike the nuanced coloring and naturalistic arrangement of the

decorative patterns in Liu Songnian’s lohan garment,84 the textile rendering in the
Daitoku-ji set is articulated by a set o f bright colors and flat arrangements of decorative
patterns. In particular, the artists’ favorite coloring devices, combining bright blue and
cinnabar red, or light blue with light pink as the dominating hues o f cloth, are repeatedly
applied in the Daitoku-ji set.85
To extend our stylistic observation to a broader context, the preference for bright
colors and flamboyant material can be linked to the material culture of the Ningbo locale,
where the business o f fabricating fine brocades and embroidery prospered in the Song.
Exotic fashions introduced by Persian and Arabian merchants active in Ningbo were
integrated into the popular style. Exemplified in many details o f the Daitoku-ji pictures
is a type o f exotic textile characterized by the combination treatment of multi-colored

83 Although examples are many, there is no available published plate that includes a close-up
look of the textile patterns. For a good example bearing a rainbow-like rendering of a lohan’s
robes, which in turn resemble Liu Songnina’s lohan garments, see Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaiga
sVgBzuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,79/100, p. 20; it is now in the Nara National Museum.
84 For more discussion of Liu Sognian’s style, see Chapter Three.
85 For the examples published in color, see Wu Tung, Tales from the Land o f Dragons, fig.
36,39,40, pp. 70,71, 74-76.
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stripes and geometric patterns (figs. 4.72; 4.73; 4.74).86 It echoes the so-called “cloth of
barbarian flower and chess pattern ” ifanhua qibu

recorded in the local

gazetteer as one o f the major trading items imported from Persia, India, and Arabia to
Ningbo.87 This love o f luxurious textiles and decorative patterns in religious art became
the Ningbo trademark; they appeared in the religious paintings made by the Ningbo artists
in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.88
*

*

*

Studies of the religious pictorial images in Hangzhou and Ningbo reveal a
complicated and prosperous picture o f the painting experiences in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. From the survey of the religious illustrations printed in Hangzhou
from the tenth to the thirteenth centuries, we see certain motifs and devices freely re
assembled in various pictorial subjects. These local vernaculars underwent an interesting
synthesis with the imperial style in the Southern Song period, when the city o f Hangzhou

8®See Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaiga sogo zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001, 35100, 70/100, 93/100,
pp. 16,19,21.
87 Zhizheng Siming xuzhi
juan 5, “shibo huowu: xise
in
Songyuan fangzhi congkan
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1990), vol. 7, p. 6502. A
Song version local gazeteer mentions a quality wine shop operated by the Persian merchants
{Post tuan shangjiuwuying
in the third grade land (di sandeng di BgHIlife)
near the district Cheqiao
in Ningbo; see Mei Yingfa M M St ed., Kaiqing Siming xuzhi
in Songyuan fangzhi xukan, vol. 6, p. 6003.
88 For art historical researches of the Yuan-dynasty Ningbo religious painting, see Ebine
Toshio, Gendai dOshaku jinbutsuga (Tokyo: Tokyo National Museum, 1977); Ide Seinosuke,
“Riku ShinchQ kO: Nehan hyBgen no henyO,” Bijutsu kenkyu, no. 354 (Sep., 1992), pp. 19-35; no.
418 (March, 1993), pp. 28-41.
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became the nation’s capital.

The fertile visual idioms preserved in the religious

illustrations can help us to fill in the many gaps in our knowledge o f religious art in the
Southern Song court.
The creative articulations of the myriad sacred images in the Daitoku-ji Five Hundred
Lohans attest to the sophisticated picture-making in late-twelflh century China. Many
designs, either o f landscape or figural motifs, are not seen in any other extant Southern
Song paintings.

On the one hand, we find comparable elements existing between these

Ningbo paintings and the classical art tradition transmitted by the Song court and literati
artists. On the other hand, these popular Buddhist paintings convey a strong graphic and
decorative flavor which make them very different from some well-known works of art
made at the court, and thus indicate a distinct local taste.
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PART TWO: THE BOSTON TRIPTYCH IN CONTEXT
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5. DATING THE DAOIST PAINTINGS: PAINTING SURFACE OF THE DAOIST
DEITIES OF HEAVEN, EARTH AND WATER

After surveying the circulating and image-making o f religious figural paintings both
inside and outside the court in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, let us return to the
thorny subject o f the Boston triptych. Modem historiography does not give us much
concrete information about these three scrolls. According to the museum file kept by the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, the triptych first came to America’s museum collection
from Japan in 1912. Some have also speculated that the paintings might have been traded
from a temple in north China.1
For almost a century, the three scrolls have been catalogued as a set of “problematic”
paintings attributed to the Tang-dynasty “Sage Painter” Wu Daozi. Only recently, Wu
Tung dated the paintings to the first half of the twelfth century (early Southern Song
period) in the exhibition catalogue Tales from the Land o f Dragons% This dating has
been supported by Stephen Little in the exhibition catalogue Taoism and the Arts o f

11am grateful for Wu Tung for this information.
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China, Chicago, 2000.3 In both studies, the authors dated the paintings based on the socalled Li-Guo landscape motifs, which were promoted by the Northern Song landscape
painters Guo Xi IP ® and Li Cheng

in the eleventh century.

The landscape elements in the Boston triptych, however, do not play the major role in
the entire pictorial project.

Rather, it is the religious images of deities, officers,

guardians, and spirits which dominate the scenes. What are these pictorial motifs that can
be connected to the Boston set? How can we date the Boston paintings more precisely?
In this chapter, we will focus on the painting surface o f the Boston triptych, and
address the issues o f dating and connoisseurship. Using the visual materials that we have
examined in the previous chapters, this study will provide a set o f stylistic data ranging
from compositional schemes, pictorial motifs and landscape style to specific drawing and
coloring techniques which refer to the style of the Boston triptych. By linking the Boston
scrolls to these dated or datable visual sources, we will locate the Boston triptych in an art
historical context.

Looking for the Period Style

Compositional Schemes

2 Wu Tung, Talesfrom the Land ofDragons, pp. 149-150.
3 Stephen Little, Taoism and the Arts o f China, pp. 233-234.
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In order to offer an approximate historical framework for the paintings, we first
link the Boston set to some dated or datable images and observe them from the
perspective o f the compositional schemes and pictorial motifs.

Many pictorial patterns

immediately draw us to the familiar designs applied in the Daitoku-ji set o f Five Hundred
Lohans by Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang dated from 1178 to 1188, which we discussed
in detail previously.
Take the Heaven scroll as the first example. The supernatural beings are placed
diagonally on the clouds turning toward the top o f the picture plane (fig. 5.1). The
interest in visualizing supernatural powers in dynamic movement and diagonal
composition is comparable to the scroll dated 1178 by Zhou Jichang, now in the Museum
o f Fine Arts, Boston (fig. 5.2).4
The composition o f the Earth scroll features the comer-view landscape with rocks
and trees piling up at one side o f the picture plane (fig. 5.3). It corresponds to a number
o f landscape compositions applied by the Ningbo painters in the Daitoku-ji set, such as
this scroll depicting the demonic wintry shrubs stretching on the rocks along the water
shore (fig. 5.4),5 or another composition bearing a slope near the water shore constructed

4 For a plate, see Wu Tung, Talesfrom the Land ofDragons, fig. 36, p. 70
5 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaiga sOgb zuroku, vol. 4, JT10-001,95/100, p. 21.
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by graphic contour lines and flatly turning the earth surface upward the picture plane (fig.
5.5).6
The Water scroll (fig. 5.6) features a compositional format of “crossing the
seas"(du hai

popular in the Daitoku-ji set. Some dynamic versions of the same

format are presented in the Daitoku-ji set (figs. 5.7; 5.8).7

Similar to the Boston

composition, in these Ningpo Buddhist paintings, the seascape occupies two-thirds of the
picture plane juxtaposed against the gloomy sky that appears on the top. Like Water
Official’s entourage, the holy monks are standing on all kinds of magical vehicles, such
as a stick, reed, mg in one scroll, or a dragon, turtle, and divine shell in another scroll.
The schematized water waves characterized by parallel curving lines and rhythmical
contours o f the billows also resemble the rendition of linear waves in the Boston Water
scroll.
The tendency to compose a vertical-scale sea landscape with swirling waves
occupying two-thirds o f the picture plane evidently indicates a popular pictorial formula
shared by the religious representations o f the later twelfth century. The Long Buddhist
Scroll datable to the 1170s painted or supervised by the artist Zhang Shengwen
of the Dali

Kingdom (today’s Yunnan), for example, includes an episode of an

6 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid. JT10-001,52/100, p. 18.
7 For plates, see Wu Tung, ibid., fig. 42, p. 78; Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT10-001,83/100, p. 20.
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exotic deity standing on the panoramic seascape (fig. 5.9).8 In the other episode from the
same handscroll, now in an interior setting, a set of tripartite screen paintings set against a
motherly deity displays a proliferation of panoramic seascape with waves occupying twothirds o f each panel (fig. 5.10).9

Figural Motifs
Like the compositional schemes, the figural motifs also convincingly suggest a
Southern Song date for the Boston set. For instance, the magnificent Official of Heaven
is crowned with a bureaucratic cap and dressed in official robes, his arms crossed and
leaning on a low table. It resembles the popular images o f the Buddhist Kings of Hell so
familiar in the Southern Song. Comparing the Boston scroll to a figural design from an
incomplete set o f the Kings o f Hell by the Ningbo studio master Jin Chushi of the later
twelfth century, the gestures and clothing of the central figure in both scrolls are very
similar (figs. 5.11; 5.12).10 Furthermore, the particular design o f the figure’s crown
bearing a character “Wang 31” (or “King”) inscribed at the front, as shown in the Heaven
and Water scrolls (figs. 5.11; 5.13) is very similar to those official crowns worn by the

8 For a plate, see Helen B. Chapin, A Long Roll o f Buddhist Images, pi. 44.
9 For a plate, see ibid., pl.39.
10 This is one of the four scrolls of the Ten Kings o f Hell by Jin Chushi in the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York. See Wen Fong, Beyond Representation, pp. 342-343; Ebine Toshio,
“Kin Syoshi hitsu JTOzu,” Kokka 1085 (1985), pp. 20-21.
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Kings o f Hell depicted in the thirteenth century Ningbo paintings produced by Lu
Xinzhong’s |§H!fJiS workshop (fig. 5.14).11
As Richard Barnhart rightly suggested, many techniques in the Boston paintings,
such as “the drawing, the brushwork, color application, compositional design,” all reflect
“the necessary mechanical processes by which the image was formed.”12 Barnhart’s
notion o f workshop practice reveals the complex process of image-making of the Boston
set; it also stimulates us to link groups of topological images in different pictures of the
same period. For instance, a topological example illustrating an excursion of a Daoist
king riding the horse preserved in an album in the Junkunc colleciton (fig. 5.15) is
comparable to the group figures appearing at the center o f the Earth scroll (fig. 5.16).
The regal figure riding the horse shares a similar posture with the Boston Official of
Earth, turning his head to review his retinue. The Junkunc album includes fifty pages of
such linear drawings on miscellaneous religious subjects. Transmitted under the name of
the Tang-dynasty master Wu Daozi, the Junkunc album appears to be a Southern Song
workshop product executed by different hands. As James Cahill pointed out, it serves as

11 This detail is from the seventh scroll of the set paintings collected in the Museum fhr
Ostasiatische Kunst, Berlin. For a plate and a detailed discussion, see Lothar Ledderose, “The
Bureaucracy of Hell,” Ten Thousand Things: Module and Mass Production in Chinese Art
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), fig. 71, p. 162; for the discussion of Lu
Xinzhong’s workshop, see pp. 163-176.
12 Richard Barnhart et al., Three Thousand Years o f Chinese Painting, p. 106.
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one of the “preparatory studies for handscroll paintings,” or “‘fen ben’ preserving the
designs o f some earlier works.”13

Figural Drawing
In the Boston paintings, we observe unusual attention paid to the modeling o f the
flesh and facial expressions o f the figures, which may well be considered as a stylistic
implantation o f the portrait device into the religious representations o f this time.14 The
figures in the Boston set are first sketched with ink outlines and later polished with
another layer o f red contour lines on the nose, face, neck, and hands. In order to make
these supernatural beings have a more human character, these figures are all toned with
mild red color wash on the cheeks and foreheads to suggest human coloring.
Interestingly, the notion o f double contour lines and the use o f color wash to model
the facial expression o f deities are also perceptible in the thirteenth century Ten Kings o f
Hell by Lu Xinzhong’s workshop in Nara National Museum (fig.5.17).is Like the figures
in the Boston set, the figures in the Ten Kings o f H ell include a preliminary layer of ink
lines and a finished layer o f red lines superimposed onto the ink lines. The complexion

13 James Cahill, The Painter’s Practice, p. 94.
14 For the use of portrait device in the Southern Song religious figural paintings, see my
discussion of the Buddhist monk portraits and the set of Five Hundred Lohans in Chapter Four.
15 The example cited here is from the scroll which bears the cartouche that reads “Bairi
pingdeng dawang
For the plates of the set, see Nara kokuritsu hakubutsukan
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of the fierce King o f Hell is modeled with the color wash in orange red on the cheeks,
forehead, and palms.

The outcome o f introducing the portrait device in the devotional

images is to create a dramatic visual effect of these sacred beings. Imagine that the
viewers o f the Southern Song watched the pictures o f the Three Officials and the Ten
Kings o f Hell hung together. It is as if the viewers were watching a ritual drama playing
on stage, with actors and actresses wearing make up, masks, and costumes and
performing theatrical actions.

Drapery Style
In terms o f the rendering of drapery folds, the Boston paintings illustrate the merger
of two major linear traditions inherited from the Northern Song dynasty. The first type is
the fluent and long drapery style reflected in the Daoist Immortals in Procession
associated with Wu Zongyuan (fig. 5.18).16 The second type is the thin, even, and
angular lines represented in Li Gonglin’s Classic o f Filial Piety (fig. 5.19).17 The flying
long sleeves filled with prudently-arranged thin and parallel drapery folds, as represented
in the official figures kneeling besides the Official o f Heaven in the Heaven scroll (fig.

ed., Higashi ajia no hotoke tachi [Special Exhibition: Buddhist Images of East Asia], fig. 164,
pp. 166-167.
16 For a plate, see Stephen Little, Taoism and the Arts o f China, fig. 74, p, 240..
17 For the plates of the whole album, see Richard Barnhart, Li Kung-lin's Classic o f Filial
Piety. For a recent study of Li Gonglin’s other important works, see Robert Harrist, Painting
and Private Life in Eleventh-Century China: Mountain Villa by Li Gonglin (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1998).
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5.20) suggest a similar style to the Welcoming the Imperial Carriages dating to the
twelfth century (fig. 5.21).18 The short and angular formula occurring at the turns o f the
brushstrokes in the sleeves (fig. 5.22) also vaguely recalls the drapery style o f another
early Southern Song work, Lady Wenji’s Return to China in the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston (fig. 5.23).19
In his classic study o f Southern Song painting, Suzuki Kei calls attention to a
particular technique in modeling the drapery folds as newly-developed stylistic evidence
of the Southern Song religious paintings. The technique juxtaposed layers of ink washes
beside the drapery lines in order to emphasize the contours o f the draperies.20 In the case
of the Boston paintings, the highlighting effect resulted in deliberately creating a blank
area between the drapery lines and the ink wash filling in the texture o f the cloth (fig.
5.24), merits our further examination.21 Similar renderings are found in other religious

18 For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu quanji: huihua bian, vol. 4, fig. 18, pp. 22-23. For a
detailed study of the historical and political context for this painting, see Julia Murray, “ Ts’ao
Hsun and Southern Sung History Scrolls,” Ars Orientalis, vol. IS (1985), pp. 1-29.
19 This detail is from a section of the incomplete Lady Wenji’s Return to China, in Wu Tung,
Tales from the Land o f Dragons, fig. 20, p. 62. For a stylistic study of this painting, see Suzuki
Kei, Chugoku kaigashi, chU no ichi, pp. 53-56,199-200.
20 Suzuki Kei, ibid., p. 198.
21 Ibid., p. 200.
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figural paintings such as Lu Xinzhong’s Sixteen Lohans in the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston (fig. 5.25) 22
This treatment o f the drapery folds may be remotely connected to the so-called
“highlighting technique” or “gaoguang fa ifBfrfcfe ” introduced from Central Asia to
Buddhist mural practice in China in earlier times 23 The wall painting from the Buddhist
cave in Yulin, executed in the later period o f the Xi Xia

Kingdom around the later

eleventh to early twelfth centuries, serves as a slightly earlier mural prototype.24 On the
west wall o f the Yulin Cave no. 3 (fig. 5.26), the official figure (fig. 5.27) dressed in a
long-sleeved garment is depicted with an impressive combination of color wash and plain
linear drawings (bai miao [=]&!i). The drapery folds are characterized by a rhythmical
arrangement o f several areas of color wash gradations punctuated by narrow blank bands
set between the areas. The overall visual effect resembles the sharp carving traces o f the
drapery folds seen in sculptures.
Seen in this way, the carved effect o f the drapery folds in the Boston paintings
marks a continuity o f a special technique previously applied for painting on hard walls. It

22 For a plate, see Wu Tung, Tales from the Land o f Dragons, fig. 61, p. 177. Suzuki Kei
cited the anonymous Portraits o f the Five Patriarchs o f the Pure Land Buddhism (or Jingtu
wuzu xiang ffl-f
in Japan as another Southern Song example illustrating this technique.
See Suzuki Kei, ibid., p. 198.
22 For a stylistic research of the use of this highlighting technique in early Chinese art, see
Wen Fong, “ Ao-t’u-hua or ‘Receding-and-protruding Painting’ at Tun-huang”, Guoji hanxue
huiyi lunwenji
(Taipei: Academia Sinica, 1980), pp. 73-94.
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reminds us o f Mi Fu’s criticism on Wu Zongyuan’s figural style. As Mi Fu observed, Wu
Zongyuan could not change his brushwork habit used for the wall painting even when he
painted in silk. Consequently, “each brushstroke is as sharp as if carved by a knife.”25 If
we extend Wu Zongyuan’s example to the Boston set, the makers of the Boston paintings
may as well be the artists who transferred the mural effect to the manufacturing of silk
paintings.

Trees, Rocks, and Water
The intriguing landscape idioms in the Earth scroll have attracted many art
historians (fig. 5.3). The cloud-like texture brushwork and demonic face on the rock (fig.
5.28) and the “crab-claw” brushwork in tree branches (fig. 5.29) are noted as landscape
idioms derived from the Northern Song Guo Xi IP ® tradition.26
As recorded in the Song and Yuan painting histories, several members working
for the Southern Song painting academy in the twelfth century, such as Zhang Jia
Gu Liang

and Hu Shunchen

were noted as Guo Xi’s followers who

24 This mural is from the west wall of the cave no. 3. For a plate, see Zhongguo shiku: An Xi
Yulin ku
(Beijing: Wenwu chuban she, 1997), fig. 168.
25 “The Little Meng (Wu Zongyuan) is called today’s Wu Daozi. He applied the brushwork
executed on wall paintings to the plain silk, and each brushstroke looks as if it were carved by a
knife.” ( r H4»'J'SAII!&£ • JaSM Lhlll*
to T M » J ) See Mi Fu, Hua shi, p. 981.
26 For the notion of the landscape idioms associated with Li Cheng and Guo Xi in the Earth
scroll of the Boston set, see Marsha Weidner, “Ho Ch’eng and Early Yuan Dynasty Painting in
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previously worked in Emperor Huizong’s painting academy in Kaifeng.27 Painters like
them were masters o f large-scale paintings, and had experiences in painting murals in the
Buddhist and Daoist temples. The fan painting entitled Evening M ist over a Valley
attributed to Jiang Shen

(ca. 1090-1138) in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (fig.

5.30),28 and the album leaf entitled Traveler in Streams and Mountains attributed to Zhu
Rui

in the Shanghai Museum (fig. 5.31),29 are rare extant examples attesting to the

Southern Song interpretations o f the Guo-Xi style. Both cases show clearly how the

Northern China,” p. 17; Wu Tung, Tales from the Land o f Dragons, p. 150; Stephen Little,
Taoism in the Arts o f China, p. 235.
27 For the description of Zhang Jia: “Zhang Jia once served as a painter-in-attendance in the
Xuanhe academy under Emperor Huizong’s reign. His landscape and figural styles all derived
from Guo Xi’s style.”
j •
For the description of Gu Liang: “Gu Liang, another painter from Emperor Huizong’s
painting academy, shared the same landscape and figural styles as that of Zhang Jia. After the
fall of the Northern Song, he made his living by making wall paintings for the Buddhist and
Taoist temples.
’ tS O ^ IS •
• * U j* A « 1 I I 3 R * I r I •
• IS W B im iB & ff j •

For the description of Hu Shunchen and Zhang Zhu: “Hu Shunchen and Zhang Zhu both
are Guo Xi’s followers. Their landscape styles are of the same school as Zhang Jia and Gu
Liang. Each of them masters in a specific aspect of Guo Xi’s style. Gu Liang is capable of
monumental scale paintings.”
’m m Z
—fin #
j See Xia Wenyan, Tuhui baojian, juan 4, in Zhongguo shuhua
quanshu, vol. 2, p. 878. In Zhuang Su’s Huaji buyi, Gu Liang, Zhang Jia, and other painters
were recorded as “Guo Xi’s disciples.” See Zhuang Si, Huaji buyi, in Zhongguo shuhua
quanshu, vol. 2, p. 915.
28 This fan painting is entitled Evening Mist over a Valley. For a plate, see Wu Tung, Tales
from the Land o f Dragons, fig. 26, p. 67.
29 For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 4, liangsong huihua xia, fig. 4,
p. 4.
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classical motifs were freely modified to cater to a much more subtle and elegant Southern
Song flavor.
Although the art historical references mentioned above suggest a small group of
artists who transmitted the northern landscape style to the Southern Song, none of these
extant Southern Song Guo-Xi landscapes are that comparable to the landscape style o f the
Boston scroll. The essential differences between the landscape paintings and the Earth
scroll may not necessarily reflect a matter o f their different historical dates but a matter o f
different intentions behind the painting practice.
Among the extant Southern Song landscape paintings, the closest to the Boston set is
Duke Wen o f Jin Restoring His State attributed to Li Tang in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art (fig. 5.32). Although many details prove that this painting must be a copy, its style
still closely reflects the twelfth-century academy style associated with the master painter
Li Tang. The loose textured brushwork executed in slant brushstrokes (ce fen g
the rock reveals the so-called “flying white” (fei bai

on

calligraphic flavor and

resembles the parallel treatment of the texture brushwork in the Boston Earth scroll (fig.
5.28).30 In addition, the positioning o f the royal entourage in a pictorial space framed by
rocks and trees and especially the arrangement o f group figures coming out of the
mountains is similar to the pictorial motif represented in the Boston Earth scroll.

30 For a plate, see Wen Fong, Beyond Representation, pi. 26c, pp. 198-199. As I discussed
in Chapter Three, the drapery arrangements in many details suggest that this handscroll is a copy
of Li Tang, possibly by the court copiers working in the twelfth century. Here I use this painting
as an example of Li Tang’s style.
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Besides the Guo-Xi style landscape motifs in the Earth scroll, other landscape
elements also indicate a contemporary link to the Southern Song landscape styles,
especially the styles practiced by some renowned court artists active in the later twelfth
century.

For example, the emphasis given to the heavily-textured, gnarled tree trunks

and the clear layout o f deciduous leafed trees among dry and leafless trees in multi-layers
is particularly suggestive o f a courtly style. The overall style as seen in the detail on the
upper part of the Earth scroll resembles the style of the Southern Song court painter Li
Di’s

screen-size painting entitled A Falcon Attacking a Pheasant from a Maple Tree

(Fengying zhiji ®J8H£if§) in the Palace Museum, Beijing (fig. 5.33).31 This painting,
itself a rare extant example o f the large-size silk painting commissioned by the Southern
Song court bears Li Di’s signature dating to 1196.
The landscape is used in the Earth scroll as if it were stage scenery. It is stuck in
to provide a setting, and therefore it is difficult to compare with pure landscapes. What if
we compare the landscape device to the one used in the then contemporary Buddhist
paintings? In Chapter Four, our compositional analysis o f the Five Hundred Lohans by
the Ningbo painters shows that the rocks, trees, and waters are added to a composition as
if they were stage props to fill in or demarcate the scene (figs. 4.42; 4.43). Their tendency
o f constructing a landscape setting with a series of schematized and decorative forms is
also comparable to the Boston triptych.

31 For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 4, Liangsong huihua xia, fig.
43, p. 64.
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In the Earth scroll, we see an interesting stylistic merge of the classic Li-Guo idiom
(the cloud-like rock texture) and the Southern Song court style (the gnarled tree trunks
and the long and elegant tree twigs). This synthetic interest reminds us of the Five
Lohans Standing under the Trees and Rocks we have discussed in the foregoing part (fig.
5.4).32 As shown in the detail (fig. 5.34), the trees were rendered with Guo Xi’s “crabclaw” style. Right underneath the trees, the rocks were executed with the so-called ax-cut
texture brushwork (fupi cun
the early twelfth century.

associated with the style of Li Tang

active in

Painters specializing in religious subjects applied these

landscape motifs at their ease. Another decorative version of the Li-Guo tree style is
boldly showcased in this Daitoki-ji scroll (fig. S.35).33 The gnarled tree stretches its
branches as if it were a dancing witch intimidating the sacred monks with its open arms.
Its dramatic and graphic effect matches perfectly with the magical monks.
In addition to the trees and rocks appearing in the Earth scroll, the water motifs
occupying two-thirds o f the picture plane in the Water scroll (fig. 5.36) also indicate a
Southern Song date. They are comparable to the patterns and styles from the set of Five
Hundred Lohans dating to 1178 and 1188 (fig. 5.37).34 In addition, the counter-coiling

32 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, ChUgoku kaiga sbgb zuroku, JT10-001,95/100, p. 21.
33 For a plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT10-001,47/100, p. 17.
34 Fora plate, see Suzuki Kei, ibid., JT 01-001,91/100, p. 21. The rendering of waves in the
Daitoku-ji set appears varied in different scrolls. While some are more naturalistic, some are
schematic and decorative. It seems that the professional tendency toward flatness and the
decorative is common to the Boston and the Daitoku-ji paintings. Robert Maeda in his 1971
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waves (fig. 5.38), especially the gradual diminution of waves in the distant horizon also
recall Ma Yuan’s Layered Waves and Piled Billows (or Cengbo dielang

in his

virtuoso album Twelve Scenes o f Water dating to the early thirteenth century (fig. 5.39).35
The series o f stylistic comparisons drawn above establish a preliminary historical
framework for the three Boston paintings. Stylistically, they fit into the Southern Song
period, especially from the later twelfth century to the early thirteenth century.

Court Connection

History Paintings Commissioned by the Song Court
A closer inspection o f the style and details of execution suggests that the Boston set
is in fact a pictorial product associated with Southern Song imperial commissions. To
begin with, some stylistic aspects of the Boston set link closely with a small group of
historical paintings commissioned by the Southern Song court:

article dated the Boston scroll to the Yuan dynasty on the basis of the formalized panems of the
waves. See Robert J. Maeda, “The Water Theme in Chinese Painting,” Artibus Asiae 33, no. 4
(1971), p. 260. Suzuki Kei also compares the decorative orientation of the waves in the Boston
painting to the waves depicted in an earlier handscroll entitled Liangyuan nuxian, attributed to
the Five Dynasties painter Ruan Gao
in the Palace Museum, Beijing; see Suzuki Kei,
Chugoku kaigashi chu no ichi, p. 200.
33 Hui-shu Lee, “ The Domain of Empress Yang (1162-1233): Art, Gender and Politics at the
Southern Song Court” (PhD. diss., Yale University, 1994), pp. 271-285.
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1) Welcoming the Imperial Carriages (or Yingluan tu jQHgHI) (fig. 3.8), Shanghai
Museum.36
2) Greeting the Emperor in the Village (or Wangxian yingjia tu lIIJiSIjSlHi) (fig.
3.47), Shanghai Museum.37
3) Breaking the Balustrade (or Zhekan tu #ft£&|B!) (fig. 3.29), National Palace
Museum, Taipei.38
4) Refusing the Seat (or Quezuo tu § P ^ H ) (fig. 3.30), National Palace Museum,
Taipei.39
Since most court paintings of this time are not dated, our comparison and
assumption can only be approximate and relative.

Among the aforementioned four

works, Welcoming the Imperial Carriages is dated around the second half o f the twelfth

36 For a plate, see Xu Pangda

“ Songren hua renwu gushi ying ji yingluan tu kao
Wenwu, no. 8 (1972), p. 63; Julia Murray, “Ts’ao Hsun and
Two Southern Sung History Scrolls,” figs. 18-21, pp. 26-27; Zhongguo meishu quanji, Huihua
bian, vol. 4, Liangsong huihua xia, pp. 22-23.
37 For a plate, see Zhongguo meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 4, Liangsong huihua xia, pp.
24-25.
38 For a plate, see Gugong shuhua tulu, vol. 3, p. 81.
39 Ibid., p. 83.
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century,40 and the other three are dated slightly later, around the first half o f the thirteenth
century.41
The composition o f the Greeting the Emperor in the Village illuminates the theme
of “royal excursion,” or “chu xun

It features an imperial entourage crowding in a

landscape framed by towering trees at the right side and rocks and shrubs at the
foreground (fig. 3.47).

It is comparable to the composition o f the Earth scroll.

In

particular, the style of the canopy, including the gesture of the figure that holds the
canopy are almost identical in both cases (figs. 5.40; 5.41).
In terms o f figural design, the Boston set compares closely to two historical
paintings dating to the early thirteenth century, Refusing the Seat and Breaking the
Balustrade. The female figures (fig. 5.42), particularly their posture, facial expression,
make up, and fashion, are very similar (figs. 5.43; 5.44;).

The guardian with flying

draperies and a martial weapon in the Heaven scroll (fig. 5.45) resembles the guardian in
the Refusing the Seat (fig. 5.46). Besides, the selection of colors characterized by the
combination o f light red, light blue and ink, and the restrained gold application of the
imperial symbols appearing on the royal garments are common trademarks in all these
works.

40 For an in-depth research on the historical context of this handscroll, and its possible
relation to a series of illustrations and texts no longer surviving, see Julia K. Murray, “Ts’ao
Hsun and Two Southern Sung History Scrolls,” pp. 1-29.
41 For the dating of these three paintings, see my discussion in Chapter Three.
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The luxurious materiality exemplified in the Boston set, including the heavenly
throne, the canopies, the banners, and the tribute objects held by the attendant figures,
recalls the strenuous craftsmanship demonstrated in the Welcoming the Imperial
Carriages. For example, the use of gold decor in the coverage of the two imperial
carriages (fig. 5.47) is remarkably similar to the star-shaped screen in the Heaven scroll
(fig. 5.48). The imperial insignia on the royal chariot in the Shanghai handscroll (fig.
5.49) also resembles the canopy design in the Water scroll (fig. 5.50). The notion of
materiality as articulated in the rendering of the tiger-skinned banners (fig. 5.51) is very
similar to the Heaven scroll (fig. 5.52).

Use o f Gold and Coloring Method
The use o f gold pigment and the refined coloring method of the Boston set links
to some distinct Song masterpieces noted for their academy style, or the so-called yuan ti
ggjjg. One particular achievement of this academy style, as we learn from Toda Teisuke,
is the sophistication o f blending gold with other mediums such as ink and color without
sacrificing the natural effect.42 An excellent example is The Monkey, from the Tokyo
National Museum (fig. 5.53). This painting is attributed to Mao Song

(active in

42 Toda Teisuke, translated by Karen L. Brock, “The Use of Gold in Southern Sung
Painting,” in Words and Images, pp. 313-331. For the original article published in Japanese, see
Toda Teisuke, “Nanso intaiga ni okeru ‘kin’ no shiyb ni tsuite,” Kokka 1116; compiled in Kokka
ronbun seisen (Tokyo: Asahi shinbunsha, 1989), vol. 1, pp. 538-552.
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early twelfth century), but is more likely to be a later Southern Song academy work dated
around 1200.43
Interestingly, the details of execution suggest that the Boston set is a
contemporary Daoist representation that shares a similar painting technique as The
Monkey.

Let us first focus on two interesting images on the lower right comer of the

Earth scroll: the ape and the tree monster (fig. 5.54). Almost invisible, the minute ink
hairs covering the ape’s body are carefully drawn one by one, deliberately distinct from
the brushstrokes o f the contour lines. Next to the ape, the weed-skirt worn by the tree
monster is done by a similar, if not even more elaborate, method. Refined traces of gold
lines are added on the edge o f each ink line describing the weed-skirt to suggest a sense
of materiality.
This harmonious combination of ink and gold found in the rendering of minute
things, as Toda suggests, can be traced back to the Northern Song Buddhist devotional
painting The Peacock King in the Ninna-ji Temple, Kyoto.44

Indeed, not only the

feathers and body o f the peacock but also the lotus components are all covered with
gossamer decorations in gold.45 Similar to the flamboyant feathers of the Ninna-ji
peacock, the courtly fan stand framed by peacock’s feathers in the Heaven scroll (fig.

43 Toda Teisuke, “The Use of Gold in Southern Sung Painting,” pp. 321, 323. For a plate,
see SSdai no kaiga (Nara: Yaraato bunkakan, 1989), fig. 29, p. 27.
44 For a stylistic analysis of this painting, see Chapter Three.
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5.55) is done with a combination o f ink, gold, and color, and suggest a similar technique
and taste.
The notion o f color has not been fully studied in the discipline o f Chinese art
history, and the complex coloring skill reflected from the Boston set reminds us how
much we might have ignored.

First, the background silk of the Heaven scroll is

deliberately colored in green wash to symbolize the location o f the sky, or “Heaven.” The
clouds rendered in parallel curving bands in pale red and cream do not have any visible
contour line, a technique which may be derived from the so-called “boneless technique”
(mogu & # ) developed in the tenth century.

These boneless clouds without the

confinement o f linear contours thus create a sense o f lightness and a dream-like vision.
Its visual effect vaguely recalls the Auspicious Cranes in the Laoning Provincial Museum
(fig. 5.56),46 an early-twelfth century painting by Emperor Huizong, who was noted for
his sponsorship o f Daoism and Daoist art. Note that in this imperial work, too, the sky is
colored in azure and the clouds slowly rising from below have a similar “boneless”
appearance. It is as if the illusionary clouds penetrated from the back of the silk and
emerged from the front side o f the painting surface.
The stylistic similarity between the Boston painting and Huizong’s work suggests
that the maker (or makers) o f the Boston set was (or were) familiar with the craft of

45 I am grateful for Nishigami Minoru at the Kyoto National Museum for showing me this
painting several times.
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picture-making transmitted in the Song court. While we still know very little about the
craft o f Song painting and the complex process o f picture-making, Suzuki Kei calls
attention to a particular technique used frequently in the religious paintings o f that time,
which might have been known to the maker of the Boston set. Called bei fen Iflfr or
chen

(powdering from the reverse side [of the silk]), this technique was often used in

religious paintings of Southern Song period to give “an illusionary and sacred effect of
the images.”47
For example, the triptych o f the Amida Triad by the Ningbo monk painter Pu Yue
t§F(& in (fig. 5.57) and the anonymous Multi-armed Guanyin in the Eiho-ji Temple (fig.
5.58) both have a huge raindrop-shaped halo done by adding pigments from the back side
of the paintings. This “bei fen” device eliminates the presence o f any linear rendering on
the painting surface and creates a circle of dim light surrounding the iconic images. It
creates a magical visual effect, as if the iconic figures emerged out of the depth of the
picture plane.
Seen in this way, it is veiy possible that the fluid and dream-like quality of the pinkish
clouds in the Boston Heaven scroll were also achieved partly by adding pigments from
the back of the silk.

46 For a scholarly study, see Peter Sturman, “Cranes above the Kaifeng: The Auspicious
Image at the Court of Huizong,” Ars Orientalis, vol. 20 (1990), pp. 33-68.
47 Suzuki Kei, CkUgoku kaiga shi chV no ichi, p. 204.
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Archaic Convention
What makes the Boston set so different from the other contemporary representations
is perhaps its reflection o f the archaic modes transmitted from older paintings. Compare
the furniture designs in the Heaven scroll (fig. 5.1) with the King o f Hell by the Southern
Song Ningpo studio master Jin Chushi

(fig. 5.12). Viewers immediately notice

the obvious difference between the material design o f the two. Unlike the King of Hell
who sits on a chair with a table set on the ground, the Official o f Heaven sits cross-legged
on a platform, which in turn bears a short judgment table.48 It derives from an archaic
pictorial motif showing figures seated on a erected platform or a couch bed, such as the
1134 rubbing from a temple in Sichuan reflecting a much earlier style of the Sichuan
painters Shi Ge

and Sun Zhiwei

(fig. 5.59).49

It is interesting to note that the particular design o f the judgment desk in the Heaven
scroll is comparable to the same pictorial motif represented in an archaic-style painting,
possibly collected in the Southern Song court. As Lothar Ledderose points out, the low
and rectangular desk o f the Official of Heaven (fig. 5.60) resembles the furniture design
depicted in Fu Sheng Transmitting the Classic Texts (or Fu Sheng shoujing tu
hereafter referred to as the Fu Sheng scroll) (fig.5.61) attributed to the

48 In his graduate seminar of Southern Song Art at Columbia University, fall 2001, Professor
Robert Harrist pointed out the different designs of the furniture elements in these two paintings.
49 Judy Ho, “ The Perpetuation of an Ancient Model,” fig. 1, p. 32.
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Tang-dynasty artist Wang Wei HIM.50 As noted by Toda Teisuke, the desk is depicted
from a bird’s-eye view perspective, enabling the painter to describe the figure in detail. It
refers to an earlier Chinese pictorial perspective, which in turn influenced the so-called
“fukinuki yatai

(or blown-away roof) device popularly adapted in the

Japanese painting.51 According to the colophon by the official Wu Yue

at the end

of the handscroll dating to 1133, the Fu Sheng handscroll was once viewed in an imperial
household o f a certain Prince Guan DU in Hangzhou.52 The painting bears a title label
and collecting seals associated with Emperor Gaozong.

The “yang S ” character

registration marking appearing in the conjuncture o f the silk at the front o f the handscroll,
as suggested by Richard Barnhart, is likely to reflect a coded language used by the
Southern Song government in documenting its collecting.53 It is reasonable to assume

50 I refer to my discussion with Lothar Ledderose when we viewed the Boston paintings in
the exhibition Taoism and the Arts o f China in Chicago, December 2000.
51 See Toda Teisuke, Nihon bijutsu no mikata: Chugoku tono hikaku ni yoru, p. 54; or “
Tanghui yu dahehui
in Riben meishu zhi guancha, translated by Xiuwei Lin, pp.
22-25.
According to Masako Watanabe, the “fukinuki yatai” device can be defined as a special
compositional technique by using “the removal of roofs and walls and the retention of beams to
reveal an interior space.” See Masako Watanabe, “Narrative Framing in Handscroll and the Tale
ofGenji Scrolls” (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1995), p. 101.
52 The colophon reads: “Wu Yue of Tongjian Wuzhe Qiantang was allowed to view [this
painting] in the studio chamber of Prince Guan’s family.” r
SSfRS j For a plate, see Osaka shiritsu bijutsukan zo Shanhai hakubutsukan zo Chugoku
shoga meihin zuroku, fig. 3, pp. 16-17.
53 The registry marking reads “Number One of the Yang Character,” or “Yangzi yihao
For other extant paintings which also bear the Yang character registry marking, see
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that the makers in charge o f the Boston set had access to the earlier models like the Fu
Sheng scroll and adopted the archaic modes to form new images.
In addition to the Fu Sheng handscroll, the Female Immortals in the Elysium
(hereafter referred to as Female Immortals) attributed to Ruan Gao, which we discussed
in Chapter Three, is another early rare surviving painting whose style may have exerted a
certain impact on the imaging o f the Boston set.54

In particular, the choice of a

panoramic sea landscape as the setting for the legendary fairies, and the painstaking
rendering o f the pattemized, linear waves (fig. 5.62), both support Suzuki Kei’s insight
that this painting is a stylistic prototype of the Water scroll (fig. 5.63).ss Like Wang
Wei’s Fu Sheng, Ruan Gao’s Female Immortals bears certain Song and Yuan
documentary clues that indirectly suggest that it was once collected by the Southern Song
government.

Dating
Based on the stylistic analysis o f the compositional schemes, figural motifs,
figural drawing, drapery style, and the landscape style of the Boston scrolls, we have

Richard Barnhart, “Fishing in an Autumn River, a Handscroll in the Freer Gallery of Art (Back
to the Problem of Li Tang?),” p. 93.
54 For a detailed documentation, see Chapter Three.
55 Suzuki Kei, ChUgoku kaigashi, chV no ichi, p. 198; for his remark of Ruan Gao’s painting
as an important example of the tenth century painting style, see Suzuki Kei, translated by Wei
Meiyue, Zhongguo huihua shi shang, pp. 147-148.
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concrete evidence to date the Boston triptych to the Southern Song period, especially the
period between the later twelfth century and the early thirteenth centuries. In addition,
the delicate execution of the Boston scrolls indicates a strong likelihood that the paintings
themselves were imperial products sharing a close stylistic relation to other paintings
made by the court artists. Furthermore, the unusual presence o f certain archaic motifs in
the Boston triptych echoes the archaic conventions reflected in some extant paintings that
might have been collected in the Southern Song court.

All in all, our stylistic

examination o f the Boston triptych shows that the paintings are a set of exquisite Daoist
paintings that may have been produced by the Southern Song court in the late twelfth and
early thirteenth centuries.
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6. CONTEXTUALIZING THE SUPERNATURAL: TEXT, RITUAL, AND
DAOIST IMAGES

The Boston triptych attracts not only art historians but also religious scholars and
historians who are interested in these paintings for different reasons. Many Chinese art
historians remain preoccupied with the question of dating the paintings in a conceivable
art historical context. In contrast, style is not the primary concern of religious scholars
and historians. Rather, they are curious to know how these images were perceived in a
religious context, and if so, whether that context was Daoist.1
So far this study has attempted to examine the Boston triptych in its art historical
context and to locate its image-making in relation to other visual materials. While our
previous discussions may have revealed the art historical significance of the Boston

1 Such different concerns between art historians and Daologists are best reflected by my
interviews and conversations with many connoissuers and scholars in related fields. Generally
speaking, Chinese art historians were mostly impressed with the superb aesthetic value of the
Boston paintings. They showed extreme enthusiasm in the stylistic analysis of the images and
regarded the problem of dating the paintings the primary concern. Quite differently, religious
specialists and historians were eager to know “who is who” in the Boston pictures (the
iconographic problems of devotional images). They were also interested in exploring the
religious meaning and function of the Boston triptych.
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triptych, why do these images matter for other reasons than their aesthetic value? What is
the cultural significance o f these images? What did these images mean to the Southern
Song viewers? What could have been their original context?
In order to respond to these questions, the following chapter will take an
interdisciplinary approach to explore relevant religious beliefs, worship practices and
ritual performances. This chapter is divided into four parts. The first part will trace the
subject matter o f sanguan H U (Three Officials), using primary sources retrieved from
religious and historical texts to outline the development o f its cult and worship before and
during the Southern Song. The second part will focus on the Daoist rituals performed in
the Song period and investigate the ritual repertoire that may be associated with Daoist
images like the Boston triptych. Because the style o f the Boston triptych suggests a link
to the Southern Song imperial court, the third part will use literary sources from both
official historical writings and Daoist sectarian gazetteers to explore the imperial
engagement in Daoist activities in the Southern Song. Finally, the fourth part will use
both historical sources available in twelfth-and thirteenth-century ritual manuals as well
as ethnographic studies in contemporary Taiwan and China to position the Daoist images
in a possible Southern Song ritual context.

Worship, Festivals, and Ritual Practices of the Three Officials
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The Officials o f Heaven, Earth, and Water are personified cosmic forces governing
their respective realms.
Officials.”

Together, they are known as sanguan HIlT, the “Three

Playing a pivotal role in judging the behaviors o f all beings, the Three

Officials have long been esteemed as bureaucratic gods who can bestow happiness,
forgive sins, and offer protection.2
The cult o f the Three Officials can be traced back to the second century of the
Common Era, to the Daoists of the Five Pecks of Rice Sect ( Wudou mi jiao

in

Sichuan.3 After patients had confessed their sins, Daoist masters prescribed their cure in
the form o f written documents. Called “Documents to the Three Officials” or “sanguan
shoushu

one document was placed on a mountain to represent its delivery

into heaven, the other was buried in the earth, and another was thrown into water.4
The number three plays a significant role in Daoist theology. During the fifth century,
with the introduction of the Maoshan ^[1 ] teachings, the Three Officials became

2 See Yuanshi tianzun shuo sanguan baohaojing
vol. 2, p. 36.

CT 71, Daozang,

3 Wu Hung in a recent study links several visual artifacts excavated in Sichuan to the Daoist
practice of the Wudou mi jiao in the Han Dynasty; see Wu Hung, “Mapping Early Taoist Art:
The Visual Culture of Wudoumi Dao,” in Stephen Little et al., Taoism and the Arts o f China, pp.
77-93.
4 Fan Ye
Houhan shu
juan 75, “Liu Yan zhuan ffilfiflL” See Zhongguo
daojiao xiehui yanjiu shi 4 1
ed., Daojiao shi ziliao
(Shanghai:
Shanghai guji chuban she, 1990), p. 68. Rolf A. Stein interpreted these documents as “contracts”
with the Three Officials. He further referred to Ofiichi Ninji’s argument that “these contracts
originated in popular customs of the era.” See Rolf A. Stein, “Religious Taoism and Popular
Religion from the Second to the Seventh Centuries,” in Anna Seidel et al. eds., Facets o f Taoism
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), p. 73.
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associated with another set of abstract trinitarian forces that had previously existed in
Daoism: the Three Primordials or “sanyuan H jc .”5

Now the universe was

conceptualized as a tripartite, multi-layered system administered by a huge bureaucratic
pantheon. This bureaucratic reorganization placed the Three Officials on top, governing
the spheres o f the Upper, Middle, and Lower Primordials respectively, which altogether
administered Nine Chambers, One Hundred and Twenty Bureaus, and billions of
underlings.6
The divinities o f the Three Officials in the fifth-century Daoist scripture Taishang
dongxuan lingbao sanyuan pinjie gongde qingzhong jin g
J ff|f (The Scripture o f the Exalted One o f the Sacred Jewel o f Penetrating Mystery on the
Prohibitions and Judgement o f the Merit o f the Three Primordials) came to be thought of
as bureaucratic gods who kept and reviewed written records o f human behavior. The
names o f those who had accumulated merits were filed in the Green Book [of life] (qing

6 About the formation of the Three Primordials in Daoism, see Akizuki Kanei, “Sangen shiso
no keisei ni tsuite,” Tohio gaku, no.22 (July, 1961), pp. 27-40; Ofuchi Ninji, “Dokyo ni koeru
sangen setsu no seisei to tenkai,” TBhV ShBkyS, no. 66(1985), pp. 1-21. Li Fengmao in his recent
article offers a detailed survey of the fast of the Three Primordials (“sanyuan zhaf') and explores
its relation to the folk festivals from the six dynasties to the Tang dynasty. See Li Fengmao
“Yansu yu youxi: Daojiao sanyuan zhai yu tangdai jiesu SKS9I>EIS :
I
i n
Chuantong yu chuangxin
(Taipei: Zhongyang yanjiu yuan
zhongguo wenzhe yanjiu suo chobei chu, 1999), pp.53-110.
6 For a detailed list of the pantheon, see the fifth century text Taishang dongxuan lingbao
sanyuan pinjie gongde qingzhong jing
(The Scripture o f the
Exalted One o f the Sacred Jewel o f Penetrating Mystery on the Prohibitions and Judgement o f
Merit o f the Three Primordials), CT 456, Daozang, vol. 6, p. 873-885.
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bu W f$), while the names of those who committed heinous sins were recorded in the
Black Book [of death] (hei bu H$$).7
Certain purifying fasts aimed at self-confession called “Fasts of the Three
Primordials,” or “sanyuan zhai

were held during the days o f the gods’

inspection. On the fifteenth day of the first, seventh, and tenth months of the lunar
calendar, the Three Officials each performed their annual review. As recorded in the
sixth-century text Wushang Piyao f& Jil& il, a three-stage mud altar imitating the shape
of a mountain and symbolizing the three spheres of Heaven, Earth, and Water was used in
the service o f the fast (fig. 6.1).8 An additional rite known as “Throwing the Dragon
Jade” (toulong bi S U M ) or “Throwing the Dragon Document” (toulong jian
was usually held outdoors after the ritual dedicated to the Three Officials.9 During this
ceremony, three types of documents recording the pleas o f the ritual commissioners were

7 Ibid., p. 883.
8 Wushang Piyao
juan 52, in John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society
and History, pp. 30-31. For a thorough study of Wushang piyao, see John Lagerwey, Wu-shang
pi-yao: Somme taoiste du Vie siecle (Paris: Ecole Franfaise d’Extreme-Orient, 1981). For the
plate, also see Stephen Little, Taoism and the Arts o f China (Chicago: The Art Institute of
Chicago, 2000), p. 19. Charles Hartman refers to this early ritual altar as a “mountain altar”
which is “both a picture of the universe and a picture of the human body.” See Charles Hartman,
“Mountains as Metaphors in T’ang Religious Texts and the Northern Landscape Painting of the
Tenth Century,” paper presented at the Conference Mountains and the Cultures of Landscape in
China: Tang Dynasty, Five Dynasties Period, Song Dynasty, Santa Barbara, 1993.
9 See Wushang biyao, juan 41, “toujian pin
For a classic study of the “toulong
jian” ritual, see Edouard Chavannes, “Le jet des dragons,” in Memoires concemant VAsie
orientale 3 (Paris: Editions Ernest Leroux, 1919). Also, see Matsumoto KOichi, “Daojiao ban
zongjiao yili
translated by Zhu Yueli
in Daojiao jftffc (Shanghai:
Xinhua shudian, 1990), vol. 1, p. 182.
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tied with different shapes o f the bi jade (yubi 3Ef£), golden buckles (jinniu

and

dark silk (fling si W$SO-10 The document for the Official of Heaven was thrown into the
mountain cave, the document for the Official of Earth was buried under the ground, the
document for the Official o f Water was thrown into the water.
Promoted by the Tang imperial house that greatly honored Daoism, the Three
Officials were elevated to join the ruck of cosmological and astral deities in the state rites.
In addition, the Festivals o f the Three Primordials or sanyuan jie

H xtS, were ordained

as official festivals. State promotion may have caused the cult of the Three Officials to
merge with other religious practice and folklore customs. In a recent study by Li Fengmao
the author demonstrates how the Fast of the Three Officials (Sanyuan zhai) was
transformed from a Daoist worship to an integral part of folklore customs and festivals in
the Tang dynasty.11
The cult of the Official o f Heaven became associated with the traditional lantern
festival on the fifteenth day o f the first month o f the year. Deemed as an efficacious time
to plead for good fortune at the beginning of the year, the Day of the Upper Primordial

10 Several texts associated with the Lingbao Daoism, such as Lingbao yujian M&zEM. and
Lingbao wuliang duren shangjing dafa
record the same fashions of bi
jade used for the documents. There are interesting illustrations detailing the shapes and colors of
the pieces of jade used in this rite; see Lingbao wuliang duren shangjing dafa, juan 56: 14b, 15a,
and Lingbao yujian, juan 28: 6a; see Asano Shunji, “Girei to kumotsu ‘Muj8 oj5 daiseiritsu
seigi’o chushin ni,” in Noguchi Tetsuro et al. eds., Koza ddkyo, vol. 2, Dokyo no kyodan to girei
(Tokyo: Yuzankaku, 2000), figs. 1-2, pp. 128-129.
11 Li Fengmao, “Yansu yu youxi: Daojiao sanyuan zhai yu tangdai jiesu,” pp. 53-110,
especially pp. 73-87.
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was celebrated with the traditional lantern festival (yuanxiao 7G^F) on the fifteenth day of
the first month.12 Flaming torches and colorful lanterns decorated the cities during the
night, mimicking the stars that guarded and protected the human world.
An anecdote related to the Day of the Upper Primordial was recorded by the artistEmperor Huizong in the beautiful painting entitled Auspicious Cranes, which we
discussed in Chapter Five (fig. 5.53).13 According to the colophons written by Huizong
and attached to the scroll (fig. 6.2), the painted image refers to the auspicious appearance
of a group o f white cranes in Kaifeng, the Northern Song capital, on the evening after the
Day of the Upper Primordial (shangyuan zhi cixi
and shrieked (fei ming

in 1112. The cranes flew

above the sky, surrounding the main gate of the palace.

“Residents o f the capital walking about all bowed in reverence, gazing horn afar. They
sighed at length over the unusual sight.”14
In the Southern Song period, the new capital Hangzhou continued the celebration of
this festival. The newly-built imperial Temple o f Spectacular Numina (Jingling gong
f c f illj) in Hangzhou erected a grand pavilion of lanterns to welcome the descent o f the

12 For further discussion about the lantern festival, see Wang Qiugui 3i%k&, “Yuanxiao jie
bukao 7cWfr5M%.” Minsu quyi
no. 65 (May, 1990), p. 5-33.
13 The painting is in the collection of the Liaoning Provincial Museum. For a plate, see
Zhongguo meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 3, Liangsong huihua, fig. 47, pp. 96-97. For a
scholarly study of this painting, see Peter Sturman, “Cranes above Kaifeng: The Auspicious
Image at the Court of Huizong,” pp. 33-68.
14
; for the original colophon, see Zhongguo
meishu quanji, huihua bian, vol. 3, Liangsong huihua, fig. 47, p. 97. The English translation is
that of Peter Sturman; see Peter Sturman, ibid., p. 33.
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Official o f Heaven.15 Special offerings, or jiao H , were sponsored by the state, as were
purifying rituals o f the “Enclosure of the Dao” (daochang j||l|§) constructed in prisons to
ward off malignant spirits.16 Masquerade parades commissioned by the court showcased
dancers and theater singers on the streets. Wearing colorful costumes and masks of
different dramatic characters, they danced around the city, mimicking the ancient
exorcism to drive away misfortune and call for a better year.17

15 There were ten Daoist priests and two hundred and seventy six officers serving for this
temple. It was the temple which hosted the imperial birthday celebrations and funerals. See
Song Shi 5(55&, juan 109, “li zhi
no. 62; see Daojiao shi ziliao (Shanghai: Shanghai guji
chuban she, 1990), pp. 268*269.
16 Wu Zimu
Mengliang lu
(1274), juan 1, in Dongjing menghua lu wai
sizhong
(Shanghai: Gudian wenxue chuban she, 1956), p. 140. For further
explanation of the term “daochang” as the “Enclosure of the Tao,” see Kristofer Schipper, Taoist
Body, trans. Karen C. Duval (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), p. 91.
17 For the description of the dancing parades, see ibid., p. 140. A similar description of the
festival can be found in the Southern Song text Dongjing menghua lu, recording the festival
celebration in the Northern Song capital Kaifeng. See Meng Yuanlao
Dongjing
menghua lu
juan 5, “yuan xiao 7C#,” in Dongjing menghua lu wai sizhong, p. 35.
As Li Fengmao pointed out, the lantern festival can be traced back to the ancient exorcism
parade at the beginning of the year, when masquerade parades with torches were performed in
order to ward off the malignant spirits residing in the previous year and to welcome a new year.
See Li Fengmao, ibid., p. 100.
Zhan Shichuang in his study of Daoism and drama mentions an interesting play entitled
“Myriad Sacred Gods Celebrating the Yuanxiao Festival” (Zhongshen shengqing he yuanxiao jie
bi this undated play, the Three Officials were three major theatrical
characters. They were introduced to the stage as three deities who “bestow people fortunes and
ward off disasters, bringing longevity to the people (an sanwei shenzun yu renmin siju xiaozai,
zengtian shouzuan
A K I§ M
S
e
e
Zhan Shichuang
Daojiao yuxiju
(Taipei: Wenjin chubanshe, 1997), p. 49.
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The cult of the Official of Earth, particularly the zhongyuan 4*7C festival, underwent
a conspicuous merger with the Buddhist ghost festival yulanpen 3tWIi&-18 Throughout
the Song dynasty, this festival was observed with stem gravity and richly documented.
On this day, worshippers busily flocked to both Daoist and Buddhist temples, with a
common wish to release the ghosts and ancestors for salvation. The grand “pu du U S ”
banquets (pu du jia o

aimed at both distributing food to all the wandering souls

and achieving universal salvation were held in Daoist temples, possibly including those
which enshrined the Three Officials in the capital Hangzhou.19 On the Buddhist side,
yulanpen gatherings were hosted in the Buddhist temples with the zaju Hiftf drama of
“Mulian rescuing his mother from hell" (or mulian jium u S illif c S ) playing on the stage

18 For a classic study on the Daoist zhongyuan 4*75 festival and the Buddhist yulanpen
see Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, Dofcyd to bukkyo (Tokyo: Nihon gakujutsu shinkokai, 1959),
vol. 1, pp. 369-411. For the merger of the Three Primordials and the other social practices and
folklore customs in the Tang period, see Li Fengmao, ibid., pp. 53-110. For an in-depth research
on the Buddhist ghost festival yulanpen, see Stephen Teiser, The Ghost Festival in Medieval
China (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989); Teiser’s book also provides a brief survey
of the zhongyuan festival as a Daoist parallel of the yulanpen festival in the Tang period, see pp.
35-42.
19 Daoist temples dedicated to the Three Officials in the Southern Song capital Hangzhou
included Yuxu guan S jH H , Chengtian lingying guan
(an earlier name of this
temple was Tian di shui sanguan tang ^ ifc K E .S ^ ) . Shuiju jingjian guan
etc.
Sce Xianchun lin'an zhi, in Song Yuan fangzhi congkan (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1990), juan
75, pp. 4, 8,10; Mengliang lu, juan 15, in Dongjing menghua lu wai sizhong, p. 257.
The Daoist notion of “pu du” was obviously influenced by Buddhism. One of the most
extravagant “pu du” in Buddhist rituals in the Song is the Water-Land Assembly Ritual (or
Shuilu hut). For more scholarly researches on this topic, see Stephen Teiser, The Ghost Festival
in Medieval China. For a comparison of Daoist rites of “pu du” and the Buddhist esoteric rituals
for the dead, see Charles Orzech, ‘Tang yen-k’ou and P’u-tu: Metaphor and Translation,” in
Livia Kohn and Harold Roth eds., Daoist Identity in Practice (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 2001).
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of the temple theaters.20 In the marketplace, mortuary cloth, bouquets of flowers, and
grain were sold for the preparation o f ancestor worship. On the imperial level, court
ladies in the company o f guards set off from the palace to visit the imperial tombs. The
Minister o f Worship (C/ bu P»IhJ5) ordered the “Enclosure of the Dao” {daochang) erected
and burnt piles o f paper money for those who died in war. Hundreds of lamps were sent
down rivers as tribute to the ghosts and deities of the seas.21

Daoist Rituals in the Song
The preceding pages examined the worship, festivals, and religious practices
exclusively related to the divinities o f the Three Officials.

It would be misleading,

however, to see the worship o f the Three Officials existing solely as an isolated,
individual belief. On the contrary, historical sources of the Song religious activities
confirm that it was often integrated with other forms of ritual performance.

The Power o f the Daoist Mortuary Ritual o f "Huangluzhai"

20 Meng Yuanlao
lu wai sizhong, pp. 49-50.

Dongjing menghua lu

juan 8, in Dongjing menghua

21 The descriptions of the zhongyuan festival in Dongjing menghua lu and Mengliang lu are
almost identical, see Meng Yuanlao, Dongjing menghua lu, in Dongjing menghua lu wai sizhong,
pp. 49-50; Wu Zimu, Mengliang lu, juan 4, in Dongjing menghua lu wai sizhong, p. 160. Similar
but shorter records of the zhongyuan festival are illustrated in other thirteenth-century writings.
See Wulin qiushi
juan 3, in Dongjing menghua lu wai sizhong, p. 381; Xihu laoren
fansheng lu
in Dongjing menghua lu wai sizhong, p. 111.
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During the Southern Song period, the Three Officials were associated with the
complex Daoist ritual for the dead, the Purgation Rite o f the Yellow Register, or
“huangluzhai HSS3ST (hereafter referred to as the Huangluzhai ritual), widely observed
by both the imperial court and ordinary people. According to the late twelfth-century
liturgy text Daomen dingzhi

the Huangluzhai ritual was conducted by the

Official o f Water and was relevant to the Officials o f Heaven and Earth. The ritual was
to “support the family and the nation, saving both the living and the dead, releasing the
ancestors of seven generations for salvation, and rescuing the souls from hell.”22
In general, a Huangluzhai ritual in the Song was freely referred to as either a “zhai
(fast) or a “jiao $ t” (offering). While Daoist scholars endeavored to differentiate
between the meanings and functions o f “zhai ” and “jiao ” rituals, the interchangeable
naming o f the two in the Song literary sources suggest that the two previously separate
rituals were somehow integrated into a series o f very flexible rites in the Song.23
More precisely, the Huangluzhai ritual was perceived by the Southern Song people as
a form o f therapeutic ritual to treat illness caused by the souls of the dead. In explaining

22rnmt ■t t c *
’

j

*mm±7t •

See Daomen dingzhi

• mm&c - mm-tm.

(Preface dated 1188), CT 1224, Daozang, vol. 31,

p. 713.
23 The distinction between a “jiao” and a “zhai” is extensively documented by past
scholarship. For the historical research on this topic, see Ryfl Shiman [Liu Zhiwan], “Chugoku
saishu Id),” in ChQgoku dbkyd no matsuri to shinkfi (Tokyo: Ofusha, 1983-84), vol. I, pp. 428486; Zhu Yueli trans., Matsumoto Kffichi, “Daojiao han zongjiao yili,” p. 187. For studies based
more on modem field works, see Kristoppher Schipper, Le corps taoiste, pp. 122-125; John
Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History (New York: MacMillan Publishing
Company, 1987), pp. 51-59,169-194.
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the purpose o f the Huangluzhai ritual, a Southern Song Daoist priest made the following
remarks to a patient:
Everything that has befallen the vengeful soul o f the dead is reported to
the Celestial Emperor. Receiving a ‘Celestial Talisman,’ the soul returns
for retribution. The ritual techniques [fangshu

current among human

beings are unable to offer any way out. Only the Yellow Register Retreat
(Huangluzhai), by submitting a petition and memorializing Heaven
(baibiao zoutian

can eliminate the crime.24

The same text emphasizes the extraordinary power of the Huangluzhai ritual in
achieving the salvation for the dead. In this ritual, the devotees burned incense and
offered flowers. The altar was decorated with hanging pennants and suspended canopies.
The Daoist masters sang hymns, recited vows, and represented the devotees to confess
sins and seek pardon. As Edward Davis rightly points out, the ritual functioned as an
expedient device to save and deliver the soul of the dead and permanently remove the
soul o f the dead from the living. It helps to eliminate the vengeful lawsuit (miandui
o f the wandering souls and constitutes a form o f exorcism.25

24 For the original text, see Lin Weifu
ed., Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu
juan 120, CT 466. I quote from Edward Davis’ English translation; see
Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, p. 196.
25 For the original text, see Lin Weifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu 120: 24a. Also see
Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, pp. 196*197.
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Indeed, many more literary accounts of the Huangluzhai rituals in the Tang and Song
periods testify that the Huangluzhai was regarded as one of the most efficacious ways
(yan fig) to get rid o f troublesome ghosts and to restore the order of the human world.26
For example, as recorded in Du Guangting’s Daojiao lingyan j i

(Record o f

the Numinous Efficacy o f the Teachings o f the Dao), an ugly wife and her son were
poisoned by her husband and his second wife. The spirits of the ugly wife and her son
were transformed into two birds and returned to bite the husband. The husband asked a
Daoist master for help. After the purgation rite of the Yellow Register, the wife and the
son appeared in the husband’s dream and told him that because o f his fast, both she and
her son were sent to the heaven and gained the merits.27
A particularly intriguing story set in Hangzhou in 1178 was recorded in Hong Mai’s
miscellaneous notes, Yijian zhi ^IB ffi;.28

The story tells about a ritual sponsored by

Bolu, the brother o f the dead Xu Dake, who formerly served for the imperial Department

26 In addition to sponsoring a Huangluzhai ritual, the following deeds are also regarded as
virtuous behaviors that would cause “efficacy” or “yan la ”: reciting scriptures and charms,
commissioning statutes or paintings of Daoist devotional images; building or reconstructing
Daoist temples. See the colorful descriptions in Du Guangting, Daojiao lingyan ji, in Yunji
qiqian § & -b 3 t, CT 1032, juan 120-121.
27 For the original text, see “Li Chengsi jie qi er yuanxiu Huangluzhai yan
in Yunji qi qian, juan 120, CT 1032, Daozang, vol. 22, p. 835;
also see Matsumoto Koichi, “Daojiao yu zongjiao liyi,” p. 182. For more historical accounts
attesting to the power of the Huangluzhai ritual, see Ryu Shiman [Liu Zhiwan], “ChiOgoku saishU
kO,” pp. 459-475.
28 For the original text, see Hong Mai, Yijian zhi, p. 767
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o f Trade and Business in the Southern Song capital Hangzhou. During the observance of
the Yellow Register Retreat, the dead official Xu Dake was summoned home:
.. .After the middle o f the night, Xu Dake[’s spirit] possessed his small
son, who got hold o f paper and brush and wrote on three sheets under a
lantern: the first said, “In life I, Dake, drank wine to the point of
delirium... Availing myself of this merit-making service, I return to my
family to pay them a visit. The mercy of the Emperor [Xiaozong] is so
heavy one cannot contemplate it”; the second said, “I have received the
mercy o f Heaven”; and the third said, “In life I, Dake, had no regrets.”
The Daoist priests all looked upon his writings, while Bolu [Dake’s
brother] and the members of his household tearfully held them up, noticing
that the characters were all in his handwriting. They had them engraved
on a block and shown to the people so that they would know that the
moving power o f the Offering was like this.29
From the extant Southern Song literary accounts detailing the actual sites and patrons
o f the Huangluzhai rituals, we have confirmation that the rituals were performed widely

29 The English translation is that of Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song
China, p. 181.
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throughout southern China, and the ritual sponsors included common people and wealthy
individuals, usually the imperial house, literati officials, and merchants.30

Basic Repository o f the Daoist Ritualfo r the Dead
In order to know how Daoist images such as the Boston triptych might have been
used in a ritual context, it is necessary to know how Daoist rituals were performed in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. As past scholarship has demonstrated, the skeletal
structure o f the Huangluzhai ritual is well formulated in the late Tang liturgy manual
Taishang huanglu zhaiyi

compiled by the Daoist Du Guangting

(850-933).31 A number o f complex and lengthy compendia in the Daoist canon were
actually Southern Song products built upon Du Guangting’s original with ritual
expansions to serve the contemporary needs.32 The following discussion will divide the
basic repository o f the Huanglu zhai ritual into two major parts: sending petitions to the
gods and summoning the souls.

30 For more examples from the Southern Song, see Edward Davis, Society and the
Supernatural in Song China, pp. 173-175.
31 For the original text, see Du Guangting, Taishang huanglu zhaiyi, CT 507. Also, see
Franciscus Verellen, Du Guangting (850-933): Tadiste de cour a la fin de la chine medievale
(Paris: Memoires de l’lnstitu des Hautes Etudes Chinoises 30,1989).
32 These texts include Jiang Shuyu’s (1162-1223) Wushang huanglu dazhai lichengyi, CT
508; Lingbao wuliang duren shangjing dafa, CT 219; Jin Yuzhong’s (fl. 1225) Shangqing
lingbao dafa, CT 1222; Wang Qizhen’s Shangqing lingbao dafa, CT 1223; and Lin Weifu’s
Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu, CT 466.
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Sending Petitions to the Gods
To initiate a Daoist ritual, a Daoist priest must go through a meditation practice
(icunxiang

in a ritual space in order to summon the supernatural powers from both

his body and the celestial realms. This visualization process begins with the “Lighting
the Incense Burner” (falu WtffiL) and “Calling Out the Officers” rites (chuguan fcfci'iO-'33
What is peculiar to the Daoist religion here, as pointed out by Edourd Chavannes, is that
the Daoist priests “are considered to contain in their bodies divinities or, actually,
spiritual officials who can be summoned forth and charged to announce to all the exterior
deities that a religious ceremony will take place.”34 Similarly, Michael Saso defines this
meditating performance as a process through which a Daoist externalizes (or empties) the
spirit officials or messengers from his body in order to ‘‘build a mandala or a pure area
around himself’ and to send off the documents o f petitions to the gods.35
As vividly described by Kristofer Schipper, the chanter in a Daoist ritual recites the
following hymns, which derived from the text Lingbao wuliang duren shangpin miao jin g
A Hnpn ^ P ( Wondrous Scripture o f Supreme Rank on the Infinite Salvation
o f Lingbao) compiled under the patronage o f Emperor Huizong in the early twelfth

33 Zhu Yueli trans., Matsumoto K5ichi, “Daojiao han zongjiao yili,” pp. 167-171.
34 Edourd Chavannes, “Le jet des dragons,” Memoires concemant 1‘Asie orientale, vol. 3
(Paris: Editions Ernest Leroux, 1919), p. 197 notes 8 and 9; also see Catherine Bell, “Medieval
Taoist Ritual Mastery: A Study in Practice, Text and Rite” (Ph.D diss., University of Chicago,
1983), p. 112.
35 Michael Saso, The Teaching o f Master Chuang (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1978), p. 219.
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century.36 Such hymns, called “The Chaims for Lightening the Incense Burner” (Falu
zhou M f t ) , are chanted by a chanter standing aside while the Great Master quietly
meditates. The chanter calls out the inner pantheon name by name:
Old Lord Most High o f the Three Energies,
Mysterious, Original, and Primordial
O f the supreme Three Heavens,
Call from inside my body the Attendants to the Merits o f the three
(spheres) and five (directions),
the emissary o f the incense,
the dragon-riding couriers,
the little golden boy who guards the incense,
the jade maiden who transmits the words,
the officers who attend the symbols of the Five Emperors and who are on
assignment today,
thirty-six people in all:
“Come out!
Come out, each one o f you, dressed nobly in ceremonial costume, and
stand before the sacred officer, Earth God o f this very place, to tell him

36 Lingbao wulian duren shangpin miao jing
(Wondrous Scripture
o f Supreme Rank on the Infinite Salvation o f Lingbao, CT 1, Daozong, vol. 1. For a brief
discussion of this text in the historical context of Emperor Huizong and the Daoist master Lin
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that I am here burning incense so that I may go up onto the altar and
practice the Dao for such and such a community.[.. .]And may the cosmic
energies of life descend and spread through my body, so that my sincere
intentions may be communicated rapidly before the throne o f the Jade
Emperor o f the Golden Gate in the vast heavens!”37
After invoking the pantheon residing in his body, a Daoist master is ready to ascend to
heaven to invite the gods.38 Reading aloud the memorial written in vermilion ink on
yellow paper (huangzeng zhubiao H f j j t h e Great Master asks the spirit officers of
his body to correct any mistakes in the document before submitting it.39 Finally, the
Great Master sets out on his visualization journey with the company o f the officers and

Lingsu
see Judith M. Boltz, A Survey o f Taoist Literature (Berkeley: Institute of East
Asian Studies, University of California, 1987), pp. 26*27.
37 The English translation is based on Kristofer Schipper, Taoist Body, trans. Karen C.
Duval, p. 97.
38 Several Daoist texts dating to the twelfth and the thirteenth centuries recorded similar
versions of the hymns. The text recorded in Lingbao lingjiao jindu jinshu has a longer narrative.
It visualizes the spirits moving dynamically in various forms: the officers (// H ) ride chariots
driven by flying dragons; the young attendants (yulang 3EJ!|S) are dressed in colorful garments
and hold banners; the soldiers (gongcao JjjW) wear the Heaven-reaching cap (tongtian guan
and golden bell (jinling
around the waist; the messengers (shizhe
hold a
tablet made of jade (yuban 3EfiS) and carry banners {fan (§) and canopies {chuang $1) behind
the entourage. For the original text, see Lin Weifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao jindu jinshu, juan 9, CT
466, Daozang, vol. 7, p. 83. Also, see Jiang Shuyu (1156-1217) Wushang huanglu zhaiyi, juan
31, CT 508, Daozang, vol. 9, p. 567.
39 This particular rite is called “Announcement of Merit” (yangong lf£tj).
Guangting, Taishang huanglu zhaiyi, juan 49, CT 507, Daozang, vol. 9, pp. 326-327.
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See Du

soldiers called out from his body; he is ready to ascend to heaven and to send a memorial
(fabiao l £ i £ ) to invite the gods (qing guan ffU D -40

As vividly recorded in Lingbao lingjiao jidu jin shu

the

imaginative journey was dynamic, fluent, and colorful, deserving our detailed analysis.41
The Daoist master visualizes himself as a “perfected being” (zhen ren

jt£ A ),

ascending

on clouds to the heavens. After journeying through hundreds of li M> he and his retinue
cross a rainbow bridge (hong qiao jQjffll) and arrive at the Gate o f the Three Heavens
(santian men H A P 1!), where some celestial guards dressed in the robes of an astral
officer (xingguan ju M'EaSED are waiting for them. This is the place where the petitions
are submitted for a detailed examination! The soldiers accompanying the Daoist master
now wait at the gate, leaving the Daoist master alone to enter the gate.42 The Daoist
master is thus welcomed by a grand celestial court atop golden purple clouds. There he
bows and kneels deeply (zaibai chang gui

in front of highest god o f the court

seated on a throne shaped like a colorful lion. The Daoist master submits the petitions
and says to the court: “ I, the humble officer (.xiao chen /M 5), visit your court today and

40 Zhu Yueli trans., Matsumoto KSichi, “Daojiao han zongjiao yili,” pp. 169-170.
41 For the original text, see
in Lin Weifii ed., Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu,
juan 282, Daozang, vol. 8, p. 483; I refer to this from Xie Shiwei
“Daojiao chaoyuan tu
zhi tuxiang ji qi zongjiao yihan
(M.A. Thesis, Taipei:
Zhongguo wenhua daxue, 1994), p. 152.
42 r $ E f!lP ^ ’ S frW 'fA j ; in Lin Weifii ed., Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu, juan 282, p.
483.
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recite the sacred scriptures in order to ask your petition for [something] for [somebody]. I
beg you to bestow your manifestation (ganying Jf^lS)”43 At the conclusion of this
meditation journey, the various official messengers are returned to the priest’s body, and
the written memorials are burned.

Summoning the Souls
Once the gods from different directions were summoned to a ritual space, the Daoist
master was ready to proceed to the next visualization journey, which was to descend to
the earth-prison (diyu ffeM) and to summon the souls to the ritual space for purification
and salvation. Edward Davis compares the various texts of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries to Du Guangting’s Taishang huanlu zhaiyi and notes that ,4various trips to the
other world undertaken by the Daoist priest or his spiritual messengers” in order to save
the souls were the newly-emerged concerns of this time.44 This observation seems to
correspond to Matsumoto Koichi’s argument that the increasing memorials {zhuang lt£)
designed to send to the myriad pantheon in a Huangluzhai ritual in the Song period may
reflect a growing notion of the underworld as a well-constructed bureaucratic system 45

j ; see Lin Weifu ed.,
Lingbao lingjiaojidu jinshu, CT 466, juan 282, Daozang, vol. 8, p. 483.
44 Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, pp. 231-232.
45 Zhu Yueli trans., Matsumoto KSichi, “Daojiao han zongjiao yili,” pp. 18S-186.
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This search for the souls in the underworld begins with the rite known as “Lighting
the Lamps and Destroying the Earth-Prisons” (Randeng poyu $*$|fi|£|i£).46 The Daoist
master - the so-called “One o f High Merit” (gaogong rUE(j) ~ uses lamps, talismans, and
visualization to descend to the earth-prison and to summon the souls to the ritual.
Guided by the lamps set up in the enclosure of the Dao (daochang), the Daoist master
visualizes himself to descend to the earth-prison. He holds a staff (zezang

and

talismans (fit f f ) (fig. 6.3) to break the locks of the prison and release the souls, who
were able to follow the light and come to the enclosure of the Dao 47
A rare surviving picture attributed to the Southern Song painter Liang Kai in the
Wan-go Weng collection is recently identified by Sheng-chih Lin as pictorial
representations associated with the rite of destroying the hell (fig. 6.4). At the lower left
comer o f the picture plane, a Daoist deity identified as the Savior from Suffering (Jiuku
tianzun

descends to the prison to save the suffering souls (fig. 6.5). A figure

46 See “Randeng poyu pin
in Jin Yunzhong
CT 1223, juan 35, in Daozang, vol. 31, p. 571.

Shangqing lingbao dafa

47 The example shown here is entitled the ‘Talisman of the Ten Directions Savior from
Suffering" (Shifangjiuku tianzun fit
It is one of the many talismans used for
a Daoist priest during the “Ritual of the Destroying the Earth-prison." See Shangqing lingbao
dafa, Daozang, vol. 31, p. 64. For more details of this rite, see Edward Davis, Society and the
Supernatural in Song China, p. 233.
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dressed like a scholar official is saved and welcomed by the Daoist god; he is now
ascending from the earth-prison and heading for his salvation.48
This summoning of the souls shows a vivid convergence with the Buddhist ghostfeeding ritual during the Water-Land Assembly (shuilu fahui

popular in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries.49 A Buddhist pictorial counterpart is provided here as
visual evidence to testify to this Buddhist and Daoist ritual merger (fig. 6.6).50 This
scroll, depicting lohans’ descent to hell to rescue the suffering souls, is from the set of
one hundred paintings produced by the later twelfth century Ningbo studio led by the
local artists Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, which I discussed in Chapter Four.
Similar to the feeding o f the wandering ghosts in a Buddhist mortuary ritual, in a
Daoist ritual, the souls are invited to bathe, dress, eat, and then join the saints to recite the

48 Its iconography has been recently identified by Sheng-chih Lin as Daoist Salvation from
Hell. Sheng-chih Lin, ‘The Iconography of Daoist Salvation from Hell: Re-identifying The
Classic o f Yellow Court (Huangting Jing) Handscroll Attributed to Liang Kai,” paper delivered
at the S3n> Annual Meeting of the Association of Asian Studies, San Diego, March 11, 2000.
Stephen Little in his 2000 catalogue supported Sheng-chih Lin’s re-identification and listed this
painting as Liberating the Soulfrom the Netherworld; see Stephen Little, Taoism and the Arts in
China, fig. 37, pp. 178-179.
49 For an interesting study of the convergence of these rites in the Song, see Edward Davis,
Society and the Supernatural in Song China, pp. 172, 173, 175, 298, 299. For studies of the
Water-Land Assembly Ritual (shuilu fahui) in the medieval China, see Daniel B. Stevenson,
‘Text, Image, and Transformation in the History of the Shuilu fahui, the Buddhist Rite for
Deliverance of Creatures of Water and Land,” pp. 30-70; Stephen Teiser, The Ghost Festival in
Medieval China, p. 108; Makita TairyO, “Suirikue shokS,” TDhOshttkyB, pp. 14-33.
50 See Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaiga sdgSzuroku, vol. 4, JT10-001,38/100, p. 17.
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portion o f The Scripture o f Salvation (Duren jing S A M )-51 After listening to the
sermons, the souls were purified, refined, and finally freed from the sins. A final rite
known as '‘Ritual for Crossing the Bridge” (duqiao keyi

was performed.52

Led by the celestial beings called out from the Daoist priest’s body, the souls were
crossing the great bridge for ascending to Heaven assimilated to the Daoist priest’s spinal
column.53 As we learn from John Lagerwey, this bridge structure illustrated in Jiang
Shuyu’s Wushang huanglu dazhai licheng yi is constructed so that “it goes up and then
down before it finally goes up to heaven” (fig. 6.7). It begins with a gate that marks the
“Bridge for the Ascent to Heaven” (shengtian qiao
of the Red Mound” (zhuling fu

then it leads up to the “Court

and goes down to the “Gate for Opening the

Light” (kaiguang men fN ^P^). Finally, it links to the ‘Terrace of Birth in Heaven”
(shengtian tai £ A S ) - 54

51 This ritual was recorded in several different texts. In Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu, the text
indicates that the Daoist text recited by the Daoist priest during this visualization rite is Yuanshi
wuliang duren dadong yujing 7 C $ p ^l4 S A A M 2 M - See Lin Weifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao
jidu jinshu, CT 466, juan 283, Daozang, vol. 8, p. 494.
For a popular description of this ritual, see Hong Mai’s account of the ritual master Huang’s
summoning a female soul to bathe (.zhaohun ruyu jS i£A & ) in her previous house during a
huanglujiao ritual; in Hong Mai, Yijian zhi, “Huang fashi jiao
pp. 448-449.
52 Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, p. 235.
53 Ibid.
54 For illustration, see Shangqing lingbao dafa, CT1222, Daozang, vol. 31, p. 6; also, see
John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History, pp. 236-237.
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Imperial Patronage of Daoist Rituals (960-1279)
According to Daomen dingzhi, there are a number of rituals appropriate for the
imperial court. The Ritual o f the Great One (Taiyi zhai
deities o f the Great One (shishen taiyi

—Iff) is conducted by the ten

); only the emperor of a nation is

qualified to observe it. The Gold Register Retreat (Jinlu zhai jfeHlff) is conducted by
the Official o f Heaven and is devoted to praying for the emperor and to enforcing the
nation. The Jade Register Retreat (Yulu zhai 3E8H8J) is conducted by the Official of
Earth and is held to protect the empresses and concubines. The Yellow Register Retreat
(Huanglu zhai) is conducted by the Official of Water with the assistance of the Officials
o f Heaven and Earth. In addition to releasing the ancestors and sinful souls for salvation,
as discussed in the foregoing part, it is also regarded as an expedient device to support the
family and the nation (puzi jiaguo

These rituals, and the above-mentioned

pantheon associated with the rituals, formed the major repertoire for the Daoist worship
and practices at the Song court. They were observed to fulfill various purposes: ancestor
worship, praying for the weather (rain, sun, or snow), death rituals, birthday celebrations,
and national festivals.56

55 For a detailed discussion of these rituals, see Ryu Shiman [Liu Zhiwan], “ChOgoku saishn
ko,” pp. 430-431.
56 For a survey of this topic, see Wang Shengduo tE M fl. “Songchao li yu daojiao
^ $ 0 S 0 l i I l k ” in Guoji songdai wenhua yantao hui lunwenji
(Chengdu: Sichuan daxue chubanshe, 1991), pp. 219-231.
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Numerous historical studies exemplify the reign o f Emperor Zhenzong H th (r. 9981022) and the reign o f Emperor Huizong

(r. 1101-1125) as two historical periods in

the Northern Song dynasty that marie the peak o f imperial sponsorship o f Daoism.
Shortly before the famous legendary event o f the descent o f the so-called ‘‘Heavenly
Text” (tianshu A IF ) in the early eleventh century, the emperor in 1008 dreamed o f a
“spiritual being’' (shen ren

jji$A) dressed

in a Daoist costume with a star cap and a

crimson cloak.57 The spiritual being instructed the emperor to set up a “Yellow Register
Enclosure of the Dao” (Huanglu daochang H H k!*!!) for one month in order to welcome
the descent o f a heavenly text, which would reinforce the emperor’s mandate of heaven.
The emperor thus ordered a nine-storied altar with colorful banners (jie caitan jiu ji
and a delicately carved wooden chariot embellished with golden jewelry
(diaomu wei yu, shi y i jinbao

to be set up in an enclosure o f the

Dao in the Hall o f the Pilgrimage to the Origin (chaoyuan dian §B7Cl&) at the imperial
court.58
Emperor Zhenzong’s patronage o f Daoist rituals was most extravagantly reflected in
his lavish construction o f the Daoist temple Palace o f the Jadelike Purity (Yuqing

57 For scholarship of the descent of the heavenly text in 1008, see Suzanne E. Cahill,
‘Taoism at the Sung Court: The Heavenly Text Affair of 1008,” The Bulletin o f Sung-Yuan
Studies (1981), pp. 23-44, especially p. 26; Liu Jingzhen
“Quanwei de xiangzheng Song Zhenzong dazhong xiangfu shidai (1008-1016) tanxi
in Song shi yanjiu j i
(Taipei: Guoli bianyi guan, 1995), vol. 23, pp. 43-70.
58 Song shi, juan 104, zhi: 57; in Daojiao shi ziliao, pp. 229-230.
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chaoying gong HEfifBSI&'gO in the capital Kaifeng. Although the temple burned down
shortly after its completion, it remained in the historical record as the largest and most
expensive imperial building project of the entire Song dynasty.59 The temple enshrined
precious statues o f the Jade Emperor (Yuhuang 3EM ), the imperial ancestral deity the
Holy Ancestor (Shengzu

and the deceased emperors Taizu

all cast in gold and silver.60

and Taizong

Numerous imperial “enclosures of the Dao”

(daochang) were constructed in the temple as part of the important ritual repertoire of the
court.61
The imperial power extended outside the court by regulating the officially sanctioned
ritual formula to the provincial temples.

An imperial-sanctioned ritual manual entitled

Tianqing daochang zhai jiao yishi

was delivered to numerous

temples bearing the same name “Celestial Celebration” (Tianqing guan

recently

officiated by the Emperor Zhenzong all over the Song empire 62 Another ten scrolls of

59 The construction of the Palace of Jadelike Purity was extensively documented in major
Song historical records. See Song Shi, “benji,” juan 7, “Zhenzong,” juan 2, p. 140; Xu zizhi
tongjian changbian, juan 30-32, in Daojiao shi ziliao, pp. 232-233; Li You
Songchao
shishi
juan 7, p. 2b, in Siku quanshu, vol. 608, p. 84.
60 Liu Feng 81^1 et al., Zhongguo daojiao fazhan shigang 4 1
Wenjin chuban she, 1997), p. 257.

(Taipei:

61 Daojiao shi ziliao, p. 233.
62 hr 1009, the government ordered a Temple of the Celestial Celebration erected in each
county. In the following ten years, numerous temple steles erected all over the Song empire
document this imperial order. Tens and hundreds of these temples were established, but most of
them were renovated from a Buddhist monastery or an old deserted Daoist temple. See Xu zizhi
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ritual manual entitled Ritual Manual o f the Myriad Gods (or Luotian jiaoyi
were issued by Zhenzong’s government and became part o f the standard ritual repertoire
performed by the state and the counties.63
The reign of Emperor Huizong in the early twelfth century marked the second peak of
the Daoist renaissance in the Northern Song.64 The core figure who played a significant
role in promoting Daoist rituals at Huizong’s court was the powerful Daoist priest Lin
Lingsu

(1076-1120). Well regarded by Emperor Huizong, Lin Lingsu deified the

bureaucratic power and identified Emperor Huizong as the son of the Jade Emperor and
the sovereign of the Divine Empyrean (shenxiao

In 1118, Huizong authorized Lin

Lingsu to host a grand Assembly o f the Thousand Daoists, or the so-called Qiandao hui
in the imperial temple Shangqing baolu gong

More than eight

hundred Daoist priests were summoned to this assembly. The extravagant cost o f such a

tongjian, juan 28, “songji, zhenzong,” in Daojiao shi ziliao, p. 22S. For the imperial edition of
the ritual manual, see Liu Feng et al., Zhongguo daojiao fazhai shigang, p. 388.
63 Xu zizhi tongjian changbian, juan 89; in Rytf Shiman [Liu Zhiwan], “Chugoku saishil
kS,” p. 444; Liu Feng et al., Zhongguo daojiaofazhai shigang, p. 389.
64 For studies on Emperor Huizong’s engagement of Daoism and Daoist art, see Yang
Huarong, “ Song Huizong yu daojiao,” pp. 70-79; Xiao Baifang, “Xuanhe huapu yanjiu: Song
Huizong yucang huamu de shixue jingshen, daojiao beijing, yu huihua meixue,” Master Thesis,
Taiwan: Guoli Chenggong daxue, 1992, p. 3-3; Caroline Gyss-Vermande, “ Lettres de Song
Huizong Au Maltre du Maoshan Liu Hunkang, ou le Patronage Imperial Comme Pratique de
Devotion,” pp. 239-253; Patricia Ebrey, ‘Taoism and Art at the Court of Song Huizong,” pp. 95111.

65 r ^ $ 0 ± r f # a t S •

A j

; see Xun zizhi tongjian, juan

93, “ Songji, Huizong;” in Daojiaoshi ziliao, pp. 259-260.
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Qiandao hui could be as high as several hundred thousands o f strings o f coins ( minqian

tm)-66
The scarcity o f Daoist records in the Southern Song official history may in fact reflect
the ruling house’s sensitive attitude toward Daoism after the government was forced to
move to the south. Due to Emperor Huizong’s fervent indulgence in Daoism and his
failure to keep the Song nation from the Jurchen invasion, the Southern Song government
did not want to promote Daoism overtly.
Nevertheless, fragmental records suggested that the Southern Song court still
maintained an active role in supporting numerous Daoist temples near the capital
Hangzhou.

The imperial temples situated inside the capital, such as the Temple o f the

Great One (Taiyi gong
m

m

H ). the Temple o f Enormous Longevity ( Wang Shougong

and the Temple o f Spectacular Numina {Jingling gong JfrSclD were major

places where imperial Daoist rituals were held during the festivals and memorial days of
imperial ancestors. For example, the Temple o f the Great One was in charge of seasonal
worships. With ten Daoist priests and two hundred and seventy-six officers working for
this imperial temple, it hosted the most phenomenal lantern pavilion during the
celebration o f the Festival o f the Official of Heaven. Court officials who presided over

66

• wm&mj

• m h h rji *

. For these original texts, see Xu zizhi tongjian, juan 92-93; see Daojiaoshi ziliao, pp. 253,259.

Later in the Southern Song period, the so-called “Retreat of the One Thousand Paths [of
Rebirth]’’ was still performed in a Daoist temple in Xiangzhou, Hunan, with Buddhist monks and
Daoist priests participating in the feast together. See Hong Mai, Yijian zhi, p. 1398; also, see
Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, p. 175.
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such a ritual were led by Daoist priests dancing and holding canopies in front o f the
officers (Daoshi chichuangjie buxuyi qianyin

The Temple

o f Enormous Longevity (Wangshou gong) had a special hall dedicated to the deity o f the
emperor’s original destiny (benming A^p). Daoist rituals dedicated to imperial birthday
celebrations were usually held here.68
Outside the capital, there were many more Daoist temples in the neighboring suburbs
that showed a strong affiliation with the imperial court.69 Among these neighboring
temples, the Palace o f the Divine Empyrean (Dongxiao gong

located in Yuhang

t&fcrC county was favored by the Southern Song imperial family members. Since the
early Southern Song, the temple had received generous sponsorship from the imperial
court to support its reconstruction. Later on, two important imperial calligraphic works
on Daoist literature, the Scripture o f Salvation (Duren jin g S A M ) transcribed by
Emperor Gaozong and the Scripture o f Purity (Qingjing jin g

# M ) transcribed by

6? Song huiyao jigao bubian, “Taiyigong,” in Wang Shengduo, “Songchao li yu daojiao,” p.
225.
68 Zhou Bida Mi&A, Wenzhong j i
juan 114, “Wangshou guan chunfii dian kaiqi
taishang huangdi dinghai benming yue daochang qingci
Song huiyao jigao, li 5, 22, 23; see Wang Shengduo, “ Song chao li yu
daojiao,” p. 228.
69 Many temples, such as Yousheng guan
Kaiyuan gong
Longxiang gong
l t d 'l l , Zongyang gong
Sishengyanxiang guan
Ningshou gong
and so on, received imperial writings (yushu W & ) from the Southern Song emperors. See Qian
Yueyou, Xianchun lin 'an zhi, juan 13, pp. 5*18; juan75, pp. 7-12.
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Emperor Lizong, were both bestowed on the temple as prestigious imperial presents.70
Because the temple was reputed for its tradition of hosting the imperial rite o f “Throwing
the Dragon” (toulong qiju zhisuo & ft|frii§ £ # T ) since ancient times, it is likely that the
Southern Song imperial house also commissioned Daoist rituals here.
Specific Daoist ritual activities sponsored by the Southern Song court were rarely
recorded in the official history, if not totally absent. On New Year’s Day o f 1137,
Emperor Gaozong commissioned the “Bless-bestowing Enclosure of the Dao” (Qiju
daochang

in the Daoist temple Palace o f the Primordial Talisman and

Longevity (or Yuanfu wangsui gong

in Jiankang iHHf (today’s Nanjing),

Jiangsu. The ritual lasted for three days and three nights, and was supervised by the
officers sent by the emperor from the capital.71

Around this time, another ritual

sponsored by the imperial court, the Yellow Register Offerings (Huanglu jia o f&SkM),
was held in Mt. Maoshan ^ [ i ] , Jiangxi, the homeland of the Lingbao Daoism, devoted to
Emperor Huizong. These rituals were held to pray for Emperor Huizong, who was
recently deceased in the Jure hen’s territory, and for Emperor Gaozong’s mother, who was
held in captivity by the Jure hen government in the far northeast.72

70 Qian Yueyou, Xianchun lin ’an zhi, juan 75, pp. 14b, 15a.
71 Song shi, juan 102, “Lizhi,” no. 55; in Daojiaoshi ziliao, p. 267.
72 Song shi, juan 102, “Lizhi: 55,” in Daojiao shi ziliao, p. 268. For the close relation
between the Maoshan Daoism and the Song imperial court, see Maoshan zhi, juan 33.
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Although the official history does not recount much about the Daoist ritual activities
of the Southern Song court, a different point of view provided by historical sources
recorded by members of the Daoist sectarian communities suggests that the government
remained an active sponsor of Daoist rituals in the late twelfth and early thirteenth
centuries. A Yuan-dynasty (1272-1367) Daoist gazetteer reveals that the Southern Song
Emperor Ningzong $3^? (r. 1195-1224) was attracted to the Daoist priest Gong Darning
from Zhejiang province, known for his magical power of performing rituals.
While invited to the capital Hangzhou, Gong Darning conducted several zhai # fasts at
the court, which proved to be efficacious (lingyan 8 1 s ) .73 Another Daoist sectarian
gazetteer, Maoshan zhi

1&, records a jiao offering commissioned by Emperor

Ningzong in Mt. Maoshan in honor o f the retirement o f the Daoist master Yi Rugang
fro™ the imperial Temple o f the Great One (Taiyi gong) in Hangszhou.74
Ningzong’s successor, Emperor Lizong S I tk, continued commissioning Daoist rituals
both inside and outside the court. In the time of locust attack and drought, he summoned

73 Deng Mu
Dongxiao tuzhi MUBDgL juan 5, “renwu men
Liu Zhiwan], “Chugoku saishiO kb,” p. 446.

in Rytl Shiman [

74 Yi Rugang served as the “High Scholar and Supervisor” {gaoshi bing dujian
H ill)
in the Temple of the Great One (Taiyi gong) in Hangzhou. See Liu Dapin, Maoshan zhi, CT 304,
juan 4, in Daozang, vol. 5, p. 572.
As Hui-shu Lee’s study of the recorded Southern Song court paintings indicated, Empress
Yang once “transcribed the Daoist text Duren jing and had an academy painter illustrate it” in
the year that she received the Maoshan tally (1210). See Hui-shu Lee, “The Domain of Empress
Yang (1162-1233): Art, Gender and Politics at die Southern Song Court” (Ph.D. diss., Yale
University, 1994), p. 226.
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the thirty-second Celestial Master from the Daoist institute in Mt. Longhu
perform a jiao H

to

offering in the imperial Temple o f Great One (Taiyi gong) in

Hangzhou. The ritual successfully invoked the rain and drove the locusts away.75 The
Maoshan gazetteer also records a Gold Register Retreat commissioned by Lizong’s court
in the Palace o f the Primordial Talisman and Peace (Yuanju wangning gong
in Jiangkang for three days and nights to pray for the nation. On this
occasion, the lyrics o f the liturgical document used in the rite o f ‘Throwing the Dragon
Document” (toulongjian) were composed by Emperor Lizong himself 76

Positioning the Daoist Images in a Ritual Context
With so many Daoist ritual activities recorded both at the imperial and popular levels
in the Song period, one wonders how an enclosure of the Dao was physically constructed.
Based on our foregoing discussion o f Daoist rituals in the Song, readers can imagine a
ritual space as a theatrical stage. It is a designated space with actions, music, sounds and
light. Another inviting element o f such a theater-like space is its encyclopedic array of
visual images. What kind o f images were placed in such a ritual space, and how? In the
following section, we will retrieve evidence from historical records as well as

75
shan zhi
shan

juan 6, “shijia

’ ffn ilS j See Luo Jinyuan
ed., Longhu
in Zhongguo daoguan zhi congkan: Longhu shan zhi
Jiangsu guji chuban she, 2000), p. 184.
in Liu Dapin, Maoshan zhi,

76 See “Lizong jinlu toulong yujian ci
CT 304, juan 4, in Daozang, vol. 5, p. 572.
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contemporary ethnographical studies to reconstruct the liturgical presence of Daoist
images in the Southern Song. Such an inquiry will provide a foundation for our
understanding of the meaning and function of the Boston triptych in its original setting,
which we will discuss in the next chapter.

Erecting an Enclosure o f the Dao
In its earliest formative period, between the second and sixth centuries, the basic
concept o f a Daoist sacred space was just an incense burner atop a mountain-shaped altar
(tan i§) made of mud (fig. 6.1 ).77 The mountain-shaped altar symbolizes the Daoist
celestial Mountain o f the Jade Capital (yujing shan 3ijRlll). The incense (xiang fir),
which represents the dynamic form of energy floating in the universe, was thus regarded
as the most crucial element in transmitting the message from the human world to the
supernatural world.78
By the time o f the late Tang and early Song period from the late ninth to the tenth
centuries, religious Daoism integrated numerous spirits and divinities into its pantheon,
which resulted in the physical enlargement of a ritual space. Layers o f space were added

77 The diagram is recorded in the sixth century Wushang biyao', see John Lagerwey, Taoist
Ritual in Chinese Society and History, p. 30; Stephen Little, Taoism and the Arts o f China, fig. 4,
p. 19.
78 For a survey of the erection of a Daoist altar in the early formative period, see Tanaka
Fumo, “Girei to kQkan,” in Noguchi TetsufB et al. eds., Kdza dbky'b, vol. 2, Ddkyo no kyodan to
girei (Tokyo: Yuzankaku, 2000), pp. 95-108, especially pp. 96,106.
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to compose an enclosure o f the Dao, flanking the original three-storied altar at the center.
The additional space was marked by a series of “altar screens” (mu ID , “seats”(wei f i) ,
and “courts” (tang j^).79 Such a ritual space, as later reconstructed by the Southern Song
Daoist priest Jin Yunzhong

included a “altar screen” (zhang mu iHHO of the

Three Officials (sanguan) at the front east side o f the central altar, and a corresponding
altar screen o f the Three Masters (sanshi

set at the west side o f the central altar.80

The above-mentioned ritual space formed a basic structure of the enclosure of the Dao
erected in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. What is more interesting, paintings of
Daoist devotional spirits were documented extensively in the Song and Yuan liturgical
texts. They were often referred to as sacred images (shengxiang
An interesting diagram recorded in the thirteenth century liturgical manual Lingbao
lingjiao j i du jin shu

(The Golden Script on Salvation Based on the

Teachings Conveyed by the Lingbao Tradition) illustrates how the painted images were
hung in a ritual context (fig. 6.8; 6.9). The instructions read:
In front o f the [main] altar, set screens on the right and left walls. For
fasts held on ordinary occasions, only two altar screens are necessary: the
screen for the Six Masters (liushi A S fi) on the left; and the screen for the

79 Ibid., p. 109.
80 “The Three Masters” represent the three ritual supervisors: Scripture Master ijingshi
Text Master (jishi f t gift), and Salvation Master (dushi SBfr); see Jin Yunzong, Shangqing
lingbao dqfa,]\an 17; in Tanaka Fumo, “Girei to ktDcan,” pp. 109-110.
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Three Officials (sanguan) on the right. For the Purgation Rite of the
Yellow Register (huanglu zhai), six altar screens are required: screens for
the Dark Master (xttan shi 2C0ji), Heavenly Master (tianshi 201i)» and
Master of the Ritual Inspector (jianzhai da Fashi

) on the left;

and screens for Five Emperors (wudi 2 ^ ? ), Three Officials (sanguan),
and Three Masters (sanshi 2 S ^ ) on the right. Each screen should be
framed with banners on three sides, [so that the sacred images can be
hung in the center o f the screen], with fragrant flowers, lamps, and candles
as the offerings.81
Note that the display o f the painted images of the Three Officials constitutes a crucial
element in both kinds o f the altar space introduced above.

What is more, painted

divinities presented in such a ritual space reflect a common characteristic: they represent
judicial authorities summoned by the Daoist Master to inspect the ritual on the spot.
Another diagram recorded in the same ritual manual shows how the painted images of
different divinities were hung on three walls outside the altar (fig. 6.10; 6.11).82 As

°

t£zm ttffi •
•

•
For the oiringal text, see Lin Weifu (1239-1303) ed.,
Lingbao lingjiaoj i du jin shu, juan 1, CT 466, Daozang, vol. 7, p. 28.
It is important to note that the six altar screens used during the Purgation Rite of the Yellow
Register (huanglu zhai) were identical to those mentioned in another thirteenth century Daoist
liturgy manual Wushang huanglu da zhai li zheng yi. It suggests that these screens were
standard in Song and Yuan rituals. See Jiang Shuyu (1156-1217), Wushang huanglu dazhai
lizhengyi,}uan 37, CT 508, Daozang, vol. 9, p. 595.
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indicated by the text accompanying the diagram, the images (xiang $£) o f the Three
Officials were hung with other cosmic and natural divinities on the west and east walls.
They represented deities in the second tier of the Daoist pantheon. As labeled in the
diagram, the noblest gods on the north wall included the Three Pure Ones (Sangqing
H fff), the Heavenly Emperor (Tianghuang £H §). and the North, South, and East Poles
(Beiji

Nanji

Dongji

Symmetrical displays of twelve groups of deities

were placed on the west and east walls, with six groups on each side. On the east wall,
there were Nine Heavens (Jiutian

Six Planets (Liuyao 7a$1), North Dipper

(Beidou A-4-)> Three Chancelleries {Sansheng H ilf), Three Officials (Sanguan HIT),
and Five Peaks (Wuyue ££80. On the west wall, there were Five Seniors (Wulao £ ^ § ),
Five Stars ( Wuxing £ M ) , South Dipper (Nandou j^-4-), Heavenly Officers (Tiancao
£ W ), Four Saints (Sisheng E9H), and Two Bureaus (Erfu —j£f).

Together, these

divinities framed a sacred enclosure for the ritual.
Interestingly, a very similar iconic repertoire was programmed in the ritual hall o f the
imperial Daoist Temple o f the Great One (Taiyi gong). As recorded in the official history
of the Song dynasty, during the reign of the emperor Huizong, the Temple o f the Central
Great One (Zhong taiyi gong

*K) in Kaifeng enshrined the Three Officials with

astral cosmological deities in the temple interior. These divinities included the Sun,

82 Lin Weifu (1239-1303) ed., Lingbao lingjiao j i du jin shu, juan 1, CT 466, Daozang, vol.
7, pp. 27-28.
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Moon, Five Stars, Twenty-eight Lodgings, Five Elements, Nine Palaces, and so on.83
During the Days of the Three Primordials, special “Lingbao Enclosures o f the Dao”
(Lingbao daochang

were erected in this temple, possibly in an interior ritual

space similar to the one we just discussed.84
After the fall of the Northern Song, an imperial temple dedicated to the Great One
(Dong Taiyi Gong

—HO with similar pictorial programs was reconstructed in the

Southern Song capital Hangzhou in 1148 under the imperial order of the emperor
Gaozong (1127-1162), whose calligraphy was put on the wooden tablets o f the temple.
The corridors were decorated with one hundred and ninety-five painted cosmological
deities drawn from the Northern Song repertoire.83
Such an ensemble o f Daoist images soon leads us to a group o f unstudied religious
paintings collected in the Song court and recorded in the early twelfth-century imperial
catalogue Xuanhe huapu.

In the section of religious paintings, we find a colorful

repertoire o f Daoist astral deities painted by early masters, such as Zhu Yao

Sun

83 Song Shi, zhi 56, li 6, p. 2509. For an in-depth study of the imperial worship of the
cosmological divinities in the Temple of the Great One (Taiyi gong) in the Northern Song period,
see Sakaide Yoshinobu, “HokusG ni okeru JQshin taichi to Kugu kijin,” in ChOgoku kodai senpo:
gijutsujujutsu no shuhen (Tokyo: Kenbun shuppansha, 1991), pp. 184-209.
84 Song huiyao jigao bubian, ‘Taiyi gong;” see Wang Shengduo, “Songchao yu daojiao,” p.
225. The so-called “Lingbao daochang” refers to a special ritual space erected by the Daoist
ritual masters of the Lingbao Daoism. Its physical layout may be similar to the altar diagram
recorded in the thirteenth century liturgy manual of the Lingbao Daoism, Lingbao lingjiao jidu
jinshu, which we discussed in the foregoing part.
83 Qian Yueyou, Xianchun Lin’an zhi (preface dated 1268), juan 13, p. 1; Wu Zimu,
Mengliang lu (1274), juan 14, pp. 196-197.
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Zhiwei

(ca. tenth century), Wang Qihan 3E.|?$£} (ca. tenth century), and so on.86

It is highly possible that many o f these paintings might have been used in and replicated
for rituals at court.
According to the pre-Tang scripture Taishang taixuan nuqing sanyuan pingjie bazui
miaojing

whenever the nation encounters misfortunes

caused by flood, drought, or wars, banners bearing the images o f the Three Officials, Five
Stars, and Twenty-eight Lodgings shall be hung in the “Enclosure o f the Dao” (daochang
j f t i ) to perform the jiao offerings.87 Therefore, the iconic program of the Three
Officials and other cosmological deities as recorded in Lingbao lingjiao jid u jinshu as
well as in the Temple o f the Great One may reflect a Daoist belief of the cosmic powers
in bringing luck, providing protection, and warding off misfortune.88

Modem Counterparts?

86 Xuanhe huapu (early twelfth century), juan 1-juan 4, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2,
pp. 60-75.
87 See Taishang taixuan nuqing sanyuan pingjie bazui miaojing, CT 36, Daozang, vol. 1, p.
845.
88 Even in later days’ drama performance, the Seven Stars of the North Pole (Beidou qixing
4t-4-trM) and the Three Officials (Sanguan dadi H W ^ ^ ) were popular theatrical characters
in the religious drama repertoire. See Zhan Shichuan, Daojiao yu xiju, pp. 47-50. In a modem
Daoist ritual, the scriptures of North Pole {Beidou jing j b ^ H ) and Three Officials {Sanguan
jing HfTfS and Sanyuan chan HtcIII) are among the major Daoist texts recited in a modem
Daoist jiao ritual. See Ofuji Ninji, Chugokujin no shukyo girei, pp. 183-188; Ryu Shiman [Liu
Zhiwan], Chugoku dtikyZ no matsuri to shinkB, pp. 41-42,220-222.
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Numerous religious scholars specializing in contemporary Daoist rituals in Taiwan
and China suggest that we may attempt to reconstruct - at least partially - the now-lost
ritual practices o f pre-modem China by observing today’s Daoist ritual performances.
Photographs documenting the Daoist rituals in contemporary Taiwan often show a busy
ritual space crowded with colorful altar screens made o f precious embroidered textiles
(figs. 6.12; 6.13).89 These textiles embellish each altar screen as if they were curtains of
a theatrical stage. They may be based on the so-called “altar screen” or "zhang mu
recorded in the historical texts.
Scholars conducting ethnographic studies in contemporary Taiwan and China have
published precious diagrams recording different versions of an enclosure of the Dao.90
These diagrams are useful for our study insofar as they form a variety o f lively examples
that shed light on the meaning and interpretation of a ritual space as recorded in the
historical texts.
In studying the regional diversity o f Daoist rituals in contemporary Taiwan, Lii
Chuikuan divides the modem enclosure o f the Dao into two major types. The first type is
inherited from Lingbao 8 9

Daoism and popular in northern Taiwan (fig. 6.14), and the

89 The examples shown here are from LQ Chuikuan 581£» Taiwan de daojiao yishi yu
yinyue
(Taipei: Xueyi chuban she, 1994), fig. 16; Daojiao wenwu
[Cultural Artifacts o f Taoism] (Taipei: National Museum of History, 1999), p. 15.
90 5fuchi Ninji, Chugokujin no skRkfd girei (Tokyo: Fukutake shoten, 1983), pp. 202-204;
Lii Chuikuan, Taiwan de daojiao yishi yu yinyue, pp. 72-74; John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in
Chinese Society and History, p. 37.
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second type is inherited from Zhengyi IE—*Daoism and popular in southern Taiwan (fig.
6.15). Both types can be subdivided into three variations.
A basic structure underlining these altar settings is to place the “altar screens” (mu ?j£)
o f the noblest gods in the north wall, including the Three Pure Ones set in the north wall
of a medieval ritual space. The painted images hung on the west and east walls, which in
turn form the secondary tier of the liturgical pantheon, are reported to be flexible and
varied in the modem rituals. Generally speaking, the images showcased along the west
and east walls o f an enclosure of the Dao were the officers, marshals, and soldiers - the
spirits that embody military and violent powers.91 On the south end of such a ritual
space, a table identified as Table of the Three Realms (sanjie zhuo

is the seat of

the Three Officials. Paintings of the Three Officials are displayed here, sometimes with
the Northern Emperor (Beidi

and the Celestial Master (Tianshi

on both

sides.92 Note that this Table of the Three Realms is situated in a corresponding position

91 LQ Chuikuan, ibid., pp. 49,73, 74. A case study of a Daoist ritual held in Zhongli 4*% in
northern Taiwan and studied by Ofuchi Ninji illustrates the detailed items of the devotional
scrolls and their relative positions in such a ritual area. On the east wall, the painted images
include the South Pole, the deities from the heaven (tiancao zhongshen
the deities
from earth (difii zhongshen
Marshal Kao (Kao Yuanshuai
and Marshal Zhao
(Zhao Yuanshuai f§5c&{l). On the west wall, the painted images include the North Pole, the
deities from the yang realm (yanjian zhong shen
the deities from the water (shuifit
zhong shen ;fc03of$)> Marshal Kang (Kang Yuanshuai H7Cgltl) and Marshal Wen (Wen
Yuanshuai ffiTU&tl)- See Ofuchi Ninji, ibid., p. 204.
92 In the modem Lingbao enclosure of the Dao, the paintings of the Northern Emperor and
Celestial Master are placed in two separate altar screens in the front right and left sides of the
paintings of the Three Officials. See the diagram in LQ Chuikuan, ibid., p. 74.
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to the Liturgy Table (keyi zhuo

placed in front of the noblest gods on the north

wall.
Compare the positioning of the visual images of the Three Officials in a modem
setting to their positioning in a thirteenth-century enclosure of the Dao (fig. 6.11). In a
modem ritual, the positioning of the Three Officials is moved from the second tier of
pantheon on the east wall to a unique position on the south, forming a symmetrical
counterpart o f the noblest gods, the Three Pure Ones, on the north wall. According to
John Lagerwey, the positioning of the Table o f the Three Realms in the south end of the
ritual space highlights the jurisdictional character o f the Three Officials. “The Daoist, in
performing the Offering under the watchful eyes o f the Three Officials, is ‘rendering an
account’ o f what he has received from his masters to these inspectors of the fast and
thereby progressing toward im m ortality.”^
While more research is needed in order to determine the significance o f the pairing of
the gods, John Lagerwey, while comparing the thirteenth-century ritual diagram to the
modem formula, points out an intriguing transformation.94 As shown in the thirteenthcentury diagram (fig. 6.11), the images o f the Three Officials were displayed on the
southern part o f the east wall o f the ritual space, hi their corresponding position, the
southern part of the west wall, were the Four Saints (Sisheng E91?). Interestingly, in a

93 John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History, p. 46.
94 Most of the following discussion is based on my personal correspondence with John
Lagerwey, April 2000.
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modem ritual diagram studied by Ofuchi Ninji (fig. 6.16), the leading deity o f the Four
Saints, the Dark Warrior (Xuantian shangdi

or Beidi

is still present in

the southern west position o f a modem ritual space, known as the sacred station o f the
Mt. Wudang ( Wudang shan b £ # iI|).95
(waitan

Here Mt. Wudang is placed on the outer altar

across from the image of the first Celestial Master (or Zhang tianshi

5^5505), known

as the sacred station of Mt. Longhu (Longhu shan

ttf^lij)

on the

southern east comer o f the ritual space, which in turn is the position of the Three Officials
in the thirteenth-century context.96
Seen in this way, the positioning of the Three Officials in the Southern Song ritual is
comparable to that o f Mt. Longhu in a modem ritual, which may not be accidental, given
that the earliest worship o f the Three Officials is associated with the ancient Celestial
Master Daoism, whose institutional center was later relocated in Mt. Longhu.
*

«

*

The liturgical diagrams and photographs o f modem ritual settings discussed above
provide a useful visual guide for us to make sense of the ritual space constructed in the
Southern Song times. While the scale and style o f the ritual settings may vary drastically
due to their specific historical context and concerns, we find confirmation that the Daoist
paintings displayed in such a ritual context are not merely images decorating the setting,

96 Ofuchi Ninji, CH&gokujin no shukyd girei, p. 202.
96 John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History, p. 45. Also, from personal
correspondence with John Lagerwey, April 2000.
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but charged with ritual functions. Positioning the Boston triptych of the Three Officials
in a similar ritual context, what are their religious meanings and how do they function?
These questions will lead us to the next chapter.
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7. SUMMONING THE GODS FROM HEAVEN, EARTH AND WATER: THE
BOSTON TRIPTYCH AND ITS ASSOCIATION WITH RITUAL
PERFORMANCE IN THE TWELFTH AND THIRTEENTH CENTURIES

Our stylistic study o f the Boston triptych in Chapter Five has shown that many
pictorial types assembled in the three scrolls are in fact based on drawing models
transmitted by workshop artists. When the makers of the Boston triptych selected these
pictorial types to represent the pantheon of the Three Officials, did they incorporate these
pictorial types to illustrate any iconographic program? If so, how?
The following chapter will take the interplay of pictorial types and iconographic
features into consideration and examine how the formal features o f the studied objects
may be related more effectively to their cultural meaning and functional context.
Although the Boston paintings are labeled as Daoist representations, which o f their visual
features can be perceived as Daoist? How were they linked to actual Daoist experiences
and ritual practices o f the time? How do they overlap and interact with other pictorial
representations that are not necessarily Daoist?
The objective o f this study is to provide a more flexible reading o f Daoist images by
taking the notion o f iconography, painting practice, and other cultural aspects into

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

consideration. It will document the literary and visual sources o f the painted subject,
illustrate the iconographic models and pictorial types appearing in the Boston triptych,
and relate these motifs to the actual religious and cultural practice o f that time. Because
our primary concern here is not the dating of the paintings but rather the cultural meaning
of the images, this study also includes visual materials which are o f later periods. It will
show how the Boston triptych documents, rather than just reflects, facets of ritual
performance in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Documenting the Pictures of the Three Officials
The earliest documented appearance of the Three Officials was in the temple murals
that were very popular during the late ninth and tenth centuries in Sichuan. During this
crucial period o f dynastic transition, the Tang government was forced to shift its base
from the chaotic capital Chang’an to this relatively stable Shu region. The imperial
Daoist master Du Guangting

who moved with the government to Sichuan around

this time, played a significant role in promoting Daoism and the production o f Daoist
devotional images in the Sichuan region. The Three Officials were often included in the
popular pantheon crowding the temples. These paintings showcased an encyclopediac
body o f gods and saints, demons and goblins, demonstrating an imaginative visual
synthesis o f Buddhism, Daoism, and popular beliefs.
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According to the early-eleventh century painting catalogue Yizhou minghua lu
the best-known painter o f this type was Zhang Nanben
Sichuan in the late ninth century.1 After Emperor Xizong

active in

o f the Tang dynasty died

in 888 CE, the chief minister of the Chengdu firScfft Bureau hired Zhang Nanben to paint a
liturgical pantheon enshrined in the Baoli si f J l H f monastery in honor of the dead
emperor. Included in the pantheon were images o f the Three Officials, juxtaposed with
“Five Emperors, Thunder Sire and Lightning Mother, immortals o f hills and rivers, Kings
and Emperors from the ancient to the present,” none of which survive.2
Originating from this mural tradition, individual paintings of the Three Officials were
commissioned in the late Tang and Five Dynasties (from the late ninth to tenth centuries).
Many o f them were successfully passed down through the centuries. As recorded in
Xuanhe huapu, edited in the early twelfth century during the reign o f the late Northern
Song emperor Huizong (r. 1100-1125), early paintings of the Three Officials occupied a
significant proportion in the group o f religious paintings. Often in a set format, the triad
of Heaven, Earth, and Water was depicted in three separate scrolls. Famous painters

1 Huang Xiufii, Yizhou minghua lu (Preface dated 1006), juan shang, in Zhongguo shuhua
quanshu, vol. 1, p. 191.
2 Ibid.. Another painting of this kind by the tenth century painter Shi Ke 51& from Sichuan,
entitled Pilgrimage to the Jade Emperor (or Yuhuang chaohui tu 3£Ji$!#B I). included the
Three Officials among other cosmic deities Taiyi —, Four Saints, star deities, thunder troops;
they flank the Jade Emperor in the center. See Li Jian ^jf£, Deyutang hua pin t&PS'jglfipn, in
Lu Fusheng ed., Zhongguo shuhua quan shu, vol. 1, p. 993.
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active in the late Tang and Five Dynasties were recorded in the Song imperial painting
catalogue as authors o f the scrolls of the Three Officials. They include: Zhou Fan
(Tang dynasty), Zhu Yao
Suqing

(late ninth century), Sun Wei

(ca. tenth century), Zuo Li tcM . (ca. tenth

(late Tang), Du Nigui

century), Cao Zhongyuan
and Sun Zhiwei

(late Tang), Zhang

(tenth century), Lu Huang

(ca. tenth century),

(late tenth century to early eleventh century).3

A small body o f these early paintings was transmitted to the Southern Song court,
and was recorded in the late twelfth century incomplete imperial painting inventory
Zhongxing guange chucang tuhua j i under the names of famous earlier painters, such as
Wu Daozi

Wu Zongyuan

and Sun Zhiwei

J $ t4 The eighteenth

century Nansong yuanhua lu (or Record o f the Southern Song Academy P ainting) by Li
E records that Shen Zhou (1427-1509) identified three scrolls o f the Three Officials in
circulation in the fifteenth-century Suzhou region as genuine works o f the Southern Song
court painter Li Song ^{35 (active ca. 1190-1230):
Somebody sent three scrolls depicting images o f the Three Officials to the
framer Sun for sale. At the bottom o f each scroll, there is a big square seal
that reads “Cao Disun from Suzhou.” The owner o f the paintings once

3 See Xuanhe huapu, juan 2-3, in Zhongguo shuhua quanshu, vol. 2, pp. 67-72,78.
4 Ibid..
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presented these scrolls to Shen Zhou to seek his advice. Shen Zhou
commented on these paintings and said: “These paintings were painted by
Li Song. Cao [Disun] is the person who once collected the paintings.” 5
Two points merit our attention. First, the three scrolls were identified by Shen Zhou
as genuine works by the Southern Song court painter Li Song. This implies that court
painters o f the Southern Song had continued to produce the religious images o f the Three
Officials. A painting depicting the excursion o f the Three Officials (fig. 7.1), now in the
National Palace Museum, Taipei, is attributed to the thirteenth-century court painter Ma
Lin m

.6

Its compositional scheme and pictorial motifs recall the style of some

surviving sixteenth-century Water-land murals in north China, such as the murals in the
Pilu si M M i? monastery, Hebei (fig.7.2).7 Nevertheless, its linkage with the Southern

EHfj • H z? : r
congshu, vol. 3, p. 1710.

0 j j See Li E ed., Nansong yuanhua lu, in Huashi

6 For the plate, see Gugong shuhua tulu (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 1989), vol. 2, p.
195.
7 According to my personal observation of the original painting in the storage room of the
National Palace Museum, March 1999, the Ma Lin scroll is composed of two pieces of silk. In
terms of composition, it divides the pantheon of Heaven, Earth and Water into three horizontal
sections, with Heaven on the top, Earth at the middle, and Water at the bottom. Such a tripartite
composition resembles the Water-land murals in the Ming period, such as the sixteenth century
Water-land murals in the Pilu si
monastery in Shijiazhuang
Hebei
province, and the Gongzhu si
monastery in Fanzhi
Shanxi [i|{5 province. In
addition to the compositional design, the fashioning of demonic figures, especially the recordkeepers who carry chunky documents and the eccentric creatures accompanying the dragon king
on the lower right comer of the picture plane compare to the details of the Pilu si murals. For the
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Song court master suggests that that Three Officials were once a popular subject painted
by Southern Song court painters.
Second, in the fifteenth century context, Southern Song religious paintings were
actually appreciated by artists and collectors of the time as classic works of fine art. They
thus became collectible items bearing a collector’s seal.

The notion of the aesthetic

value o f the Three Officials paintings commissioned by the Southern Song court provides
an intriguing comparison with the Boston triptych, which is, according our stylistic
analysis, most likely a Southern Song imperial product.8
Though none o f these paintings have survived, literary writings described how
sophisticated and rich the pictorial vocabulary of such painted subjects were. The
northern literatus Yuan Haowen 7c £?PrJ (1190-1257) wrote a poem about a set of the
Three Officials attributed to Zhu Yao

active during the late Tang and Five

plates of the Pilu si murals, see Pilu si bihua
(Shijiazhuang: Hebei meishu
chubanshe,1984), especially figs. 34, 42, 45. For a regional study of the murals of Pilu si and
Gongzhu si monasteries and their relation to the professional religious painting practice in the
Ming dynasty, see Shih-shan Susan Huang, “Mural Paintings for the Water-Land Assembly
Ritual in Pulu si Monastery and Gongzhu si Monastery: Regional Style and Workshop Practice
in Hebei and Shanxi Provinces in the Sixteenth Century,” paper presented at the Mid-West
Regional Annual Meeting of the Association of Asian Studies, Urbana-Champaign, October,
1996.
8 Interestingly, the Boston triptych also bears a collection seal on each scroll. According to
my personal observation in the storage room in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, there appears
to be an identical seal on the lower right comer of the Heaven scroll, and the lower left comers of
the Earth and Water scrolls. Dr. Qianshen Bai who examined the seal with me in April, 1999,
identified the seal as “[ ] [ ] zhai zhen wan [ ][ ]f££^7c” (Treasure of the [ ] [ ] studio). Judging
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Dynasties, whose paintings o f the same subject had once been collected by the Northern
Song court. 9 Yuan’s poem reveals a rich pictorial pantheon of the Three Officials in its
colorful narrative details. According to Yuan Haowen, Zhu Yao’s paintings o f The Three
Officials were designed in a set of three scrolls, with each Official occupying a single
scroll. The Three Officials were all described as “bearing the appearance of a great man”
(daren xiang

AAfB) or “dressed

in the cloth of a King” (wangzhe ju

zE^BEz), each

accompanied by a group o f female attendants, generals, and demon-attendants.
Certain pictorial elements were used to indicate the particular realm. For example,
The Official o f Heaven was shown in a celestial palace with a cassia tree and a full moon
in the background.
dramatic cliff.

The Official of Earth is depicted riding a white horse under a

A messenger (shizhe

leads the retinue.

documents (yi gongcao bao andu —

An officer holding

bows at the Official of Earth under the

cliff Following him, a certain grotesque “tree spirit” (shu mei jtfJH) with a naked body is
described as uprooting a tree (chiti badao yishu
(guizu

—jif) with a demon-attendant

nearby. The Water Official is shown driving a dragon amid the wavering

seas and clouds (cheng banlong zai haitao yunqizhong

A

from the fresh color of the seal markings, Qianshen Bai dated this seal to later period, perhaps
the Qing dynasty or even later.
9 Yuan Haowen 7u£Ffn], “Huaji Zhu Yao ‘Sanguan’ JilEAfifc (ZLfO ,” in Yishan
xiansheng wenji
juan 34, in Chen Gaohua, Suitang huajia shiliao (Beijing:
Wenwu chuban she, 1987), pp. 404-405.
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guardian holds the dragon with an iron rope (yi lishi y i tiansheng wanlong —jjdcPJM M ,
|& fi) and looks back fiercely (numu huishi

Water drops pearl over the sea

while a record-keeper is riding a rhinoceros emerged from a submarine palace.10 This
description o f these lost paintings bears an uncanny resemblance to the Boston set.
The eleventh-century scholar Su Xun HjfiJ recorded a single painting of the Water
Official attributed to the Tang dynasty court painter Yan Liben

that sounds just

like one o f the three paintings by Zhu Yao described in Yuan Haowen’s poem. Probably
separated from the original set of three scrolls, this scroll circulated alone in the late
eleventh century capital Kaifeng and was presented to Su Xun and Su Shi

by the

Chan Buddhist monk Jingyin jueliang $*03131.11 According to Su Xun’s poem, the
picture of the Official of Water depicts the deity moving on the sea. Above the sea, there
are several figures in the air which represent the agency of wind and thunder. The wind
master is said to cany a bag made o f tiger skin (fengshi he hunang
Following him are three more feathered anthropomorphic deities (yicong san shenren
moving toward the heavenly gate (chao tian guan

1° Ibid..

11 Su Xun, “Ciyun shuiguan shi,” in Su Shi, Dongpo xuji, juan 1; see Chen Gaohua, Suitang
huajia shiliao, pp. 49-50.
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The First Painting: Heaven, Encountering the God in the Void
The Daoist Official o f Heaven portrays the Daoist heaven as sensuous and fluid (fig.
1.1). The celestial choreography is placed diagonally on a sea of clouds graphically
stretching on the picture plane. An officer holding a tablet is kneeling in front of the
Official o f Heaven. He may be submitting a report delivered by the emissary who just
arrived in the lower right comer. The lord’s mysterious hand gesture with his left hand
leaning on the table and a single finger pointing to the officer suggests some type o f
communication, perhaps an order to his subordinate.

The Magical Descent o f Gods

The flying draperies and diagonal positioning o f the celestial beings in the Heaven
scroll feature a magical descent o f the celestial beings. The theme immediately recalls
the early pictorial tradition related to the Daoist motif “chao yuan ^7C ,” or “Pilgrimage
to the Primordial.”12 A monumental handscroll Procession o f Immortals Paying Homage
to the Primordial attributed to the early eleventh-century court painter Wu Zongyuan (fig.
7.3), represents the pictorial prototype o f the “chao yuan” convention that the maker of

12 For the iconography and the religious significance of the Daoist pictures of the Pilgrimage
to the Primordial (or Chao yuan tu), see Hsieh Shih-wei, “Daojiao Chaoyuan tu zhi tuxiang ji
zongjiao yihan” (M.A. thesis, Taipei: Chinese Cultural University, 1994).
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the Boston scroll might have used.13 Developed from this tradition, a number of
processional pictures from a Southern Song professional sketch manual feature Daoist
deities moving on clouds in a procession (fig. 7.4, hereafter referred to as the Junkunc
album) and may be regarded as products contemporary with the Boston scroll.14 As
shown in Leaf 20 of the Junkunc album, the images of the Three Officials bearing
cartouches illustrating their respective Daoist ranks appear at the front of the
procession.15
The interest in depicting the Daoist figures descending on clouds reflects a distinct
visual thinking o f the supernatural powers in the Song. The notion of the holy descent of
gods in such a telling pictorial format is reminiscent o f numerous literary sources
detailing the efficacious descents of the gods and spirits in the Song period, as discussed
in the previous chapter.

As the Song history so colorfully illuminated, Emperor

13 Suzuki Kei regards the Boston paintings as the legacy of the Wu Zhongyuan style in the
Southern Song period. See Suzuki Kei, Chugoku kaigashi chu no ichi, p. 200. Because of their
monochrome nature and spontaneous linear expression, scholars believe that these paintings
function as copies or reduced designs of a larger work of art ~ usually executed on walls. See
Xu Bangda
“Cong bihua fuben xiaoyang shuo dao liang juan songhua - Chaoyuan
xianzhang tu
—fSTCflllftffl,” in Wenwu cankao ziliao
no. 2 (1956), pp. 57-58; James Cahill, The Painter’s Practice (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1994), pp. 93-94.
14 The Junkunc album was recently showcased in Christie’s New York auction in
September 2000. It contains fifty leaves of monochrome “baimiao” drawings of religious
subjects. For plates, see Christie’s: Fine Chinese Ceramics, Paintings and Works o f Art (New
York: Christie’s, 2000), no. 204, pp. 141-145. The illustration selected here is from the leaf no.
20.
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Zhenzong (r. 998— 1022) ordered his court artists to compose The Picture o f the Second
Descent o f the Celestial Text (Tianshu zaijiang xiangrui tu

and The

Descent o f the Holy Ancestor and his Celestial Attendants (Shengzu linjiangji zhongzhen
lieshi tu

The government even ordered these pictures to be

made into multiple versions in order to have them widely transmitted among the court
officers.16 Although none of these pictures survive today, we may well imagine from the
recorded titles that the central theme of these pictures is all about the miraculous descent,
or 7 ianglin
Indeed, the fashioning o f the supernatural beings in a mobile descent may correspond
to this active conceptualization of efficacious powers in the Song. During the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, this pictorial formula was widely adopted by artists in imaging both
Buddhist and Daoist devotional pictures.

The Buddhist image of the Amitabha

Descending on Clouds in the Saifuku-ji temple, Fukui (fig. 7.5),17 and the Daoist images

15 Stephen Little, Taoism and the Arts o f China, p. 234.
16 See Song shi, “benji,” no.7, “Zhenzong,” no. 2, p. 142; “liezhuan,” no. 42, “Wang
Qingruo,” p. 9561. Also, see Zhang Qifan, “Song Zhenzong ‘tianshu fengsi’ naoju zhi poxi,” p.
231.
17 For a plate, see Higashi ajia no hotoke tachi, fig. 149, p. 146.
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o f the Descent o f the Nine Astral Deities o f the North Pole in Hogon-ji temple, Shiga (fig.
7.6), serve as two good examples.18

Daoist Symbol
Some elements in the painting reveal its unique Daoist nature. The pictorial symbol
shown in each fan may also be considered a Daoist trademark (fig. 7.7). This Daoist
symbol consists o f the celestial dwelling of the highest pantheon, the Three Pure Ones
(san qing H $ f), which is located on top o f the Jade Capital Mountain (yu jin g shan
3sJHlll). It is fashioned in the style o f a wide and flat basin at the top and a narrow rocky
pillar at the bottom. It is a symbol of the land of immortality that had been created in
ancient times.19 The two circles at both sides o f the mountain symbolize the dual forces
o f yin and yang in the universe. This type of fan motif with a celestial paradise atop the
sacred pillar to heaven appears quite often in Daoist imagery, as seen in Leaf 3 in the

18 For a plate, see Ide Seinosukc, Nihon no Sogen buisuga, fig. 14. The Hogon-ji painting is
a refined Daoist painting that worths more study in the future. Ide Seinosuke compares its style
to Wenji Returning to the Han State in the National Palace Museum, Taipei, and proposes to link
the Hogon-ji scroll to the Southern Song imperial painting practice in Hangzhou. See Ide
Seinosuke, Nihon no Sogen butsuga, p. 63.
19 This motif is often identified as the image of the Mt. Kunlun. For research on the pictorial
representation of the Mt. Kunlun in early China, see Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine (Stanford:
Stanford University, 1989), pp. 117-126; for a provocative discussion of this mountain motif as
illustrated in the Daoist Canon, see Judith Boltz, “Soaring on High as the Embodiment of Mount
Kunlun,” paper presented at the Conference Mountains and Cultures of Landscape in China:
Tang Dynasty, Five Dynasties Period, Song Dynasty at the Santa Barbara Museum of Art, 1993.
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Junkunc Collection (fig.7.8) 20 Mounted as a circle picture in the center o f a fan, its
design resembles the illustrative pictures often seen in Daoist manuals, such as this
drawing from the well-illustrated text, Jinyi huan dan yinzheng tu
(Illustrated Progress to the Golden Fluid and Reverted Cinnabar), illustrated and
recounted by the Daoist master Long Meizi WtM~F with his preface in 1218 (fig. 7.9).
In the drawing we see a visualization o f the Daoist paradise accompanying the text.21
This picture was also composed within a round circle. From a Daoist perspective, the
circle, symbolizing perfection and genesis, is often used as a framing device in pictures of
meditation instructions.22

20 For a plate, sec Tang Wu Daozi Mobao
(Taipei: Zhonghua shuhua
chubanshe, 1979), p. 3. The fourteenth century murals in the Daoist temple Yongle Gong
illustrate almost the same Daoist symbols of paradise in the design of the fans. See Yongle Gong
bihua, fig. 44.
21 This text contains twenty chapters, with some colophons and prefaces dated to 1218,
1234, and 1249. The text focuses on the practice of Inner Alchemy (neidan 1*3®, and belongs
to the southern tradition of Song-dynasty inner alchemy in the environment of Bai Yuchan
6 3 # (A-1194-1229). The picture shown here is an illustration accompanying the text entitled
“Need to Awaken” (jingwu i f ® . See Long Meizi H M '? , Jinyi huandan yinzhen tu
CT 151, Daozang, vol. 3, p. 104. For further discussion of this text, see Livia
Kohn ed., The Taoist Experience (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), pp. 230235.
22 For the symbolic representation of circles in Taoist visual art and its association with
Inner Alchemy, see Lin Sheng-chih
“Mingdai daojiao tuxiang xue yanjiu: yi ‘Xuantian
shangdi ruiying tu’ wei li
:
) S M ,” Meishu shi
yanjiujikan [Taida Journal o f Art History], no. 6 (March, 1999), pp. 169-170.
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Coded Language: In the Name o f Daoist Talisman
The deliberately winding shape of the clouds in the Daoist Official o f Heaven
demonstrates an unusual graphic feature (fig. 7.10).23 It seems to mimic the form of a
Daoist talisman (fig. 7.11). The examples drawn here are selected from Daofa huiyuan
(A Corpus o f Daoist Ritual), an enormous fourteenth-century collection of
Daoist talismans and diagrams from the Song and Yuan periods. Each talisman comes
with a title or a short literary description of its specific function. The four talismans
selected here bear the following titles: (1) True Talisman to Ward O ff the Misfortunes in
Destiny (or benm ingjie e zhen fu
shang jie fu

(2) Talisman o f the Upper Primordial (or

(3) Talisman fo r Summoning the Messengers o f the Three

Primordials (or chao sanyuan shizhe fu

(4) Talisman to Summon (or

chaofu S f ) . 24
In these talismans, we observe a common graphic grammar.

The rhythmically

twisted, curving lines move symmetrically and repetitively, but end with a

23 For example, compare the Boston scroll with the Southern Song painting of the Amida
Buddha in the Saifuku-ji, Fukui, Japan, the clouds depicted in the Boston scroll indicate a
deliberate graphic effect. For a plate, see Higashi ajia no hotoke tachi [Buddhist Images of East
Asia], pi. 149, p. 146.
24 These talismans are re-ordered by this author for illustrative purposes and are different
from their original order as printed in the Daoist Canon. All of the four talismans belong to the
Qingwei
Daoism. I would like to thank Li Yuanguo
in Sichuan Academy of Social
Science, Barend ter Haar at Leiden University, for their insightful suggestions to investigate
these original materials. See Daofa huiyuan, CT 1220, Daozang, vol. 28, pp. 825,736,713,760.
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calligraphically turning stroke at the bottom o f the talismans. Though difficult to decode,
these talismans were variations of the so-called Cloud Script, or “yun zhuan WWt,” which
imitates the natural forms of clouds and constitutes a large proportion o f Daoist diagrams
and graphic calligraphy.25
Indeed, the graphic configuration of the clouds in the Boston scroll looks like a
talisman. Because talisman-like clouds occupy almost the whole picture plane in the
Boston scroll, the painting itself looks like a talisman. Why make a painting in the form
of a talisman? Based on the titles or texts accompanying the talismans, we know that
these talismans were used to summon spiritual forces. The spiral or vortex lines
constituting the talismans thus can be perceived as symbols o f cosmic energy.26 They are
magical passwords that enable one to gain access to the supernatural realm in order to
cure diseases, ward off misfortunes, and pray for luck.27 As we have seen, the practice of

25 Some Daoist scriptures were written in Cloud Script, see Yunzhuan Duren miao jing
CT 80, Daozang, vol. 2, p. ISO. For a historical and sectarian survey on the types
and structures of the talismans, see Li Yuanguo, “Fulu de zhonglei yu jiegou
in Chen Yaoting
ed., Daojiaoyili jfffcj&i® (Hong Kong: Xiang gang daojiao xueyuan,
2000), pp. 91-117. For a general introduction to the graphic aspect of Daoist diagrams, see
Laszlo Legeza, Tao Magic: The Secret Language o f Diagrams and Calligraphy (New York:
Thames and Hudson, 1975); Zhuang Hongyi 3E3AII, “Daojiao de shenmi miansha—fu
—?$»” in Daojiao Wenwu
[Cultural Artifacts o f Taoism] (Taipei:
National Museum of History, 1999), pp. 20-26.
26 Laszlo Legeza, ibid., pp. 28-29.
27 Li Yuanguo, “Daojiao fulu de qiyuan yu yanbian
in Chen
Yaoting ed., Daojiao yili, pp. 62-69; Li Yuanguo, “Fulu de gongyong yu yuanli
n>id., pp. 119-147.

mm&mmwmr
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sending the “Documents to the Three Officials” (sanguan shou shu

was used

by Han-dynasty Daoist masters as an expedient way to communicate with the gods.28
As with the talismans drawn to summon the gods or to communicate with the spirits,
the central narrative theme presented in the Daoist Official o f Heaven is
communication 29 The arrangement o f two groups o f tapering clouds coming to meet
each other from opposite directions highlights a dramatic encounter with the gods in the
air. As seen in the picture, the one carrying the heavenly court is descending from above,
while the one carrying the messenger is ascending from below. The Daoist Heaven is
perceived as fluid and dynamic. The celestial gods are descending to receive the reports
submitted by their officers. One can also view the scene from an alternative angle as
simply the messenger ascending to Heaven. As seen in the center o f the painting, an
officer holding a tablet is kneeling before the Official of Heaven. He may be submitting a
memorial delivered by the emissary who appears in the lower right comer.

28 See my discussion in Chapter Six.
29 The use of pictorial images as efficacious talismans finds its western counterpart in
medieval Germany. For an interesting study of the German woodcut images and their association
with talismans in the early sixteenth century, see Robert W. Scribner, For the Sake o f Simple
Folk: Popular Propaganda fo r the German Reformation (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1981), pp. 1-13, especially pp. 3-5.
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Ascending to Heaven in the Daoist Ritual
It is interesting to note that there is a visual connection between the Boston painting
and the ritual performance. This officer reporting to the deity o f Heaven and the emissary
remind us of the visualization journey experienced by a Daoist master at the beginning of
the ritual to petition for the gods’ permission. Accompanied by the illusory troops, the
Daoist master envisions himself ascending to Heaven to submit the memorial to the god.
The Tang dynasty Buddhist monk Fa Lin

vividly documented this practice: “.. .First

[the Daoist practitioner] submits the memorial by calling out the generals, officers, and
soldiers residing in his body. The Daoist masters and other people all hold tablets in their
hands, calling themselves the officers of the gods (xiang shen cheng chen [RjjjjffSgL)."30
Fa Lin’s critique, we may suppose, reflects actual practice, especially the so-called
“Lighting the Incense Burner” (fa lu H ® ) and “Calling Out the Officers” (chu guan
u till) rites held at the beginning o f the ritual, which were discussed in the previous
chapter.
Conceiving the human body as an extra replica of the cosmos, active practitioners
believe that there are gods residing in each organ o f the body. One can glimpse the
Daoist visualization in some of the illustrations accompanying the meditation manuals
(fig. 7.12). This chart entitled Refinement o f Energy and Perfection o f Spirit (Lian qi

30 Fa Lin
Bian zhen lun
see Matsumoto KOichi, “Daojiao han zongjiao liyi,”
in Zhu Yueli trans., Daojiao, vol. 1, p. 174.
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chen shen chaoyuan ju e tu ||^E£i$$il7C tfcliI), is an illustration from a series of
pictures preserved in the text Xiuzhen taiji hunyuan zhixuan tu
which is associated with the practice o f Inner Alchemy (nei dan F ^ ) . The abstract spirit
(shen |$ ) is configured as an anthropomorphic “deity” (the same character shen i f )
residing in the five organs o f a human body: heart, lung, spleen, kidneys, and liver. Here
each resident god is portrayed as a male figure clad in official robes and holding a
tablet.31
Only by means o f concentrating one’s mind, meditating, and breathing (cun xiang
can one finally visualize the resident deities. Illustrations that help the adepts in
achieving this practice are juxtaposed alongside the texts o f the meditation manuals. For
example, in the pre-Tang meditation scripture Shangqing datong zhen jing
pictures are accompanied with literary descriptions of breathing methods
and spells. It is advised that by visualizing the images as shown in the manual, following
the instructions o f the breathing methods and reading the spells, the practitioner can

31 See Xiuzhen taiji hunyuan zhixuan tu
CT 150, Daozang, vol. 3, p.
101. Though the text does not provide a specific date, its content is close to two Song texts
Xiuzhen taiji hunyuan tu
CT 149, and Jinyi huandan yizheng tu
(preface dated 1218), CT 151. For more detailed discussions of the Daoist
meditation practice, see Livia Kohn ed., Taoist Meditation and Longevity Techniques (Ann
Arbor Center for Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, 1989).
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finally communicate with the divine realm.32 As shown in one illustration (fig. 7.13), a
group o f guardians (// shi j j ± ) are called out from one’s body during the meditation
practice. They are visualized as tiny figures floating on a cloud mass which emanates
from one’s head.33
The Daoist adept may practice such meditative visualization privately in a meditation
chamber, or on ritual occasions. In our aforementioned discussion of the Daoist ritual
performance in the Song, the Daoist master calls out his resident spirits during the rite of
“Calling Out the Officers,” and then visualizes himself to ascend to heavens to invite the
gods. As stated in many liturgical books, the Daoist master calls himself the “officer”
(chert g ) whenever he encounters deities in the sacred realm. A Ming dynasty (13681644) woodblock print taken from the illustration o f the Jade Pivot Canon (Yu shu jin g
3£tiIM) »s shown here as a pictorial reference (fig. 7.14).34

While the performance of

the jiao If! ritual continues in the temple area, the meditating Daoist master is ascending
to the heavens to pay homage to the heavenly deities. Dressed like an immortal deity and
holding a tablet in his hands, the Daoist master becomes an officer of the gods.

32 See Liu Zhongyu
chubanshe, 1997), pp. 137-138.

Daojiao de neimi shijie

(Taipei: Wenjin

33 See Shangqing dadong zhenjing _ h ? i f C T 6, Daozang, vol. 1, p. 537.
34 This illustration was published in Michael Saso, Taoism and the Rite o f Cosmic Renewal
(Washington: Washington State University Press, 1972).
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The officer reporting to the Official of Heaven in the Boston scroll might show the
visualization journey o f the Daoist master at the beginning o f the ritual. Accompanied by
the messenger standing afar, he is ascending to Heaven to submit a report from the human
world.

The Second Painting: Earth, Inspecting the Evil Spirits
When we shift our gaze from the first to the second painting, we move from the upper
realm to the middle sphere o f the cosmos: the earthly terrain (fig. 1.2). Staged on a typical
Southern Song landscape with trees and rocks arranged diagonally at one side of the
picture plane, the Official o f Earth whips his horse, searching in his realm, riding toward
a bridge over a stream. The presence of several demon-attendants and a falcon highlights
the challenge o f the journey. In the foreground, perhaps across the bridge, another group
showcasing the grotesque and fanciful enters the stage. A fierce-looking officer holding
files of judgment leads the team. Behind him, an ape and a tree creature are taken into
custody, reluctantly, they are pulled on a rope to the lord across the bridge.

Daoist Deities on Duty: Excursion Pictures
The figural motifs call to mind Yuan Haowen’s description o f Zhu Yao’s early image
o f the Earth Official, which we discussed in the foregoing section of this chapter. Similar
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to Zhu Yao’s compositional scheme, the Boston scroll also portrayed the deity as a kingly
horse-rider under a cliff, flanked by his entourage.35
As discussed in Chapter Four, the pictorial stereotype has clearly been transmitted in
the professional practice by use of drawing models or “fen b en ” and is comparable to the
Junkunc album leaf depicting a Daoist deity and his attendants on an excursion (fig.
5.15).

A pair o f murals recently discovered in the fourteenth-century Wuyue miao

StZrKI Temple (or Temple o f the Five Peaks) in Fenyang

Shanxi [ i® , offers an

interesting example o f how such excursion images might have been transferred to a large
scale mural program in a temple context (figs. 7.15; 7.16).36 The two major mural
fragments are published by Wenwu as The Excursion o f the Water Deity (Shuixian
chuxing 7jcflI|uBfj) and The Returning o f the Water Deity (Shuixian huigui 7jcflIj[El8f).37
Pictorially speaking, the motifs o f a bureaucratic god riding a horse in a parade of
excursion in both mural fragments are very similar. They may have been positioned in
corresponding walls to form a pair of symmetrical compositions.

35 See Chen Gaohua, Sui tang huajia shiliao, p. 404.
36 For plates, see “Shanxi fenyang Wuyue miao Yuandai bihua
Wenwu, no. 12 (1991).
37 Ibid..
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Picturing the Demons
In the foreground is a fantastic pictorial combination of the modes o f demon-queller
and demons (fig. 7.17). The image o f the grotesque-looking bureaucrat in official clothes
and boots is often associated with the prototype of the demon-queller Zhong Kui MM-38
The handscroll Zhong Kui's Excursion (Zhongshan yieyou tu

by Gong Kai

(1222-1307), who lived in Hangzhou through the Mongol invasion (fig. 7.18),
portrays a sarcastic version o f Zhong Kui and his demon-attendants in procession. Zhong
Kui is depicted as a commander-in-chief, wearing an official’s cap and boots, guarded
and followed by demon-attendants who assist him in quelling the little ghosts they have
taken into custody and hung on poles.39
In addition to the demon-queller, humorous renditions o f the demonic figures appear
at the comer o f the Boston scroll: the ape and the tree monster signal two forms of evil
spirits that disturb the human beings on earth (fig. 7.19). The naturalistic rendering o f the
physique o f the ape is fully demonstrated by the tension o f its stretched arms and leg -- a
gesture indicating its resistance to being pulled. According to Wu Hung, the legend of
the demonic ape living in the mountains and abducting women has existed in Sichuan

38 For a survey of the historical development of paintings of Zhong Kui, see Stephen Little,
“The Demon Queller and the Art of Qui Ying,” Artibus Asiae, vol. 46, nos. 1-2 (1985), pp. 5-41.
39 For a complete plate, see Thomas Lawton, Chinese Figure Painting (Washington D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution, 1973), fig. 35, pp. 142-143.
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since the Han dynasty. A popular motif, “archer shooting an ape-demon” often appears in
early funeral art as a symbol to ward off evil and protect the hurt-soul on its way to the
world o f the deceased.40 The demonic ape from Han art was later integrated into another
legendary subject o f popular art — a group o f narrative pictures, entitled Searching fo r
Demons in Mountains, or Sou shan tu SlilB I* illustrate the story o f the Sichuan local
deity Erlang ZLfft quelling the mountain demons and spirits. As the cult o f Erlang
spread throughout China during the Song dynasty, pictures of Erlang quelling demons
became popular and were often painted on temple murals or in narrative scrolls 41

In

drama performance, the story o f Erlang also became a popular theme in the Southern
Song period 42
The Junkunc album contains a sequence o f ten leaves detailing this narrative (leaves
nos. 41-50)43 In leaves nos. 41, 42, 44, 45, different forms o f ape spirits are shown
captured among other animal spirits in the mountains.

In leaf no. 45 (fig. 7.20),

40 Wu Hung, “Pictorial Representations of Ape Tales,” T ’oungPao 73 (1987), pp. 86-113.
41 Many scholars have contributed to the study of this narrative subject. For more
information, see Wu Hung, ibid., footnotes 56, 57, pp. 108-109; Kohara Hironobu, ‘“SSzanzu,”
Kokka 1144 (1991), pp. 7-21.
42 Two dramas bearing the titles associated with Erlang, Erlang xizhou —
and
Erlang shen bian Erlang shen “ gfliiffgZllPjf#, were listed in the performing repertoire
recorded in the thirteenth century writing Wulin jiushi. See Wulinjiushi (thirteenth century), juan
10, in Dongjing menghua lu wai si zhong, pp. 509,511.
43 For plates, see Tang Wu Daozi mobao, pp. 41-50. Wu Hung discusses leaf no. 41 in his
article. See Wu Hung, “Pictorial Representations of Ape Tales,” p. 108.
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particularly, a baby ape is pulled on a pole by a demon attendant who serves the deity
Erlang on the left. On the right, an ape spirit dressed in female clothes stands besides a
goat spirit. Another ape cringes in terror behind the ape spirit.
The companion to the ape spirit, the tree monster, must be one o f the most fantastic
aberrant goblins ever invented in the Chinese imagery of the grotesque. It wears a weedy
skirt and raises its arms, stunned by the arrest.

Its monstrous features are vividly

articulated by the trunk-like horns growing out of its head and the two extra eyeballs
protruding from its chest.
Here we encounter an interesting category of imagery that has not been fully studied
in Chinese painting: the demons, spirits, monsters, goblins, devils, ghosts -- in stun,
whatever the Chinese referred to by the generic name “gui j&.” Opposite to the generic
name o f “shen jji$,” meaning “god,” the imagery o f “g u f’ is often associated with a
negative meaning, such as destruction, decline, and death.44 In the pictorial tradition,
“guC' are represented as the ugly, evil, strange, and eccentric. An anecdote concerning
Sun Zhiwei

(ca. late tenth to early eleventh centuries), a specialist in religious

painting, tells that he once consulted a witch in order to paint the imagery of “gui.” The
witch summoned Wang Sanlan 3 IH IP from the underworld to reveal what he had seen

44 For the distinction between the gods and the ghosts, see Arthur P. Wolf, “Gods, Ghosts,
and Ancestors,” in Arthur Wolf ed., Religion and Ritual in Chinese Society (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1974), pp. 131-182; especially p. 169.
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in the ghostly realm. In distinguishing the gods from the demons and spirits, Wang
Sanlan claimed, “those who belong to the demons in the wild (wang liang UJffi) are ugly,
evil, strange, and eccentric. The image of the god is as noble as the officer in the human
world.” 45
hi ancient mythology, the tree monster has been referred to as the “one hundred yearold tree monster” (bai sui mu zhi jin g
shi zhi guai

the “monster o f trees and rocks” (mu

and “mountain spirit” (shan jin g [i|fpf).46 Residing in the wild

mountains, tree monsters were perceived as hybrid creatures bearing physical forms
similar to humans. In a later handscroll depicting the Buddhist narrative theme of “the
Mother of Demons” (gui zi mu

(fig. 7.21), a procession o f spirits are depicted as

walking tree trunks 47
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For more interesting
descriptions of the images of “gui” and “shen,” see Huang Xiufu
Mooting kehua
juan 10; in Chen Gaohua ed., Song liao jin huajia shiliao (Beijing: Wenwu chuban
she, 1984), p. 148.
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46 See Murakami Yoshimi’s discussion of ancient mythology in Bao pu zi: Murakami
Yoshimi, “Onigami to sennin,” T6K5 sHUtyd, vol. 1, no. 7 (Feb., 1995), pp. 1-15; for the part on
demons and ghosts, see pp. 1-8.
47 This handscroll, entitled Raising the Alms-bowl, is from the Denver Art Museum,
Colorado. It was published partially in Julia Murray, ‘‘Representations of Harati, the Mother of
Demons, and the Theme of ‘Raising the Alms-bowl’,” Artibus Asiae, vol. 63, no. 4 (1981), pp.
253-268, fig. 20. For a brief introduction to this narrative subject, see Julia Murray, “The
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Recall that Yuan Haowen (1190-1257) described Zhu Yao’s picture o f the Earth
Official as showing a certain “tree spirit” (shu mei Jtfjfis) with a naked body.48 Besides
the Boston scroll, we find an alternative combination of the ape and tree spirits in the
Junkunc album (fig. 7.22) 49 In leaf no. 40, which is a scene o f an underground court, the
ape spirit and tree monsters are shown as prisoners receiving the lord’s judgment. In the
lower left comer o f the picture plane, a Zhong Kui-like jailer stands fiercely, watching a
demon-attendant subjugating a female creature with a simian face. In the lower right
comer, two tree monsters chased by a demon-attendant stand terrified.

Having

anthropomorphic forms like the tree monster in the Boston scroll, these tree monsters also
wear leaves across the waist. Unbearable to look at, their faces are distorted and their
bodies shabby and disgusting.
Standing right beside the tree monsters is a fine lady wearing flowers on her head who
is accompanied by three babies with leaves on top o f their heads. Judging from their
botanic attributes, they might represent certain natural fairies. Indeed, the assembly of

Evolution of Buddhist Narrative Illustration in China after 850,” in Marsha Weidner ed., Latter
Days o f the Law (Lawrence: The Spencer Museum of Art, 1994), p. 141.
48 See Chen Gaohua ed., Sui tang huajia shiliao, p. 404. Another archaic painting of Laozi
as recorded in a Song dynasty text was said to depict three to four weird-looking attendants
standing besides Laozi
They all bear “the shapes of mud and the textures of wood” (tuxing
Huaman j i
juan 5, “Ti Yaoshi jia
muzhi
See Zhang Shunmin
canghua
in Chen Gaohua, Song liao jin huajia shiliao, p. 147.
49 For a plate, see Tang Wu Daozi mobao, p. 40.
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botanical spirits seems to constitute another group o f imagery popular in the Water Land
paintings (shuilu hua 7 j< il£ ) used for the ghost-feeding ceremony. As pointed out by
Caroline Gyss-Verm and, a fantastic scroll from an imperial set o f Water Land paintings
dated 1454 in the collection of Musee Guimet, Paris, delineates the whimsical
appearances o f the nature spirits comparable to the images in the Boston and Junkunc
pictures (fig. 7.23).50 A one-eyed tree trunk with a human chest and arms floats among
the other spirits o f nature. Slightly below are two spirits bearing the elements of leaves
and mud. Right below these two spirits are a lady wearing a peony atop and a naked child
with botanic leaves growing out of his head. Their visual features are very similar to the
lady and babies in the Junkunc leaf. A similar grouping o f botanical spirits is presented
in the scroll entitled Four Modes o f Six Rebirths (liu dao si sheng yiqie yoqing jinhun
zhong

which is one o f the one hundred and thirty-nine

Water Land paintings from the Buddhist temple Baoning si in Shanxi province (fig. 7.24),
datable around the mid-fifteenth century. A tree trunk with a distorted human face floats
in the air with a female figure wearing flowers on her head.

In the lower left comer,

50 The Water-Land paintings dated 1454 in Musee Nadonale des Arts Asiatiques Guimet,
Paris, were commissioned by the Ming court under the supervision of the eunuch Wang Qin.
The picture mentioned here, entitled Great Generals o f the Deserts and the Spirits o f Grasses
and Trees Who Dwell in the Void o f Water and Land is published in Stephen Little, Taoism and
the Arts o f China, fig. 84, p. 259. It is also published in Craig Clunas, Pictures and Visuality in
Early Modem China (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), fig. 1, p. 19. For a
provocative study of the theme and iconography of this painting, see Caroline Gyss-Vermand,
“Demons et merveilles: visions de la nature dans une peinture liturgique du XVe siecle,” Arts
Asiatiques, no. 63 (1988), pp. 106-122.
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below the tree, horrifying demonic faces peep out of the rocks, which suggest the “mud
eccentrics” (tu guai i © - 51

The Bridge-crossing (Du Qiao S # § ) Metaphor and the "Universal Salvation ” (Pu Du

It is these dangerous spirits that the Earth Official is about to inspect, subjugate and
perhaps, finally save and release from sin. As described in a sixth-century text by Zong
Lin

(ca. 498-561), all the hungry ghosts and prisoners are called together to the

Daoist palace on the Day o f Middle Primordial to make grand offerings to the deities in
the Jade Capital Mountain (yu jin g shah).

Magical chapters are chanted by all the

immortal beings in order to bless the prisoners and the hungry ghosts. The hungry ghosts
and the prisoners are finally free from suffering and return again to being humans.52
While the theme o f salvation is a key point o f the cult o f the Earth Official, in the
Boston picture it is not obvious. The presence of the bridge motif suggests a possible
metaphor o f salvation. Pictorially, the bridge is arranged here to demarcate the boundary
between the earth and water. The positions of the figures imply that the earthly spirits

51 See Baoning si mingdai shui lu bihua
(Beijing: Wenwu chuban
she, 1985), fig. 150. The Water Land paintings of the Baoning si Monastery bear stylistic
similarity with the Musee Guimet set dated 1454. See Caroline Gyss-Vermand, ibid..
52 See Zong Lin
(ca. 498-561), Jingchu suishi ji
transcribed in Ouyang
Xiu ifclH f (557-641), Yi wen chu lei f£3t£££ll, p. 80. For the English translation, see Stephen
Teiser, The Ghost Festival in Medieval China, p. 36.
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escorted by the Zhong Kui-like officer are about to cross the bridge to meet the Official of
Earth.
A similar bridge motif appears at the marginal position of an early Ming scripture
illustration o f the Three Officials, entitled The Marvelous Scripture o f the Most High
Three Principles Who Protect and Prolong Life, Eliminate Disaster, Abolish Danger,
Forgive Sins, and Confer Blessing, in the Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston (fig.7.25).53 The
deities o f Heaven, Earth, and Water are seated on rocks in the landscape terrain. At the
lower left comer, a messenger submitting a report to the triad is kneeling down on a
bridge over the water. The presence of the bridge, therefore, seems to be an intentional
arrangement and requires further explanation.54
As noticed by Charles Hartman, the bridge motif in Chinese landscape painting
carries a certain religious overtone. In Chinese, the action o f crossing a bridge, “du Hi,”

53 For a plate, see Stephen Little, Taoism and the Arts o f China, fig. 72, p. 236.
54 Another unpublished scripture illustration from the Yuan dynasty woodblock print edition
of the Jade Pivot Canon, British Library, London, also contains a very similar bridge motif at the
marginal position of a landscape scene illustrating the veneration of the Daoist deities. As shown
in Shawn Eichman’s conference paper “The Precious Scripture of the Jade Pivot: A Printed Book
in the British Library” presented in the Symposium “Taoism and the Arts of China,” December
3, 2000, many interesting narrative images were included in this Yuan dynasty edition. Its
artistic representation is worthy of a closer examination in the future. For the introduction of this
woodblock print scripture, see Shawn Eichman, “Uppermost Highest Spirit Thunder Jade Pivot
Thunderous Peal Precious scripture with Talismanic Seals,” in Stephen Little, Taoism and the
Arts o f China, fig. 73, pp. 237-9. Professor Lothar Ledderose, in a discussion section at the
International Conference on Religion and Chinese Society, Hong Kong, 2000, also called
attention to the presence of the bridge and water motifs in several Ming dynasty pictures of
Zhong Kui.
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can also refer to the action of “saving” and “releasing.”55 In a similar vein, the term “pu
du KifS,” which literally means “universal salvation,” refers to a standardized form o f a
religious banquet held in the zhongyuan

festival.

Dedicated to all the souls and

goblins released from the prison on the fifteenth day of the seventh month o f the lunar
calendar, the “pu du” banquet aims at releasing the sins and regulating the cosmic order.
The bridge at the lower left corner of the Boston scroll, therefore, implies an allegorical
meaning of “crossing over,” or “salvation.” For it is only by “crossing over” that the evil
spirits can be “saved” from their sin.

The Third Painting: Water, the Ghost Exorcism

In the Daoist cosmic view, the realm of water sometimes implies suffering and
malignancy - the residence o f the “yin fid” power, hi a cosmic chart o f the Southern Song
period from the early thirteenth century Daoist text Yuanshi wuliang duren shangpin
miaojing neiyi

(fig- 7.26), Water is located below the

“mysterious Heaven”(mwif/an £ A ) and mountain (representing Earth). It is marked
“the sea of suffering” or “kuhai i§r$3.” 56

55 Charles Hartman, “Mountains as Metaphors in T’ang Religious Texts and the Northern
Landscape Painting of the Tenth Century,” paper presented at the Conference Mountains and the
Cultures of Landscape in China, Santa Barbara, 1993.
56 This chart, entitled Chart o f the Embodied Representation o f the Ascent and Descent o f
Yin and Yang, is from Xiao Yingsou Hi&fg, Yuanshi wuliang turen shangpin miaojing neiyi
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Pictorially, the Daoist Official o f Water seems to echo the condition of turmoil in the
lowest realm o f the universe (fig. 1J ) .

Viewers encounter a clamorous seascape

evidenced by its curvy waves, the scattered arrangement and the dynamic gestures of the
figures. Instead o f residing in their submarine palace at the bottom o f the picture plane,
the Official o f Water and his entourage are sweeping across the water. In the central part
of the painting, a figure riding a turtle sits frontally right below the Official of Water.
His eyes stare at the audience attentively, drawing a powerful visual link between the
viewer and the picture.57 Up in the sky, stagnant air is condensed in a distorted mass,
which invokes one’s association with the gruesome atmosphere in the underworld (yin qi
& * ) . Unlike the warm and graceful clouds in the scene of Heaven which invoke
auspicious blessing (fig. 1.1), here the cold and dark air suggests malignancy and
misfortune. A group o f hybrid creatures representing the agents of thunder, lightening,
wind and rain is manipulating the storm. Ahead o f the troops, there are two torsos

frftrifelrf^fA hnpfrfriffiftjH (Preface dated 1226), CT 90. It provides “a view of the
microcosmic landscape within which an enchymoma is created.” See Charles Hartman, ibid.. For
a plate, see Judith Boltz, A Survey o f Taoist Literature: Tenth to Seventeenth Centuries
(Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 1987), fig. 20; p. 207.
57 The deity sitting on a turtle has its iconographic association with the Deity of the River
(he bo MfS) in the pictorial narrative subject “the Nine Songs” (jiu ge 7l®C). The turtle rider in
die Boston painting shares the prototype with the “Deity of the River” portrayed in the Nine
Songs handscroll formerly attributed to Zhang Dunli in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
Another image bearing the same iconography is depicted in the “Nine Songs” handscroll by
Zhang Wu, in the Cleveland Museum of Art. For plates, see Wu Tung, Tales from the Land o f
Dragons: 1000 Years o f Chinese Painting, fig. 91, p. 195; Wai-kam Ho et al., Eight Dynasties o f
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emerging into the air. One is an officer holding records while the other is an ordinary
woman who also carries rolls o f documents in her arms. They are forced to advance by
the hybrid troops behind them.

Deities Crossing the Seas
As pointed out in the foregoing discussion, the Daoist Official o f Water features a
compositional format o f “crossing the seas” (du hai ISM ) popular during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, including this Buddhist scroll Lohans Crossing the Sea from the
Daitoku-ji set o f Five Hundred Lohans by Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang dated from 1178
to 1188 (fig. 5.8). Similar to the retinue of the Water Official, the lohans are standing on
a dragon, a turtle, and a divine shell.58
Why did the artists stage the divine powers in the sweeping seascape? The swirling
waves seem to facilitate the deities’ exercise of their magical powers, such as inducing
rain or exorcising ghosts. Indeed, the Daitoku-ji lohans may have been worshiped in a
religious rite summoning the lohans’ magical powers. It is interesting to note that a full
moon is depicted amid the dark clouds on top of the picture plane to signify a night scene.
This motif may suggest a certain full-moon night on the fifteenth day o f the lunar

Chinese Painting: The Collections o f the Nelson Gallery-Atkins Museum, Kansas City, and the
Cleveland Museum o f Art (Cleveland: The Cleveland Museum of Art, 1980), fig. 96, p. 120.
58 For stylistic analysis of the Water scroll, see Chapter Five.
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calendar month, during which the lohans were summoned to descend for the ritual held in
the temple.

Exorcism Parade
At the bottom of the picture Daoist Official o f Water, a group o f demon-attendants
march diagonally. Two carry mirror-like gongs on their backs, while the other two hold
hammers and strike the gongs (fig. 7.27).

All of them are screaming as they strike the

gongs and march.
Indeed, clamor is a key concern in the depiction of figures in the processions whose
goal is to ward off evil spirits. Very similar pictorial motifs occur in the handscroll New
Year's Eve Excursion o f Zhong Kui (Zhong Kui yeyou tu MMl&SSHl) painted by Yan
Hui H I ? in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century (fig. 7.28).59 The noisy
procession begins with a figure hitting a gong.

Next we see some figures wielding

halberds and spears, all shouting. Finally we see musicians beating drums, flanking the
demon-queller Zhong Kui.

The group plays their instruments loudly throughout the

parade in order to ward off evil spirits.

59 For the most recent study on Yan Hui, see Kondo Hidemi, “Lun Yan Hui: Hunpo yoli de
shijie,” Gugong bowuyuan yuan kan, no. 1(1996), pp. 37-55. See also Sherman Lee, “The
Lantern Night Excursion of Chung Keui,” The Bulletin o f the Cleveland Museum o f Art, vol. 49,
no. 2(1962), pp. 36-42; “Yan Hui, Zhong Kui, Demons and the New Year,” Artibus Asiae, vol.
53, nos. 1-2 (1993), pp. 211-227.
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Such processions actually occurred in twelfth-and thirteenth-century China.
According to Mengliang lu, a late thirteenth-century description o f the festivals of
Hangzhou, on New Year’s Eve, actors and musicians dressed up with masks and colored
embroidered costumes to play the roles of Zhong Kui, his sister, a judge, an emissary, and
demons. They beat gongs and drums and went from house to house performing a grand
exorcism and demon-expelling ceremony.60
A Southern Song genre painting entitled Grand Exorcism, or Da nuo tu
whose style suggests its connection to the imperial workshop and the school of Su
Hanchen in the thirteenth century, displays similar motifs (fig. 3.24).61 As shown in the
lower right part o f this painting, a figure carries a drum on his back while the other figure
strikes the drum from behind, reminding us o f the demons striking the drums in the
Boston painting.

The Thunder Troops
The Water Official’s ritualistic performance finally reaches a climax at the top o f the
picture plane with the celestial troops o f thunder, lighting, wind and rain (fig. 7.29). hi

60 Wu Zimu, Mengliang lu, juan 6, in Dongjing menghua lu wai sizhong, pp. 181-182. For
the English translation, see Sherman Lee, “Yan Hui, Zhong Kui, Demons and the New Year,” p.
211.

61 See Chapter Three.
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both folk culture and pictorial conventions, thunder, lightning, wind, and rain are
personified as demonic guardians who subjugate dangerous spirits. They usually appear
as a group led by the thunder god.62 As many sources remind us, people of the Tang and
Song regarded thunder, lightning, wind, and rain as natural symptoms associated with the
appearance of supernatural forces, either ghosts or gods.63 As Wu Tung points out, an
early painting o f this kind, discussed in a poem by the Northern Song scholar Su Xun,
also includes images o f thunder and wind in the sky.64
The call for thunder to exorcise ghosts had a contemporary ritual significance. The
Southern Song period saw a growing interest in the Thunder Rites, or “lei fa .” Many

62 The earliest record of the thunder god can be found in the writings of the Shanghai jing,
which portrays the thunder god as a sacred creature with a dragon body and a human head,
residing in the Thunder Pond. As early as the Han dynasty, the image of thunder has been
visualized as a circle of drums, with the thunder god depicted as a guardian striking the drums.
See Wang Chong
“lei xu ®J®,” in Lun Heng
For an early representation of the
thunder god, see the mural in Dunhuang
cave no. 249, Zhongguo shiku: Dunghuang mogao
ku
(Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe. 1982), vol. 1, fig. 104. Thunder,
lightning, wind and rain had long been worshiped in important state rites as venerable natural
forces that regulate the order of the universe. For a rich anthology of historical literature
centering on the state worship for the thunder, lightning, wind, and rain, see Gujin tushu jicheng
(Beijing: Zhonghua shuchu, 1985), “bowuhui bian
“shenyi dian
,” juan 20, vol. 490, pp. 39-42.
63 For example, the Tang poet Wei Qumou
writes, “ Accompanying the wind and
the rain, myriad gods descend” (fengyu baishen lai M$3SS$3fc); Su Shi H$£ writes, “the
clouds condense when the spirits and goblins flock together, the clouds disperse when ghosts and
deities depart” (yunxing lingguai ju, yunsan guishen huan
* HtfcJ&SfjS)- See
Gujin tushu jicheng, “Buowu huibian, shenyi dian,” juan 6, vol. 489, p. 31. Zhu Xi
also
associates wind, rain, thunder, and lightning with ghosts and deities. See Gujin tushu jicheng,
“Buowu huibian," “shenyi dian,” juan 20, vol. 490, p. 41.
64 Wu Tung, Talesfrom the Land o f Dragons, p. 150.
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divinities associated with thunder were brought into the Daoist pantheon around this time.
Daoist masters, especially those from the southern regions where thunderstorms were
frequent and fierce, used the thunder rites to ward off disease and exorcise evil spirits.65
One typical incantation o f the time ran: ‘1 embody the power o f the thunder god and
lightning goddess in order to make extinct the diseases in the body...I will make the
generals and soldiers from different directions quell the hundreds o f evils, and exorcise
millions o f spirits. Quickly, quickly, quickly, in accord with the order!”66
On the upper left side o f the painting, the thunder god appears as a guardian beating
drums and carrying a shiny mirror-like gong on his head -- a magical object usually
associated with lightning. Under the drums are three more demon guardians, who may
represent the forces o f wind and rain. The figure standing at the right side wielding the
halberd with his wind bag open and the figure standing behind him carrying another wind

65 As Ryu Shiman pointed out, the thunder rite has two major functions in the Southern
Song: first, to exorcise the ghosts; second, to induce the rain. Descriptions of performances of
the thunder rite are many. In Fuzhou
Fujian
province, Zhang Kezhe
learned
the thunder rite practiced by the Qingwei Daoism (Qingwei leifa
&)• He performed the
thunder rite in the Guanhua si
monastery and used it to drive away a fox spirit (yaohu
residing in the temple. Other examples describe Daoist masters applying thunder
talismans sanctioned by the Celestial Heart Daoism (tianxin zhengfa zhou 3£'L'IE$;InL) for
warding off the disease and curing the patients. For more detailed information on the practice of
the thunder rite in the Southern Song, see Ryu Shiman, “Raijin shinko to raiho no tenkai,” in
Taiwan no ddkyZ to minkan shinko (Tokyo: Kodamasha, 1994), pp. 65-91; for the Southern Song
examples, see pp. 69-71.
66 Daofa huiyuan (late fourteenth century), juan 8, CT 1220, Daozang, vol. 28, p. 715; also
see Matsumoto Koichi, “Daojiao yu zongjiao liyi,” in Zhu Yueli trans., Daojiao, vol. 1, p. 188.
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bag are masters o f wind. Although the silk has been retouched and the image is unclear,
the feathered creature standing amid the two wind masters appears to hold a bowl, which
often symbolizes the rainmaker who is spreading the raindrops.67

The Appearance o f the Female Ghost
Given these divinities and implements related to exorcism crowding the picture, one
must wonder who or what is being exorcised. On the upper right part o f the painting, we
see two figures standing in front of the troops (fig. 7.30). The officer holding records and
clad in a red robe resembles the grotesque-looking officer who subjugates the earthly
prisoners in the Daoist Official o f Earth (fig. 7.31).

He escorts a female whose

appearance embodies the distinctive features of a lay person. With sunken eyes and
wrinkles around her face and neck, she looks like an old woman. Huddled and trembling
in the wind and rain brought by the troops behind her, she gazes into the distance beyond
the picture plane as she is escorted away.

67 An incomplete handscroll entitled Daoist Divinity o f Water attributed to He Cheng fnftg
of the early fourteenth century, now in the Freer Gallery, bears an impressive layout of the
thunder troops comparable to the icons in the Boston picture. Painted on paper, it might have
functioned as a draft or sketch. Compared with the Boston painting, the thunder troops in the
Freer handscroll are more elaborate in terms of their scheme. For more discussions of this
painting, see Thomas Lawton, Chinese Figure Painting, fig. 38, pp. 156-158; Marsha Weidner,
“Ho Ch’eng and Early Yuan Dynasty Painting in Northern China,” Archives o f Asian Art, no. 39
(1986), pp. 6-19.
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Other Water Land paintings used in rituals for sending dying souls to their proper
resting place often use a similar motif. A fifteenth-century example from the set o f the
Water Land paintings in Baoning si

monastery provides a good comparison (fig.

7.32). A demon guardian escorts a woman dressed in a white funeral robe away. Like
the female figure in the Boston painting, she appears at the top o f the painting floating in
the air. From the label we know that she is a wandering ghost who has come to console
her bereaved family.68

Regarded as an evil spirit, she was sent away by the demon

soldiers.
This comparison suggests that we can reasonably identify the female figure in the
Boston scroll as a human ghost. Like the ape demon and the tree monster captured in the
realm o f the Official o f Earth, the human ghost is regarded as another kind o f aberration
harmful to the living.69 As mentioned above, Water Land paintings are used in Buddhist
Water Land Assembly rituals (shui lu hui 7 jc ^ # ) conducted for all the souls of the dead
on land and sea, especially the sponsoring family’s ancestors and relatives. In general,

68 The title reads: “diao ke sang men da kao xiao hao zhai long zhu shen zhong
See Baoning si mingdai shuilu bihua, fig. 132.
69 As Judith Boltz pointed out, when defining perversity, the twelfth-century Daoist master
Lu Shizong
distinguishes two types, the small and the great. Small perversities are the
human souls who await release from the netherworld, like the female ghost in the painting of the
Official of Water. Great perversities are the false enshrinements within Buddhist and Daoist
abbeys, or the spirits attached to mountains and forests, like the ape and the tree monster in the
painting of the Official of Earth. See Judith Boltz, “Not by the Seal of Office Alone,” in Patricia
B. Ebrey and Peter N. Gregory eds., Religion and Society in T’ang and Sung China, p. 272.
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the ritual summons the myriad gods to the altar site, while at the same time calling the
hungry ghosts to be fed in the feast, then sending them on their way to salvation in the
western Pure Land of Amitabha Buddha.70
Parallel to the Buddhist Water Land Assembly in Daoism is the Purgation Rite of the
Yellow Register, or “huang lu zhai itl&lSf,” popular in the Song. As we discussed in the
previous chapter, many Purgation Rites of the Yellow Register were held during the Days
o f the Three Primordials, the very festivals in the year dedicated to the Three Officials.
Furthermore, Daoist ritual texts instruct that paintings of the Three Officials were to be
hung on one o f the six altar screens during the performance of this ritual.71
In particular, the Official o f Water was venerated as the major deity who authorized
the Purgation Rite o f the Yellow Register during the Tang and Song periods.72 An
episode from the Southern Song text Yijian zhi

links the Purgation Rite of the

Yellow Register to the divine realm of the Water Official. It recounts a story of the
Purgation Rite o f the Yellow Register held in the Daoist temple in Raozhou tHj+l, Jiangxi

70 As mentioned in Chapter Four, a female soul of a fine lady was shown ascending in the
clouds above the fast altar and five sacred monk in a Ningbo painting of Five Hundred Lohans
by Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang. This female soul represents a Buddhist counterpart of the
ghost image similar to the female ghost in the Boston Water scroll. For the female soul in the
Ningbo scroll, see fig. 4.38.
71 Lin Weifii (1239-1303) ed., Lingbao lingjiaojidu jinshu, juan 1, CT 466, Daozang, vol. 7,
p. 28.
72 Daomen dingzhi (Preface dated 1188), CT 1224, Daozang, vol. 31, p. 713; see Ryu
Shiman, ChUgoku dSkyO no matsuri to shinko, vol. 1, p. 430.
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£llf§ province.

The female ghosts who came to the purgation rite held in the temple

were said to be all wet:
On the sixteenth day o f the second month, in the fourth year o f the
Qingyuan reign (1198 A.D.), the Tianqing temple in Raozhou held the
Purgation Rite o f the Yellow Register. People donated money in order to
pray for the dead. Each person donated one thousand and two hundred
qian. One thousand people attended the rite.
When the rite was about to end, the merchant Fu San saw his mother, who
had died recently. She was dressed in clothing that she had worn when
alive. [Wetfrom top to bottom, she came from afar and entered the
banquet.] Fu San was very sad when he saw her. He came home
immediately, crying in tears...
The daughter o f the eye doctor Wei Sheng, who had married Zhou Si and
had died while giving birth, also appeared at the feast. While the Daoist
master was summoning the souls, Zhou Si saw [his wife appear in the air.
She was dressed all in white and walked on the water. He even heard the
sound o f splashing water while she walked. When she finally came close
to Zhou Si, herfeet were still wet\ .. .73

73 For the complete text, see Hong Mai (1123-1202), Yijian zhi, zhi 3, juan ji, no. 2, p. 1319.
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Note that the story dramatizes how the ghosts were soaked to the bone when they
appeared to their relatives. They had, of course, crossed the watery boundary between the
living and the dead to attend the ritual for salvation. This is a clamorous realm indeed.
One o f the lay donors o f this purgation rite, Zhou Si, who saw the soul o f his wife, even
heard the noise of the water that his wife splashed. Edward Davis interprets this story
with a thought-provoking notion o f the “realness” and “materiality” o f the appearances of
the dead souls. Furthermore, he suggests that these dead souls were not mere “visions or
hallucinations on the part o f the living” but the real souls summoned to the ritual.74
Similarly, the realistic rendering of the female ghost in the Boston scroll may
represent a compelling appearance of a dead soul summoned to the ritual conducted by
the Official o f Water and his exorcism team. The wandering soul is now transcending the
realm o f the “suffering sea” to proceed to her proper resting place, where she can no
longer disturb the living.

How Images Work In a Ritual Context
The appearance o f the female ghost implies the rite o f the summoning o f the soul in a
Daoist ritual sequence and prompts us to link further the style and imaging of the Boston
triptych to a ritual context. If the pictorial motifs assembled in the three scrolls of the

74 Edward Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China, p. 180.
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Boston triptych indicate certain religious meanings and ritual associations, what was the
possible ritual context in which the paintings were originally viewed and used?

The Positioning o f the Three Scrolls
The positioning o f the three scrolls in the 1997 exhibition in the Museum o f Fine
Arts, Boston seemed perplexing. In the exhibition, the three scrolls were displayed in the
following order: Heaven in the center, Earth on the right, and Water on the left (fig. 7.33).
Aesthetically, the three paintings as a whole form a symmetrical composition, with the
deity of Heaven seated at the center, and the deities of Earth and Water moving from the
opposite directions toward the center.

If we put aside aesthetic concerns, does this

positioning o f the three scrolls also suggest their functional display in a ritual setting?
In his thorough investigations o f extant Daoist temples in contemporary China,
Hachiya Kunio published temple diagrams detailing the positioning o f altars in numerous
modem temples.75 In these modem altars, the central position is always reserved for the
noblest god, and the right position is superior to the left.

Furthermore, many altars

dedicated to the Three Officials indicate a coherent positioning, with Heaven at the
center, Earth on the right, and Water on the left. Take the statues o f the Three Officials
enshrined in the interior altar in the Sanyuan gong H j c K

temple, Shanghai as an

75 Hachiya Kunio, Chugoku no ddfyd: sono katsudd to dOkan no genjo (Tokyo: Kyuko sho
rn, 1995).
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example (fig. 7.34).76

Although these three statues look identical, there are tablets

placed in front o f each statue to identify each icon’s specific status. According to the
inscriptions written on these tablets, the worshippers know that the icon at the center is
the Official o f Heaven, the icon on the right is the Official o f Earth, and the icon on the
left is the Official o f Water.

Interestingly, this positioning corresponds to the 1997

display of the three Boston scrolls. The symmetrical compositional design of the Boston
triptych, therefore, indicates not only a thoughtful design simply made from aesthetic
concerns, but a functional program. Imagine the Boston triptych placed in a functional
context: how are the paintings made to work at all?

The Power o f Daoist Images
In his monumental study on the power o f images and the theory o f response, David
Freedberg asks a similar question.77 The author offers a set o f study questions in order to
facilitate the functional investigation of the depicted images. He urges us to consider “not
only beholders’ symptoms and behavior, but also the effectiveness, efficacy, and vitality

76 See Hachiya Kunio, Chugoku no ddkyd: sono katsudO to ddkan no genjd, p. 39. Other
temples enshrining the altars of the Three Officials that also indicate such an order include the
Ziyang guan
in Mt. Fenghuang, Liaoning, Shangqing gong
in Shangdong, and
Tianshifu
in Mt. Longhu, Jiangxi. For diagrams, see Hachiya Kunio, ChUgoku no
ddkyd: sono katsudO to ddkan no genjd, pp. 65,103,122,298.
77 David Freedberg, The Power o f Images: Studies in the History and Theory o f Response,
pp. xxiii, 82-98.
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o f images themselves; not only what beholders do, but also what images appear to do; not
only what people do as a result of their relationship with imaged form, but also what they
expect imaged form to achieve, and why they have such expectations at all.”78 Note that
Freedberg actually outlines a two-way communication between the images and beholders:
on the one hand, the images are represented as such to reveal certain meanings and thus
evoke particular visual expectations by the beholders or users. On the other hand, what
the beholders do at the time they view the images plays a crucial role in determining the
function o f the images.
When arguing how an image was turned to a visible receptacle for the god through its
ritual animation, Freedberg mentioned the netra pinkama or the “eye-ceremony” of the
Theravada Buddhists in Ceylon, where “the eyes o f the all but completed statue of
Buddha are at last painted in, the very act by which it is brought to life.”79 This rite, as
we leam from the author, “is the rite that identified the image with the divinity, and that
invested it with the life o f that divinity.”80
The so-called “eye-ceremony” reminds us of the Rite o f “Opening the Light” (kai
guang

or “Dotting the Pupils” (dian jin g ifeBjf) in a modem Daoist ritual. It is a

78 Ibid., p. xxii.
79 Ibid., pp. 84-85.
80 Ibid., p. 82.
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rite in which the images become animate at the beginning o f a ritual. For example, the
jiao rituals recorded by Ofuni Ninji sometimes include a rite o f “Opening the Light” for
the images o f the Great Master (dashi f^ ± ) , the Mountain Deity (shan shen [ilp ), the
Earth Deity (di shen ffejji$), and the Four Generals (si da yuanshuai ES^CTC&tl) before the
rite o f sending the petitions to the gods (fabiao

The Daoist priest recites

‘Talismans for Communicating with the Gods” (tong shen zhou jf tf f /O and “Charms of
the Opening o f the Light” (kai guang ye

to turn the fabricated paintings or

statues into sacred images.81
The functional concerns o f Daoist images do not necessarily exclude their aesthetic
value. Nevertheless, in a religious context, the Daoist images were viewed, first of all, as
sacred images registered with the power of efficacy rather than artistic statues or paintings
evoking aesthetic values. For instance, historical accounts o f Daoist miracles included in
the tenth-century Daoist master Du Guangting’s

eye-opening Daojiao lingyan j i

(Record o f Daoist Miracles) showcased numerous Daoist statues and
paintings which were perceived as objects charged with the power o f efficacy, or “yan

|R.”82

81 See Ofuji Ninji, Chugokujin no shukydgirei, pp. 184-185.
82 For example, many statues o f ‘Tianzun JzM ”, “Laojun
and Queen Mother of the
West (.Xi wangmu gjrE§ ) made of jade, wood, and metal materials were proved to exert
supernatural powers. A mural image of the Celestial Master (Tian shi ^gRi) in the Zhaocheng
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If we extend Freedberg’s theory to the Boston triptych, who were the original
beholders o f these paintings, and what did they do with these images? Suppose that the
paintings were displayed in a ritual context. The intended beholders of the images were
then the Daoist priests presiding over a Daoist ritual. In a Southern Song Daoist ritual for
the dead (or the Huanglu zhai H IS W ritual), the painted scrolls of the Three Officials
were displayed on the altar screen reserved for the Three Officials (sanguan mu H i ! ’!!).
They were juxtaposed with the other sacred stations dedicated to the Dark Master
(xuanshi 3C05), the Five Emperors {m idi S ^ ) , the Celestial Master {tianshi ^ 0 5 ), the
Three Masters (sanshi H 05), and the Great Master of Ritual Inspection {jianzhai da shi
(figs. 6.8; 6.9).83
At the beginning o f a ritual, the Daoist Great Master (gaogong
altar screen to invite (qing I f ) the gods to descend {xiajiang
altar screen of the Dark Master (y i xuanshi mu

came to each
He first visited the

situated at the left front side of

the main altar. In front o f the screen he offered the incense {shang xiang _ h # ) and led

guan B8$cH Temple and a picture of the “Taiyi tianzun ^ —3 ^ # ” commissioned by a local
officer were also deemed as objects of efficacy. See Du Guanting, Daojiao lingyan ji, juan 117,
“Wenshu tai er seng ji jiugu tianzun xiang yan
juan 118,
“Muwen tianzun jianxiang yan
“ Puzhou Shifang xian fu tianxiang tianzun
yan
“Li Shao hua Taiyi tianzun yan
juan
119, “Zhaocheng guan bihua tianshi yan
“Xiwangmu suxiang jiuji yan
included in Yunji qiqian, CT 1032, in Daozang, vol. 22, pp. 809, 814-817,
820-822.
83 Lin Weifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu, juan 1.
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the rest o f the priests to bow to the image displayed on the altar screen (zhongguan lie
ban bai %ct^ lJH E ^ ).

Following the Great Master, a certain “ritual officer” (zhai guan

U l D also offered incense and bowed to the altar screen. The Great Master then read
aloud the invitation eulogy to the Dark Master {qing xuanshi song |§
“ritual officer” offered incense and tea at the altar screen.

while the

Finally, the Great Master

announced the petition document (xuan shu j|[$fO prepared for the Dark Master. This was
followed with the burning o f the document (fen shu

as an enclosure of this ritual

sequence.84
The Great Master repeated the same rite in front o f each of the other altar screens.
After the visit to the altar screen o f the Dark Master on the left side o f the ritual space, he
moved to the right side to invite the descent of the Five Emperors. Then he crossed the
enclosure o f the Dao again, and moved to the left side of the ritual area to the altar screen
o f the Celestial Master. He finally came to the second altar screen on the right side, which
was preserved for the Three Officials.85
It is interesting to note that the liturgical eulogies dedicated to the Three Officials all
use similar phrasing to picture a summoned god descending.86 For example, ‘The Eulogy

84 Jiang Shuyu, Wushang huanglu dazhai lichengyi, juan 37, Daozang, vol. 9,p. 590.
85 Ibid..
86 The invitation eulogies to the Three Officials recorded in the two Southern Song texts,
Wushang huanglu dazhai lichengyi and Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu, are identical. See Jiang
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to the Official of Heaven” (qing tianguan song

reads, “...The Official o f

Heaven rides the jeweled chariot. With a colorful entourage, he descends to the mundane
banquet (Tianguan cheng baonian, caizhang xia fanyan

J^Llt)-”87

“The Eulogy to the Official of Earth” (qing diguan song jntffelafli) reads, “ ... Come to
descend, the Official o f Earth! Flags and banners are full with the five-cloud-chariot
(Diguan lai xiajiang, jingyong wuyun yu

» M 0U L@ H ).”88 Finally, “The

Eulogy to the Official o f Water” (qing shuiguan song

reads, “ ... The Official

o f Water rides the dragon to descend. The colorful clouds stir the waves on the sea
(Shuiguan longjiajiang, yunjin qizangpo 7 ^ 1 1 1 ? ^ •

”89

During the ritual, the Three Officials were summoned to“wash the sinful roots (xi
zuiken

and to “ward off the disaster (chu heng eWhen the “purifying

gathering (jing hui if* # )” was over and the “merit of the ritual was accomplished (zhai

Shuyu, Wushang huanglu dazhai licheng yi, juan 36, Daozang, vol. 9, p. S86; Lin Weifu ed.,
Lingbao lingfiaojidu jinshu, juan 10, Daozang, vol. 7, p. 87.
®7 Ibid..
88 Ibid..
89 Ibid..
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gong jieguo yuan m m x m

“the altar was dismissed and the myriad deities were

escorted away (jie tan song lie xian jU ttj^lH lIl).”90
Just as the gods and spirits were summoned to descend, at the conclusion of a ritual
they were escorted away. The Great Master returned to each altar screen to deliver
farewell eulogies to the gods. “The Eulogy to the Official o f Heaven” (song tianguan
song) reads, “... The Official of Heaven returns to the jade bureau, his jewel chariot
enters the golden gate (tianguan huan yufu, baojia ru jinm en A la ltiE J ff * f |
“The Eulogy to the Official of Earth” reads, “... The Official o f Earth goes
back to the netherworld, the chariot ascends to the colorful clouds (.Diguan hui yufu,
gaoshe wuyun ping

“The Eulogy to the Official of Water”

reads, “ ... [The Official o f Water] orders the dragon chariot again {fuming li long jia
m m m m .the Official o f Water returns to the grotto palace, [he] bestows endless
fortune and benefits [to the humans] {Shuiguan gui dongfu, fitlu si wuqong
•

mmmmmy'91

In reading these eulogies to the Three Officials, one is immediately struck by the fact
that they carry such a distinct message of conceptualizing deities and divine spirits in

90 See the farewell eulogies to the Three Officials in Jiang Shuyu, Wushang huanglu dazhai
li chengyi, juan 36, Daozang, vol. 9, p. 587; Lin Weifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao jidu jin shu, juan
10, Daozang, vol. 7, p. 88.
91 Ibid..
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dynamic motion. Because the Officials of Heaven and Earth drive chariots, and the
Official o f Water rides a dragon, the Three Officials are supernatural forces of great
vitality. It is as if the gods’ ability to come and go among different spheres determined
their efficacy and power.
This dynamic personality of gods is still visible in today’s Daoist rituals. As noted by
John Lagerwey in his field study in China, the Daoist priests in the Jianyang

area in

Fujian ipgi! province divide the gods summoned to a ritual into two types.92 The first
type o f gods is called the “Immobile Gods,” or “budongde shenming

It

includes the most senior gods present in the inner altar o f a ritual space; their roles in a
ritual are to be worshiped rather than to perform any actions or fulfill any specific duties.
The Senior Celestial Almighty of the Five Directions (Wufan lao tianzun
often included in a Zhengyi IE— Daoist ritual, for example, falls into this category 93
The second type o f gods is called the “Mobile Gods,” or “dongde shenming
It refers to those gods who are summoned to a ritual to aid the Daoist priests
and to execute ritual duties {zhixingfashi

The “Mobile Gods” include all the

major historical figures in the Daoist history, military marshals (yuanshuai jn&t]),
officers, and myriad soldiers (zhong guanjiang

When summoning the soldiers

92 See Lfl Chuikuan, Taiwan de daojiao yishiyu yinyue, pp. 51-52.
93 Ibid., p. 52.
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and officers o f a lower rank, the Daoist priests use such demanding words as “coming to
the altar immediately” (qisu daotan
jiyan shike

and “no allowance for any delay” (buxu

to urge their arrival to a ritual area.94

Interestingly, the Three Officials in a modem ritual belong to the so-called “dongde
shenmin” or “Mobile Gods” who have busy duties to fulfill in a Daoist ritual!

It

corresponds to the dynamic images evoked in the pre-modem eulogies to the gods.
Compare such a mobile appearance of gods as perceived in a ritual with the visual
articulation o f the cosmic powers in the Boston triptych.

In the Song eulogies, the

repetitive evocations o f the descent of the gods echo vividly the celestial descent in the
Heaven composition, the dynamic excursion in the Earth scroll, and the sweeping exorcist
parade in the Water scroll.

It is more than plausible that the sweeping array of the

pantheon in the Boston triptych was not merely designed for an aesthetic purpose, but
rather, to correspond closely to the ritual expectation o f the beholders: to see them
summoned, exert their exorcist powers, and then escorted away.

The Boston Triptych as a Thematic Program
The Boston set o f the Three Officials o f Heaven, Earth, and Water serves as a good
example o f the pictorial merger o f both the continuing religious tradition o f Daoism and

94 Ibid., p. 51.
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the particular visual culture o f its time. After examining the three scrolls from stylistic,
religious, and ritual perspectives, it is appropriate now to view them as refined Daoist
scrolls produced by the Southern Song imperial workshop on the basis of imperially
preserved pictorial models for functional use in imperially sponsored rituals.
The Boston set reveals a pictorial tendency newly formulated during the Southern
Song period: a preference for the magical and mobile character of the gods rather than the
static and inaccessible icons residing in their remote palaces.95 The Three Officials are
now perceived as bureaucratic gods capable o f action and possessing dynamic
personalities. Engaged in different actions of justice in their respective cosmic spheres,
they mirror the dynamic vernaculars evoked by the ritual master during his summoning of
the gods in the Daoist ritual.
Although the Dao has been named and depicted in myriad ways, it still remains one
inseparable unity, as do the images of the Boston triad. The three paintings exemplify a
thematic program: we observe in operation a continual process o f the rectification and
restoration o f the natural and proper Way.96 In the center of the triptych, a messenger
reports to the Official of Heaven - presumably to inform him of some disorder. Here a

95 The trend of picturing the devotional images in a dynamic fashion is not only restricted to
the Three Officials; it applied to a body of religious pictorial images made during the twelfth and
the thirteenth centuries. It merits closer research in the future in order to comment upon the
relation of the formation of such pictorial fashion to the prevalent practice of the magical rites
during the Southern Song period.
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messenger announces injustice and danger, and an officer who might represent the Daoist
master himself submits a plea for a ritual to correct the disasters. On the right, the
Official o f Earth sets forth to deal with such offenders of the Way, arresting evil spirits.
On the left, we see a conclusion to this whole process, as the Official of Water and his
great entourage sweep across the seas, accomplishing their goal o f restoring the natural
process. This drama is articulated most clearly in the huddled ghost of the poor, wet
woman being led back to her proper resting place. As a result, the whole set is a
visualization o f the return to the natural order by the restoration o f what is right, proper
and just. The paintings, and the rituals accompanying them, represent a belief in the
possibility o f correcting disasters and eradicating evils, restoring order and returning the
world to a place where the Dao continues to function as the proper Way.

96 Many ideas here are developed on the basis of personal correspondence with Richard
Barnhart in October 1999.
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CONCLUSION

This dissertation addresses interdisciplinary issues of image-making, imperial
patronage, regionalism, and religious practice in order to present a multi-dimensional
study o f three Daoist paintings within their original cultural milieu.

It has explored the

intersection between image making and religious practice, aiming to document the
complexity and diversity o f styles at one period in history while mapping the variable
overlapping and interaction of the making, reception, and function of religious images.
Our inquiry o f the Boston triptych o f Daoist Deities o f Heaven, Earth and Water itself
represents a case study o f the making o f Daoist paintings during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. It includes, however, numerous other visual materials which in turn allow us to
examine the investigated objects within a broader social context.
The various chapters o f this dissertation propose a sequence for studying the Boston
triptych: from the opening stage of its production to the time when it was finished and
used in a ritual context. The first section o f this study seeks to establish a historical
foundation for the making of religious art and visual culture in the Southern Song milieu.
A virtual tour through the imperial library demonstrates how the Southern Song imperial

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

court collected early religious paintings.

Textual references indicate that all earlier

paintings acquired by the Song government were systematically registered, documented,
and, when necessary, even copied by connoisseurs, conservators, and artists employed by
the court. Although most of these imperially collected works do not survive today, their
subject matter and artistic heritage —as revealed by both the textual records and extant
visual images -- suggest that these earlier pictures functioned as important paradigms for
the Southern Song imperial workshop painters treating religious subjects.
Consider the fabrication o f a body of “underclass” visual products made by the
anonymous artists and artisans working for the imperial workshop within the cultural and
geographical context o f the capital at Hangzhou. Murals and pictorial images crowding
the imperial temples and governmental offices presented a colorful repertoire of the
religious and figural subjects. They ranged from the imperial ancestral portraits, virtuous
officers to astral deities and ritual processions.

A small body of high-quality extant

religious and figural paintings previously attributed to earlier painters (such as the Six
Patriarchs attributed to Lu Lengjia) or simply treated as anonymous works (such as the
One-thousand-armed Guanyin), can now be identified as professional products produced
by the Southern Song imperial workshop system.
Unlike the rare surviving visual materials from the Southern Song imperial workshop,
hundreds o f religious paintings and popular prints produced both in Hangzhou and the
nearby seaport Ningbo are in good condition now. A circle o f professional artists, print-
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makers, local publishers, and monastic sponsors produced these monks’ portraits, iconic
paintings, and illustrated religious prints. They shed light on the complex exchange and
transformation o f religious art and visual culture between the courtly/metropolitan and the
popular/provincial.
The various Buddhist popular prints published by private publishers in Hangzhou
illustrate the fusion of the local tradition inherited from the tenth and eleventh centuries
and the imperial idioms newly formulated by the twelfth-and-thirteenth-century court
artists. The rich pictorial vocabulary retrieved from these Hangzhou popular religious
artifacts, in turn, forms an invaluable visual index with which the modem viewers can
glimpse the almost-lost imperial religious painting practice.
By the same token, the nearly one hundred lohan scrolls dated and signed by the late
twelfth-century Ningbo painters present an unusal window into professional painting
practices o f the time. Close study o f their application o f pictorial types, compositional
schemes, and colors allows us to document provincial workshop practice. The Ningbo
artists creatively and selectively transformed the courtly and classical fashions into their
own work and formulated a distinct popular Ningbo style.
The above-mentioned reconstructions o f the religious paintings and prints in the
court, the capital Hangzhou, and in the provincial artistic center o f Ningbo permit us to
evaluate the Boston triptych within the wondrous visual landscape o f Southern Song
China.

Stylistic analysis o f the Boston triptych and comparison with Buddhist,
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landscape, and bird-and-flower paintings of the Southern Song period suggest a date of
the late twelfth to the early thirteenth century.
How were paintings like the Boston triptych viewed or possibly used by the intended
audience?

To answer thorny questions of how images might have functioned in a

religious context in pre-modem China, this study has drawn on both historical research
and ethnographies.
The common Daoist ritual repertoire - then and now - includes sending petitions to
the gods, summoning them to a ritual, warding off evil spirits, and exorcising human
souls.

Painted images of the Three Officials were often displayed alongside other

cosmological deities, marshals, and officers in a ritual setting.

Numerous Daoist

liturgical manuals dating to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries show that these images
were not simply used for decoration but had multiple functions in a Daoist ritual.
The Boston triptych should be considered in such a performative context. Its position
alongside other painted Daoist images in a ritual setting signifies the presence of the
cosmic powers o f Heaven, Earth and Water summoned by the Daoist practitioners to
ward off the disasters, subjugate the evil spirits, and exorcise the human ghosts. The
dynamic renderings and the busy narrative exposition o f the numerous deities, spirits, and
a human ghost crowding the three Boston scrolls therefore illuminate a Daoist call for
order. Mobile gods perform their specific duties in the realms o f Heaven, Earth and
Water in order to restore the universe to a natural order governed by the Dao, or the Way.
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Methodologically, the study seeks to introduce interdisciplinary and comparative
approaches to the study o f religious art and the visual culture o f Song and post-Song
periods with an emphasis on the emerging field of Daoist art. hi the absence of detailed
records o f what and how images might have been produced and used in twelfth-and
thirteenth-century China, this study proposes an empirical approach using indirect
sources. In compensation for the loss o f the religious visual sources from the tenth and
eleventh centuries, this dissertation takes advantage of the Buddhist drawings and
paintings copied and transformed by Japanese artists from Chinese prototypes during the
Heian and Kamakura periods.

Furthermore, many portable religious paintings and

woodblock prints originally produced in China’s coastal areas during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries and later transported to Japan offer a fertile repertoire o f the popular
image making in the Southern Song period.

Although not recorded anywhere in the

Chinese textual sources, many o f these religious materials were documented in pre
modem Japan and are now designated as precious national treasures.
Similarly, in order to bring to life the Daoist rituals o f pre-modem China, this study
turns to modem ethnographic data from contemporary Taiwan and China for visual
inspiration. By observing how similar Daoist images are still in use, and by studying the
historic use o f Daoist images as recorded in the pre-modem texts, we can link the modem
“counterparts” to the Southern Song cases.
When using modem data to understand pre-modem practice, we are mindful that such
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a cross-temporal comparison can only be suggestive rather than definitive. A modem
Daoist ritual never equals the extravagant level of an imperially sponsored ritual in the
Song. Therefore, our reconstruction of the style of the Daoist paintings used in a Song
imperial ritual cannot be determined by the comparison to modem liturgical scrolls.
Despite the contrast between the lavish imperial style o f the Boston triptych and the
familiar, less refined liturgical scrolls crowding modem popular rituals, this study
concludes that the Boston triptych was made for a functional purpose and used in a
Southern Song imperially sponsored Daoist ritual.
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colors and gold on silk, 146.8 x 77.3 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.41 Anonymous, Rejusing the Seat. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 173.9 x 101.8 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.42 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink,
colors and gold on silk, 146.8 x 77.3 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.43 Anonymous, Rejusing the Seat. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 173.9 x 101.8 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.44 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink,
colors and gold on silk, 146.8 x 77.3 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.45 Li Song, Knick-knack Peddler. Detail. 1211. Ink and light colors on silk, 25.5
x 70.4 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.46 Anonymous, Rejusing the Seat. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 173.9 x 101.8 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.47 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.
3.48 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.
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3.49 Chen Juzhong, Wenji Returning to the Han State. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 147.2 x 107.7 cm. National Palace Museum,
Taipei.
3.50 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.
3.51 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.
3.52 Li Song, Knick-knack Peddler. Detail. 1211. Ink and light colors on silk, 25.5
x 70.4 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.53 Li Song, Knick-knack Peddler. Detail. 1211. Ink and light colors on silk, 25.5
x 70.4 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.54 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.
3.55 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.
3.56 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.
3.57 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.
3.58 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Tenth century. Ink, colors and
gold on silk, 42.7 x 177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.59 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 42.7 x 177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.60 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 42.7 x 177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.61 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 42.7 x 177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.62 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 42.7 x 177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.63 Anonymous, Immobile Bright King and Two Young Attendants. Heian
period. Ink and colors on silk, 119.4 x 80.9 cm. Ruridera temple, Japan. From
KokuhdjByo bunkazai taizen, Kaiga jSkan, fig. 228, p. 127.
3.64 Anonymous, The Peacock King (Mahamayuri). Northern Song dynasty. Ink,
colors and gold on silk, 168.8 x 103.0 cm. Ninna-ji temple, Kyoto.
3.65 Anonymous, Soul-leading Bodhisattva. Late ninth century. Ink and colors
on silk, 80.5 x 53.8 cm. British Museum.
3.66 Gao Wenjin, Maitreya. Detail. 984. Print on paper, 54.5 x 28.5 cm. Seiryoji temple, Kyoto.
3.67 Attributed to Shi Ke, Illustration of the Vimalakirtinirdesa-sutra. Detail. Rubbing
of stone engraving. Laurence Sickman Collection.
3.68 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.69 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.70 Li Song, Knickknack Peddler. 1210. Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink and light
colors on silk, 25.8 x 27.6 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.71 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.72 Ma Yuan, Twelve Scenes o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and light
colors on silk, 26.8 x 20.7 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.73 Ma Yuan, Twelve Scenes o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and light
colors on silk, 26.8 x 20.7 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.74 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.75 Anonymous, The Peacock King (Mahamayuri). Detail. Northern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 168.8 x 103.0 cm. Ninna-ji temple, Kyoto.
3.76 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.77 Anonymous, The Peacock King (Mahamayuri). Detail. Northern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 168.8 x 103.0 cm. Ninna-ji temple, Kyoto.
3.78 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted as six
album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.79 Japanese copy of the Northern Song Six Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma Sect..
Thirteenth century. Mounted as a hanging scroll, ink on paper, 100.4 x 579 cm. KSzanji
temple, Kyoto.
3.80 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.81 Japanese copy o f the Northern Song Six Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma Sect. Detail.
Thirteenth century. Mounted as a hanging scroll, ink on paper, 100.4 x 579 cm. KSzanji
temple, Kyoto.
3.82 Japanese copy of the Northern Song Six Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma Sect. Detail.
Thirteenth century. Mounted as a hanging scroll, ink on paper, 100.4 x 579 cm. Kdzanji
temple, Kyoto.
3.83 Japanese copy o f the Northern Song Six Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma Sect. Detail.
Thirteenth century. Mounted as a hanging scroll, ink on paper, 100.4 x 579 cm. Kozanji
temple, Kyoto.
3.84 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.85 Japanese copy o f the Northern Song Transmission o f Law and Orthodox Heritage o f
the Patriarchs. 1154. From DaizbkfB, zuzd, vol. 10.
3.86 Anonymous, Four Guardians. Detail. 1013. Painted wooden box. 124 x 42.5 cm.
Excavated from the Ruiguan Pagoda. Suzhou Provincial Museum, Suzhou.
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3.87 Guan Xiu, Sixteen Lohans. Detail. Late ninth or tenth century. Ink and colors on
silk, 90.0 x 45.0 cm. Agency o f Imperial Household, Japan.
3.88 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.89 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.90 Huang Jucai, Pheasant and Small Birds by a Jujube Shrub. Detail. 975.97 x 53.6
cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.91 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.92 Attributed to Sun Wei, Seven Sages. Detail. Ink and colors on silk, 45.2 x 168.7 cm.
Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.
3.93 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.94 Emperor Huizong, Listening to the Jin. Early twelfth century. Ink, colors and gold
on silk, 147.2 x 51.3 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.95 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.96 Attributed to Gu Hongzhong, The Night Revels o f Han Xizai. Detail. Northern Song
dynasty. Ink and colors on silk, 28.7 x 335.5 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.97 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.98 Liu Songnian, Lohan. Detail. 1207. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 117.4 x
56.1 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
3.99 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.100 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x S3 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.101 Chen Juzhong, Wenji Returning to the Han State. Detail. Ink, colors and gold on
silk, 147.2 x 107.7 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. 3.102
3.102 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x S3 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.103 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x S3 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.104 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted
as six album leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 30 x S3 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
3.105 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x S3.4 cm. Kyoto National Museum, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga
s7)g7i zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,79/100, p. 20.
3.106 Zhang Shengwen (active late 12th century), A Long Scroll o f Buddhist Images.
Detail. Inscribed 1180. Ink, colors and gold on paper, 30.4 x 1881.4 cm. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
3.107 Zhang Shengwen (active late 12th century), A Long Scroll o f Buddhist Images.
Detail. Inscribed 1180. Ink, colors and gold on paper, 30.4 x 1881.4 cm. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
3.108 Attributed to Fan Long, Sixteen Lohans. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink on
paper, 30.5 x 1062.5 cm. Freer Gallery o f Art, Washington D.C.

[Chapter 4]
4.1 Map o f Southern Song. Detail. From Zhongguo lishi ditu j i , vol. 6, Song, Liao, Jin
shiqi.
4.2 Anonymous, Portrait o f the Chan M aster Wuchun. 1238. Ink and colors on silk,
123.8 x 55.2 cm. Tfffiiku-ji, Kyoto.
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4.3 Anonymous, Portrait o f Empress Yang. 13th century. Ink and colors on silk, 160.3 x
112.8 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.4 Attributed to Yumingtuo Sijing (1068-1137), Amitabha. Southern Song dynasty. Ink
and colors on silk, 131.8 x 48.2 cm. Konrenji, Kyoto.
4.5 Li Zhen (active c. 800), Portrait o f the Patriarch Bukong. Tang dynasty. Ink and
colors on silk, 21.3 x 16 cm. KyBQgokokuji (TQji), Kyoto.
4.6 Attributed to Genshb, The Manifestation o f Guanyin (Ogen kan 'non), 12th century
Japanese copy o f a tenth-century Chinese original commissioned by the King of Wuyue
Kingdom. Woodblock print on paper, 47 x 29.8 cm. Tokyo DaitOkyQ kinen bunko,
Tokyo.
4.7 Gao Wenjin, Maitreya. Northern Song dynasty. Kept in a statute of Shaka-nyorai.
Woodblock print on paper, 54.5 x 28.5 cm. Seiry6-ji, Kyoto.
4.8 Qian Family Printing House, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. 1060. Woodblock print on
paper. From Wenwu, no. 12 (1982).
4.9 Yan Family Printing House, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. 1068. Woodblock print on
paper. From Wenwu, no. 12 (1982).
4.10 Map o f the Southern Song Lin 'an. From Soren Edgren, “ Southern Song Printing at
Hangzhou,” fig. 1, p. 4.
4.11 Chen Zhong, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock print
on paper, 29.5 x 12.8 cm. Rikkyoku-an, Kyoto.
4.12 Wang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock print on
paper, 31.4 x 59.5 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.13 Wang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock print on
paper, 31.4 x 59.5 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.14 Wang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock
print on paper, 31.4 x 59.5 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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4.15 Anonymous, Odes o f the State o f Pin: The Seventh Month. Detail. Ink on paper, 29.7
x 1371 cm. John M. Crawford, Jr. Collection, Gift o f the Dillon Fund, 1982.
Metropolitan Museum, New York.
4.16 Wang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock print on
paper, 31.4 x 59.5 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.17 Wang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock
print on paper, 31.4 x 59.5 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.18 Liang Kai (active early 13th century), Liberating the Soul from the Netherworld.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink on paper, 26 x 73.9 cm. Mr. And Mrs. Wan-go H. C. Weng
Collection.
4.19 Liang Kai (active early 13th century), Liberating the Soul from the Netherworld.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink on paper, 26 x 73.9 cm. Mr. And Mrs. Wan-go H.
C. Weng Collection.
4.20 Liang Kai (active early 13th century), Liberating the Soul from the Netherworld.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink on paper, 26 x 73.9 cm. Mr. And Mrs. Wan-go H.
C. Weng Collection.
4.21 Qing Meng and Bian Ren, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Woodblock print on paper,
25 x 50 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.22 Qia Family Printing House, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock print on paper, 28.2 x 674 cm. Otani University
Library, Kyoto.
4.23 Anonymous, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail.
4.24 Anonymous, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail.
4.25 Anonymous, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail.
4.26 Anonymous, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail.
4.27 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and colors
on silk, 173.9 x 101.8 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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4.28 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and colors on
silk, 146 x 77.3 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.29 Anonymous, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail. Later copy.
4.30 Anonymous, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail. Later copy.
4.31 Anonymous, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail. Later copy.
4.32 Liu Songnian, Lohan. 1207. Ink and colors on silk, 117.4 x 56.1 cm. National
Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.33 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sdgO zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,44/100, p. 17.
4.34 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChUgoku kaiga sbgd zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001, 51/100, p. 18.
4.35 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Kyoto National Museum, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga
s3g?) zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,100/100, p. 22.
4.36 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sogd zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,38/100, p. 17.
4.37 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, lohans Bestowing Alms on Suffering Human Beings
(from the set o f Five Hundred Lohans). 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4
cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
4.38 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChKgoku kaiga sBgo zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,86/100, p. 21.
4.39 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Kyoto National Museum, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga
sDg3 zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,96/100, p. 21.
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4.40 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x S3.4 cm. Kyoto National Museum, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga
s&gTfzuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,85/100, p. 21.
4.41 Zhou Jichang, Sacred Monk Crossing the Stone Bridge. 1178-1188. Ink and colors
on silk, 111.8 x 53.1 cm. Freer Gallery of Art, Washington D. C..
4.42 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sogo zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,1/100, p. 14.
4.43 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Nara National Museum, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga
sogo zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,62/100, p. 19.
4.44 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Kyoto National Museum, Kyoto. From ChUgoku kaiga
sogd zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,89/100, p. 21.
4.45 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sogo zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,46/100, p. 21.
4.46 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga s5go zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,79/100, p. 20.
4.47 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChUgoku kaiga sBgV zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,89/100, p. 21.
4.48 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Details o f the first facial
types. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112.8x53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
4.49 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail o f the second facial
type. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
4.50 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail o f the third facial type.
1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku
kaiga s'dgd zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,89/100, p. 21.
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4.51 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sOgO zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001, 77/100, p. 20.
4.52 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sOgO zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,77/100, p. 20.
4.53 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sffgV zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001, 77/100, p. 20.
4.54 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sOgO zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,77/100, p. 20.
4.55 Zhou Jichang, Lohan Manifesting H im self as an Eleven-Headed Guanyin. Detail.
1178. Ink and colors on silk, 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Denman Waldo Ross Collection 06.289.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
4.56 Zhou Jichang, Lohan M anifesting H im self as an Eleven-Headed Guanyin. Detail.
1178. Ink and colors on silk, 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Denman Waldo Ross Collection 06.289.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
4.57 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga a g o zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,72/100, p. 19.
4.58 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From CKugoku kaiga sdgO zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,72/100, p. 19.
4.59 Zhou Jichang, Lohan Manifesting H im self as an Eleven-Headed Guanyin. Detail.
1178. Ink and colors on silk, 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Denman Waldo Ross Collection 06.289.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
4.60 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChUgoku kaiga sogo zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,94/100, p. 21.
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4.61 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sdgd zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,94/100, p. 21.
4.62 Zhou Jichang, Lohan Manifesting Himselfas an Eleven-Headed Guanyin. 1178. Ink
and colors on silk, 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Denman Waldo Ross Collection 06.289. Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston.
4.63 Zhou Jichang, Lohan Manifesting Himself as an Eleven-Headed Guanyin. Detail.
1178. Ink and colors on silk, 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Denman Waldo Ross Collection 06.289.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
4.64 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChBgoku kaiga sdg? zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,60/100, p. 18.
4.65 Su Hanchen, Winter Play. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and colors on silk, 196.2 x
107.1 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
4.66 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sogo zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,60/100, p. 18.
4.67 Emperor Huizong (r. 1101-25, d. 1135), Court Ladies Preparing Newly Woven Silk.
Northern Song dynasty (early twelfth century). Ink and colors on silk, 37 x 145.3 cm.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
4.68 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChBgoku kaiga sdgS zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,11/100, p. 14.
4.69 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChBgoku kaiga sogo zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,11/100, p. 14.
4.70 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sogo zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,11/100, p. 14.
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4.71 Attributed to Wang Qihan, Picking One’s Ear. Detail. Northern Song dynasty. Ink
and colors on silk, 28.4 x 65.7 cm. Nanjing University, Nanjing.
4.72 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChUgoku kaiga sOgV zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,35/100, p. 14.
4.73 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChUgoku kaiga sffgd zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001, 70/100, p. 19.
4.74 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sdgd zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,94/100, p. 21.

[Chapter 5]
5.1 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts,
Boston.
5.2 Zhou Jichang, Lohans Bestowing Alms on Suffering Human Beings. From Five
Hundred Lohans. 1178. Ink and colors on silk, 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts,
Boston.
5.3 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston.
5.4 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sogo zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,95/100, p. 21.
5.5 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChBgoku kaiga M gd zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,52/100, p. 18.
5.6 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts,
Boston.
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5.7 Zhou Jichang, Lohans Crossing the River. From Five Hundred Lohans. 1178. Ink
and colors on silk, 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5.8 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From ChBgoku kaiga sSgd zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001, 83/100, p. 20.
5.9 Zhang Shengwen (active late 12th century), A Long Scroll o f Buddhist Images. Detail.
Inscribed 1180. Ink, colors and gold on paper, 30.4 x 1881.4 cm. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
5.10 Zhang Shengwen (active late 12th century), A Long Scroll o f Buddhist Images.
Detail. Inscribed 1180. Ink, colors and gold on paper, 30.4 x 1881.4 cm. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
5.11 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine
Arts, Boston.
5.12 Jin Chushi, King o f Hell. Detail. From Ten Kings o f Hell. Southern Song dynasty
(late twelfth century). Ink and color on scroll, 111.8 x 47.6 cm. Rogers Fund, 1930.
Metropolitan Museum o f Art, New York.
5.13 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine
Arts, Boston.
5.14 Lu Xinzhong’s workshop, King o f Hell. Detail. From Ten Kings o f Hell. Thirteenth
century. Museum fiir Ostasiatische Kunst, Berlin.
5.15 Anonymous, Procession o f Daoist Deities. Leaf no. 4 from an album o f fifty leaves,
ink on paper. Junkunc Collection. Southern Song dynasty. From Tang Daozi mobao
(Taipei, 1979), plate 4.
5.16 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Aits, Boston.
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5.17 Lu Xinzhong’s workshop, Ten Kings o f Hell. Detail from the fourth scroll.
Thirteenth century. 83.2x47 cm. Nara National Museum, Nara.
5.18 Attributed to Wu Zongyuan (c. early 11* century), Daoist Immortals in Procession
Paying Homage to the Primordial. Northern Song dynasty. Ink on silk, 58 x 777.5 cm.
Private Collection.
5.19 Li Gonglin, Classic o f Filial Piety. Detail. Northern Song dynasty (ca 1085). Ink on
silk, 21.9 x 475.5cm. From the P. Y. and Kinmay W. Tang Family collection, Promised
Gift o f Jack C. Tang and Oscar L. Tang. Metropolitan Museum o f Art, New York.
5.20 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston.
5.21 Anonymous, Welcoming the Imperial Carriages. Detail. Southern Song dynasty
(twelfth century). Ink and colors on silk. Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.
5.22 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston.
5.23 Anonymous, Wenji Arriving Home. Detail. From Lady Wenji’s Return to China.
Southern Song dynasty (mid-twelfth century). Ink and colors on silk, 25 x 55.8 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
5.24 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
5.25 Lu Xinzhong, Sixteen Lohans. Detail from the fifteenth scroll. Late twelfth century.
Ink, color, and gold on silk, 80 x 41.5 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
5.26 Anonymous, Wenshu Crossing the Sea. West wall o f the Yulin Cave no. 3, Xi’an.
From Zhongguo shiku: Anxi Yulin ku, fig. 168.
5.27 Anonymous, Wenshu Crossing the Sea. Detail from the west wall o f the Yulin Cave
no. 3, Anxi. From Zhongguo shiku: Anxi Yulin ku, fig. 168.
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5.28 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine
Arts, Boston.
5.29 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
5.30 Attributed to Jiang Shen (ca. 1090-1138), Evening M ist over a Valley. Southern
Song dynasty. Ink on silk, 24.2 x 26.2 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5.31 Attributed to Zhu Rui, Travelers in the Streams and Mountains. Ink on silk, 26.2 x
27.3 cm. Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.
5.32 Attributed to Li Tang, Duke Wen o f Jin Recovering His State. Detail. Southern
Song dynasty. Ink and colors on silk, 29.5 x 827 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York.
5.33 Li Di, A Falcon Chasing a Pheasant on a Maple Tree. 1196. Ink and colors on silk,
198.4x210 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
5.34 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga s75gd zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,95/100, p. 21.
5.35 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga sdgU zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,47/100, p. 17.
5.36 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
5.37 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto. From Chugoku kaiga s3g3 zuroku,
vol. 4, JT 10-001,91/100, p. 21.
5.38 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
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5.39 Ma Yuan, Twelve Scenes o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and light
colors on silk, 26.8 x 20.7 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
5.40 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink, colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.
5.41 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5.42 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
5.43 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Detail. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
5.44 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade. Detail. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National
Palace Museum, Taipei.
5.45 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
5.46 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Detail. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
5.47 Anonymous, Welcoming the Imperial Carriage. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink,
colors and gold on silk. Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.
5.48 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5.49 Anonymous, Welcoming the Imperial Carriage. Southern Song dynasty. Detail.
Ink, colors and gold on silk. Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.
5.50 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
5.51 Anonymous, Welcoming the Imperial Carriage. Detail. Ink, colors and gold on silk.
Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.
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5.52 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5. 53 Attributed to Mao Song, Monkey. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 47.1 x 36.7 cm.
Tokyo National Museum.
5.54 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5.55 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5.52 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5.56 Emperor Huizong, Auspicious Cranes. Early 12th century. Ink and colors on silk,
1112.51 x 138.2 cm. Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
5.57 Pu Yue, Amida Triad. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 127 x
48.8cm. Shojoke-in temple, Kyoto.
5.58 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed Guanyin (Senju-kannon).
Southern Song
dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 190.2 x 105.3 cm. Eiho-ji temple, Gifu.
5.59 Attributed to Shi Ke, Illustration o f the Vunalakirti sutra, rubbing of stone
engraving. Laurence Sickman Collection.
5.60 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
5.61 Attributed to Wang Wei (attributed), Fu Sheng Instructing the Text. Detail.
25.4 x 44.7 cm. Osaka Municipal Museum.
5.62 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 42.7 x 177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
5.63 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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6.1 Diagram o f the Altar o f the Three Primordials. From Wushang Piyao.
6.2 Emperor Huizong, Auspicious Cranes. Detail. Early 12th century. Ink and colors on
silk, 1112.51 x 138.2 cm. Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
6.3 Talisman o f the Ten Directions Savior from Suffering. 13* century. From Shangqing
lingbao dafa.
6.4 Liang Kai (active early 13th century), Liberating the Soul from the Netherworld.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink on paper, 26 x 73.9 cm. Wan-go Weng Collection.
6.5. Liang Kai (active early 13th century), Liberating the Soul from the Netherworld.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink on paper, 26 x 73.9 cm. Wan-go Weng Collection.
6.6 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188.
colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

Ink and

6.7 The Terrace o f Birth in Heaven. From Shangqing lingbao dafa.
6.8 Diagram indicating the altar screens (“mu”) in a ritual space. From Lin Weifu ed.,
Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu, CT 466, juan 1.
6.9 Diagram indicating the altar screens (“mu’1) in a ritual space. Transcribed after Lin
Weifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu, CT 466, juan 1.
6.10 Diagram indicating the display of paintings in a ritual space. From Lin Weifu ed.,
Lingbao lingjiao jid u jinshu, CT 466, juan 1.
6.11 Diagram indicating the display o f paintings in a ritual space. Transcribed after Lin
Weifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao jid u jinshu, CT 466, juan 1.
6.12 The Altar screens in a modem jiao ritual space, Taiwan. Photograph. From Daojiao
Wenwu, p. 15.
6.13 The inner altar o f the Zhengyi Daoist ritual space, Taiwan. Photograph. From Lu
Chuiguan, Taiwan de Daojiao yishi yu yinyue, fig. 16.
6.14 Diagrams indicating the constructions o f the Zhengyi Daoist Enclosure o f the Dao.
From Lu Chuikuan, Taiwan de Daojiao yishi yu yinyue, p. 73.
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6.15Diagrams indicating the constructions of the Lingbao Daoist Enclosure o f the Dao.
From Lu Chuikuan, Taiwan de Daojiao yishi yu yinyue, p. 74.
6.16Diagram indicating the display of the enclosure of the Dao in a jiao offering in
Zhongli city, Taiwan. From Ofuji Ninji, Chugokujin no shukyo girei, p. 202.

[Chapter 7]
7.1 Attributed to Ma Lin, The Excursion o f the Three Officials. Ming dynasty (?) Ink,
colors on
silk, 174.2 x 122.9 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
7.2 Anonymous, Demon King, Lord o f Hades and others. Detail. The west side of the
north wall. Pilu si Monastery, Shijiazhuang, Hebei province.
7.3 Attributed to Wu Zongyuan, Doiast Procession o f Immortals Paying Homage to the
Primordial. Detail. Northern Song dynasty. Ink on silk. Private Collection.
7.4 Anonymous, Procession o f Daoist Deities. Detail of Leaf no. 20 from an album of
fifty leaves. Southern Song dynasty. Ink on paper. Junkunc Collection.
7.5 Anonymous, Amitabha Descending on Clouds. Southern Song dynasty.
colors on silk, 97 x 38.5 cm. Saifuku-ji temple, Fukui.

Ink and

7.6 Anonymous, The Descent o f the Nine Astral Deities o f the North Pole. Southern
Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 112.5 x 54.1 cm. Hogon-ji temple, Shiga.
7.7 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
7.8 Anonymous, Procession o f Daoist Deities. Detail of Leaf 3 from an album of fifty
leaves. Southern Song dynasty. Junkunc Collection.
7.9 Illustration o f Need to Awaken. From Long Meizi (preface dated 1218), Jinyi huan
danyinzhen tu, CT 151.
7.10 Drawing after Daoist Deity o f Heaven. Drawn by Federico Bianchi.
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7.11 (1) True Talisman to Ward Off the Misfortunes in Destiny. (2) Talisman of the
Upper Primordial. (3) Talisman to Summon the Messengers o f the Three Primordials.
(4) Talisman to Summon. From Daofa huiyuan, CT1220.
7.12 Illustration o f the Refinement o f Energy and Perfection o f Spirit. From Xiuzhen taiji
hunyuan zhixuan tu, CT149.
7.13 Illustration o f a Daoist's meditation practice. From Shangqing datong zhenjing,
CT6.
7.14 Illustration o f a Daoist master ascending to the Heaven to an audience before the
primordial Heavenly Worthy. Ming dynasty. From the Jade Pivot Canon (Ming
dynasty). After Michael Saso, Taoism and the Rite o f Cosmic Renewal, fig. 27.
7.15 Anonymous, The Water D eity’s Excursion (Shuixian chuxing tu). Yuan dynasty(?).
Mural from the Five Peaks Temple (Wuyue miao), Fenyang, Shanxi.
7.16 Anonymous, The Water D eity’s Returning Troops (Shuixian chuxing tu). Yuan
dynasty(?). Mural from the Five Peaks Temple (Wuyue miao), Fenyang, Shanxi.
7.17 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
7.18 Gong Kai (1222-1307), Zhong K ui’s Excursion. Detail. Late 13th century. Ink on
paper, 32.8 x 169.5 cm. The Freer Gallery o f Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington
D.C.
7.19 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine
Arts, Boston.
7.20 Anonymous, Erlang Attacking the Demons in the Mountains. Leaf no. 45 from an
album o f fifty leaves. Ink on paper. Junkunc Collection.
7.21 Attributed to Li Gonglin, Raising the Alms-bowl. Detail. 17th century(?). Ink on
paper. Denver Art Museum, Colorado.
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7.22 Anonymous, Underground Court. Detail of Leaf no. 40 from an album o f fifty
leaves. Ink on paper. Junkunc Collection.
7.23 Anonymous, Great Generals o f the Deserts and the Spirits o f Grasses and Trees
Who Dwell in the Void o f Water and Land. 1454. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 140.5 x
78.5 cm. Musee National des Arts Asiatiques Guimet, Paris.
7.24 Anonymous, Four Modes o f Six Rebirths. C.1460. From thel39 scrolls o f WaterLand paintings discovered in Baoning si temple, Shanxi. Collection o f the Shanxi
Provincial Museum, Taiyuan.
7.25 Illustration o f a Messenger Sending a Report to the Three Officials. Detail. 1470.
From Taishang sanyuan cifii shezui j i e ’e xiaozai yansheng baoming miao jing.
Accordion-mounted album, gold on indigo paper, 30.5 x 21.3 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts,
Boston.
7.26 Chart o f the Embodied Representation o f the Ascent and Descent o f Yin and Yang.
From Xiao Yingsou, Yuanshi wuliang turen shangpin miaojing neiyi (Preface dated
1226). After Judith Bolts, A Survey ofTaoist Literature: Tenth to Seventeenth Centuries
(Berkeley, 1987), fig. 20.
7.27 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine
Arts, Boston.
7.28 Yan Hui, Lantern Night Excursion ofZhong Kui (Demon Queller). Detail. First half
o f the 14th century. Ink and slight color on silk, 25.7 x 904.4 cm. The Cleveland Museum
o f Art.
7.29 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
7.30 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
7.31 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston.
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7.32 Anonymous, Spirits that Come to Console the Bereaved Family. C.1460. From
thel39 scrolls of Water-Land paintings discovered in Baoning si temple, Shanxi.
Collection o f the Shanxi Provincial Museum, Taiyuan.
7.33 Anonymous, Daoist Deities o f Heaven, Earth and Water. Southern Song dynasty.
Three scrolls mounted as three panels, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
7.34 Statues o f the Three Officials. 20th century. Sanyuan gong temple, Shanghai.
7.35 Diagram indicating the location and positioning of the statues o f the Three Officials.
Sanyuan gong, Shanghai. From Hachiya KumS, ChTlgoku no dOkyO: sono katsudO do
ddkan no genjB (Tokyo: KyGko sho-in, 1995), fig. 20, p. 39.
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Southern Song dynasty.
Hanging scroll mounted
as panel, ink, colors and
gold on silk, 125.5 x
55.9 cm. M useum o f
Fine Arts. Boston.
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Anonymous. Daoist

Official

of

Water.

Southern Song dynasty.
Hanging scroll mounted
as panel, ink, colors and
gold on silk, I25.S x
55.9 cm. M useum o f
Fine Arts, Boston.

1.5 Anonymous, Daoist Official
o f Water. Detail. Southern Song

1.4 Anonymous. Daoist Official
o f Heaven. Detail. Southern

dynasty.
Hanging
scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors
and gold on silk. 125.5 \ 55.9
cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts,
Boston.

Song dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 \ 55.9
cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts.
Boston.

1.7 Anonymous. Daoist Official
o f Water. Detail. Southern Song

1.6 Anonymous. Daoist Official
o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song

dynasty.
Hanging
scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9
cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts,
Boston.

dynasty.
Hanging
scroll
mounted as panel, ink. colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9
cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts,
Boston.
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1.8 & 1.9 A nonym ous, Daoist Official o f
Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging
scroll mounted as panel, ink. colors and gold on
silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts.
Boston.

1.10 Anonymous. Daoist Official
o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted
as panel, ink. colors and gold on
silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f
Fine Arts, Boston.
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1.11 & 1.12 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail. S outhern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as panel,
ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

1.13 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f
Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Hanging scroll mounted as panel, ink.
colors and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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1.14 Anonymous. Daoist O fficial o f Earth. D etail. Southern S o n g dynasty. H anging scroll mounted as panel, ink.
colors and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

1.1 5

Anonymous, D a o is t O f f i c i a l o f Earth. D etail. S o uthem S o n g dynasty. H anging scroll mounted as panel, ink.

colors and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine A rts, Boston.
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colors and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f F in e A rts. Boston.

1.17 & 1.18 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. S o u th ern Song dynasty. H anging scroll mounted as panel,
ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f F in e Arts, Boston.
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2.1 The 1867 Reprint o f the M ap o f Southern Song Hangzhou with the indications o f the Bureau o f Rites
(Taichang si, 4B). Tem ple o f the G reat O ne (Taiyi gong, 2A). and the Palace o f the Flying Dragon
75.
(Longxiang gong, 4C). From Patricia Ebrey, “Portrait Sculptures in Imperial Ancestral Rites,” p. ™
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2.2 Attributed to Gu Kaizhi, The Goddess o f the Luo River. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and
colors on silk. 26 x 646 cm. Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shenyang.
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2.3 Attributed to Gu Kaizhi, The Goddess o f the Luo River. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and
colors on silk. 24 x 310 cm. Freer Gallery o f An. Washington D.C..
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t. Kt-'t2.4 Attributed to Li Tang, Duke Wen o f Jin Recovering His State. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink and colors on silk, 29.5 x 827 cm. Metropolitan Museum o f Art, New York.
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2.6 Mi Fu (1051-1107), Poem o f the Mid Autumn with
the Southern Song imperial seal marking that reads
“shuyin.” Detail from Four Pieces o f Cursive Scripts.
Ink on paper, 2S.3 x 42.4 cm. Osaka Municipal Museum.

2.5 Mi Fu (1051-1107), Poem o f the Mid Autumn
with the Southern Song imperial seal marking that
reads “neifii.” Detail from Four Pieces o f Cursive
Scripts. Ink on paper, 2S.3 x 42.4 cm. Osaka
Municipal Museum.
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2.7 Mi Fu (1051-1107), H aiyue Piece with the Southern Song
imperial seal marking that reads “jixia qingshang.”
Detail from Four Pieces o f Cursive Scripts. Ink
on paper, 25.3 x 31.3 cm. Osaka Municipal Museum.

2.8 Mi Youren, Inscriptions indicaring
the authenticity of Mi Fu’s calligraphy.
Mounted with Mi Fu, Four Pieces o f
Cursive Scripts. Osaka Municipal Museum.
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2.9 H uang Tingjian (1045-1105), Cursive
S crip ts on Lian P o’s Biography showing the
Southern Song imperial seal markings that
read “ neifu shuyin” and “shaoxing.” Detail.
A round 1095. Ink on paper, 32.5 x 1822.4 cm.
Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

—
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2.10 Title label written in the calligraphic style o f Emperor Gaozong. A Southern Song imperial seal
indicatine the "qian gua” sign is impressed on the title. Detail from W ang Wei (attributed), Fu Sheng
I n s t r u c t i n g the Text. 25.4 x 44.7 cm. Osaka Municipal Museum.
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2.11 Attributed to Yan Liben (d. 673), The Thirteen Emperors. Detail. Ink and colors on silk. 51.3 x 5 3 1 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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2.12 A nonymous. S o n g Imperial Portrait o f Empress Zhenzong. Northern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and
gold on silk, 177 x 120.8 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.1 Anonymous, Imperial Portrait o f Emperor Gaozong. Southern S ong dynasty. Ink, colors on silk, 185.7 x
103.5 cm. National Palace M useum, Taipei.
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3.2 Attributed to Liu Songnian, Four Generals o f the Dynasty. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and colors on
silk. 26 x 9 0 .6 cm. Zhongguo lishi bowuguan, Beijing.

3.3 Attributed to Chen Hong (active 713-756). The Eight Noble Officials. Tang dynasty. Ink and colors on
silk. 25.2 x 82 cm. Nelson G allery-A tkins Museum, Kansas City.
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3 .4

Japanese copy o f Beidou Mandala o f Tang Dynasty.

1148. Ink on paper, 115.5 x 51.5 cm. Tokyo

National University o f Fine Arts and M usic.
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3.5 Japanese copy o f N ine Astral Deities. Detail. Before 1160. Ink on paper. From Kokuho jityd bunkazai
taizen, Kaika jokan, fig. 4 0 8 , p. 205.
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3.6 Anonymous. The Emperor’s Honor Guards and Jade Chariots in Procession. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink and colors on silk, 26.6 x 209.6 cm. Liaoning Provincial M useum, Shenyang.
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3.7 Attributed to Xiao Zhao, Auspicious Events o f the Dynastic R evival ( Zhongxmg rutying tu). T h e I 2lh
scroll o f the set. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and colors on silk, 26.7 x 127.7 cm. Tianjin shi yishu
bowuguan, Tianjin.
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3.8 Anonymous, Welcoming the Imperial Carriage. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk.
26.7 x 142.2 cm. Shanghai M useum . Shanghai.
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3.9. 3.10. 3.1! Liu Songnian. Lohan
Museum. Taipei.

1207. Ink, colors and gold o n silk . 117.4 x 56.1 cm. National Palace
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3.13 Liu Songnian. Lohan. 1207. Detail.
National Palace Museum, Taipei.

3.12 Liu Songnian. Lolian. 1207. Detail.
National Palace Museum, Taipei.

3 . 14 & 3 .15 Anonym ous, Sixteen Lohans. Detail- Northern
Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 82.1 x 36.4 cm.
Seiryo-ji temple, Kyoto.
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3.17 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk. 30 x 53 cm . Palace Museum,
Beijing.

3.16 Liu Songnian. Lohan. Detail. 1207.
Ink, colors and gold on silk, 1 17.4 x 56.1 cm.
National Palace M useum . Taipei.
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3 IS Su Hanchen. Winter Play. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk. 196.2 x I 07.1 cm .
National Palace Museum. Taipei.
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3.19

Liu Songnian, Lohan. Detail.

1207. Ink. colors and gold on silk, 117.4 x 56.1 cm. National Palace

Museum, Taipei.

3.20

Liu Songnian, Lohan. Detail.

1207. Ink. colors and gold on silk, 117.4 x 56.1 cm. National Palace

Museum, Taipei.
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3.21 Liu Songnian, Lohan. Detail. 1207.
National Palace M useum. Taipei.

3.22 Liu Songnian. Lohan. Detail. 1207.
National Palace M useum, Taipei.

3 23 Liu Sonenian, Lohan. Detail.

1207. Ink, colors and g old on silk, 117.4 x 56.1 cm. National Palace

Museum, Taipei.
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3.24 Anonymous, Grand Exorcism. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk,
67.4 x 59.2 cm. Palace M useum, Beijing.
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3.25 Anonymous. Grand Exorcism. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Palace Museum. Beijing.

3.27 Anonymous, Grand Exorcism. Detail. Southern
Song dynasty. Palace M useum, Beijing.

3.26 Anonymous, Grand Exorcism. Detail. Southern
Song dynasty. Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.28 Attributed to Su Hanchen. Five Auspices. Ming dynasty!?). Ink, colors and gold on silk, 165.5 x 102. 5
cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.29
77.3

Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade. Southern Song dynasty. Ink. colors and gold on silk, 146.8 x
cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.30 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk. 173.9 x 101.8 cm.
National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.3! Zhao Yan. Eight Gentlemen on a Spring Outing. Tenth century. Ink and color on silk. 161.9 x 102 cm.
National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.34 A nonym ous, Refusing the Seal. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.

3.32 Anonymous, Breaking the
Balustrade. Detail. Southern
Song dynasty. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.

3.36 Liu Songnian, Lohan. Detail. 1207. Ink,
colors and gold on silk. 117.4 \ 56.1 cm.
National Palace Museum. Taipei.
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3.37 Liu Songnian. Lohan. Detail. 1207. Ink,
colors and gold on silk. 117.4 x 5 6 .1 cm.
National Palace Museum, Taipei.

3.33 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade.
D etail. Southern Song dynasty. National
Palace M useum, Taipei.

3.35 A nonym ous, Refusing the Seat. Detail.
Southern S ong dynasty. National Palace
M useum, Taipei.

3.38 Liu Songnian. Lohan. Detail. 1207. Ink.
colors and gold on silk, 117.4 x 56.1 cm.
National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.39 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on s ilk,
146.8 x 77.3 cm. N ational Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.40 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
146.8 x 77.3 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipet.

Ink, colors and gold on s

3.41 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk. 173.9
101.8 cm. National Palace M useum , Taipei.
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3.42 A nonymous, Breaking the Balustrade.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 146.8 x 77.3 cm. National
Palace M useum , Taipei.

3.43 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold
on silk. 173.9 x 101.8 cm. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
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3.45 Li Song, Knick-knack Peddler. Detail. I 2 U.
Ink and light colors on silk, 25.5 x 70.4 cm.
Palace M useum , Beijing.
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3.44 A nonym ous, Breaking the Balustrade.
Detail. S o u th em S ong d ynasty. I nk, colors and
gold on silk. 146.8 x 77.3 cm. National Palace
Museum, T aipet.

3.46 Anonymous. Refusing the Seat. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on
silk, 173.9 x 101.8 cm.
National Palace
Museum, Taipei.
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3.47 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the
Village. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and
gold on silk, 19 5 .1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai
Museum.
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3.48 Anonymous. Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold
on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.

3.49 Chen Juzhong, Wenji Returning to the Han- State. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink. colors and gold
on silk, 147.2 x 107.7 cm. N ational Palace Museum. Taipei.
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3.50 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the
Village. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink,
colors and gold on silk, 19 5 .1 x 109.5 cm.
Shanghai Museum.

3.52 Li Song, Knick-knack Peddler. Detail. 1211.
Ink and light colors on silk. 25.5 x 70.4 cm.
Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.51 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the
Village. Detail. S outhern Song dynasty. Ink,
colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm.
Shanghai Museum.

3.53 Li Song, Knick-knack Peddler. Detail. 1211.
Ink and light colors on silk, 25.5 x 70.4 cm.
Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.54 A nonym ous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village.
Detail. S outhern Song dynasty. Ink. colors and gold on
silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.

3.55 Anonymous. Greeting th e Emperor
in the Village. Detail. S o u th e rn Song
dynasty. Ink. colors and g o ld o n silk,
195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai M useum .
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3 56 Anonymous, Greeting the Emperor in the Village. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold
on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai Museum.

3.57 Anonymous. Greeting the Emperor in the
Village. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink,
colors and gold on silk, 195.1 x 109.5 cm.
Shanghai Museum.
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3.58 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Tenth century. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 42.7 x 177.2 cm.
Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.59 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors and gold on silk. 42.7 x
177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.

3.60 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 42.7 x
177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.61 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 42.7 x
177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.

3.62 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 42.7
177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.63 Anonymous, Immobile Bright King and Two Young Attendants. Heian period. Ink and colors on silk,
119.4 x 80.9 cm. Ruridera tem ple, Japan. From KokuhS juyB bunkazai taizen. KaigajBkan. fig. 228, p. 127.
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3.64 Anonymous, The Peacock King (Mahamayuri). Northern Song dynasty. Ink. colors and gold on
168.8 x 103.0 cm. Ninna-ji temple, Kyoto.
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3.65

Anonymous, Soul-leading Bodhisattm. Late ninth century. Ink and colors on silk, 80.5 x 53.8 cm.

British Museum.
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3.66 Gao W enjin, Maitreya. Detail. 984. Print on paper, 54.5 x 28.5 cm. Seiryo-ji tem ple, Kyoto.
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3.67 Attributed to Shi Ke, Illustration o f the Vimalakirtinirdesa-sutra. Detail. Rubbing o f stone engraving. Laurence
Sickman Collection.
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3.68 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Southern Song dynasty. Ink,
colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3.71 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.

3.72 Ma Yuan, Twelve Scenes o f Water.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and
light colors on silk. 26.8 x 20.7 cm.
Palace M useum, Beijing.

3.73 Ma Yuan, Twelve S cenes o f Water.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and
light colors on silk, 26.8 x 20.7 cm.
Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.69 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.

3.70 Li Song. Knickknack Peddler. 1210. Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink and light colors on silk, 25.8 x 27.6 cm.
National Palace M useum. Taipei.
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3.75 Anonymous. The Peacock King
(Mahamayuri).
Detail. Northern Song
dynasty. Ink. colors and gold on silk.
16.
i-ji temple. Kyoto.

3.74 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed
and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and
gold on silk. National Palace Museum,
Taipei.
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3.76 Anonymous, One-thousand-armed and one-thousand-eyed Guanyin. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace Museum, Taipei.

3.77 Anonymous, The Peacock King (Mahamayuri). D etail. N o rth ern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on
silk. 168.8 x 103.0 cm. Ninna-ji temple, Kyoto.
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3.78 Attributed to Lu Lengjia. Six Patriarchs. Southern Song dynasty. M o u n te d as six album leaves. Ink, c o lo r s and
gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum. Beijing.
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3.79 Japanese copy o f the Northern Song Six P a tria rch o f the Bodhidharma Sect. Thirteenth centurv. Mounted as a
hanging scroll, ink on paper. 100.4 x 579 cm. K ozanji tem ple, Kyoto.
'
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3 .8 0 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs.
D etail. Southern Song dynasty. M ounted as six
alb u m leaves. Ink, colors and gold on silk , 30 x
53 cm . Palace Museum, Beijing.

£

3.81 Japanese copy o f the Northern Song Six
Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma Sect. Detail.
Thirteenth century. M ounted as a hanging scroll,
ink on paper. 100.4 x 579 cm. Kozanji temple.
Kvoto.
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3.82 Japanese copy o f the Northern Song Six
Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma Sect. Detail.
Thirteenth century. Mounted as a hanging scroll,
ink on paper, 100.4 x 579 cm. Kozanji temple.
Kyoto.

3.83 Japanese copy o f the Northern Song S ir
Patriarchs o f the Bodhidharma Sect. Detail.
T hirteenth century. Mounted as a hanging scroll,
ink on paper. 100.4 x 579 cm. Kozanji temple,
Kyoto.

3.84 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. M ounted as six album leaves. Ink,
colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.
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3.85

t/

-

*

Japanese copy o f the Northern Song Transmission o f Law and Orthodox Heritage o f the Patriarchs. 11

DaizSkyo. r nzo. vol. 10.
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3.86 Anonymous. Four Guardians. Detail. 1013.
Painted wooden box. 124 x 42.5 cm. Excavated
from the Ruiguan Pagoda. Suzhou Provincial
M useum, Suzhou.

3.S7
Guan X iu, Sixteen Lohans.
Detail.
Late ninth or tenth century. Ink and colors on
silk, 90. 0 x 45.0 cm. Agency o f Imperial
Household. Japan.
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3.88 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted as six album leaves. Ink.
colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.

3 89 Attributed 10 Lu Lengjia. Six Patriarchs

D » i l . S o u * ™ Song d y n asy . M oum«d as six a lb ™

colors and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace M useum , Beijing.
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ink.

3.90 Huang Jucai. Pheasant and Small Birds by a Jujube Shrub. Detail. 975.97 x 53.6 cm. National Palace Museum,
Taipei.
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3.91 Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Mounted as six album leaves. Ink,
colors and gold on silk. 30 x S3 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.

3.92 Attributed to Sun Wei, Seven Sages. Detail. Ink and colors on silk, 45.2 x 168.7 cm. Shanghai Museum.
Shanghai.
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Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six
Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
3.93

Mounted as six album leaves. Ink-, colors
and gold on silk. 30 x 53 cm. Palace
Museum. Beijing.

3.94 Emperor Huizong. Listening to the Jin.
Early twelfth century. Ink, colors and gold
on silk, 147.2 x 51.3 cm. Palace Museum.
Beijing.
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3.95

Attributed

to

Lu

Lengjia,

S it

Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Mounted as six album leaves. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace
Museum, Beijing.

•&.*v

3.96 Attributed to Gu Hongzhong, The
Revels o f Han Xizai.
Detail.
Northern S ong dynasty, Ink and colors on
silk. 28.7 x 335.5 cm. Palace Museum,
Beijing.

Sight
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Attributed to Lu Lengjia, Six
Patriarchs. Detail. Southern S ong dynasty.

3.97

Mounted as six album leaves. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm. Palace
Museum, Beijing.

k

I

3.98 Liu Songnian, Lohan. D etail. 1207.
Ink. colors and gold on silk. 117.4 x 56.1
cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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3 99 & 3.100 A ttributed to Lu Lengjia, Six Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. M ounted as six album leaves.
Ink, colors and gold on silk. 30 x 53 cm. Palace Museum. Beijing.

3.101

Chen Juzhong, Wenji Returning to the Han State. Detail.

Ink, colors and gold on silk, 147.2 x 107.7 cm.

National Palace M useum , Taipei. 3.102
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3.105 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five
Hundred Lo/tans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink
and colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Kyoto
National M useum , Kyoto. From Clwgoku
kaiga sTSg'S zuroku, vol. 4, JT 10-001,
79/100, p. 20.

Attributed to Lu Lengjia. Six
Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.

3.102

-I;

Mounted as six album leaves. Ink. colors
and gold on silk, 30 x 53 cm.
Palace
Museum. Beijing.

Attributed to Fan Long, Sixteen
Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink on paper. 30.5 x 1062.5 cm. Freer
Gallery o f Art, W ashington D.C.
3.108

Lohans.

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

Attributed to Lu Lengjia. Six
Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
M ounted as six album leaves, -nk, colors
and gold on silk. 30 x 53 cm. Palace
M useum . Beijing.

3.103

P a tr ia r c h s .

3.106 Zhang Shengwen (active late I2,h
century). A Long Scroll o f Buddhist Images.
Detail. Inscribed 1180. Ink. colors and gold
on paper, 30.4 x 1881.4 cm. National
Palace M useum. Taipei.
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3.104 A ttributed to Lu Lengjia. Six
Patriarchs. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
3.107 Zhang Shengwen (active late I2lh
century), A Long Scroll o f Buddhist Images.
Detail. Inscribed 1180. Ink, colors and gold
on paper, 30.4 x 1881.4 cm.
National
Palace Museum. Taipei.

Mounted as six album leaves.

Ink, colors

and gold on silk. 30 x 53 cm.
Museum, Beijing.
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4.1 Map o f Southern Song. Detail. From Zhongguo lishi d ilu ji , vol. 6, Song. Liao. Jin shiqi.
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4.2 Anonymous. Portrait o f the Chan M onk Wuzhun. 1238. Ink and colors on silk, 123.8 x 55.2 cm.
Tofuku-ji, Kyoto.
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4.3 Anonymous,
Museum, Taipei.

Portrait o f Empress Yang. 13th century. Ink and colors on silk, 160.3 x 112.8 cm. National P a la c e
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4.4 Attributed to Yumingto Sijing, Amitabha. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and colors
131.8 x 48.2 cm. Konren-ji. Kyoto.
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4.5 Li Zhen (active c. 800), Portrait o f the Patriarch Bukong. Tang dynasty. Ink and colors on silk, 21.3 x 16 cm.
KyoOgokokuji (Toji), Kyoto.
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4.6 Attributed to Genshff, The Manifestation o f Cuanyin (CJgen kan 'non), 12th century Japanese copy o f a tenth-century
Chinese original com m issioned by the King o f Wuyue Kingdom. W oodblock print on paper, 47 x 29.8 cm. Tokyo
DaitbkyQ kinen bunko, Tokyo.
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4.7 Gao Wenjin, Maitreya. Northern Song dynasty. K ept in a statute o f Shaka-nyorai. W oodblock print on paper, 54.5
x 28.5 cm. SeirySji, Kyoto.
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4.8 Qian Family Printing House, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. 1060. W oodblock print on paper. From Wenwu no. 12
(1982).

4.9 Yan Family Printing House, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. 1068. W o o dblock print on paper. From Wenwu no 12
(1982).
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4.11 Chen Zhong, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock p rin t on paper, 29.5 x 12.8 cm.
Rikkyoku-an, Kyoto.

4.12

W ang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra.

Southern Song dynasty.

W oodblock p rin t on paper, 31.4 x 59.5 cm.

National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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4.13

/•f .
c™
.themS ons dvnasty. W
oodblock print on paper, 31.4 x 59.5 cm
.
W ang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Southern Song oynasiy.

National Palace Museum, Taipei.

4.14 W ang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Woodblock print on paper,
31.4 x 59.5 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.

4 .15 Anonymous. Odes o f the S ta te o f Pin: The Seven Month. D etail.
Ink on paper, 29.7 x 1371 cm . Jo h n M. Crawford. Jr. C ollection. Gift
o f the Dillon Fund, 1982. M etropolitan Museum o f Art. New Y o rk .
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4.16 Wang Yi, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. Southern Song dynasty.

W oodblock print on paper, 31.4 x 59.5 cm.

National Palace M useum, Taipei.

4. 17 Wang Yi. Illustration o f L o tu s Sutra. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. W oodblock print on paper.
31.4 x 59.5 cm. National Palace M u seu m . Taipei.
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4.19 L ian g Kai (active early 13lh century). Liberating the Soul from the Netherworld. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink on p a p e r, 26 x 73.9 cm. Mr. And Mrs. Wan-go H. C. W eng Collection.
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4.20 Liang Kai (active early 13lKcenniry), Liberating the Soul from the Netherworld. Detail. Southern S o n g dynasty.
Ink on paper, 26 x 73.9 cm. Mr. And Mrs. Wan-go H. C. Weng Collection.

4.21 Qing Meng and B ian R en, Illustration o f Lotus Sutra. W oodblock print on paper, 25 x 50 cm. N a tio n a l Palace
Museum, Taipei.
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4.22 Qia Family Printing H ouse, Illustrations o f the Guidance o f M onjusri. D etail. Southern Song dynasty.
Woodblock print on paper, 28.2 x 674 cm. S ta n i University Library, K yoto.
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4.23 Qia Fam ily Printing House, Illustrations
o f the Guidance o f Monjusrt. Detail. From

4.24 Qia Fam ily Printing House, Illustrations
o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail. From

Xu Zanjing.

Xu Zanjing.

4.26 Qia Fam ily Printing House, Illustrations
o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail. From

4.25 Qia F am ily Printing H ouse. Illustrations
o f the G uidance o f Monjusri. Detail. From

X u Zanjing.

Xu Zanjing.
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4.27 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and colors on silk, 173.9 x 101.8 cm.
National Palace Museum, Taipei.

4.28 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and colors o n silk, 146 x 77.3 cm. N ational
Palace Museum, Taipei.
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4.29 Q ia Fam ily Printing House, Illustrations
o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail. From

4.30 Q ia Family Printing House, Illustrations
o f the G uidance o fM o n ju sri. Detail. From

Xu Zanjing.

Xu Zanjtng.

4.32 Liu Songnian. Lohan. 1207. Ink and colors
on silk, 117.4 x 56.1 cm. N ational Palace
Museum, Taipei.

4 .3 1 Q ia Fam ily Printing House, Illustrations
o f the Guidance o f Monjusri. Detail. From

Xu Zanjing.
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4. 34 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohatts.
Detail. 117 8 -1188. Ink and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

4. 33 Lin Tinggui a n d Z h o u Jichang. Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. In k and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.
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4. 36 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 5 3 .4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

4. 35 Lin T in g g u i and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. K yoto.
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4.38 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

4. 3? Lin Tinggui a n d Z hou Jichang.itesfowmg Alms on
Suffering Human B e in g s. From Five Hundred Lohans.
1178-1188. Ink a n d co lo rs on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Museum o f Fine A r ts , Boston.
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4. 40 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang. Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk. 112.8 x 53.4 cm.

4. 39 Lin T in g g u i and Zhou Jichang. Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. I n k and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.

Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.

Daitoku-ji. K yoto.
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4. 41 Zhou Jichang, Sacred Monk Crossing the Stone Bridge.
From Five Hundred Lohans. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk,
111.8 x 53.1 cm. Freer Gallery o f Art, Washington D. C..
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4.43 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 117 8 -1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 5 3 .4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

4.42 Lin Tinggui and Z hou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.
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4.45 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1138. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53 .4 cm .

4.44 Lin Tinggui and Z hou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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4.47 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. I n k a n d c o l o r s on silk. 112. 8 x 53 .4 cm.

4.46 Lin T inggui an d Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.

Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.

Daitoku-ji, K yoto.
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4.48 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jic h a n g . Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Inkand c o lo rs on silk. 112. S x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.

4.49 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jic h a n g , Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and c o lo rs on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.

4.50 Lin Tinggui and Zhou J ic h a n g . Five Hundred Lolians.
Detail. 1178 -1 188. Ink and c o lo r s on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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4 .5 1 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk. 112. S x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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4.52 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lolians.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

4.53 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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4.54 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. S x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.

4.55 Zhou Jichang, Lohan Manifesting Himself as an Elven-Headed
Cuanyin. Detail. 1178-1 188. Ink and colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm.
Denman Waldo Ross Collection 06.289. Museum o f Fine Arts. Boston.
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4.57 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

4.56 Zhou Jich an g , Loltan Manifesting

Himself as an Eleven-Headed Guanym.
Detail. 1178-118 8 . Ink and colors on silk,
112.8 x 53.4 cm . Denman Waldo Ross
Collection 0 6 .2 8 9 . M useum o f Fine Arts.
Boston.

4.58 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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4.59 Zhou Jichang, Lolian Manifesting
4.60 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1 178-1188. Ink and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
D aitoku-ji. Kyoto.

Himself as an F.leven-Headed Cuanyin.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk.
112.8 x 53.4 cm. Denman Waldo Ross
Collection 06.289. Museum o f Fine Arts.
Boston.

4.61 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang. Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 117 8 -1 188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.
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4.63 Zhou Jichang, Lohan Manifesting Himselfas
an Eleven-Headed Guanyin. Detail. 1178-1188.
Ink and colors on silk, 112.8 x 53.4 cm. Denman
Waldo Ross Collection 06.289. Museum o f Fine
Arts. Boston.
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4.62 Zhou Jichang, L ohan Manifesting Himselfas an Eleven-Headed
Guanyin From F ive Hundred Lohans. 1178 -1188. Ink and colors on
silk, 112.8 x 53.4 c m . Denman W aldo Ross Collection 06.289.
Museum o f Fine A rts, Boston.
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4.64 Lin Tinggui and Z h o u Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk. 1 1 1 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, K yoto.

4.65 Su Hanchen, Winter Play. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink and colors on silk. 196.2 x 107.1 cm. National Palace
Museum. Taipei.
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4.66 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jich an g , Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. II7S-11S8. Ink and co lo rs on silk. 112. S x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.

4.67 Emperor H uizong(r. 1 101-25. d. 1135). Court Ladies
Preparing Newlv Woven Silk. D etail. Northern Song dynasty
(early I2,h century). Ink and c o lo rs on silk. 37 x 145.3 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts. Boston.
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4.68 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. II7 8 -II8 8 . Ink and colors on silk, 112. S x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.
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4.69 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang,
Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188.
Ink and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

4.70 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang,
Five Hundred Lohans. Detail. 11 78-1188.
Ink and colors on silk, 1 12. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.
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4 .7 1 Attributed to W ang Qihan. Picking One's Ear. Detail.
Northern Song dynasty. Ink and colors on silk, 28.4 x 65.7cm.
Nanjing University, Nanjing.
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4.73 Lin T inggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk, 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji. Kyoto.

4.72 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. II7 8 -U 88. Ink and colors on silk. 1 12. 8 x 53.4 cm.
Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

4.74 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk. 112. 8 x 53.4 cm.

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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5.1 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Southern
Song dynasty. H anging scroll mounted as panel, ink,
colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f
Fine Arts, Boston.

Lohans Bestowing Alms on
Suffering Human Beings.
From Five Hundred
Lohans. 1178. Ink and colors on silk, U 1.5 x 53.1
5.2

Zhou

Jichang,

cm. M useum o f Fine A rts, Boston.
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5.4 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred
Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk,
112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

5.3 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Southern
Song dynasty. H anging scroll mounted as panel, ink,
colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x S5.9 cm. Museum o f
Fine Arts, Boston.
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5.6 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Southern
Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as panel, in k ,
colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. M useum o f
Fine Arts, Boston.
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Jichang, Five Hundred
i
, ,8 8 ‘ Ink and co,ors on ^
1 1 1 8 x 53 4 « " • D aitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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S.7 Z hou Jichang, Lohans Crossing the Rivtr. From
Five Hundred Lohans. 1178. Ink and colon on silk,
111.5 x 53.1 cm. M useum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.8 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred
Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk ,
112.8 x S3.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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5.9 Zhang Shengwen (active late 12“ century), A Long Scroll o f Buddhist Images. Detail. Inscribed 1180.
Ink, colors and gold on paper, 30.4 ,x 1881.4 cm. National Palace Museum. Taipei.
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5 .10 Zhang Shengwen (active late 12th century), A Long Scroll o f Buddhist Images. Detail. Inscribed 180.
Ink, colors and gold on paper. 30.4 x 1881.4 cm. National Palace Museum. Taipei.
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5.11 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as
panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.12 Jin C h u sh i, King o f Hell. Detail. From Ten
Kings o f Hell. Southern Song dynasty (late twelfth
century). Ink and color on scrol, 111.8 x 47.6 cm.
Metropolitan Museum o f Art, New York.

5.14 Lu Xinzhong’s workshop, King o f Hell. Detail.
From Ten Kings o f Hell. Thirteenth century. Museum
fQrOstasiatische Kunst, Berlin.

5.13 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as
panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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5.15 Anonymous, Procession o f Daoist Deities. Leaf
no. 4 from an album o f fifty leaves, ink on paper.
Junkunc Collection. Southern S on g dynasty.

5.16 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold
on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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S .17 Lu Xinzhong’s workshop, Ten Kings o f Hell.
Detail from the fourth scroll. Tliineenth century. 83.2
x 47 cm. Nara National Museum, Nara.
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5.19 Li Gonglin, Classic o f Filial Piety. Detail.
Northern Song dynasty (ca 1085). Ink on silk, 21.9 x
475.5cm. Metropolitan Museum o f Art, New York.
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5.18 Attributed to Wu Zongyuan (c. early 11'" century), Daoist Immortals in Procession Paying

Homage to the Primordial. C. C. Wang Family Collection.
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5.20 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven.
Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as
panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.21 Anonymous, Welcoming the Imperial Carriages.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty (twelfth century). Ink
and colors on silk. Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.
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5.23 Anonymous, tVenji Arriving Home. Detail. From
Lady Wenji's Return to China.
Southern Song
dynasty (mid-twelfth century). Ink and colors on silk,
25 x55 .8 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.22 Anonymous, Daoist O fficial o f Earth. Southern
Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as panel, ink,
colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston.

-qiV-Cr- ;
5.25 Lu Xinzhong, Sixteen Lohans. Detail from the
fifteenth scroll. Late twelfth century. Ink, color, and
gold on silk, 80 x 41.5 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts,
Boston.

5 .2 4 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as
panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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5.26 Anonymous, Wenshu Crossing the Sea. W est wall o f the Yulin Cave no. 3, Anxi.
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5.27 Anonymous. Wenshu Crossing the Sea. Detail. West wall o f the Yulin Cave no. 3. Anxi
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5.29 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as
panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, I2S.S x SS.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.28 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail.
Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll mounted as
panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.32 Attributed to Li Tang, Duke Wen o f Jin Recovering His State. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink
and colon on silk, 29.5 x 827 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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5.30 Attributed to Jiang
Shen (ca. 1090-1138).

Evening Mist over a i/'allev.
Southern Song dynasty.
Ink on silk. 24.2 x 26.2 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts. Boston.

5 .3 1 Attributed to Zhu Rui,

Travelers amid the Streams
and Mountains. Southern S ong
dynasty. Ink on silk. 26.2 x 27.3 cm.
Shanghai M useum. Shanghai.
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5.33 Li Di, A Falcon Attacking a Pheasant on a Maple Tree. P a lac e Museum. Beijing.
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Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred
Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk,
5.34

112.8

x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

5.35 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred
Lohans. Detail. 1178-1188. Ink a n d colors on silk,
1 1 2 .8 x 5 3 .4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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5.37 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred
Lohans. Detail. 117 8 -1 188. Ink and colors on silk,
112.8 x 53.4 cm. Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.

5 36 Anonymous, Daoist O fficial o f Water. Detail
Southern Song dynasty. H anging scroll mounted as
panel, ink, colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.38 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink colon: nnW
on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. M useum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.39 Ma Yuan, Twelve Scenes o f Water.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink and light
colors on silk, 26.8 x 20.7 cm. Palace
Museum, Beijing.
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5.40 Anonymous, Greeting

the Emperor in the Village.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
Ink, colors and gold on silk,
195.1 x 109.5 cm. Shanghai
Museum, Shanghai.

5.41 A nonym ous. Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink. colors and gold on silk,
125.5 x 55.9 cm. M useum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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5.43 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Detail.
Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace
Museum, Taipei.

5.42 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f Heaven.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink. colors
and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum
o f Fine Arts. Boston.

5.44 Anonymous, Breaking the Balustrade.
Detail. Ink, colors and gold on silk. National
Palace Museum. Taipei.
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5.45 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum
o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5.46 Anonymous, Refusing the Seat. Detail.
Ink, colors and gold on silk. National Palace
Museum. Taipei.
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5.47 Anonymous, Welcoming the Imperial Carriage. Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold
silk. Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.

5.48 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. D etail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors and gold on silk,
125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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5.49 Anonymous , Welcoming the Imperial Carriage. Southern Song dynasty. Detail. Ink. colors and gold
silk. Shanghai Museum, Shanghai.

5.50 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink. colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum
o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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5.52 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f Heaven.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum
o f Fine Arts. Boston.

5.51 Anonymous, Welcoming the Imperial
Carnage. Detail. Ink. colors and gold on silk.
Shanghai Museum. Shanghai.
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5.54 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f Earth.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum
o f Fine Arts, Boston.

5. 53 Attributed to Mao Song. Monkey. Ink,
colors and gold on silk. 47.1 x 36.7 cm.
Tokyo National Museum.

5.55 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f Heaven.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum
o f Fine Arts. Boston.
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5.56

Emperor Huizong, Auspicious Cranes. Early I2lh cemury. Ink and colors on silk. 1112.51 x 138.2 cm.

Liaoning Provincial M useum, Shenyang.
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5.57 Pu Y ue .Amida Triad. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, c o lo rs and gold on silk, 127 x 48.8cm.
Shojoke-in temple, Kyoto.
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5.58 Anonymous, O ne-thousand-arm ed Guanyin (Senju-kannon). Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk. 190.2 x 105.3 cm. Eiho-ji temple, Gifu.
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5.59 Attributed to Shi Ke, Illustration o f the Vimalakirtinirdesa-sutra. rubbing o f stone engraving.
Laurence Sickman Collection.
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5.60 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Heaven. D etail. Southern Song dynasty. Ink, colors
and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f F in e Arts, Boston.

5.61 Attributed to Wang Wei (attributed), Fu Sheng Instructing the Text. DetaiL 25.4 x 44.7 cm. Osaka
Municipal Museum.
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S.62 Ruan Gao, Female Immortals in Elysium. Detail. Tenth century. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 42.7 x
177.2 cm. Palace Museum, Beijing.

5.63 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song d y n a sty . Ink, colors
and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm . Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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6 . 1 Diagram o f the Altar o f th e Three Primordials. From Wushang Pivao.

6.2 Emperor Huizong, Auspicious Cranes. D e ta il. Early I2,h century. Ink and colors on silk, 1112 .5 1 ;138.2 cm.
Liaoning Provincial M useum. Shenyang.
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6.3

Talisman o f the Ten Directions Savior from Suffering.
13'h century. From Shangqing lingbao dafa.

6.4 Liang Kai (active early 13* century). Liberating the Soulfrom the Netherworld. Southern Sone dvnastv
Ink on paper. 26 x 73.9 cm . W an-go Weng Collection.
yn«»iy.
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6.5. Liang Kai (active early 13' century). Liberating the Soul from the Netherworld. Detail. Southern Song
dynasty. Ink on paper. 26 x 73.9 cm. W an-go W eng Collection.
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6.6 Lin Tinggui and Zhou Jichang, Five Hundred Lohans.
Detail. 1178-1188. Ink and colors on silk,
112. 8 x 53.4 cm . Daitoku-ji, Kyoto.
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6.7 The Terrace o f Birth in Heaven. From Shangqing lingbao dafa.
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6.8

Diagram indicating the altar screens (“mu”) in a ritual space. From Lin Weifu ed., Lingbao tingiiaoiidu iinshu C
4 6 6 .juan I.
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[The Fete o f the Yellow Register]
(Six Screens)

Five Emperors

Dark Master

Three Officials

Beaveoly Master

Three Masters

Ritual Inspector

(Left)

(Right)

|Ordiaary Feast]
(Two Screens)

Three Officials

Six Masters

(Left)

6.9

(Right)

Diagram indicating the altar screens (“mu") in a ritual space. Transcribed after Lin Weifu ed.. Lingbao lingjiao

jidu jinshu, CT 4 6 6 ,ju an 1.
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6.10 Diagram indicating the display o fp ain ttn g s in a ritual space. From Lin Weifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao jidu jinshu,
C T 4 6 6 ,ju a n l.
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6 .1 1

Diagram indicating the display o f paintings in a ritual space. Transcribed after Lin W eifu ed., Lingbao lingjiao

jidu jinshu. C T 466, juan I .
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6.12 The A ltar screens in a modem jiao ritual space, Taiwan. Photograph. From Daojiao IVenwu, p. 15.
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6 .13

The inner altar o f the Zhengyi Daoist ritual space, Taiwan. Photograph. From Lu Chuiguan,

Taiwan de Daojiao yislii yu yinyue, fig. 16.
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6.14

Diagrams indicating the constructions o f the Zhengyi Daoist Enclosure o f the Dao. From Lu Chuikuan.

Taiwan de Daojiao yishi yu ytnyue, p. 73.
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6.15

Diagrams indicating the constructions o f the Lingbao Daoist Enclosure o f the Dao. From Lu Chuikuan,

Taiwan de Daojiao yishi yu yinyue , p. 74.
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6.16 Diagram indicating the display o f the enclosure o f the Dao in a jiao offering in Zhongli city, Taiwan.
From Ofuji Ninji, Chugokujin no slihkyo girei , p. 202.
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7.1 Attributed to Ma Lin, The Excursion o f the Three Officials. M ing dynasty (?) Ink, colors on
silk, 174.2 x 122.9 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei.
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7.2 Anonymous. Demon King. Lord o f Hades and others. Detail. The west side o f the north wall.
Pilu si M onastery. Shijiazhuang, Hebei province.
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7.3 Attributed to Wu Zongyuan. Doiast Procession o f Immortals Paying Homage to the Primordial. Detail. Northern
Song dynasty. Ink on silk. Private Collection.

7.4 Anonymous, Procession o f Daoist Deities. Detail o f L eaf no. 20 from an album o f fifty leaves. Southern Sone
dynasty. Ink on paper. Junkunc Collection.
8
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7.5 Anonymous. Amitabha Descending on Clouds. Southern S ong d ynasty. I nk an d colors o n s ilk, 9 7 x
Saifuku-ji temple, Fukui.
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7.6 Anonymous. The Descent o f the Nine Astral Deities o f the North Pole. Southern Song dynasty. Ink. colors and
gold on silk, 112.5 x 54.1 cm. Hogon-ji tem ple. Shiga.
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7 .7 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f
Heaven. Detail. Southern Song dynasty.
H anging scroll mounted as panel, ink,
colors and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm.
M useum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

7.9 Illustration o f Need to Awaken. From
Long Meizi (preface dated 1218). Jinyi
huan dan yinshen tu, C T 151.

7.8 Anonymous, P rocession o f Daoist
Deities. Detail o f L e a f 3 from an album o f
fifty leaves.
S o u th e r n
Kunkunc Collection.

S ong dynasty.
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(t)

(2)
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7.1! (I) True Talisman to Ward O ff the
M isfortunes in Destiny. (2) Talisman o f the
Upper Primordial. (3) Talisman to Summon the
Messengers o f the Three Primordials.
(4)
Talisman to Summon. From Daofa huiyuan.
CT1220.

7.10 Drawing a fte r Daoist Deity o f Heaven.
Drawn by Federico B ia n c h i.
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7 .13 Illustration o f a Daoist's meditation
practice. From Shangqing datong zhenjmg. CT6.

7.12 Illustration o f the Refinement o f Energy and
Perfection o f Spirit. From Xiuzhen taiji hunyuan
zhixuan tu. CT149.
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7.14 Illustration o f a Daoist master ascending to the Heaven to an audience before the primordial Heavenly Worthy.
Ming dynasty. F rom the J a d e Pivot C anon ( Ming dynasty). A fter M ichael S aso, Taoism a nd t he R ite o f C osmic

Renewal, fig. 27.
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7.15 Anonymous. The Water Deity's Excursion (Shuixian chiixing tu). Yuan dynasty(?). Mural from the Five Peaks
Temple (W uyue miao), Fenyang, Shanxi.

7 .16 Anonymous. The Water Deity s Returning Troops (Shuixian chuxing tu). Yuan dynasty(7). Mural from the Five
Peaks Temple ( Wuyue miao), Fenyang, S h an x i.
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7.17 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern S o n g d ynasty. H anging scroll mounted a s panel, ink.
colors and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts. B o sto n .

7.18 Gong Kai (1222-1307), Zhong K ui’s Excursion. Detail. L ate 13,h century. Ink on paper. 32.8 x 169.5 cm. The
Freer Gallery o f Art. Sm ithsonian Institution, Washington D.C.
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7.19 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f Earth. Detail. Southern S o n g dynasty. H anging scroll mounted a s panel, ink.
colors and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

7.21 Attributed to Li G onglin, Raising the Alnts-bowl. Detail. 17th century(7).
Colorado.

Ink on paper. D en v er Art Museum,
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7.20 Anonymous, Erlang Attacking \the Demons in the Mountains. Leaf no. 45 from an album o f fifty leaves
paper. Junkunc Collection.

7.22

Ink on

Anonymous, Underground Court. Detail o f L eaf no. 40 from an album o f fifty leaves. Ink on paper. Junkunc

Collection.
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7.23 Anonymous, Great Generals o f the Deserts and the Spirits o f Grasses and Trees Who Dwell in the Void o f Water
and Land. 1454. Ink, colors and gold on silk, 140.5 x 78.5 cm. Musee National des Arts Asiatiques Guimet, Paris.
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7.24 Anonymous. Four Modes o f Six Rebirths. C .I460. From the 139 scrolls o f Water-Land paintings discovered in
Baoning si temple, Shanxi. Collection o f the Shanxi Provincial Museum. Taiyuan.
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7.25 Illustration o f a Messenger Sending a Report to the Three Officials. Detail. 1470. From Taishang sanyuan aft,
shezui jie'e xiaozai yansheng booming miao jing. Accordion-mounted album, gold on indigo paper. 30.5 x 21.3 cm.
Museum o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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7.26 Chart o f the Embodied Representation o f
the Ascent and D escent o f Yin a nd Yang. F rom
Xiao Yingsou. Yuanshi wtdiang turen shangpin
miaojing neiyi (Preface dated 1226). After Judith
Bolts. A Survey o f Taoist Literature: Tenth to
Seventeenth Centuries (Berkeley, 1987), fig. 20.
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7.27 Anonymous. Daoist Official o f Water.
Detail. Southern S o n g dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as panel, ink. colors and gold on silk.
125.5 x 55.9 cm. M useum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

7.28 Yan Hui. Lantern Night Excursion ofZ hong Kui (Demon Queller). Detail. First h a lf o f the I4,h century. Ink and
slight color on silk. 25.7 x 904.4 cm . T h e Cleveland M useum o f Art.
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7.29 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Water. Detail. Southern Song d y n a sty .
colors and gold on silk, 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f Fine Arts. Boston.

7 .3 1 Anonymous, Daoist Official o f Earth.
Detail. Southern Song dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as panel, ink, colors and gold on silk,
125.5 x 55.9 cm. M useum o f Fine Arts, Boston.

Hanging scroll mounted as panel, ink.

7.30 A nonym ous, Daoist Official o f Water.
Detail. Southern S o n g dynasty. Hanging scroll
mounted as p a n e l, in k , colors and gold on silk,
125.5 x 55.9 cm . M u se u m o f Fine Arts, Boston.
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7.32 Anonymous, Spirits that Come to Console the Bereaved Family. C.1460. From th el3 9 scrolls o f Water-Land
paintings discovered in Baoning si temple, Shanxi. Collection o f the Shanxi Provincial Museum, Taiyuan.
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7.33 Anonymous. Daoist Deities o f Heaven, Earth and Water. S o u th e rn Song dynasty. Three scrolls mounted as three
panels, ink. colors and gold on silk. 125.5 x 55.9 cm. Museum o f F in e Arts, Boston.
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7.34 Statues o f the Three Officials. 20,h century. Sanyuan gong temple, Shanghai.
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7.35 Diagram indicating the location and positioning o f the statues o f the Three Officials. Sanyuan gong temple,
Shanghai. From Hachiya Kuniff, ChUgoku no dokvd: sono katsudS do dokan no genjo (Tokvo: KyiJko sho-in, 1995),
fig. 20, p. 39.
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